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ABSTRACT
Engineering Metropolis:
Contagion, Capital, and the Making of British Colonial Cairo, 1882-1922
Shehab Ismail

This dissertation traces the transition of colonial Cairo from a marginal space to the British regime
to an object of colonial governance and the site of technological and social intervention. It
examines what caused this transition, how it shaped the spatial and social landscape of a booming
metropolis, and how these developments produced and sustained opportunities, contradictions, and
spaces for contestation and opposition. This dissertation challenges the current literature on British
Cairo, which treats the colonial era (1882-1922) as a homogeneous expression of the regime’s
retreat and of capital-led growth, by providing an account of the regime’s program of
infrastructural reorganization and schemes of public housing and town planning. Because the
literature largely ignores this history, it does not detect the colonial regime’s increasing discomfort
at capital-led urban development or the regime’s late attempt to refashion its relation to capital and
to take charge of Cairo’s future growth.
The first part of this dissertation examines the pressures and crises that led to this transition.
A protracted biological crisis that saw waves of cholera epidemics and high death rates
underscored the need for constructing and improving infrastructures of sanitation and service
provision. And capital’s forceful entry into the city led to a speculative property bubble, a housing
crisis, and uncoordinated urban expansion, which made the disjointed framework of urban
administration and the absence of regulations all the more evident. These crises made the colonial
regime liable to critiques from elites, proponents, and certainly from the nascent anticolonial

movement. The second part examines projects of sanitation and schemes of housing and town
planning that the regime turned to since the beginning of the twentieth century and that embodied
a changing approach to the city. During the latter two decades of the occupation, the colonial
regime invested in upgrading Cairo’s water supply and constructing the city’s first sewage
network. This dissertation traces not only how these infrastructural technologies worked but also
how they became sites of contestation over power and knowledge. It examines the reception of
infrastructures by urban dwellers across the social spectrum, the techno-social debates they
occasioned among expert managers and designers, including above all engineers and public
hygienists, and the social visions they embodied. Finally, the regime broached projects of public
housing and town planning that constituted, in one sense, the culmination of a program of
infrastructural reorganization, and in another, an attempt to give coherence to urban governance
and assume leadership over the city’s development. By offering material improvement, these
schemes were also meant to neutralize political discontent, which nonetheless erupted with the
1919 revolution.
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INTRODUCTION

The history of British colonial Cairo (1882-1922) is often told as one of discontinuity with the
Khedival period particularly under the reign of Ismail (r. 1863-1879). The story goes that while
Cairo substantially expanded due to government’s efforts under the Viceroy, its development
stagnated under the British occupation before capital took the lead, shaping elite spaces of
residence and commerce. Contrasted with Ismail’s energetic urban development efforts, which
were financed by the cotton boom and foreign borrowing, the British regime was faced with a
“race against bankruptcy” and was more invested in laying out the infrastructures of cotton
agriculture and transportation. Egyptian cities, and particularly Cairo, had no space in the British
regime’s predominantly agrarian policies. But the British regime also encouraged an influx of
foreign capital with investments in both the countryside and in Egypt’s leading cities. Capital-led
urban growth in Cairo created wealthy suburbs, zones of exclusivity, and elite spaces of commerce
and leisure.
This dissertation reconstructs the history of British colonial Cairo by revising this story and
by probing the motivations of its protagonists. Its point of departure is that the four decades of
British colonial rule were marked by a significant transition whereby the regime forged a new
approach to the city and attempted to adapt its relationship with capital. While it is true that the
colonial regime was initially disinterested in Cairo, the latter two decades of the occupation
witnessed the rise of the city as an object of colonial governance and a field for ambitious schemes
that sought to modernize the urban landscape and to reorder it spatially and socially. Examining
the underlying causes and consequences of this transition leads to three themes that further
distinguish this account from available ones. First, this dissertation argues that the transition was
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caused by public health and housing crises that galvanized the colonial regime into action and
forced it to reconsider its approach to the city. Second, in response to these crises, the regime
fashioned a program of infrastructural reorganization, investing in urban infrastructures of water
supply and sanitation. Finally, by the last decade of the occupation, the colonial administration
came to the conclusion that capital-led urban growth led to a housing crisis and chaotic urban
development. In response, the regime broached schemes of public housing and town planning that
attempted to take charge of Cairo’s growth while engaging private capital on its own terms. In
other words, while the current literature treats the colonial period as a homogeneous expression of
official retrenchment and capital-led urbanization, this account argues that the period was marked
by a shift whereby Cairo became a site of technological and social intervention and an arena for
refashioning the regime’s relationship to private capital. This account is equally concerned with
contradictions, making explicit how the colonial era spawned a fraught urban geography of
unequal wealth, health, and authority to shape collective life.
Before laying out the broader implications of this reading of Cairo’s colonial history, let’s
consider the interplay of contagion, capital, and infrastructures by following two British colonial
officials to the hills of Moqattam, which surrounded the city from the southeast. Ascending to the
top in order to capture the then rare bird’s-eye view of Cairo was a gesture of authority that
disclosed the desire to contemplate the urban landscape in its totality and to understand it in new
ways.
H. R. Greene was the director of the Department of Public Health and Sanitary Services
from 1885 to 1892. When he wrote “Mokattam: A Sanatorium for Cairo” in 1895, the former
director’s professional interests had moved on to include health tourism and the development of
healthy suburbs for moneyed residents. The British doctor invited an imaginary spectator to take
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Orientation map, circa 1900

a seat near the edge of the cliff and contemplate the city below, “happily embellished by the
enhancement of distance.”1 At the foot of Moqattam and to the right extended the “labyrinthine
mass” of the “native town,” a term that Greene and many other officials and observers used as a
shorthand for Cairo’s oldest neighborhoods, which predated Khedive Ismail’s western expansions
of the late 1860s and early 1870s. These quarters were marked by their dense fabric, layered
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historical architecture, and centers of commercial and artisanal activities. The spectator would also
see Muhammad Ali street, which the Pasha “with a characteristic mixture of despotism and
enlightenment, drove through the heart of labyrinth” and that marked the beginning of the newer
part of the town. Constructing the straight avenue on top of Cairo’s old fabric required destroying
proprieties and monuments, which were no obstacles to “the destructive creator.” Greene had no
doubt regarding the value of the artery, which replaced “squalor and unmitigated crookedness,”
thus rendering service to the city “from a hygienic point of view, whatever may be said of it
aesthetically.” According to the medical theories of the mid-century, which were slowly dying out
due to the rise of the new science of bacteriology, generating air circulation and relieving
congestion were unconditionally good for any city. To the west, or between the old eastern
neighborhoods and the Nile, stretched the “modern division of the town,” with its modern houses
and spacious gardens. These quarters that housed the city’s Egyptian and foreign elites were
distinct from old, eastern neighborhoods, and it was common for contemporaries to refer to them
as the “European quarters” due to their urban fabric, the texture of social life, and Europeaninspired architecture. Greene pointed to the extreme right, where the spectator would have seen
the distant Abbasiya, then a military neighborhood that housed army barracks but was already
beginning to witness residential development. The city’s expansion towards Abbasiya would only
accelerate during the following decades as a result of the property bubble of 1897-1907. For the
interest of tourists, Greene also pointed to the Nile and the Pyramids, which could be seen in the
distance further west.
Greene, however, sought to interest his imaginary spectator, or readers of the London
Lancet, in another more practical project, “a healthy and easily reached suburb” in Moqattam.
Composed of three vast plateaus, the hills had not received the proper attention of the tourism
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industry, urban developers, or the government. The latter could facilitate the entry of private
enterprise by constructing a funicular elevator to connect Moqattam to the city. Greene was
surprised that officials of the Public Works Ministry never broached the topic given that many of
them gained their experience in India, where whenever there was raised ground, officials utilized
the natural advantage for the improvement of health. He was equally surprised that the idea never
occurred to the European community in Cairo. The former director of the Public Health
Department had in mind two concrete proposals that were both lucrative and beneficial to the
health of Cairo’s elites. First, a sanatorium could be established to receive health tourists and
moneyed Cairenes. European residents and tourists already travelled very far to reach the few
locations known for their salubrity, such as Marariya, Helwan, and Mena House at the Pyramids,
when they felt they needed a “respite…from the foul smells and coprophagous microbes of the
undrained city.”2 An accessible sanatorium at Moqattam could rapidly establish a reputation
among these healthy spots. Second, the pure air could be utilized for the purpose of developing a
suburb to attract European residents. With “a little energy, a little money,” the new suburb could
become a “refuge” for European residents from the diseased city. The healthy quarter “would
unquestionably be a great boon to the European inhabitants of Cairo in general” as it could save
their lives and relieve them from the need to send their children to Europe during the summer to
avoid heat and disease. And the new suburb could be served by a water supply convened from the
south by means of gravity or pumping.
Greene’s article is noteworthy for both what it shows and what it elides about Cairo’s
landscape more than a decade into the British occupation. First, it indicates how concerns for health
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shaped the physical landscape of nineteenth century cities, further confirming what Khaled Fahmy
argued about Cairo more than a decade ago.3 Second, the article provides a glimpse into how the
same concerns for health underwrote capital’s entry into the city. Demand for health created
opportunities for capital investment and accumulation in urban development, particularly in the
housing industry and in urban infrastructures of transportation, sanitation, and service provision.
Finally, the article serves to highlight key actors who shaped the urban landscape and their
motivations. Cairo’s elites were anxious about their health in a city where the death rate was high
and remained so during much of the British colonial period. The pressure they exercised on the
regime and the opportunities they created for capital were both significant. Yet, the former director
of the Public Health Department omitted crucial details, failing to draw the attention of his
imaginary spectator to other defining features of the urban environment. First, Greene never
pointed to the enormous chain of rubbish mounds that lay parallel to Moqattam, separating it from
eastern neighborhoods, which would have been visible from where the doctor was. Authorities
were most familiar with the unsanitary rubbish mounds that had been accumulating for decades if
not centuries and that sometimes reached more than forty meters in height. Whether the omission
was due to genuine oversight or a willful act of avoiding inconvenient details is secondary.
Removing the rubbish mounds would have been costly and administratively taxing. Leaving them
would have cast doubt on the reputation of a proposed healthy suburb in close proximity. Second,
what about the health of the “swarming multitude” of congested old quarters, who constituted the
majority of the city’s residents? As a former director of the Public Health Department, Greene
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realized that the health of elites was not entirely separable from the health of the less fortunate
classes who were more susceptible to diseases. He elided the fact that healthy suburbs for elites
could not fully guarantee health in the diseased city. And he certainly knew that a viable solution
to unhealthy conditions in Cairo required authorities to consider Cairo as a whole.
In his capacity as the Under-Secretary of State for the Public Works Ministry, British
engineer Murdoch Macdonald wrote the following account of Cairo in 1916. The ministry housed
the Tanzim (‘organization’) Council or Department, which exercised a significant role in the
management of the city, including street construction and maintenance as well as issuing
construction permits. Macdonald’s note demarcated Cairo’s main spatial divisions as if looking at
it from the Citadel, which stood on a rocky promontory of Moqattam. First was the area containing
the older, densely inhabited quarters that lay at the foot of the Citadel. “Here narrow crooked
streets, blind alleys, and covered pathways abound, ways of communication detestable to the
engineer of European training.”4 According to Macdonald, the challenge that faced the engineer
in these neighborhoods was to introduce “modern ideas” while preserving the picturesque charm
of the old town, including its mosques and artisanal markets. Absence of regulations and
prohibitive expenses of expropriation posed formidable challenges to schemes of improving these
neighborhoods. These schemes invariably recommended carving wide streets, widening existing
ones, and adjusting alignments. And the civil engineer had much to say about streets. He pointed
out that good streets needed not be straight and regular and that optimal width was a function of
the average height of houses that could supply much needed shade in hot climates. The use of
macadam and asphalt in new quarters already enhanced “the value to health” of Cairo’s streets as
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it allowed street washing, and the government planned to extend these surfaces to old
neighborhoods gradually with the laying of public sewers. The sewage system, which began
operating in 1915, led to evident improvements as “the small garden plots no longer have the
sodden appearance caused by cess-pit infiltration.”5 Second, the Under-Secretary pointed to
“modern Cairo,” which occupied the space between old quarters and the river bank. There, regular
street layout bore testimony to the “presence of the reforming European.” However, important
thoroughfares were still too narrow in light of the extension of tramways.6
Macdonald also looked beyond the usual dual city division to examine new spaces and
search for possibilities of future expansion. The Tanzim Department considered a number of
projects, including public housing projects, that “though not monetarily productive,” were of great
value to “the progress of Egypt.”7 Macdonald pointed to a large area northeast of the city, bounded
by Abbasiya, the old city wall, and Moqattam. While area had been cut off by the infamous rubbish
mounds, the Tanzim was freeing this space gradually by removing these unsanitary features. Urban
authorities had plans for the area, namely to lay out a quarter of “middle-class property.” And
Macdonald believed that “with its clean soil, relative eminence and northern exposure it should
form an attractive and very healthy suburb.”8 Another possible area of development was Old Cairo,
the infamously unhealthy quarter and “abandoned scene of earlier Arab settlements.” The Tanzin
studied the area for the purpose of “the reconstruction or extension on modern lines of a poor
quarter.” Macdonald believed that the area should be generously planned with “houses of stable
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design” and “claims of health and education” in order to attract poorer residents and replace or at
least relieve pressure on the city’s slums.
Macdonald’s reflections were symptomatic of the colonial regime’s changing approach to
the city. Capital-led urban development since the turn of the century created a speculative housing
market and led to uncoordinated growth and shortage of affordable housing. These schemes
demonstrate that the regime sought to remedy the effects of Cairo’s speculative growth. The
engineer’s comments also serve to highlight two broader themes of this dissertation. First,
engineers and other experts explicitly conceived of Cairo socially, or as a social space containing
distinct social classes, however undertheorized ‘class’ was. Their designs and schemes were
anchored in social analysis, or different visions of what constituted the city as a social space. And
by extension, the infrastructures and urban projects that experts designed and monitored embodied
and enacted these social visions and gave rise to debates around them. Second, Macdonald’s
comments serve to underscore the fact that what took place above ground was always in relation
to what took place underneath it. This relation was mutual and contingent—different actors and
forces took the lead at different time while others caught up. Contagion and the construction boom
unleashed pressures that underscored the need for infrastructural reorganization. In turn, urban
infrastructures created opportunities for the housing market and invited ambitious schemes of
urban planning.
The agrarian vision of the British regime was one of the pillars of colonial policy in Egypt.
The British occupation of 1882 took place in the wake of state bankruptcy and a failed revolution.9
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For colonial administrators such as Lord Cromer, the British Consul-General and de facto ruler of
Egypt from 1883 to 1907, the two trump cards of colonial rule were financial expertise and
hydraulic technology. The first was meant to keep Egypt solvent in order to be able to service the
debt. The second aimed to provide the necessary infrastructure of agriculture, which was the basis
of economic prosperity. Indeed, the colonial regime devoted much attention to the material, legal,
and financial infrastructures of cotton agriculture. Irrigation, railways, agricultural surveys, and
credit institutions were meant to create a well-oiled machine for cultivating, transporting, and
exporting cotton, Egypt’s most important cash crop.10 For Cromer and other administrators,
agrarian prosperity was in turn the anchor of the political stability of the colonial regime. Cromer
laid out the philosophy behind the regime’s agrarian vision on many occasions. For him, Egypt
was primarily composed of a homogeneous mass of nearly nine million peasants, who deserved
attention on account of their number and the political role they could, if passively, exercise. For
Cromer, the stability of the regime hinged on the ability “to create a large class of small holders
who would constitute a conservative dead weight, averse to any radical change.”11 Thus, the
regime’s program of agrarian improvement, which led to an overhaul of the irrigation system and
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the extension of rural railway networks, was linked to both economic prosperity and political
stability.
Cities, however, were another matter, for according to colonial administrators, they did not
form a whole with the rest of the country. Rather, they were socially discrete, anomalous entities,
and largely irrelevant to the project of governing the countryside. For Cromer, the space of Cairo,
that “maze of old ruin and modern café, that dying Mecca and still-born Rue de Rivoli,” somewhat
mirrored the city’s social hodgepodge.12 In his Modern Egypt, Cromer defended his position that
an Egyptian nation was nonexistent—there were only “dwellers of Egypt”—which foreclosed the
questions of national autonomy, by giving a “fair ethnological description of the first ten people
[one] meets in one of the streets of Cairo.”13 The colonial administrator-ethnographer listed social
types to be encountered on the city’s streets: the peasant, the Bedouin, the Coptic clerk, the TurcoEgyptian pasha, the Syrian money-lender, a sheikh or religious figure from al-Azhar Theological
University, a Jew, a winter tourist, “some Levantine nondescript, whose ethnological status defies
diagnosis,” a Greek trader, not to mention the Armenians, Sudanese, Maltese, the “half-breeds of
every description,” and finally the Europeans who stood at the apex of this world. Cairo was a
space for finance, commerce, and tourism, a center of colonial administration, and home of
substantial foreign communities and native elites, but for Cromer it did not reveal anything true
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about Egyptians. Cairo was the proof of their national nonexistence. As he opined elsewhere
Alexandria was a different case, for it was in reality a European city.14
There was another significant urban class against which the imperial administrator often
railed, namely modern educated Egyptians. For him, they were incongruent products of the
introduction of European civilization into Egypt.15 As a social class, they were referred to as
effendis, or effendiyya (sing. effendi). During the colonial period, effendis constituted an embryonic
and upwardly mobile middle class. As a sociocultural category, effendis straddled the middle class,
the new Egyptian bureaucratic class, and would-be elites. They wore clothes that distinguished
them socially, most importantly, a western suit and a tarboosh (a fez, or a red hat). Effendis were
most commonly lawyers, clerks, doctors, engineers, and journalists among other professions.16
The four decades of the colonial era saw the rise of modern educated effendis from a nascent group
to an upwardly mobile middle class that sought employment in the Egyptian bureaucracy and
demanded equality with foreign employees of the government who occupied the upper echelons
of the administration. Blocked mobility constituted one of the most outstanding grievances of
middle class effendis who demanded to partake of the benefits of prosperity. As we will see, middle
class Egyptians wanted a share of the benefits of the regime’s sanitary infrastructures, which
provided the material conditions of bourgeois privacy and modern subjectivity. The grievances of
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effendis fed into anticolonial mobilization, particularly the nationalist movement, which was
formed during the period. The challenge to the colonial regime by nationalists and other
anticolonial groups became particularly acute and violent in the 1910s.17 For colonial
administrators, modern educated effendis constituted a largely hostile urban class that demanded
employment and social mobility, published subversive newspapers, formed secret societies, and
openly attempted to undermine the authority of the regime. When Lord Kitchener, who was known
for his ruthlessness in Sudan and the South African Boer War, became the Consul-General of
Egypt in 1911, an English observer felt the need to dispel the suspicion that the military general
was in Egypt “merely to terrorise a few thousand Nationalists in Cairo.”18
One of the symptoms of the colonial regime’s neglect of Cairo was the disjointed
framework of administration that managed urban affairs. The regime handled the city as if it was
a province, or a governorate, which was a broad administrative subdivision. Governing Cairo was
the responsibility of primarily three branches of the central government. The first of these was the
Tanzim Department that was part of the Public Works Ministry, the second was the Public Health
Department which was organized under the Ministry of Interior, and the third was the Governorate.
The Tanzim was in charge of the construction and maintenance of roads, building regulations, and
street lighting. The Public Health Department managed the medical and sanitary affairs of the
entire country. The department’s most important responsibilities in Cairo were sanitary inspections
on services and establishments, preventive measures during times of epidemics, and other routine
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tasks including street watering and scavenging. The Governorate issued licenses for temporary
occupation of public roads. In addition, there were other official and private institutions that were
critical to the management of urban life. The concessionary Cairo Water Company wielded
enormous influence on water provisioning, constituting an additional layer of sovereignty over the
city. And the Ministry of Charitable Endowments (Awqaf) administered many of the city’s
collective institutions of sanitation and water consumption including mosques, public baths, and
water fountains. The ministry also managed other lands and buildings donated by their owners as
inalienable charity. These spaces peppered the urban landscape of the turn of the century. Only
during the last decade of British rule that city officials broached proposals to reform and centralize
urban administration in order to facilitate the regime’s new plans for Cairo. These proposals, which
ran in parallel to debates outside government circles, ranged from establishing a municipality to
enlarging the capacities of the Tanzim. Colonial officials were aware that introducing a
municipality, as a representative intuition of local self-government, could open the door for forces
hostile to the regime including nationalists to challenge its management of the capital, which was
the seat of the central government and the colonial administration.
This disjointed administrative structure was compounded by inadequate budgets and lack
of fiscal autonomy. Particularly, the meager budgets of the Public Health and the Tanzim
departments led to constant critique of the priorities of the regime and doubts regarding the interest
of decision makers in pressing urban reforms. In fact, directors of the Public Health Department
occasionally voiced their frustration at being the subject of critique, when their hands were tied by
limited budgets that were allocated by Cromer and his powerful advisors in the Finance Ministry.
Similarly, Tanzim officials often complained about lack of funds needed to improve old
neighborhoods, which required adjusting street alignments and opening new ones—both were
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expensive operations that required compensating proprietors. At the other end, Cromer voiced his
frustration that “each zealous official, anxious to improve the administration of his own
department, hurled in demands for money on a poverty-stricken Treasury.”19 For instance, “the
medical authorities clamoured for hospitals, and pointed out that, without improved sanitation,
which was a bottomless financial abyss, there could be no guarantee against epidemic disease.”20
And these large demands were usually followed by “every species of minor proposal.” For
instance, “what report would the winter visitor to Egypt make when they returned to Europe, if, in
driving to the Pyramids, they were bumped over a road which had not been repaired since the
Empress Eugénie drove over it some twenty years previously?”21 For Cromer, the problem with
these “zealous” officials and their proposals was that they were unaware of the financial situation
as a whole. For only he and a few administrators and advisors really understood the logic behind
the disproportional spending on irrigation rather than cities, which owed to the agrarian priorities
of the regime, or on policing rather than public health, which owed to necessary interest in the
security of the regime. The complaints of officials, however, paled next to those of the city’s elites
who were anxious for their health and who continued to mount pressure on the administration until
they began to see improvements.
The system of capitulations and the international control of the reserve funds through the
Caisse de la dette publique (Public Debt Commission) added yet another layer of complexity to
the administration of Cairo. The system of capitulations was essentially one of tax exemptions for
the subjects of fourteen European powers who resided in the Ottoman Empire and its provinces
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including Egypt. In 1885, that is after the British occupation of Egypt, European powers agreed,
yet only in principle, to equal taxation with Egyptians. However, European governments were still
free to contest new taxes and the modifications of existing ones. The issue was critical for the
administration of Egypt’s largest cities due to the significant presence of European communities.
Raising taxes on European owned urban properties required laborious negotiations with all the
other European powers.22 However, it was not impossible. The British administration incessantly
invoked the capitulations to justify inaction with respect to a number of projects, such as urban
drainage schemes and the proposed Cairo municipality, both of which required levying taxes on
Europeans. The government argued that complicated negotiations with the powers hindered these
project, often before or without entering any negotiations. Government critics, and sometimes its
proponents, argued that this was only a ready excuse not to entertain projects towards which the
colonial regime was disinclined for other reasons, financial or political. And the Alexandria
Municipality, whose formation in 1890 required negotiations with the European powers, was a
ready counterexample to the regime’s argument concerning the difficulty of establishing a
municipality in Cairo. However, the international control of the reserve funds posed a sterner
challenge to the British regime. The most important function of the Caisse, which originated in
the years of state bankruptcy before the British occupation, was to service the foreign debt using
the reserve funds. Since 1885, six European powers, including France, administered the Caisse,
and their authorization was required for the use of any portion of the funds. The reserve, which
accumulated due to surplus state revenues, became substantial by the 1890s as the financial
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situation of the country improved. With respect to large-scale urban projects, the British regime
complained of French interference when it sought using the reserve. As we will see in Chapter
Four, there is some evidence that the French government did interfere, not simply to block British
projects, but to impose conditions that were meant to ensure the competitiveness of French capital
in Egypt. This situation was resolved in 1904 when the Anglo-French entente cordiale released
six million Egyptian pounds from the reserve funds, or nearly half of a year’s total receipts, for
government’s use without international checks.23
This dissertation draws upon and pushes against various bodies of scholarly literature. It
revises the current literature on colonial Cairo by approaching the city as a social space that is both
interconnected and differentiated. The available literature provides excellent accounts of new elite
spaces and upper class residential districts, while more compelling variants dig deeper into the
capital that made these spaces possible and the elites who inhabited them.24 However, these
accounts tend to be disproportionately spatial, with a near exclusive focus on new architecture and
urban developments. What is missing from these accounts to varying degrees, is analysis of the
rest of the city, with its old neighborhoods and slums, its effendis and lower classes.25 To a certain
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extent, everyday experience of cities points to the shortcomings of the literature. Substantial
development of new urban spaces rarely leaves intact the rest of the city. Rather, it creates new
pressures on the urban fabric and its infrastructures. It tests the priorities of urban authorities. It
attracts a demographic and excludes others. It modifies everyday commute and work patterns. It
reflects new desires for privacy and exclusivity. It gives rise to new standards of housing. And it
influences rents and value of lands near and far.
This work seeks to reorient the study of colonial Cairo by probing the social nature of urban
space. First, it investigates the city through the lens of housing, underscoring how rents and land
values redistributed the urban population onto a new socio-spatial configuration. Elites searched
for healthy neighborhoods and distant suburbs offering modern housing, comfortable Egyptians
left the neglected old neighborhoods for new ones that catered to a rising middle class, and the
poor were squeezed in congested old quarters and slums. Second, this dissertation analyzes the
contradictions of capital-led urban process. It shows how dispossession was part and parcel of
opening urban space for capital accumulation. And it aims to be receptive to the traces that Cairo’s
poor left on urban space as well as in administrative documents and engineering reports. Third,
this dissertation underscores the interconnectedness of urban space by dwelling on its
infrastructures. Examining the city’s infrastructures in parallel to its spatial expansion makes
explicit interdependent dynamics and forces that engulfed the entire urban landscape. Finally, this
account distinguishes itself from uncritical modernization narratives by underscoring the pressures
and exigencies that generated British regime’s self-proclaimed projects of improvement and
modernization, and the ways in which these projects channeled colonial power.
This dissertation places science and technology studies in conversation with urban history
and colonial history, probing the mutual constitution of science, technology, and society through
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the study of Cairo and its infrastructures.26 Infrastructural technologies are key sites of contestation
over knowledge, power, and visions of the social order.27 This study interrogates the logics and
epistemologies of expert designers and managers of urban infrastructures—engineers, hygienists,
chemists, bacteriologists, and geologists among others. It underscores how experts reflected on
their knowledge and its limits and on the relationship between technology and the social world it
aimed to pattern. Two arguments are relevant in this context. First, the unevenness of colonial
power undergirded the advance of modern scientific rationality and technoscientific controls into
everyday domains where local knowledge and epistemologies, however tangled and informal,
exerted influence.28 The third chapter traces a controversy over Cairo’s water supply that pitted
laypeople against experts involved in monitoring and controlling drinking water. However, unlike
stories of mediation and brokerage between knowledge traditions, lack of recognition constituted
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a tension that was evocative of imperialism and everyday opposition to it.29 Second, while
infrastructural technologies invoke notions of connectivity and circulation, they could also be
dividers that cement and give material expression to hierarchies. The fourth chapter examines the
contending epistemologies and social visions of engineers who were involved in designing
drainage schemes for Cairo. To borrow from Michel Callon, engineers are also sociologists who
interrogate the relationship between engineering, as a practice that mediates knowledge, action,
and materiality, and the social world it seeks to organize.30 The chapter shows that while some
experts proposed universalist visions of engineering, the vision that ultimately triumphed in Cairo
considered sharp colonial and class hierarchies as limits to be preserved rather than softened or
challenged. Yet, the decolonization of the urban landscape after the 1919 revolution revealed the
brittleness of colonial social visions. Finally, this dissertation draws on science and technology
studies in a broad sense by investigating contagion as a social and political force that intersects
with capital and colonialism.
This dissertation is attentive to attempts to consolidate power through the government of
cities, or inversely, to the centrality of cities for the development of new technologies of
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government.31 It offers a study of how Cairo became an object of colonial governance and of social
and technological engineering. And it probes the pressures that led the British regime to develop
its administrative capacities and resources in order to intervene in the urban environment in new
ways. While the colonial regime sought to reorganize the city through its infrastructures, the turn
to the city as a space in which power could be consolidated was significant. Especially so in
colonial Cairo, where other overlapping sovereignties challenged the regime. As opposed to other
colonial cities including Indian cities under the British Raj and Arab cities under French rule,
colonial power was more limited in Cairo by the complex financial and legal framework of the
capitulations, the Public Debt Commission, and the Mixed Courts.32 In addition, powerful
companies such as the Cairo Water Company wielded authority over urban life. This dissertation
shows that Cairo’s infrastructures were often expressions of fragmented and overlapping
sovereignties as well as sites where the colonial regime attempted to resolve this tension and
consolidate its power. And the final chapter takes up schemes of urban planning that revealed the
colonial regime’s desire to take charge of the city’s future and to reformulate its relation to private
capital.
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While the dual city model has dominated the study of Middle Eastern, and to some extent
colonial, cities, this dissertation seeks to direct attention to the heterogeneity of Cairo’s colonial
landscape and to the new ways in which it became connected and divided.33 It is evident that for
the inhabitants of colonial Cairo the difference between old and new neighborhoods was visually
striking, the kind of difference that could be perceived immediately. This difference served for the
purpose of making coarse arguments—colonial observes mapped an “unchanging orient” onto old
quarters, and nationalists charged that European quarters thrived at the expense of the
disadvantaged old quarters. Be that as it may, this dissertation shows that the colonial period
witnessed the formation of new urban spaces and the differentiation of old ones in tandem with
laying out the infrastructures of transportation, sanitation, and service provision. And schemes of
town planning and housing further underscore the declining significance of the dual city.
Finally, this dissertation sheds light on a moment before public monopoly on vital
infrastructures became the norm, that is before the consolidation of the urban “infrastructural
ideal” to quote Steve Graham and Simon Marvin’s Splintering Urbanism. The fragmented
infrastructures of the late nineteenth century are reminiscent of privatized contemporary
infrastructures under neoliberal economic policies.34 This dissertation absorbs the lessons of
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contemporary debates on the privatization of infrastructures and offers a study of fragmented
infrastructures of the past and the pressures that led to their consolidation.

This dissertation is organized into two parts. The first scrutinizes the events that shook the
colonial regime out of its initial disinterest in Cairo. Chapter One examines waves of cholera
epidemics that hit Cairo in 1883, 1895-1896, and 1902, stretching the capacities of urban
authorities to their limit and exposing their unpreparedness for such biological disasters. Chapter
Two probes the city’s capital-led growth, which saw rampant speculation and a cycle of boom and
bust, piecing together how these dynamics redistributed the urban population and led to a housing
crisis. The biological and housing crises placed a premium on large-scale government intervention
and challenged the colonial administration in ways that pushed it to rethink its urban policies. The
second part of this dissertation examines urban projects and schemes that embodied the regime’s
changing approach to urban governance. Chapter Three analyzes official attempts at exercising
scientific control over Cairo’s water provisioning, highlighting epistemological friction and
contestations over the authority to control this everyday necessity. Chapter Four investigates the
design and construction of the city’s first sewage system, tracing various debates on the social
nature of engineering and how infrastructures give material expression to engineering
epistemologies. Finally, Chapter Five charts how the regime’s program of infrastructural
reorganization culminated in schemes of housing and town planning that highlighted the need to
rethink models of urban governance.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE BIOLOGICAL CRISIS OF CAIRO

Introduction
John Rogers Pasha, the director of the Public Health Department from 1892 to 1899, compared
the impact of the 1883 and 1895-96 cholera epidemics on Egypt and Cairo, the most stricken city
in both cases. He reflected that back in 1883, during one of the worst cholera outbreaks to hit the
country, “people had jealously reserved the right to die where they liked, to communicate disease
as they liked.”1 And he recounted seeing the corpses of cholera victims being washed on the banks
of the Nile at Cairo, where the epidemic hit with such virulence that not all dead were registered
or properly buried. He even witnessed some corpses in Ismailiya Canal floating within close
proximity to the intake of the Cairo Water Company, which supplied filtered water to the city’s
elites. And he remembered how then people, including European doctors, believed and circulated
the “old fiction” of yellow cholera fogs and burned barrels of tar at night in the streets in order to
purify the air.2 Rogers was satisfied that his department performed much better in 1896 as it
focused on key measures to protect the city’s water supply, which effectively contained the
outbreak.
However, Rogers concluded his report with a complaint to his colonial superiors. He called
upon them to implement much needed, yet expensive, enduring sanitary reforms to redress Cairo’s
unhygienic conditions instead of acting mostly during times of epidemics. Health experts in Egypt
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agreed that authorities were better able to fight cholera during the epidemics of 1895-96 and 1902
due to the discoveries of the German bacteriologist Robert Koch, who was able to isolate the
cholera bacteria in 1883-84 in Egypt and India. However, the same experts lamented that two
decades into the British occupation, knowledge did not translate into durable measures to improve
the health of Cairo and lower its excessive death rate. And complaints of the city’s elite residents,
foreign communities, public hygienists, investors in tourism and urban development, as well as
the nascent Egyptian middle class formed a crescendo that was directed at the colonial regime’s
decision makers. By the turn of the twentieth century, it was evident that Cairo’s protracted
biological crisis required much more than temporary, uncoordinated measures. It required an
overhaul of the urban landscape.
Focusing on the three cholera epidemics of 1883, 1895-96, and 1902, this chapter shows
how contagion delivered a shock to the colonial regime’s policies, establishing the need to bring
Cairo to the center of projects of governance. Cholera epidemics spurred two interconnected
developments in how the regime accounted for and governed urban space. First, they gave rise to
official efforts to study and map out the sanitary geography of Cairo in a systematic fashion.
Concerns for public health were the occasion of numerous commissions and investigations by
doctors, engineers, and other experts to study the urban landscape including its sanitary
infrastructures, urban services, streets, houses, mosques, baths, water fountains, markets,
slaughterhouses, trash mounds, and vacant lands. Out of these efforts emerged an image of a
bifurcated geography whereby a minority of elites were able to afford sanitation and water
privately, while the majority of Cairenes depended on collective spaces such as mosques, public
baths, and water fountains. Second, contagion underscored the urgency of official intervention into
the urban landscape in order to improve the city’s health by ensuring adequate services,
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constructing boulevards, and most importantly carrying out ambitious schemes to modernize
sanitary infrastructures. Cairo’s unsanitary conditions became a point of contention for urban
elites, businessmen, and the government’s own officials who argued that such neglect of the capital
was unacceptable, for it was home to sizable foreign communities, a tourist destination, and an
increasingly important financial center. Finally, this chapter traces the epistemological
displacements that accompanied these events, most importantly, the normalization of modern
scientific rationality and the formation of new conceptions of health, disease, and cleanliness that
captured the imagination of modern educated Egyptians. Middle class effendis refashioned their
relationship with inherited medical traditions, increasingly distancing themselves from popular
practices and epistemologies of healing.

The 1883 Cholera Epidemic
One year into the British occupation of Egypt, British officials faced many challenges, from the
reorganization of Egyptian finances to establishing order in the countryside and the south.
However, another stern challenge to British rule came from an unlikely source, a biological agent,
namely cholera. The disease swept through the country during the summer of 1883 claiming
thousands of lives and spurring medical debates on the etiology and mode of transmission of
cholera as well as political debates on the responsibility of stemming its spread. Because cholera
waves were global events, the disease gave rise to disputes, competition, and friction among
European imperial powers, the Ottoman center, and local authorities in Egypt and Ottoman Arab
provinces over causes and preventive measures. In Cairo, the epidemic woke the British
administration to the realities of urban governance, led to a more systematic investigation of the
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sanitary infrastructure and geography of the city, and initiated debates on cleanliness and hygiene
that voiced the formation of new corporeal sensibilities and subjectivities.
Cholera was at the center of global medical and political debates well before the 1883
epidemic.3 During the nineteenth century, global waves of cholera spread covering vast stretches
of land from South and East Asia to Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and the Americas. With
significant local variations, these pandemics led to social conflicts, the rise of public health
movements, and the extension of sanitary infrastructures in cities during the second half of the
century, particularly in Europe. They have also led to new forms of international cooperation and
competition. Since 1851, international sanitary conferences were held where national
representatives debated the best measures to stem the disease and limit its effect, particularly
before it reached Europe, and the debates at these events were simultaneously scientific and
political.4 Epidemic diseases also led to new dynamics of scientific competition among European
empires over disease etiology and medical theories more broadly. Colonies increasingly became
sites of such competition, particularly towards the end of the century when infectious diseases
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broke out in Europe less frequently due to improved sanitation and more effective international
hygienic control.5
The second half of the nineteenth century witnessed a crucial shift in the scientific
understanding of infectious diseases that bore direct consequences to how urban public health was
conceived and how cities were spatially organized. Before the rise of microbiology at the hands of
Louis Pasteur and Robert Koch, scientists were largely divided into two camps with respect to the
mode of transmission of particular diseases: contagionists and anticontagionists. As the labels
suggest, the contagionists believed that diseases such as cholera could be transmitted from one
human being to another, no matter what the ultimate cause for cholera was. They argued that the
only way to explain the geographical spread of cholera pandemics was by pointing to human
transmission and mobility. The contagionists overwhelmingly believed that the disease was
endemic to India, Britain’s most prized eastern colony, and that it reached Europe via infected
patients through various routes. Main land routes included those of trade and the Muslim
pilgrimage, or the Hajj, while the most crucial maritime route was that of the Suez Canal, which
made transportation of people, commodities, and diseases between Europe and India considerably
faster since its opening in 1869. In general, many continental European medical authorities were
firm contagionists, and they advocated sanitary cordons and maritime monitoring and quarantines
as effective measures against the spread of disease. On the other hand, anti-contagionists argued
that infectious diseases such as cholera were not endemic to specific places but were potentially
everywhere. For them, outbreaks took place due to conflation of environmental and meteorological
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conditions, including lack of sanitation, high levels of subsoil water, and high temperatures.
According to this view, the existence of these conditions anywhere could lead to outbreaks. Many
British medical authorities as well as some renowned German epidemiologists such as Max von
Pettenkoffer were staunch anti-contagionists. Thus, they believed that better infrastructures of
sanitation including sewers, healthier housing, and groundwater drainage were the surest measures
against cholera. For them, cordons and quarantines were ineffective and barbaric practices of a
bygone era. British officials and medical authorities viewed the idea that India was the seat of
cholera as unscientific and politically motivated, as it rendered the British empire and its maritime
commercial fleet the world’s purveyors of disease. Because British shipping comprised about
seventy percent of navigation in the Suez Canal, lengthy quarantines would have entailed
considerable commercial disadvantage. Contagionists pointed to these facts as evidence that their
scientific rivals were economically and politically motivated. By the last decades of the nineteenth
century, debates among scientists whether at international conferences or at local sites of
confrontation, such as Cairo, were situated in a context that blurred the boundaries between science
and political loyalties.6
In 1883, the colonial regime was only beginning to establish its influence in ministries and
departments. A program of bureaucratic reorganization restructured entire braches of the
administration and placed trusted British “advisors” in ministries, where in reality they had more
authority than ministers. The administration of sanitation and public hygiene in Egypt fell under
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the jurisdiction of primarily two government bodies that predated the British occupation. The
International Board of Maritime Quarantine was based in Alexandria and presided by the Egyptian
doctor Hassan Pasha Mahmoud. Fourteen capitulatory European powers appointed delegates who
met regularly to discuss quarantine measures and regulations on ships passing through Egyptian
waters including the Suez Canal with the explicit intent of stemming infectious diseases in Egypt
before they reached Europe. Based on negotiations at international sanitary conferences, European
powers established the international board after the cholera pandemic of 1865. And because
continental Europeans held a majority, the board enforced quarantines in Egypt despite the
objections of British authorities and the complaints of British shipping business. The second body
was the Board of Health, which dated back to the middle of the nineteenth century and dealt
exclusively with all matters of internal sanitary and public health administration. Egyptian doctor
Salem Pasha presided over the Cairo based agency. British officials, including Evelyn Baring, the
British Consul General from 1883 to 1907, viewed the Cairo Board of Health as inefficient, partly
due to its handling of the 1883 cholera outbreak. In early 1884, the colonial regime replaced the
board with the Department of Public Health and Sanitary Services, which fell under the Interior
Ministry until 1936 when it became a separate ministry.7
The 1883 cholera epidemic stirred terror among Egyptians and took the British colonial
regime by surprise. As the disease first appeared in Damietta in June of 1883, the International
Board of Maritime Quarantine dispatched a medical committee composed of Ahmed Bey Hamdi,
Sanitary Inspector of Cairo, Grant Bey, Chief Medical Officer of the Railways Department,
Ahmed Bey Chaffey, the board’s Egyptian delegate at Jeddah, and Salvatore Ferrari, director of
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the board at Damietta. The committee’s report summarized Damietta’s insanitary conditions and
attempted to reconstruct the outbreak according to the general principles of the miasmatic theory
of disease. The town witnessed the arrival of 15,000 visitors to celebrate a popular feast (moulid),
which coincided with a heat wave. There were rumors that the meat of animals dying from recent
bovine typhus was clandestinely sold to the public, while carcasses littered the Damietta branch of
the Nile. Doctors cited fesikh, a popular salt-prepared fish known for its pungent smell as a
specimen of bad local diet. Cholera attacked with virulence sometimes causing death in a matter
of hours.8 In their final report, Chaffey and Ferrari addressed the politically sensitive question of
origin. They generally believed that cholera was not endemic to Egypt, and they admitted support
for theories of importation from India. However, they could not dismiss the idea that
meteorological and sanitary conditions at Damietta approximated those of the Ganges valley in
India, where cholera was believed to be endemic, and that these conditions in effect produced
cholera.9 The debate on origin continued unresolved while French, British, and German scientific
commissions arrived in Egypt to investigate the outbreak.
The Board of Health attempted to act rapidly in order to stem the advance of cholera to
Cairo and Alexandria. Salem Pasha ordered strict supervision of markets, slaughterhouses, and
public spaces, as well as inspection and disinfection of urban canals, mosque latrines, barracks,
schools, and prisons. Authorities disinfected houses of cholera patients and burned their clothes.
However, despite these measures, cholera made its first appearance in Cairo in mid-July,
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presumably introduced by infected refugees from Damietta and other towns in Lower Egypt who
either escaped the government’s sanitary cordon or left before it was enforced. The disease
simultaneously hit Giza, then a village on the western bank of the Nile, and Boulaq, the semiisolated neighborhood where hygienic conditions were “extremely favorable to the development
of the germ of the disease,” according to British vice-consul Borg.10 From Boulaq, the outbreak
reached the districts of Abdin and Old Cairo, another neighborhood that was infamous for its
unsanitary conditions and slums. And for more than a month the disease swept throughout the
entire city claiming thousands of lives before it subsided. The official death toll in Cairo was 5,630.
But sanitary authorities pointed to the state of disarray that the outbreak created in Cairo's poorest
and most affected neighborhoods such as Boulaq and Old Cairo, where hundreds died daily and
many were buried without registration by the short-staffed local medical authorities. Thus, the
adjusted figure was approximately 8,000 out of a total population of 368,000, and between 80,000
and 100,000 countrywide. As medical observers knew, Cairo had seen worse cholera epidemics in
1831 and 1865, the first of which wiped out six percent the city’s population.11 However, the
outbreak was severe enough to put the city’s sanitary conditions at the forefront of official debates
on public health.
The epidemic gave rise to a hygienic urban geography where danger was unequally
distributed among Cairo’s neighborhoods. In Waba’ al-Haida (The Cholera Epidemic), Hassan
Pasha Mahmoud argued that it came as no surprise that Boulaq and Old Cairo took the brunt of
the outbreak. Both riverside neighborhoods were characterized by marshy lands, stagnant ponds,
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and narrow waterways. Other officials pointed to the overcrowding of these neighborhoods, their
exceptionally unsanitary conditions, and their slums. In Boulaq, the city’s most populous
neighborhood of 50,000, the official death toll reached 2,189. According to the miasmatic medical
theory, dryness of the soil was one of the guarantees of health. Thus, Mahmoud argued that the
epidemic had a relatively lighter impact on Darb al-Ahmar and Khalifa because these eastern
neighborhoods were located on high, rocky lands that were less prone to underground water
infiltration.12 The fact that the disease claimed hundreds of lives in the elite neighborhoods of
Abdin and Azbakiya raised alarm for the city’s moneyed residents and confirmed the idea that
cholera recognized no class boundaries. As we will see in the next chapter, Cairo’s elites
subsequently sought distance from what came to be seen as Cairo’s diseased neighborhoods. As
cholera ravaged the city, elite foreign residents who feared for their lives exercised pressure on the
British administration through their consuls to form neighborhood committees in order to discuss
the best measures to protect their areas. The Interior Ministry also formed a special sanitary
committee that included Egyptian elites and members of consular bodies.
The nights of cholera-besieged Cairo smelled of tar and sulphur since medical authorities
lighted barrels of these substances in all neighborhoods as they were thought to purify the air of
cholera-causing miasmas. Authorities cleaned and sprinkled all major streets. They collected and
disinfected rubbish before removing it to designated sites outside of the town. And they conducted
sanitary inspections on mosques, latrines, and baths, disinfecting some while permanently closing
others deemed too dangerous to public health. Finally, they conducted sanitary inspections on the
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slums of Boulaq and Old Cairo, ultimately proclaiming them unfit for future habitation and
destroying large areas of slums by fire.13
Medical officials incessantly complained that the most common response of Egyptians to
falling ill was to escape authority. People fled in fear of their livelihood being interrupted by
cordons and quarantines, of being incarcerated, or of being made objects of medical practices they
did not fully comprehend. Escaping was an expression of powerlessness and vulnerability in the
face of both disease and the power of the state. Inside the cordon that the government enforced
around Damietta, there were fears of short supplies of food, medicine, and disinfectants, and the
prices of basic foodstuffs soared. And despite official directives to shoot transgressors with live
ammunition, many attempted, and managed to, escape.14 Cholera was known locally as al-hawa’
al-‘asfar, or yellow air, in association with the prevalent belief that the disease spread through airs
and miasmas and coincided with changes in weather patterns. During the epidemic, crowds of
Boulaq residents attempted to escape both cholera and the government by taking refuge in boats.
Georges Montbard, a French illustrator who witnessed the outbreak, captured the scene of terrified
Boulaq residents carrying their children and belongings and huddling together on boats. Another
illustrator whose work appeared in Life magazine vividly portrayed the city’s poor escaping
Boulaq under the intimidating supervision of mounted police, while ominous smoke rose in the
background, possibly a reference to tar and sulphur fires or the razing of slums. Cholera caused
such panic that it was common for elite residents to flee the city. And the stationed troops of the
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occupying British army took refuge at the hill of Moqattam.15 In 1918, the Public Health
Department found it necessary to assign a reward of ten pounds for the first notification of cases,
and the fear of medical authorities did not abate over the next several decades.16

1.1. Cholera in Boulaq, 1883. (Source: Wellcome Library, London)
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1.2. Cholera in Boulaq, 1883. (Source: Life)

By the end of the nineteenth century, the colonies were the site of scientific rivalries among
European colonial empires. As Richard Drayton noted, scientists were knowledge-making
parasites of empire, “fattening their disciplines on its opportunities.”17 In 1883, Britain, France and
Germany sent their scientists to Egypt to investigate cholera.18 A French commission organized
under the auspices of Louis Pasteur arrived in August in order to determine the origin of the
outbreak. Having lost one of its members to cholera, the commission returned to France without
conclusions. The British responded by sending their own commission headed by Surgeon-General
William Guyer Hunter, a firm believer in anti-contagionist theories. Unsurprisingly, Hunter
reached the conclusion that cholera was as endemic to Egypt as India, and he blamed the unsanitary
conditions in Egyptian towns and the habits of their inhabitants. In their turn, the German imperial
government dispatched a scientific expedition headed by Robert Koch. During his stay in
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Alexandria, Koch set up his own laboratory and was able to isolate a bacillus that appeared to be
associated with cholera, yet he could not prove direct causation. As the epidemic subsided during
the fall of 1883, Koch traveled to India. By reconstructing a small outbreak in Calcutta, the German
scientific team was finally able to establish causation between the comma bacillus and cholera.
Koch’s discoveries had enormous consequences on theories of public hygiene and practices
of sanitary engineering, as they highlighted the role of sanitary infrastructures as the only effective
measures against cholera. In India, Koch was also able to establish that drinking water
contaminated with dejecta of cholera victims were the main vehicle through which the disease
spread.19 And the Hamburg-Altona epidemic of 1892 was another opportunity to reassert his
findings regarding the link between cholera and the water supply in a European context. Koch’s
discovery signaled the final, yet slow, decline of anticontagionism and miasmatic theories of
disease more broadly. Additionally, he argued in 1894 that the Suez Canal was not the main route
through which cholera reached Europe, but rather through land routes from southwestern Russia
and via the Hajj. Subsequently, international medical authorities agreed on less invasive quarantine
measures that relied more on the use of new technologies such as the telegraph and disinfection
machines.20 Koch argued that keeping Europe safe depended on the capacity of each state “to seize
cholera by the throat and stamp it out.”21 He demonstrated that large-scale interventions of sanitary
engineering such as sewage networks and scientific control of the water supply were the most
effective preventive measures. As Koch’s theories gained acceptance, pointing to the incorrigibly
unsanitary habits of “natives” increasingly lost its purchase in the colonies. British administrators
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had to abandon their colonial medical anthropology and instead contemplate expensive
engineering interventions into the urban environment.22
In Egypt, the most immediate result of the 1883 epidemic on public health administration
was the scrapping of the Board of Health and the creation of the Department of Public Health and
Sanitary Services. Acknowledging that public health reform “is very urgently required,” Baring
was glad that the new department could be organized on a non-international basis, as opposed to
the Board of Quarantine, which allowed the British administration more freedom in exercising
leverage on the new body.23 The Public Health Department took all aspects of medical and
hygienic administration in Egypt in its own hands in early 1884 under the directorship of Hassan
Pasha Mahmoud. However, the real authority in the department was the sub-director, Fleming
Mant Sandwith. The English doctor arrived to Egypt from India in 1883 as part of British efforts
to stem the advance of cholera. In 1885, Sandwith became a professor of medicine at the Qasr alAini Medical School until 1900 when he moved to South Africa.24 From 1885 to 1892 the Public
Health Department was under the directorship of English doctor H. R. Greene.

Sanitary Geography of Cairo
The 1883 cholera epidemic sparked sustained efforts by the colonial administration to study
systematically the sanitary infrastructure and the hygienic geography of Cairo. While theories and
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practices of hygiene were shifting slowly during the two decades following Koch’s discovery,
there was widespread agreement among medical authorities that sanitation was the key to prevent
infectious diseases, irrespective of the technical debate on disease etiology. The urban landscape
became the subject of intense scrutiny by a new class of technoscientific experts, including doctors,
epidemiologists, bacteriologists, chemists, engineers, geologists, and statisticians. These experts
methodically investigated the sources and causes of Cairo’s unsanitary conditions, probing its
neighborhoods, canals, lakes, and roads, and its salient, everyday institutions such as mosques,
baths, and drinking fountains. These systematic attempts signaled that public health authorities
grasped that much was needed to make Cairo healthier, yet it did not necessarily mean that they
possessed the power or the financial means to implement reforms. The Public Health Department’s
meager budget during the 1880s and 1890s clearly expressed how colonial decision-makers
viewed the significance of Cairo’s health, and public health in the country more broadly, in the
grand scheme of colonial policy.
In 1885, the Public Works Ministry formed the commission d'assainissement du Caire in
order to investigate the most common sources of unsanitary conditions in Cairo.25 Presiding over
the commission was Franz Engel, a resident in Egypt since 1879 and the former chief engineer of
the Ministry of Charitable Endowments (Awqaf), which administered many of Cairo’s mosques
and public fountains (sing. sabil), as well as the director of medical statistics from the early 1880s
until WWI. Other members were Egyptian doctor Ahmad Chaffey, who coauthored a report on
cholera in Damietta a few years earlier, French engineer Julien Barois, then general secretary of
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the Public Works Ministry, Pierre Bey, director of the concessionary Cairo Water Company,
Egyptian doctor Latif Selim, sub-Governor of Cairo, and A. H. Hooker, a doctor at the Public
Health Department who served during the 1883 epidemic and studied the problem of trash and
sewage disposal in the city.
A detailed account of Cairo’s bifurcated sanitary geography emerged out of the meetings,
discussions, and reports of the 1885 sanitary commission. It was clear to the commission members
that private sanitation was an exception that was fully available only to the city’s elites, thanks to
the establishment of the Cairo Water Company and the introduction of new architectural forms
with private conveniences during the previous two decades. However, the majority of Cairenes
resorted to collective spaces of water provisioning and hygiene, such as mosques, public baths,
and public fountains, collective institutions that had been indispensable for urban everyday life for
centuries. Focusing on these sites and on urban services more broadly, the commission
methodically investigated what could be done to remedy the city’s unhealthy conditions.
Mosques were one of the most prominent sites of sanitation in the country. They commonly
contained latrines, courts of ritual ablution (sing. maida), and sometimes baths (sing. maghtas) in
which the entire body was submerged under water. First, commission members came to realize to
what extent mosque latrines functioned as the main public latrines for neighboring residents, and
mosques were very evenly distributed in the city. In some cases, latrines of big mosques like alAzhar received more than eight thousand visitors daily. These latrines were connected either to
cesspools or to pipes for discharging waste into nearby bodies of water including the Nile and its
derivatives. Cesspools were usually constructed with porous masonry in order to allow
surrounding soil to absorb liquids and to decrease the need for having to clear them more
frequently. And they were cleared very irregularly, sometimes every eight or ten years. The
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commission saw this practice as dangerous to public health as it infested surrounding soil with foul
liquids. Some percolating cesspools consisted of tunnels that extended underneath nearby streets
with no manholes or ventilation vaults, but gas build up eventually escaped above ground. Second,
courts of ablution constituted an equally significant problem. Most maidas consisted of basins
whose water was changed periodically, and water was usually discharged in cesspools to infiltrate
the soil. In 1883, the vast majority of mosques acquired water from their own shallow wells, stored
their own water, or bought it from water carriers. Commission members believed that ablution
water was usually foul and considered it a source of infection. During their discussions, the
members discussed the possibility of prohibiting basins and supplying mosques with faucets in
order to prevent accumulation of dirty water. In May 1884, authorities ordered mosques to
substitute their basins with faucets, and the decision gave rise to objections from some religious
authorities when it was enforced in the mosque of Sayyida Zainab as an experiment, ultimately
requiring the intervention of the grand mufti.26 The insistence of public health authorities to inspect
and monitor mosque latrines and ablution basins, and the closure of some mosque, led to friction
with religious authorities. Nonetheless, hygienic conditions at mosques were not significantly
better by 1892 when an international sanitary commission convened in Cairo. Only few mosques
had replaced their percolating cesspools with waterproof ones and only ten out of Cairo’s 279
mosques used water supplied from the Cairo Water Company, which most experts considered
better than crude water from the Nile, canals, or shallow wells.27 Also in 1892, the government
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issued regulations to all existing mosques, ordering them to universalize waterproof cesspits within
three years and to change water in ablution basins at least once a week. According to the new
regulations, all new mosques with latrines and ablution basins had to acquire a permit (rokhsa)
from the Public Health Department after showing plans of sanitary arrangements.28 However,
experts agreed that these regulations could only address unsanitary conditions to a limited extent
in the absence of a system of sewage disposal and abundant water supply.
Investigating public baths (sing. hammam) provided the mostly foreign sanitary experts
with a glimpse of the interconnected economies of bodily hygiene, waste reutilization, and food
supply in Cairo. Baths were essential to the majority of Cairenes who had no access to abundant
supply of water at home. As the 1885 commission members also realized, public baths used trash
as fuel in order to heat their boilers. Trash was cheap and abundant, and public baths usually bought
large amounts from Cairo’s trash collectors, the zabbaleen. Three issues worried the commission:
first, that trash was filthy often containing animal corpuses, second, that hammams stored large
amounts of trash sometimes up to several months in their nearby depots, which were close to
densely-populated areas, finally that they burnt trash on a very low heat in order not to damage
their boilers, causing a “nauseating smoke” that usually escaped furnaces. Under these conditions,
public baths were dangerous to the health of residents in their immediate surroundings.29 Adolph
Smith, the special sanitary commissioner of the London Lancet, visited Cairo more than two
decades later to find Cairo’s baths in very similar conditions. He noted that baths usually purchased
189 cartloads of trash out of Cairo’s 600 cartloads. Smith recognized that this was indeed an
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ingenious arrangement, except for the fact that trash usually contained carcasses and domestic
organic waste that gave rise to “dangerous nuisance.”30 Even more shocking for Smith was that
bath furnaces not only heated water, but also cooked pots of fava beans (fuul) in the process—fava
beans being one of the most essential staples of Egyptian diet. Small restaurants and street vendors
usually brought beans in large narrow-necked jars that baked in the low heat of boiler rooms for
hours.
Conditions of housing constituted another crucial dimension to the sanitary geography of
the city, and it was connected to questions of sewage disposal and the impurity of Cairo’s
subterranean strata. The 1885 commission noted that even in rich neighborhoods houses were
hygienically deplorable since the majority of cesspits they investigated were not waterproof and
healthy air circulation was commonly lacking. The problem was that there were no regulations to
force proprietors to comply with sanitary standards, and the government acknowledged that
regulations were difficult to enforce particularly on existing houses, not only due to potential
considerable costs that proprietors may not be able to afford, but also due to the extraterritorial
privileges of foreign proprietors under the capitulations.31 In 1892, an international commission
visited a so-called “middle class” Arab house. The toilet was a hole in a pavement, and the hole
was connected to a percolating cesspool that extended under a hallway. Cleaning the cesspool
sometimes required removing parts of the hallway pavement, a process that the commission found
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defective because it led to considerable nuisance.32 Traditionally, the city’s nightsoil men
(sorabatiyya), who formed a guild like other traditional crafts and service workers in Egypt,
cleared cesspools. The process involved throwing sand in order to absorb liquids before shoveling
contents into baskets and barrels and transporting them to the city’s outskirts in large carts.
Nightsoil men then sold dried waste as fertilizer to surrounding rural areas.33 For sanitary experts,
percolating cesspools continued to be a major source of infection over the next decades, and
replacement by waterproof cesspits was limited to a fraction of the modern buildings that began to
populate elite neighborhoods.
These conditions led to a widespread belief among sanitary experts that Cairo’s soil posed
danger to the city’s health. Abbate Pasha, an Italian doctor and longtime resident of Egypt, pointed
in 1881 to the near absence of waterproof cesspools in Cairo and to the resulting contamination of
soil with waste, arguing that the city’s soil was “a permanent abode for pestilence under one’s
house.”34 Nearly a decade later Abbate reasoned that “Cairo is already a vast sponge” due to its
porous soil, which had been thoroughly soaked with waste that it was a source of disease.35 In
1889 sanitary engineer Baldwin Latham estimated that 139,100 cubic meters of waste infused with
the city’s soil annually.36 The 1892 international commission arrived at a similar conclusion,
estimating that out of 170,000 cubic meters of annual toilet refuse only 30,000 cubic meters were
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transported out of the city, while the rest was left to rot in the soil.37 Fifteen years later, this belief
in the dangerous nature of the soil had only become stronger, and another sanitary engineer claimed
that “the subsoil and subsoil-water in Cairo were strongly impregnated with sewage of many
generations.”38 The annual rise and fall of underground water, which followed the annual flood
cycle of the Nile, compounded the unsanitary nature of Cairo’s soil. In 1909, Adolph Smith came
to the sinister conclusion that elite residents of the so-called European quarters stood and lived on
soil contaminated by the waste of residents of the native quarters. He argued that sewage from old
quarters infused the soil and “passes through the European quarter as it follows the natural flow of
the subsoil water from the more elevated, more crowded, and filthy native quarters [in the east]
finally to reach the Nile [in the west].”39
In 1885, there were five underground sewers running underneath Cairo’s elite quarters.
Dating back to Khedive Ismail’s urban expansion, the sewers were designed to collect storm and
surface water only.40 Two of these drains serviced Muhammad Ali street, two were for the elite
Ismailiya and Abdin quarters, and one for the quarter of ministries. Three of these drains
discharged their contents in the Khalig Canal, two in the Nile, and one in the Ismailiya Canal. The
1885 commission learned, however, that residents living close to these sewers made unauthorized
drainage connections, and in the absence of a flushing mechanism, the pipes were effectively
turned into slow moving cesspools. As fissures and cracks appeared in the masonry and sewage
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seeped to surrounding soil, Greene Pasha deplored how these sewers “have attained such a degree
of foulness as to render them veritable “foyers d'infection,” as well as the source of the noxious
smells that exist perpetually in their neighborhood.”41 The 1885 commission recommended
repairing these sewers and extending the network to neighboring quarters under strict conditions.
Only household water and storm water would be admitted into the sewers, and property owners
seeking to establish connections would have to prove to the Public Works Ministry that their
houses conformed to the required sanitary standards. Few years later, however, Greene concluded
that these sewers were hopeless when he received reports on their conditions after sanitary
inspections. When a government engineer visited the Abdin sewer, he realized that it lacked proper
incline, and he also learned that three sewermen were asphyxiated by sewage gases when they
tried to access the sewer for cleaning. In 1887, the government discontinued the use of these five
sewers.42
The urban landscape was scattered with small ponds and waterways that sanitary experts
considered sources of nuisance and disease, particularly due to the poor’s continued reliance on
them for drinking purposes. The Khalig Canal, which bisected the city and ran through most old
quarters, was already infamous as the most unsanitary feature of Cairo, although some residents
later recalled its charm with nostalgia.43 The 1885 commission realized that the canal was a “public
utility” of a dual nature.44 It served as the source of potable water for inhabitants of the densely
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1.3. The Khalig Canal. (Source: Marcel Clerget, Le Caire.)

populated old quarters. Yet it also served as an open sewer and a collector of waste. The
commission found out that numerous houses and three public baths drew their water directly from
the canal. There were 39 lines supplying 77 house cisterns with about 20,000 cubic meters of water
annually. At the same time, 503 pipes discharged sewage and household water in the very same
waterway. As foreign experts related, Egyptians believed that this situation did not necessarily
endanger public health if the following arrangement was observed. Private houses and mosques
were supposed to discharge sewage only during times when drawing water from the Khalig was
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prohibited. As the low Nile of the summer approached, the canal became a stagnant ditch, if not
completely dry. But as water rose again and as soon as the Nile reached sixteen degrees of height
at the Roda Nilometer around the middle of August, water was allowed to flow into the canal by
opening a dam at its mouth, an event that marked the popular celebration of the “cutting of the
Khalig.” Property owners were then allowed to discharge the contents of their drainage pipes
before sealing them again for ten days. During this period, fresh Nile water poured into the canal,
flushing the unseemly content that had accumulated over the previous months as well as the
discharge from houses and mosques. And after ten days, water was considered pure enough for
drinking and for storing in cisterns. Yet this ideal arrangement was flawed in practice as discharge
pipes were not always hermetically sealed. More importantly, poorer inhabitants who did not own
cisterns remained dependent on water from the Khalig long after the official time for drawing
water was over and as discharge pipes were reopened.45 Sanitary experts viewed the Boulaqiya
Canal, which ran along the populous and disease-prone quarter of Boulaq, in similar terms. The
narrow waterway was liable to contamination from its crowded surroundings. And the same went
for the numerous ponds that existed in the city, which authorities began to fill up since the midnineteenth century due to concerns for public health.46 By 1894 and in light of the now
incontrovertible findings of Koch and others that linked cholera to contaminated water supply,
experts were not surprised that Boulaq, Old Cairo, and Sayyida Zainab were most affected by the
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disease in 1883 since poor residents of these crowded neighborhoods depended largely on crude
water drawn from the Nile, the Khalig, and the Boulaqiya.47
Rainfall posed a challenge at the intersection of sanitation and the organization of roads,
despite being rare occurrences happening four to five times annually. In 1885, the majority of
roads in the densely populated old quarters were unmacadamized, and they were composed of sand
and other materials densely packed by traffic. Compounded with the absence of a regular service
of street sweeping and sprinkling, roads of old neighborhoods constituted an irregularly leveled
network. And due to lack of provisions for surface water drainage, roads absorbed occasional
showers, turning them muddy and impassable. William Willcocks, the well-known civil engineer
behind the Aswan Dam, inspected the conditions of roads after rain showers in 1897 when he was
in the process of designing a sewage system for Cairo. Willcocks “put on fishing-boots and walked
through the poor quarters of the town” around Muski street, a busy commercial thoroughfare.48 He
found out that Muski was higher than surrounding secondary streets, which were still higher than
tertiary ones. Rainwater ran down these streets to gather at dead ends of tertiary streets, where
Willcocks saw “some extra ordinary sights.” Streets were submerged under two or three feet of
water. House owners attempted to prevent water from entering their properties, whose first floor
was usually below street level, by constructing sand and brick banks at the pavement and by
constantly guarding these banks. The wet excursion convinced Willcocks that it was necessary to
include surface drainage provisions in his project. In 1909, Charles Carkeet James, the engineer
who designed the city’s first sewage system, made a similar visit to Sayyida Zainab describing the
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havoc and disruption of traffic caused by such rare occurrences, including photographs of muddy,
submerged streets in his report.49

1.4. A Street in Sayyida Zainab after Rain, circa 1909. (Source: See note 49)

Finally, sanitary experts were concerned with how to regulate unhealthy and dangerous
establishments that lead to nuisance in their surroundings. In 1885, the Public Health Department
classified these establishments into two categories, establishing a regime of permits, monitoring,
and fines. The 1885 commission noted that the city’s dung cake (gella) factory and depot were too
close to inhabited areas. Dung cake was commonly used as cheap fuel for cooking, one of the few
things that the Lancet found admirable about Cairo’s sanitary economy.50 The 1885 commission
recommended removing the factory outside of the city, yet not too far from the dwellings of the
poor who usually worked in these industries.51 The same went for other dangerous industries and
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establishments such as limekilns, the tannery, the slaughterhouse, salt fish (fesikh) depot, and barns
among others. These dangerous establishments tended to cluster close to Boulaq and in Old Cairo.
Both riverside neighborhoods were inhabited by Cairo’s poorest populations who worked as casual
laborers in these and other industries. And both quarters were separated from the town proper by
stretches of undeveloped lands and connected via one or two major roads. The comments of the
1885 commission revealed that Cairo’s sanitary experts understood to some extent the
interconnected hygienic, spatial, and economic patterns of the city.

When Hygiene Became Public
During the first two decades of British rule, there was mounting pressure on the colonial regime
to address the unsanitary conditions of Cairo. While moneyed residents and foreign communities
spearheaded this pressure, middle class Egyptians, businessmen interested in tourism and urban
development, and the medical and sanitary community, including the government’s own, joined
the ranks. Critics pointed to the city’s urgent need for pure water supply, sewers, healthy housing,
reforms of mosques and public bathrooms, and more regular street sweeping and sprinkling. The
expansion of the press made possible a nascent public debate on hygiene, where the city’s
biological crisis was the subject of much writings. Other writings on cleanliness made explicit how
upper and middle class Egyptians experienced epistemological shifts in understanding health and
disease. Medical statistics became an important tool for both the government and its critics as they
appeared in official reports, newspapers, and journals, and Cairo’s high death rate was often cited
as a shorthand for everything wrong with health conditions in the city, as well as its medical and
sanitary administration.
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During the decades following the 1883 cholera epidemic, a discourse on health
materialized through new forms of printed newspapers and journals. The expansion of the press
created space for a nascent public to voice, conceptualize, and debate ideas and practices of health,
cleanliness, and bodily fitness. Protracted global contestations of medical theory between
supporters of miasmatic conceptions of disease and proponents of bacteriology stoked writings on
public and private hygiene in general and specialized journals. And Egypt was one of the many
sites of these global contestations of ideas and practices due to its proximity to Europe. The
proliferation of Arabic writings on hygiene ran parallel to the country becoming a hub comparable
to India, China, and the Caribbean for doctors, bacteriologists, and epidemiologists seeking to
study infectious diseases. These developments led to the convocation of the First Egyptian Medical
Congress in 1902.
While medical subjects were staples of general scientific periodicals, new specialized
journals took up themes of hygiene, from the most private questions of diet to the most public ones
of epidemiology. Issues of al-Muqtataf and al-Hilal, the most prominent Arabic scientific journals
at the forefront of the popularization of science in Egypt, usually featured pieces discussing a wide
variety of medical themes. Shibli Shumayyil, one of the renowned contributors of al-Muqtataf who
introduced Darwin to Arabic readership, founded al-Shifa’ in 1886, the first Arabic medical journal
in the country.52 Until 1892, the periodical published articles covering the entire gamut of medicine
and other related subjects. Annual issues commonly included articles on a range of infectious and
non-infectious diseases and their possible prevention or cure, reports on medicinal substances,
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chemical compounds, physiological and psychological abnormalities, human evolution, and
mental disorders, news on contemporary medical discoveries, pedagogical articles on pregnancy
and hygienic handling of food, and pieces covering many other miscellaneous issues including the
“sanitary habits” of peoples, medical education, anatomy, demography, agriculture, and
epidemiology.
Arabic medical journals expressed the growing concern of elite residents and the medical
community, including most significantly the government’s own experts, at unsanitary conditions
in Cairo and other Egyptian leading cities. In 1887, Hassan Bey Rifqi, an inspector at the Public
Health Department, and Ibrahim Bey Mustafa, a professor at Qasr al-Aini medical school, founded
the “hygienic and scientific” monthly al-Sihha (Hygiene or Health). The editorial board included
some influential medical and sanitary experts such as Greene, the director of the Public Health
Department, Salem Pasha, the director of the defunct Cairo Board of Health, John Price, a sanitary
engineer of the Public Health Department who was involved in neighborhood and slum inspection
in Cairo, Muhammad Durry Pasha, a celebrated surgeon and author of 1882 monograph on
infectious diseases in Egypt, and Frank Milton, professor of clinical surgery at Qasr al-Aini. The
journal published Arabic translations of papers and lectures by foreign sanitary authorities such as
Paul Brouardel and Max von Pettenkofer.53 It covered news of outbreaks in Cairo such as that of
dengue fever in 1887-88, and it published a number of pieces on the poor quality of potable water
in Cairo and on various methods of water filtration. Price wrote a series of articles introducing
Arabic readers to the “science of hygiene” and its practical implications, namely, the purifications
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of air, water, and soil from “poisons.”54 And he argued that while it was difficult to understand the
timing of outbreaks of infectious diseases, it was incontrovertible that they were linked to
overcrowding and absence of drains—conditions that his readers would have immediately
associated with Cairo’s poorest quarters and slums. In March 1888, the journal published a long
article on housing from a hygienic point of view, detailing requirements and sanitary arrangements
for healthy housing, including proper air circulation, exposure to sunlight, isolation from
groundwater, placement of bathrooms and kitchens, and proper drainage.55 The article presented a
model of modern healthy housing, leaving it to the reader’s imagination to confront the unsanitary
houses populating Egyptian towns with this knowledge.
Since the 1890s, new Arabic journals with varying readership introduced its growing elite
and effendi readers to the latest debates in medical science and highlighted the insufficiency of
medical and sanitary administration of Cairo, and the country more broadly. In 1891, Chalhoub
Bey, a Maronite doctor living in Cairo founded the monthly al-Fawayed al-Sihhiyya (Hygienic
Benefits), which closely followed the news of cholera in Asia and Europe. In 1892, the journal
featured a series of articles on the link between public hygiene and urban layout, contrasting
principles to present conditions in various cities including Cairo, where streets were narrow,
unmacadamized, undrained, and poorly ventilated. Between 1896 and 1905 Alfred Eid founded
two medical monthly journals, Tabib al-‘A’ila (The Doctor at Home) and al-Tibb al-Hadith
(Modern Medicine). Eid studied medicine in Paris and was the son of Georges Eid, the Syrianborn Belgian consul of Cairo, and both were heavily involved in urban land development and the
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property bubble of 1897-1907. Eid was particularly interested in the medical applications of X-ray
photography, which he introduced in Egypt.56 His journals featured articles on personal hygiene,
diet, physical exercise, physiological abnormalities, and infectious diseases, a series of short
biographies of famous doctors including Louis Pasteur and Alexander Yersin, and a number of
articles on X-ray photography.
In 1901, Adib al-Zayyat, a Levantine doctor residing in Cairo, founded al-Majalla alSihhiyya (Journal of Health or Hygiene), which targeted a more general audience of a growing
middle class anxious for practical advice on health. The monthly journal commonly featured
articles on obesity, the health of children, common eye diseases in Egypt, the health benefits of
fruits and vegetables, longevity, and a question and answer section. However, its most innovative
contribution was a section entitled ‘Chemistry at Home’ (al-kimia’ fi al-bayt), where the journal
offered medicinal recipes for various issues including intestinal parasites and home disinfection,
or explained the basic chemistry of water and the chemical impact of distribution pipes on water.
In 1917, Ali Ibrabim, a young doctor who belonged to the generation of effendi anticolonial
mobilization, founded al-Majalla al-Tibiyya al-Misriya (The Egyptian Medical Journal). The
journal featured a series of articles on the most celebrated doctors in the country, focusing on
Egyptians including Hassan Mahmoud, Muhammad Durry, and Ibrahim Hassan as well as articles
on the history of medical education in Egypt. By shedding light on Egyptian doctors as equal to
their foreign peers, the journal supported nationalist mobilization among doctors who complained
from colonial policies that blocked their professional mobility, demanding a larger role in medical
education and in the hygienic administration of the country. Almost a decade earlier al-Jarida
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published articles on medical education in Egypt, protesting the discrimination against Egyptians
in government service. The journal specifically referred to the events of 1898 when the colonial
regime switched the language of instruction at the Medical School from Arabic to English and
replaced several Egyptian with foreign professors.57 After conditional independence in 1922, Ali
Ibrabim became a minister of health and the director of Fouad al-Awal (later Cairo) University.
The meeting of the First Egyptian Medical Congress in December 1902 confirmed that
Egypt was one of the many sites where ideas and practices of health were produced and debated.
Presiding over the congress was Ibrahim Hassan Pasha, who served on the 1897 scientific
expedition sent by the Egyptian government to Bombay in order to study an outbreak of plague,
which was commonly seen as endemic to Egypt. During the four days of the medical congress,
Egyptian and foreign doctors working inside and outside of Egypt presented and debated the latest
medical developments on a range of subjects including cholera, the plague, yellow fever,
tuberculosis, malaria, prophylactic medicine, veterinary medicine, sanitation, climate, narcotics,
toxicology, and the history of medicine. The opening ceremony was held in the Opera house in
Azbakiya and attended by Khedive Abbas Hilmi II. Local newspapers and scientific periodicals
actively covered the conference and its internationally recognized contributors, such as doctor
Ronald Ross whose work on malaria in the Suez Canal and the Caribbean had earned international
acclaim during the same year.58 The conference was a culmination of decades of medical research
in Egypt and of the more recent formation of a public discourse on medicine and sanitation, which
captured the imagination of elites and effendis.
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The proliferation of writing and public debate on hygiene was coterminous with slow yet
profound transformation of the epistemologies of health and disease in Egypt. Modern-educated
middle class Egyptians particularly felt the tug of these developments. New conceptions of disease,
health, and cleanliness expressed the formation of modern bourgeois subjectivity that demanded
reshaping the material world—both the physical, urban landscape and the body—according to new
standards. And the normalization of a new scientific rationality wrought new ways of
circumscribing and understanding native medical traditions and local practices of healing.
The rise of bacteriology during the late nineteenth century engendered novel categories and
epistemologies of health. New concerns with hygiene, diet, and bodily fitness expressed the extent
to which modern scientific rationality became dominant among educated middle class Egyptian.
While traces of epistemological transformations abound in contemporary writings, Muhammad alMuwaylihi’s Hadith Isa Ibin Hisham (The Discourse of Isa Ibn Hisham, A Period of Time)
represents one of the most vivid attempts to critically capture these developments in fictional
form.59 By staging an impossible encounter between a pasha from the time of Muhammad Ali (r.
1805-1848) and Isa Ibn Hisham, recast as a late nineteenth century intellectual, al-Muwaylihi
offered a critical snapshot of society undergoing material and cultural transformations. The text
critiqued colonial institutions and highlighted the limitations of the past embodied in the ghost of
the pasha. As the conversation between the two protagonists turned to themes of health and disease,
the encounter became more ambiguous, for while it was easy for the pasha to ridicule turn-of-thecentury excessive concern for health and diet, he was struck by scientific discoveries and
technological innovations that could have prevented the horrors he saw in his own past. A Period
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of Time condemned the proliferation of ineffective and counterfeit drugs prescribed by
contemporary, westernized doctors. It scorned what it portrayed as excessive concern for the purity
of water, air, food, and clothes. And it criticized the new trend of taking residence in purportedly
healthy modern housing that was in supply by the turn of the century.60 As the protagonists traveled
to Alexandria, they heard news of an outbreak of plague, a reference to the outbreak of 1900.
Recounting gruesome scenes of plague-stricken Egypt in 1844, the ghost of the pasha was
surprised to know that the disease was no longer as lethal as in his own time. Isa Ibn Hisham
explained that while people in the past ridiculed quarantines, cordons, and disinfections and tried
their best to avoid them, current medical knowledge demonstrated why they were necessary. For
plague was not caused by a prick of a demon’s spear (wakhathat al-jinn bi rimahiha) as laypeople
(‘amat al-nas) thought back during the pasha’s time, but “by soldiers who cannot be seen by the
naked eye.”61 Ibn Hisham then took the pasha to a chemical laboratory in order to show him the
invisible microbes (mikrobat) that only scientists were able to see under their microscopes. As the
pasha inspected a drop of water under the magnifying device, he saw “thousands and thousands of
vermin floating in it” and he prostrated himself to God in owe. Ibn Hisham complained to the
pasha that even though scientists had discovered what caused diseases such as cholera and plague,
laypeople still resisted the government, preferring to face the bayonets of soldiers guarding
sanitary cordons than follow the directive of the government and its experts. The fictional
encounter underscored that modern technology and scientific rationality were gaining purchase
among comfortable, modern educated Egyptians, shaping how they understood health, purity, and
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their own bodies. The encounter also made explicit the discomfort of effendis at persisting
“unscientific” attitudes to health that were still prevalent among lower classes and peasants.
Modern educated Egyptians felt the urge to recast their relationship to inherited medical
traditions and common practices of health. Judged by the standards of a new regime of scientific
rationality, modern effendis understood many popular practices of healing as superstition at worst
and as occasionally useful but often counterproductive remnants of an ancient past at best. As they
turned their gaze inwards, they found Islamic medical traditions as a valid source of knowledge
even if it was surpassed by modern science. What was most troublesome for them was lay health
practices that combined Galenic medicine, miasmatic influences, and the supernatural among other
elements. Such practices were especially common among the lower class and in the countryside.
In 1892, Abd al-Rahman Ismail Effendi, a graduate of the Qasr al-Aini Medical School, published
Tibb al-Rekka (Distaff Medicine), a three-volume compendium of Egyptian healing practices
covering a bewildering array of topics from remedies for common ailments to methods of
protection against evil eye (hasad) and spells. Ismail framed his encyclopedic efforts as an attempt
to educate his readers on common superstitions and to advise them against charlatans seeking to
defraud patients. However, his ethnographic approach was remarkable given his purpose, and he
consciously dedicated the third volume to common practices in Upper Egypt as he acknowledged
that the first two volumes were exclusively drawn from research he conducted with the help of
healing women and barbers from Lower Egypt.62 Ismail occasionally digressed in order to compare
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with modern medicine or to comment broadly on a certain subject. In the section “Fraud in the
Name of Civilization,” he acknowledged that lay suspicion of modern medicine may have some
justification in light of the abundance of impostors clad in modern trappings. Even worse, it was
common for modern apothecaries to sell drugs with foreign names that claimed to heal multiple
ailments or cause longevity. For Ismail, this was fraud and superstition under the thin veneer of
modern science, and he called for stricter government regulation and monitoring on drugs and
pharmacies.63 More than two decades later other Egyptian doctors such as Jurji Sobhi, an assistant
surgeon at the School of Medicine who also studied medical archaeology, argued that there was a
distinct ancient Egyptian lineage to some local remedies for common fevers and other diseases
such as measles. And he probed these practices in order to extract few useful medical tips from the
majority of useless or counterproductive practices.64
Unhygienic Cairo constituted a lucrative market for medicines, especially among the upper
and middle classes who were increasingly anxious for their health. Newspapers in wide circulation
among urban effendis such as al-Mu’ayyad commonly featured sections devoted entirely to
advertisements, including those for drugs. Nearly half of al-Majalla al-Sihhiyya was devoted to
commercials for drugs and health beverages. For instance, the June 1901 issue included
advertisements for drugs claiming to cure gonorrhea, fatigue, constipation, ocular diseases, skin
conditions, and common flu, as well as various natural supplements and elixirs for general well-
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being.65 And in this frenzied market, it was necessary for commercials of reliable drugs to highlight
that they were approved by the Public Health Department.
Vital statistics constituted a new form of objective knowledge that served as the basis for
arguments over public hygiene, including most importantly the case for sanitary infrastructures as
major requirements for healthy cities. Over the four decades of British rule, vital statistical became
an essential component of annual reports of the Public Health Department. The Statistical
Department collected and tabulated births, deaths, vaccine registration for the entire country,
publishing weekly, quarterly, and annual vital statistics in addition to occasional reports in the
event of epidemics.66 Franz Engel, who headed the 1885 commission d'assainissement du Caire,
was responsible for one of the first attempts to create exhaustive demographic and medical
statistics for the years 1880-1884. For Engel, the city’s alarming death rate, even discounting
cholera deaths, clearly reflected Cairo’s unhealthy conditions.67 Mortality rates were generally in
the 40s (per one thousand), reaching 63 in 1883 during the cholera epidemic. Comparisons were
staples of statistical knowledge, and Engels supplied the 1884 death rates of London, Paris, and
Berlin, which were 20.6, 26, and 27.1 respectively. These figures constituted incontrovertible
evidence that public health administration was deeply flawed in Cairo. Engel argued that the most
important health requirement missing in the city was a modern system of waste disposal. And he
supplied further statistics for twenty-eight English towns showing how their health improved
between 1850s and 1880s as a result of sewage systems. A few years later, Ali Mubarak, the
Egyptian engineer who held a number of government posts during the reign of Khedive Ismail and
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who was involved in the urban development of Cairo in the 1860s and ‘70s, drew on the same
statistics to argue for the need for better urban infrastructure of sanitation.68 However, when the
1892 international commission investigated the city’s unsanitary conditions, it found the city’s
death rate to be unsurpassed except by India’s Madras, and it confirmed the idea that such
conditions were results of lack of drains and pure water supply.69
Pressure mounted on the British administration to invest in sanitary infrastructures and to
put an end to Cairo’s unhygienic conditions. Foreign communities, Egyptian upper and middle
classes, businessmen invested in urban development and tourism, and most importantly the
government’s own sanitary experts lamented the chronic underfunding of the Public Health
Department and the seemingly indefinite postponement of largescale projects of urban sanitation.
In 1888, Grant Bey, a Scottish doctor living in Egypt since the 1860s, criticized the British
administration for lack of essential sanitary reforms, particularly in Cairo, where drains were
absent, dwellings “pestilential,” and the water supply under constant threat of contamination. The
real problem for Grant was that the government did not take seriously the advice of the Public
Health Department, habitually avoiding action by sending back the department’s
recommendations on major sanitary reforms for further studies.70 An article that appeared in the
British Medical Journal in 1890 argued that it was a “disgrace” to the British administration and
to Lord Cromer himself that death rates in Cairo were so high and that major urban centers lacked
pure water and drainage systems. The article claimed that Cromer “can scarcely point to a single
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material improvement in the sanitary condition of the country.”71 And the author pointed to the
glaring lack of expenditure on health compared to other reforms taken up by the administration, a
line of argument that particularly resonated with the grievances of foreign communities in Cairo.
In addition, critics argued that improving the health of the city was crucial for its growing tourism
industry. Cromer acknowledge this in one of his reports: “it is necessary to proceed at once with
the drainage works on account of the native inhabitants, and the requirements of the yearly
increasing army of British visitors must also be taken into consideration.”72 As late as 1910, when
the sewage system was under construction, the British Medical Journal reminded Egypt’s colonial
administrators that while Cairo became ever more popular as a winter resort, sanitary requirements
were still deficient, as the death rate was still in the 40s.73 By this time, even government
publications catered to the interconnected tourism and urban development industries, as when
Winter in Egypt: Illustrated Guide of the Egyptian State Railways advised tourists and potential
foreign migrants to visit healthy suburbs and marvel “the phenomenal extension of Cairo in all
directions.”74
Urban middle class effendis who filled the ranks of the anticolonial movement, presented
a similar critique of official inaction supplemented by a more specific critique of colonial
inequalities. They charged that while sanitary measures and urban services were generally
insufficient, they were reserved for elite neighborhoods while conditions at old, “native”
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neighborhoods were worthier of attention. An article in al-Majalla al-Sihhiyya pointed to the fact
that while the city’s landscape was changing rapidly in 1903, public urinals still clustered around
Azbakiya, “where tourists stroll during winter.”75 At the same time, there was not a single public
bathroom in the increasingly popular middle class neighborhood of Faggala. Egyptian writers
continued to make this argument about the unevenness of services in the city during the entire
colonial period.

Cholera Strikes Again: 1895-96 and 1902
By the turn of the century, the British regime had been subject to much critique of its medical and
sanitary administration of Cairo. And even regime proponents agreed that thorough sanitary
reforms, most importantly a pure water supply and a sewage system, were long overdue,
irrespective of where they placed the blame for the delay. Two more cholera epidemics in 189596 and 1902 substantiated and lent additional urgency to these arguments.
The 1895-96 epidemic was far less lethal than that of 1883, a testimony to advancing
medical knowledge of the disease and of the effectiveness of preventive measures taken by sanitary
authorities during the outbreak. The question of etiology and the debate over importation and its
precise course were no longer viewed as decisive for preventing and suppressing cholera, but rather
as theoretical issues that could be resolved by epidemiologists and bacteriologists in the future. By
1895, the relationship between cholera and water supply contaminated by dejecta of cholera
patients had become incontrovertible thanks to Koch and others. Thus, only effective sanitary
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measures that could maintain the purity of the water supply merited the consideration of medical
authorities.
John Rogers Pasha, the English director of the Public Health Department from 1892 to
1899, reported on the cholera epidemic of 1895-96, dividing the course of the outbreak into three
distinct periods, a winter, spring, and summer epidemics. This periodization was important
because it connected the progression of cholera in Egypt to the cycle of the Nile, which constituted
a single interconnected source of water supply for the entire country. During the summer, water of
the Nile and its derivative canals was at its lowest, therefore water supply was most polluted and
most amenable to the spread of cholera on epidemic scale. Rogers summarized the unsanitary
conditions of Egypt, stating that “not a town or village in Egypt is drained, not one has a
satisfactory water supply,” and while filtered water was available in five cities, filtration was
imperfect and access to filtered supply was restricted to a fraction of urban residents due to high
cost.76 During the winter epidemic, or between September of 1895 and January of 1896, suspicious
cases began to surface in the province of Sharqiya followed by the towns of Damietta and
Alexandria. Bacteriological examination settled initial confusion when H. Bitter and Paul
Kaufmann declared it was indeed cholera, as they followed Koch’s axiom that the presence of any
comma bacillus was evidence of cholera. Rogers quickly formed an emergency committee
composed of Horace Pinching, W. P. G. Graham, Keating, Milton, and Wilson. The first two were
doctors at, and future directors of, the Public Health Department, while the latter three were
professors of medicine at Qasr al-Aini School.77 The Public Health Department immediately
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handled the few cases that appeared in Cairo starting from November 1895, hospitalizing families
of victims and monitoring them for six days before releasing them when they showed no
symptoms. During the spring phase, cholera largely subsided, but Rogers was certain that
unreported cases existed in the Delta. “The rule,” he regretted, “is concealment of disease as long
as possible.”78
The last phase of the epidemic, or between May and October 1896, was more serious, and
it bore lasting consequences on Cairo’s landscape. By mid-May, cholera claimed dozens of lives
each week until September. Unsurprisingly for sanitary authorities, cholera’s recrudescence in
Cairo began from Old Cairo. The neighborhood’s notoriety for unsanitary conditions was
unmatched except by Boulaq, and both were at the center of previous cholera outbreaks. Both
semi-isolated neighborhoods were river ports. The point of intake for the city’s water supply was
between Old Cairo and Boulaq, which was most alarming to authorities as it made water liable to
contamination from big boats. Thus, the first preventive measure was to prohibit sailing within a
safe distance from the point of intake. The second was to protect the point of intake from
contamination from land, since it was on the foreshore. Observers had always complained that
lower class Cairenes washed their clothes, their animals, and themselves in the Nile and in urban
canals. The government responded by erecting barriers to prevent people from approaching the
point of water intake. In Boulaq and Old Cairo, authorities selected locations from which
inhabitants could draw water and constructed wooden stages in order to facilitate drawing water
from slightly midstream. In addition, the government provided Old Cairo with three standpipes
distributing free filtered water from the Cairo Water Company, each providing thirty tons (30,550
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liters) of water per day. It also installed a pumping engine for drawing water from midstream and
distributed it freely to Old Cairo’s residents. Rogers knew that “the saving of Old Cairo meant the
saving of the entire city.”79 Finally, the government established three temporary hospitals or
“cholera huts” in Old Cairo, Boulaq, and Abbasiya—another neighborhood increasingly known
for its unsanitary slums—to receive and hospitalize patients.

1.5. Cholera Huts in Old Cairo. (Source: See note 78)

Yet the disease had already spread to other neighborhoods of Cairo, and the Public Health
Department began contemplating more thorough measures including filling up the Khalig Canal—
a project that had been put off for many years out of fear of offending native attachment to the
canal. As we saw above, the Khalig was the source of potable water for a great number of
Egyptians living in Cairo’s old quarters, and houses bordering the canal commonly featured water
cisterns (saharig) for storing water. Rogers put together the following facts: the Khalig was “cut”
on August 13, water for drinking was drawn by inhabitants starting from August 23 (if not
unofficially before that date), and cholera mortality began to rise on August 28. For him, this was
a clear indication of the role of the canal in the propagation of the disease and he ordered closing
the mouth of the canal permanently. Sanitary authorities then disinfected the entire canal with milk
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of lime before letting it dry. On September 17, the bed of the Khalig was completely dry and one
of the most enduring features of the urban landscape had forever disappeared. Authorities also

1.6. The Khalig Canal in 1896. (Source: The Photographic Memory of Cairo. Bibliotheca Alexandrina,
2009)

disinfected parts of the Boulaqiya Canal passing though Boulaq with milk of lime yet without
closing it because it was still the source for irrigating lands north of the city. In both cases,
laypeople believed “that the water was being poisoned by the Sanitary Department,” and for
Rogers this produced an “excellent result” insofar as people avoided drinking the water of both
canals. As we will see later, these rumors, which authorities did not deny because it served their
purposes, came to haunt the government a decade later when the water supply was at the center of
a controversy. For Rogers, “no canals, to whose banks the population have free access, should be
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allowed to pass through the city,” and it was due to measures to protect the water supply that
cholera began to subside again from mid-September.80
The time of cholera outbreaks were ripe for the spread of rumors about colonial regime
officials inflicting harm on Egyptians, and as Luise White astutely argued in a different colonial
context, such rumor’s “very falseness is what gives them meaning,” for they were idiomatic
expressions of the colonial experience.81 A messy web of rumors revealed how Egyptians
understood the nexus of colonial power and modern medicine, disclosing their experience of
powerlessness and vulnerability. Aside from rumors that medical authorities “poisoned” the
Khalig and the Boulaqiya, there were stories of functionaries of the sanitary administration
throwing handkerchiefs on the faces of whom they desired to remove to hospitals, allegedly
incapacitating them before carrying them away. These patients were purportedly never to be seen
again. There were also reports that authorities interfered with religious customs of washing and
burying the dead, and such reports were based in part on real interventions by medical authorities
in everyday spaces of ritual significance such as mosques and cemeteries. And there were other
rumors that authorities distributed poisoned sweetmeats (melabis) in the streets of Cairo and
provincial towns in order to spread the disease. Rogers expressed his frustration at how widespread
these apocryphal stories were. And he complained that seemingly one long-standing custom or
another stood in the way of necessary sanitary reforms. For him, the department had no choice but
to offend Egyptians, among whom “passive obstruction to sanitary measures was the rule.”82
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Yet not all obstruction was passive, and mounting tensions caused by the interference of
sanitary authorities in a range of religious practices led to rioting of the students of al-Azhar
seminary school. The Public Health Department had been tightening its grip on mosques since the
1883 cholera outbreak, inspecting their latrines, ablution basins, and baths. Since 1892 sanitary
authorities required old mosques to redesign their internal sanitary arrangements including
installing waterproof cesspits and faucets and compelled owners or the Ministry of Charitable
Endowments, which administered many mosques, to change ablution water once a week and apply
for a permit to build new mosques. Interference by doctors and engineers, many of whom were
foreigners, into one the most vital institutions of everyday life and religious practice had led to
friction. In June 1896 violence erupted when al-Azhar students resisted the removal of a Syrian
colleague suspected of cholera to the government’s hospital. When medical authorities called in
the police, angry students stoned the Governor of Cairo and the Head of the Police. In turn, the

1.7. Al-Azhar Cholera Riots in 1896. (Source: L’Illustration)
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police opened fire on demonstrators, killing three students, wounding two, and arresting more than
a hundred suspected of resisting orders. After the scuffles, a number of students were tried while
authorities reproached the head of al-Azhar University for not using his influence to sway the
minds of demonstrators.83
In the conclusion of his report, Rogers was content that the emergency measures taken by
his department were effective, yet he realized that long-term sanitary reforms were needed, and he
joined the ranks of medical experts and moneyed residents demanding overdue measures from the
colonial regime’s decision makers. Comparative figures between 1883 and 1895-96 testified to the
idea that protection of the water supply from contamination was decisive. In 1883, virtually no
measures were taken to protect the water supply and to ensure access of Cairo’s poorest residents
to pure water, and the result was the death of nearly 8,000 in Cairo and between 80,000 and
100,000 countrywide. In 1895-96 the death toll was 1,343 in Cairo and 18,105 countrywide.84
These figures spoke for themselves concerning the efficiency of temporary emergency measures.
But Rogers was weary of constant criticism of the work of his department, while the real problem
was lack funding to implement sanitary reforms on a large scale, reforms that he viewed as
necessary and could no longer be put off. Addressing his superiors, including the Minister of
Interior and Cromer himself, Rogers argued that “sanitation is unfortunately expensive, but
expenditure on sanitary works cannot be classed as unproductive. An Egyptian life, as any other
life, has an economic value, and Egypt is by no means an over populated Country.”85 Rogers
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reminded his superiors that “the commercial classes of Cairo largely depend on the influx of
tourists for their prosperity, and the Country itself benefits by tourist expenditure.”86 Cholera was
certainly harmful to the growing reputation of Egypt as a winter resort. Finally, he hoped that the
decision makers of the colonial regime would give his recommendations serious consideration and
“remove the financial and other difficulties which have hitherto stood in the way of any serious
Sanitary progress. Should this be the result of the 1895-96 epidemic, it will not have occurred in
vain.”87
The cholera epidemic of 1902 confirmed the same conclusions regarding the critical role
of the water supply and the need for permanent solutions to prevent its contamination. During this
year, the first cases of cholera were recorded in Mousha, a village of 9,000 close to Assiut in Upper
Egypt. Bacteriologist H. Bitter was certain that cholera reached the village from Hijaz, since the
outbreak occurred immediately after the return of Mecca pilgrims on May 25 and 26.88 The first
cholera victim in Cairo was a woman who arrived to the city from Mousha on July 17, where she
stayed in Boulaq. The disease spread rapidly after her death on July 22. On July 23, three cases
were discovered; July 24, 38 cases; July 25, 79 cases. The Public Health Department, now under
the directorship of Horace Pinching, reconstructed the outbreak, showing how it rapidly spread in
Boulaq before reaching the quarter of Abdin. Bitter was certain that the quick dispersion of the
disease in Boulaq could only mean that the water supply was locally polluted. It turned out that
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the woman from Mousha stayed in a house nearby the Nile, at a location where Boulaq residents
usually washed dishes and clothes but also drew water. Authorities were sure that washing the
polluted clothes of the first victim contaminated water drawn by neighbors, which explained the
severity of the epidemic in the few blocks around the house where she stayed. W. P. G. Graham,
the acting director of the Public Health Department, took immediate measures after July 22 to
protect the water supply. Authorities prohibited access to the Nile for purposes of drawing water,
barricading the river at Boulaq and posting police guards to prevent people from approaching.
Within two days, the department installed sixty-two free water taps distributing filtered water from
the Cairo Water Company throughout the city.89
Other measure for stemming the spread of cholera highlighted the government’s need to
coordinate with the Cairo Water Company in order to tighten its physical and technoscientific
control of the city’s supply. The government permanently barricaded the Nile at Old Cairo in order
to prevent residents from drawing water. At Graham’s urging, the Interior Ministry issued a decree
prohibition bathing, washing clothes or animals, and drawing water from the Nile and the Ismailiya
Canal in all of Cairo. At the threat of arrest, imprisonment, and fines, people were ordered to avoid
proximity to the Nile and the canal except in order to cross.90 In addition, the Public Health
Department ordered all water carriers to bring their waterskins and carts to the company’s
waterworks for disinfection by sulphuric acid and steam. No water carrier was allowed to fill skins
and carts from standpipes unless they showed government stamps proving disinfection. Sanitary
authorities destroyed earthen drinking vessels (sing. zir) of infected quarters and replaced them
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with new ones at their expense. Finally, authorities closed numerous shallow wells and inspected
the filters of the Cairo Water Company, placing their workers under medical surveillance.91
As with the 1895-96 outbreak, the government took a series of emergency measures
addressing the unhygienic conditions of Cairo, which underscored lack of enduring infrastructures
of sanitation and regular municipal services. Authorities temporarily closed ablution basins, baths,
mosque latrines of Boulaq and Abdin, as well as large markets. Daily sprinkling and sweeping
services were universalized for the entire city instead of being limited to elite quarters. Another
feature of the urban landscape disappeared as a result of the epidemic when Pinching and Graham
advised the Public Works Ministry to fill up parts of the Boulaqiya. The waterway passed through
“one of the most crowded and dirty parts of the town” in Boulaq and served as the quarter’s public
latrine.92 The ministry followed the advice of sanitary authorities, filling up parts of the canal while
connecting the rest of it to the Nile by means of another mouth further north in order to avoid
disrupting downstream irrigation.93 Due to these measures, the severe phase of the epidemic
subsided in Cairo by the end of July. Lasting between July and September, the outbreak claimed
1,489 lives in Cairo. In 1904, concern for public health and official interest in urban growth
intertwined when authorities also filled up the Ismailiya Canal between Boulaq and Abbasiya,
where property speculation was rampant.

Conclusion
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Cholera outbreaks released forces that shaped colonial policies and the urban landscape. The 1883
epidemic stretched the capacities of a colonial regime that had just begun to establish itself to their
limit and exposed its unpreparedness for such biological disasters. Two more epidemics exposed
the continuing unwillingness of colonial decision makers to prioritize Cairo or to give it nearly the
same attention it gave to the countryside where the regime invested substantially in the material
and legal infrastructures of monocrop agriculture. Pressure mounted on the colonial regime during
the first two decades of the occupation as its inaction only became more unjustifiable. By the
opening years of the twentieth century, government proponents before its critics acknowledged
that the city’s unhealthy conditions required more sustained official intervention into the urban
landscape and its sanitary infrastructures.
Yet just as contagion exercised pressure on the colonial regime, it created opportunities for
capital. The most outstanding public health issues by the turn of the century were lack of a sewage
system, exercising monopoly and scientific control over the water supply, congested urban layout
of old quarters, and housing conditions. Alfred Eid wrote an article that revealed how urban
developers attempted to draw the line between what was public and what was private, offering
healthy housing in healthy neighborhoods for those who could afford it as an antidote to Cairo’s
unsanitary conditions. Published during the cholera epidemic in May 1896, the article advised
readers not to panic in the face of cholera as long as they observed hygiene at their homes, which
constituted the first front line of protection while public health measures taken by authorities were
secondary.94 As we will see in the following chapter, urban developers capitalized on health
anxieties of moneyed Cairenes, proposing modern housing in healthy suburbs as a solution to
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living in the diseased city. And as the third and fourth chapters will show, it was partially in
recognition of the gravity of Cairo’s health conditions and as a result of mounting pressures
particularly from elite residents and business interests that authorities embarked on schemes to
modernize sanitary infrastructure and reorder the urban landscape. Contagion unleashed forces
that ultimately reshaped how the colonial regime understood and governed Cairo.
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CHAPTER TWO
HOUSING THE CITY: HEALTH, SPECULATION, AND CRISIS

Introduction
Widely considered to be the first reliable census operation of modern Egypt, the 1897 census listed
all the districts (aqsam; sing. qism) and quarters (shiakhat; sing. shiakha) of Cairo, including
Boulaq, the city’s most populous district of 76,000 residents.1 According to the census, nearly
14,000 of Boulaq’s residents lived in slums, or clusters of “huts” or ‘eshash (sing. ‘eshsha), as
they were called by Egyptians, urban administrators, and colonial observers.2 Other significant
settlements of ‘eshash occupied lands in Old Cairo or between this neighborhood and Sayyida
Zainab, while others were built on semi-agricultural lands close to the northeastern neighborhood
of Abbasiya. Government experts considered ‘eshash to be some of the most unsanitary sites of
Cairo, if not essentially diseased spaces that constantly threatened the entire city. And the fact that
Boulaq and Old Cairo suffered the most during cholera epidemics seemingly substantiated these
views. Throughout the colonial period, urban authorities attempted, without success, to establish
alternatives to the ‘eshash or to wipe them out. However, makeshift housing persisted, relocated,
or proliferated in parallel to the spectacular growth of the city during the colonial era.

Cairo’s total population in 1897 was 570,062. Gouvernment Égyptien, Recensement Général de l’Égypte, 1er Juin
1897—1er Muharrem 1315 (Le Caie: Imprimerie Nationale, 1898). The word ‘district’ (qism) refers to an
administrative area. In the following I use neighborhood, quarter, and area interchangeably in a non-official sense.
Nearly all of Cairo’s twelve and later thirteen official districts comprised smaller neighborhoods. Nearly all
demographic analyses of Egypt during the period comment on the inadequacy of the 1882 census, which was
conducted in the midst of the political turmoil of the summer of 1882 when the country was nearly run by Ahmad
‘Urabi and the Assembly of Delegates (Majlis Shura al-Nuwwab) immediately prior to the British occupation. There
was a general agreement during the colonial period that the 1882 census was an underestimate, yet it was still used as
a helpful parameter.
1
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By the turn of the twentieth century, capital was the most significant agent of Cairo’s
transformation, and the urban landscape became the site of financial investment and accumulation.
On one level, capital provided an answer to the city’s unhygienic conditions. As we saw in the
previous chapter, housing was inseparable from concerns for health. Weary of the regime’s neglect
of the city’s health, comfortable residents sought houses with modern sanitary conveniences in
healthy neighborhoods in order to protect themselves from the diseased city. Financiers responded
to the anxieties of moneyed residents by developing new neighborhoods and suburbs with better
sanitary standards. Yet capital’s entry into urban space functioned with its own logic of
accumulation and speculative investment. Cairo witnessed an unprecedented property bubble
between 1897 and 1907 followed by a housing crisis. The city expanded to swallow surrounding
deserts and hinterlands, while rents and property values soared as a result of uncontrolled
speculation. Housing became an expensive commodity, and as the boom grinded to a halt, capital
had already cemented a new spatial and social distribution onto urban space.
This chapter argues that capital responded to the colonial regime’s initial disinterest in
Cairo and took charge of urban growth in a way that ultimately alarmed the regime as it created a
housing crisis. By reconstructing the history of the colonial city through the lens of housing,
understood as a spatial and social category, this chapter makes three main points about the city’s
capital-led growth. First, poor and comfortable housing pushed the city in different directions, yet
in relation to each other. Neighborhoods and suburbs that offered healthy housing to moneyed and
middle class Cairenes were the answer of urban developers to the congestion and insalubrity of
Cairo’s old neighborhoods and slums. Second, the speculative bubble unleashed dynamics that
redistributed the urban population and led to marked shortage of affordable housing. The city’s
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boosters and urban developers relied on an imagined demography of continuing supply of
comfortable residents. Accordingly, they invested in the upper end of the housing market,
developing forms of housing suitable for comfortable classes. The housing crisis that followed the
bubble proved them wrong, for Cairo was not the new El Dorado they imagined, but also a space
of impoverishment. Finally, this chapter brings the contradictions of urban development under
capital’s profit-maximizing logic to the foreground.
Drawing on a range of cross-disciplinary scholarship on housing, speculative bubbles, and
contemporary urban informality, this chapter develops its argument over seven sections.3 The first
examines Cairo’s slums, underscoring both the logic of their placement and the way authorities
framed them as centers of biological hazard, while the second focuses on unsuccessful attempts to
regulate them. The third makes explicit how health concerns of moneyed residents led to early
suburban expansion. The fourth probes economic and demographic currents at the background of
capital-led expansion of the city during the property boom that the fifth section examines. The
sixth probes how the commodification of housing in Cairo led to urban redistribution that
sharpened the contradictions of the colonial city, while the final section focuses on the housing
crisis that followed as a result.
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Geography of Slums
By the closing decades of the nineteenth century, slums became a significant form of urbanization
in Cairo. The ‘eshash were houses constructed with mud brick, wood, tin, thatch, and other less
common materials such as dried dung cakes (gella) that were used as inexpensive fuel and were
left to dry on the wall or roof. They also piled up rubbish on their roof for heat isolation.4 These
were constructions by the poor and for them that used an economy of available means to house
casual laborers, impoverished servicemen, as well as rural and even regional migrants. In Cairo,
the norm was for each ‘eshsha to house an entire family including in many cases some animals or
fowl. The ‘eshash were markedly different from the houses of older neighborhoods, no matter how
decrepit the latter were.
The location of these settlements revealed an interconnected pattern that was
simultaneously hygienic, spatial, and economic. Cairo’s poor rented cheaply from landowners,
constructed their houses on untenured lands, or occupied neglected lands many of which were
administered by the Ministry of Charitable Endowments (awqaf, singular, waqf). The choice of
where to settle was based on calculations of availability of land, resources, and employment. Slums
were built on peripheral areas away from residential districts, where land was abundant, yet they
were close enough to various sources of employment for the casual wage earners and servicemen
who inhabited them. Large ‘eshash were located at the outskirts of the city and in-between spaces
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that were deemed too unhealthy for proper housing due to proximity to flooding areas or dangerous
industries.
The slums of Boulaq occupied what was for long considered as the no man’s lands either
north of the old residential quarter or south of it, close to the Boulaqiya and Ismailiya canals—a
marshy area that was exposed to Nile flooding and rising levels of underground water. Dating back
to the early 1880s, the Sharkas and Turguman slums inhabited semi-agricultural lands where there
were only few warehouses and lots owned by the Ministry of Charitable Endowments and the
Coptic Patriarchate. Boulaq attracted a variety of craftsmen and low-wage workers due to the
presence of a variety of establishments including the main railway repair and maintenance depot
[‘anabir], the Printing Press, warehouses, royal stables, a dung cake factory and depot, the school
of arts and crafts, and various workshops. Boulaq also featured many wood depots, cafes, and
bouza shops, and continued to develop as a working-class neighborhood with a strong
concentration of craftsmen and transportation workers.5A number of large slums populated spaces
between Sayyida Zainab and Old Cairo, where there were cemeteries and unhealthy industries,
such as the slaughterhouse, the tannery, a salted fish (fesikh) depot, the large trash collection depot
of Abu al-Sa‘ud, pottery making (al-Jayyiara), and limekilns.6 These industries offered means of
livelihood to the area’s squatters. Finally, some noteworthy slums inhabited the distant lands north
of Abbasiya, including a number of Sudanese and Nubian squatting settlements.
Makeshift urbanization created patterns for expansion and connected disjointed parts of the
city. The urban poor surveyed, claimed, and transformed the urban landscape independently of
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authorities. While Cairo witnessed little formal expansion during the first decade of the British
occupation, clusters of ‘eshash pushed the limits of the city and made use of vacant areas between
semi-isolated quarters. Until the mid 1890s, it was common to consider Boulaq and Old Cairo as
distant extensions of Cairo proper. And while Old Cairo was indeed far, Boulaq was separated
from the city proper by the Boulaqiya and Ismailiya canals, both which were filled up by the
authorities between 1902 and 1904. The two neighborhoods were connected to the city through
major arteries that traversed canals and areas commonly viewed as unsuitable for residence.
Similarly, Abbasiya remained a distant neighborhood of palaces and military barracks. For
decades, only slums populated undesirable spaces between these neighborhoods and the city, until
capital-led urban growth in conjunction with sanitary authorities forcibly removed many of them.

2.1. Cairo’s Slums, circa 1880s.
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Colonial authorities first encountered Cairo’s squatters during the fateful summer weeks
of the 1883 cholera epidemic. As we saw in the previous chapter, the outbreak was a short yet
destructive episode that authorities were able to contain relatively quickly. When British officials,
doctors, and engineers visited the most heavily stricken areas of Boulaq, Old Cairo, and Sayyida
Zainab they found numerous conglomerations of makeshift houses that invoked common tropes
of describing indigence, slums, and disease. Across the board, colonial observers and experts
described the poor and their huts in terms that may have applied to any poor, crowded, diseaseridden slum from Cairo to Bombay, New York, and London.7 The same observations about
ventilation and overcrowding were relentlessly repeated. Prevailing medical theories as well as
class and colonial sensibilities combined to produce an anthropology of the urban poor where
doctors and engineers played ethnographers providing detailed descriptions of the dwellings, food,
and customs of an urban tribe.
As soon as government experts entered Boulaq and Old Cairo, they started taking
measurements and writing field notes, seeing that usual nuisance of Cairo’s “native quarters” was
particularly severe. Streets were particularly narrow, houses were poorly ventilated, and drains
were completely absent—ripe conditions for the generation and spread of infectious diseases
according to dominant medical theories. These problems were compounded with “the low, dirty,
filthy habits of the natives,” who lived in mud-built “hovels” usually measuring eight by eight feet
at the base and six feet in height.8 The huts, officials and experts argued, were “dens of misery and
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squalor” that could only breed disease. Each ‘eshsha was usually occupied with a family of five,
six, or more in addition to their poultry, sheep, and cattle. The entrance was excessively small, and
the roof was covered with “filth of all description”—likely a reference to dung cakes and rubbish
that inhabitants commonly stored on the roof. The huts were built in rows facing each other at a
distance of six to eight feet. And inhabitants usually drew polluted water from surrounding canals,
ponds, and the Nile’s foreshore.
Authorities conducted sanitary inspections on infected houses and gave particular attention
to the slums of Boulaq, Sayyida Zainab, and Old Cairo. Boulaq posed a particular challenge due
to the large size of its slums. After ruling out disinfection using traditional means, officials ordered
“the total evacuation of these quarters.” Doctors and sanitary engineers inspected the various kinds
of dwellings in Boulaq more closely and pronounced them unfit for future habitation. Authorities
adopted slum clearance as the only viable solution to the neighborhood’s hygienic problems and
accordingly large areas of Boulaq and other similar ‘eshash were set on fire.9As the government
evacuated around 6000 people from their neighborhoods, it forcibly housed most of them in two
camps in Torah and the Nile Barrage. The camps provided food and medical assistance to the slum
refugees, and when cholera subsided only those who could prove a fixed occupation and means of
obtaining lodging in Cairo were allowed to return.

Regulating Slums
During the 1880s and 1890s urban authorities unsuccessfully attempted to enforce public health
and land use regulations on various urban spaces including slums. It was often small outbreaks of
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diseases in areas of makeshift housing that woke up government officials to the changing reality
of the city. The government devised plans to construct model tenements for the poor on hygienic
principles. However, these plans lay fallow for the next few decades until they were taken up again
at the end of World War One.
In the wake of the 1883 cholera outbreak, urban authorities extensively discussed the
question of poor housing and the need to establish sanitary alternatives to ‘eshash. Plans to build
hygienic “workmen’s dwellings” in order to house cholera refugees surfaced in 1883, and they
were meant to provide an authorized blue print for constructing housing for the poor on hygienic
principles.10 The Public Works Ministry issued the ‘Ministerial Decree Concerning the
Construction of Workmen’s Dwellings’ in October 1883, according to which constructing slums
like those of Boulaq was completely prohibited.11 The decree required submitting engineering
plans to the government in order to obtain an official permit (rokhsa) to build on premises.
Significantly, it also contained detailed sanitary requirements including sufficient air circulation.
The ‘eshash had to be provided with public or private bathrooms connected to sealed cesspools
that were cleared regularly. Minimal specifications for each ‘eshsha in order to obtain a permit
were four by three meters at the base and three in height. And future owners were threatened with
speedy clearance in the case of non-compliance.
It is impossible to assess the degree to which urban authorities genuinely believed that
people who were so destitute as to occupy lands in order to build makeshift houses would care to
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follow the government’s elaborate sanitary regulations or even know of them. As the decree was
under discussion in the autumn of 1883, sanitary experts noted that rigorous enforcement and
policing were required to prevent Cairo’s squatters from rebuilding shortly after demolition, which
was precisely the case with the slums that the government destroyed during the epidemic.12
Residents had no choice but to return to the same or similar vacant lands and to rebuild their
houses. The flexibility of ‘eshash and their low-cost and abundant construction material were
indeed appropriate for the transient mode of life of Cairo’s poor.
When the Public Works Ministry formed the Commission d'assainissement du Caire in
1885 in order to investigate unsanitary conditions in Cairo, ‘eshash, housing, and ruins and vacant
lands came under discussion.13 Commission members noted that the problem of slums was in fact
part of the broader problem of unhealthy housing in Cairo. And they learned that despite the 1883
‘eshash decree, Cairo’s makeshift houses had multiplied. Aside from lack of enforcement, the
decree suffered from a legal loophole as it merely specified regulations for future ‘eshash and
model tenements for the poor, while remaining silent on how to deal with existing ones. This made
it particularly ineffective to deal with slums that paid rents to landowners. Members of the
commission argued that if the slums could not be cleared then, at the very least, ‘eshash owners
should be forced to provide public latrines connected to waterproof cesspits.
Vacant lots and ruins (sing. kharaba) dotted the landscape of late nineteenth century Cairo.
Many of these spaces were administrated by the Ministry of Charitable Endowments, and as
charitable endowments, awqaf were inalienable and could not be legally developed for purposes
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than that specified by their founders. Ruins that contained remains of collapsed buildings were
commonly utilized as local dumping grounds or occupied by squatters.14 In its final report, the
commission urged the government to clear these spaces completely. All dangerous materials such
as trash and cesspools of collapsed buildings had to be removed immediately at the expense of the
government, the Ministry of Charitable Endowments, or the putative landowner. Once cleared
these spaces must be walled off to prevent squatters from reoccupying. Ultimately, however, these
recommendations concerning the ‘eshash decree, vacant lands, and ruins fell on the government’s
deaf ears.
Slums continued to come to the attention of urban authorities due to disease outbreaks. In
March 1889, H. R. Greene—Director of the Public Health Department from 1885 to 1892—wrote
to the Minister of Interior to inform him of a small outbreak of typhoid fever in the “village” of
Abbasiya.15 Urban officials were surprised to learn that the city’s poor had populated the distant,
uninhabited suburb, constructing various clusters of slums around a small lake (birka), which was
one of the numerous lakes and ponds that existed in Cairo at the time. The department took
necessary measures, but it needed the help of the Interior Minister in order to fill up the lake.
Greene was sure that the stagnant body of water was to blame for the typhoid fever. The
government learned that many water carriers draw their water from the very same lake that
received dirty water from nearby army barracks. Later in March, a committee composed of Doctor
A. H. Hooker from the Department of Public Health, Cairo Governor Chouhdy Pasha, and Colonel
Hayes Bey from the Egyptian Army visited Abbasiya to further examine the origin and
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development of the outbreak. They first toured a field hospital that was established for the purpose
of treating typhoid patients. Next, the committee visited the neighborhood’s slums. There were
mainly four settlements of makeshift houses bordering the lake whose occupancy ranged between
600 and 1000 inhabitants each. While the committee made an extensive list of the families that
occupied the ‘eshash, it deemed them completely uninhabitable from the sanitary point of view.
To the surprise of the committee, the ‘eshash of ‘Ezbet al-Mohammadi and ‘Ezbet al-Adly,
which was also called Ezbet al-‘Abid (literally, the ‘Ezba of the Slaves), primarily housed Nubians
and Sudanese immigrants.16 In the lists of residents compiled by the committee, Sudanese families
were marked by “the Sudanese” (al-Sudani), for instance, ‘Rizq the Sudanese and his family’ or
‘Fatima the Sudanese and her family’. Greene wrote to the Interior Minister again suggesting that
in addition to filling up the lake, the slums had to be completely cleared. In fact, Greene urged the
Interior Minister to pressure other relevant authorities, such as the Public Works Ministry, to
enforce the inactive 1883 ‘eshash decree. He reminded him that these slums were close enough to
the dense neighborhoods of Cairo that all necessary measures had to be taken to prevent typhoid
fever from reaching the city. In addition, the government needed to establish gratuitous water
fountains in order to circumvent drawing water from the lake by water carriers or the inhabitants
themselves. Greene offered to pay a modest sum from his department’s coffers for setting free
water fountains, and while he recognized that more could be done, he reminded the Interior
Minister that his budget was limited.17
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Within a month, the Interior Ministry destroyed two of Abbasiya’s slums. Later in April
1889, Greene was still not pleased with conditions at Ezbet al-Mohammadi and Ezbet al-‘Adly.
His assessment was that they were hopeless and could not be improved from a hygienic point of
view. Nonetheless, his department installed two gratuitous fountains distributing filtered water. A
year later typhoid fever resurfaced in another Sudanese slum, Ezbet al-Manashi, which was
inhabited by over 900 people. The Public Health Department reiterated the same points about poor
air circulation, unsanitary housing, overcrowding, and contaminated water supply as the perfect
environment for the generation and transmission of infectious diseases. In response, the
government demolished these ‘eshash.18 Capturing how Cairo’s moneyed residents reacted to slum
clearance with relief, An Egyptian resident sent a letter to the daily al-Qahira (Cairo) to thank
urban authorities for taking the necessary measures to prevent typhoid from reaching the city.19
In response to the repeated complaints of Greene Pasha, the Ministries of Interior and
Public Works established a joint commission in 1890 to further study the problem of slums and to
make recommendations on improving their sanitary conditions. The commission visited various
areas where there were concentrations of ‘eshash such as Boulaq, Old Cairo, Sayyida Zainab, and
Abbasiya as well as vacant lands and ruins strewn across the city. It recommended amending the
1883 law in a way that would give the government the right to demolish existing ‘eshash that were
constructed before the 1883 decree was passed.20 In July 1891, the government promulgated a new
law that clearly stipulated that all existing slums had to meet the technical requirements specified
in the 1883 law irrespective of when they were built. Circulating drafts of the law referred to
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Boulaq, Old Cairo, Abbasiya, and Shobra as particularly dangerous given the density of their
‘eshash and their poor hygienic conditions—the latter two areas became increasingly popular with
middle class Cairenes two decades late as their slums were cleared. The law stipulated that existing
slums that were built without permits or did not meet the technical and hygienic requirements
would be evacuated by force, if needs be, and destroyed within six months. Two delegates from
the Public Health Department and the Public Works Ministry would review all decisions to
evacuate and destroy unlawful slums.21 In addition, all ‘eshash had to be provided with public
latrines that were well ventilated and connected to waterproof cesspits. While the new law gave
the government the power to demolish unsanitary slums, it expressed official resignation that the
‘eshash had become near permanent features of the urban landscape. Urban authorities mostly
hoped that slums abided by a minimum of hygienic arrangements.
In January 1892, two field visits by John Price, a sanitary engineer of the Public Health
Department, and Saleh Sobhi, an Egyptian doctor, underscored the extent to which Cairo’s
squatters had ignored the 1891 law. They visited many slums including ‘Eshash al-Kharboutli,
which was centrally located in Faggala, close to the railway station and midway between the elite
neighborhood of Azbakiya and newer developments in the direction of Abbasiya. The slum
contained 118 huts “in extremely filthy conditions,” at least ten of which were newly constructed
without proper permits. The ‘eshash had no latrines and inhabitants made use of adjacent streets
and near vacant lands. The two visitors deemed the slum dangerous to public health and gave
orders to clean the rubbish, level the ground, whitewash huts and provide them with proper
ventilation, and construct hygienic public bathrooms. John Rogers, then Director of the Public
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Health Department, complained that huts demolished last year were rebuilt within four months.
His department was only responsible for sanitary inspection and reporting violations while the
responsibility to demolish unlawful ‘eshash devolved on the Public Works Ministry. In any case,
he stressed that the construction of public latrines had to gather pace in the future, as the slums did
not disappear.22

2.2. ‘Eshash al-Kharboutli. (Prepared by the author on an extract from Plan of Cairo Shewing Naming of
Roads)

Surveys of Cairo often included a field visit to a slum that functioned as a representative
sample. In order to comprehend the housing conditions of the city, the 1892 international sanitary
commission visited “Arab houses of diverse categories, a ghetto of ‘eshash in the neighborhood
of Faggala, numerous houses of diverse classes, a very luxurious old palace, a new middle class
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house inhabited by Europeans.”23 Although not named in the report, the commission likely visited
‘Eshash al-Kharboutli in Faggala, where they found conditions “beyond imagination.” Families
lived in huts four by five meters at the base and three meters in height in rows three meter apart
and with one or two cross lanes in the middle. A shallow well surrounded by trash and dirty street
washings supplied the neighborhood with water. Indeed, the slum represented everything that was
unsanitary in Cairo, right in the heart of the city.

Early Residential Suburbs
The desire of urban elites to escape the diseased city found expression in the development of
residential suburbs during the early 1890s. Cairo’s suburban expansion and capital-led investment
in transportation infrastructure began to reshape the residential map of the city in response to
moneyed residents’ search for modern, healthy housing. Transportation, water, and gas companies
as well the construction industry began to cater to the desire for exclusive, healthy residence. The
government’s role in these developments was largely subsidiary to private capital.
In the absence of a Cairo Municipality, the Cairo City Inspectorate, also referred to as the
Tanzim Council or Department, formed an essential branch of the city’s disjointed administration
along with the Public Health Department and the Cairo Governorate.24 Placed under the Public
Works Ministry, the Tanzim’s meager budget during the first two decades of British rule allowed
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the department to perform limited, yet regular services including, most importantly, road
construction and maintenance, street lighting, and building permits. As Jean-Luc Arnaud shows,
the Tanzim’s sole regulatory innovation during the early colonial period was the classification of
roads and lands as public utility, which gave the department the power to expropriate lands and
demolish buildings in order to widen streets and adjust alignments. The department did not always
go through with the procedure due to the potentially high costs of compensating proprietors. Yet
when it did, those who wanted to build or rebuild on lots bordering streets declared as public utility
were required to present plans showing the limits of their property in relation to the street. The
procedure expressed the Tanzim’s desire to maintain urban connectivity and workable street
alignments in the congested old neighborhoods of the city. It also shows the department’s efforts
to create new spaces for various purposes through street making. The Tanzim used this procedure
as much as its budget allowed, and by 1893 1125 streets were declared public utility.25 Three
decades later urban authorities realized that these interventions were too uncoordinated and too
piecemeal to ensure urban circulation and connectivity, particularly in the old quarters. In addition,
the Tanzim exerted modest efforts to development new areas during the 1880s and early 1890s.
The department levelled, subdivided, and established the street layout of Tawfiqiya, Birket alBaghghala, and Faggala.26 As an extension of existing elite neighborhoods, Tawfiqiya was
deliberately developed as an upper-class neighborhood, while the southern neighborhood of Birket
al-Baghghala was subdivided as a checkerboard featuring small blocks with no public squares or
diagonal streets—the mark of a socially inferior type of neighborhood. And while the Faggala
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developments were very modest, they began a trend of eastward residential urban expansion
towards Abbasiya.
While Cairo’s disjointed urban administration resulted in generally poor urban services,
the neglect of old quarters inflicted an additional layer of urban inequality. For instance, the
Department of Street Sweeping and Sprinkling was first part of the Public Works Ministry when
it was created in 1884. Two years later, it was transferred to the Public Health Department under
the Ministry of Interior. The move led to some debate as some officials within the two ministries
questioned the logic of separating tasks that belong together, namely road construction,
maintenance, and sweeping, between two ministries.27 Meanwhile, the disparity of municipal
services between new and old quarters gradually became a source of grievance for the inhabitants
of the latter. Notables, merchants, and comfortable residents who had not yet relocated to newer
quarters were naturally most vocal about lack of service. In 1886, a short angry article that
appeared in the daily al-Qahira argued that the Department of Street Sweeping and Sprinkling
only cared about the wealthy neighborhoods of ministries and foreign residents. The article
deplored the department’s neglect of the old, popular quarters despite the fact that their residents
paid taxes on their property. The author also claimed that eye diseases became common in
congested neighborhoods due to increased levels of dust.28 As the city greatly expanded two
decades later, the disparity of municipal services between new and old neighborhoods became one
of the most recurring themes of anticolonial agitation.
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Suburbanization in Cairo dated back to the late 1880s when some of Cairo’s elite residents
began populating the distant semi-rural lands of Matariya and Zaitoun. Matariya was then a village
located in the city’s northeastern hinterland and the site of Pharaonic ruins, agricultural estates,
and an ostrich farm. Significantly, it was so greatly admired for the purity of its air that by the late
1880s it became popular among urban elites and tourists.29 The government’s construction and
pavement of the Abbasiya-Matariya road in 1888 undoubtedly encouraged moneyed Cairenes to
consider moving to the distant suburb.30 By the early 1890s, the government had subdivided a
stretch of land reaching from Abbasiya all the way to Marg, including lands in Zaitoun, Matariya,
and Kafr al-Gamous before selling the lots for explicitly residential purpose. And as the
government extended the state railway to Matariya, private gas and water companies followed
suit.31 As Arnaud remarked, Matariya and Zaitoun offered a particular type of urbanization where
elite residents usually lived in villas surrounded by small gardens.
However, the most important reason for suburban development was not to search for space
but to escape the diseased city. Matariya already enjoyed an established reputation as one of
Cairo’s healthiest spots. In 1895 Greene Pasha—then former Director of the Department of Public
Health—wrote that Moqattam should become like Matariya and Helwan, “a respite, as it were,
from the foul smells and coprophagous microbes of the undrained city.”32 The efforts to escape
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the disease-ridden landscape of the city led moneyed Cairenes to consider relocating from their
old, unhealthy quarters to sparsely populated new quarters such as Ismailiya, or to distant suburbs
such as Zaitoun and Matariya.
A dispute between Matariya residents and the Ministry of Public Works bore witness to
the health concerns behind the residential move to Matariya and other suburbs. The origin of the
dispute lay in a sewage system scheme prepared by Julien Barois in 1894. The engineer proposed
a project that featured a sewage farm, a land where all the city’s waste was collected and used as
a fertilizer.33 In the spring of 1894 elite residents of Matariya were shocked to learn that the
proposed location of the sewage farm was none other than the fields east of their neighborhood. In
March 1894, a letter from “M. D., a Matariya resident” appeared in the daily Arabic newspaper
al-Mu’ayyad, which was at the forefront of nascent anticolonial agitation. The author railed against
the proposed scheme:
We, residents of Matariya and its suburbs, receive this news with astonishment because
until now we consider ourselves to be residents of Cairo and we think that the same level
of attention directed to the city should also be directed towards us. Currently, most of us
are Cairenes who chose to live in the suburbs because of the dryness and purity of its air.
Why is it then that the Ministry of Public Works views the capital’s retreat as the discharge
site of the city’s waste and rotten substances?...How can [the government] justify itself to
the few thousand inhabitants in whose air it is spreading poison, a poison that will in time
spread and damage everything it surrounds? This poison will also spread to the people of
Cairo due to the direction of the wind, sending to them from above what the sewage system
sent away from below.34

The author pointed out that Barois should have known that due to the geological nature of Matariya
and the adjacent village of Kafr al-Gamous sewage would not be completely absorbed in the soil.
Rather, it would necessarily flow to the nearest low-lying lands, which led to one of the branches
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of the Ismailiya Canal, the source of potable water for agricultural villages located downstream in
the provinces of Qalioubiya and Sharqiya. Poisoning the drinking water of villagers with Cairo’s
sewage was unacceptable, for “has anyone said that people’s stomachs need fertilizers?”35 Shortly
afterwards, William Garstin, the Under-Secretary of the Public Works Ministry, read a French
translation of this letter, which he promptly forwarded to Barois along with a terse message: “M.
Barois, you may care to read this.”36
It turned out that Wilfrid Blunt was one of the elite residents of Matariya who traded
proximity to the city for pure air.37 In March 1894, Blunt sent a letter directly to Lord Cromer, the
British Consul-General and the de facto ruler of Egypt from 1883 to 1907, where he condemned
the drainage project.38 Blunt charged that Barois had not given much thought to how the population
of these districts would be affected by his scheme. He also claimed that the proposed location of
the sewage farm was not simply a desert as Barois seemed to think, as the land had become
occupied during the last few years. Finally, it was in the best interest of Cairo in its entirety to keep
Matariya sewage-free as it was situated windward of the city. A sewage farm in Matariya would
blow poisonous air at Zaitoun and Qobba before reaching the city proper.
As if this was not enough, Matariya residents raised a collective petition to Khedive Abbas
Hilmi (r. 1892-1914) that requested his intervention, and the petition underscored the health
concerns behind suburban expansion.39 The signatories of the petition were a mix of well off
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Europeans and Egyptians we well as many provincial officials—omdas (governors) and sheikhs
(headmen)—of surrounding rural villages including Khanka, Marg, Qalag, Minieh, Kafr al-Basha,
Bawageer, and Khosos. The petition began with the following remark: “as Cairo’s inhabitants
increased and its health conditions changed when deadly infectious diseases continued to spread
for extended periods of time, the city’s inhabitants took the initiative to search for a healthy refuge
to protect them and their children from the ravages of these diseases, and while some chose Helwan
others chose Matariya.”40 The petition thanked the government for the work of subdividing the
land and extending gas mains and state railways to their neighborhood, which reached “the zenith
of urban development” [fi ghaya men al-‘umariyya] as a result. Residents, the petition claimed,
paid dearly and endured the difficulties of moving to “such desolate places” [al-jihat al-qahila] in
order to enjoy pure air and protection from the “rottenness of the city” [‘ufunat al-madina].
Reiterating the same objections, the petition discredited the choice of the location of the sewage
farm point by point and the upshot of its argument was that the proposed location posed grave
dangers to the health of the entire city and its neighboring villages. While making a broader claim
about the potential health hazards to all of Cairo, the petition did not shy away from expressing
the particularistic grievances of Matariya inhabitants. The sewage farm was clearly going to be a
nuisance to them as it would create a reservoir of deadly “germs” [jarathim] and “microbe”
[mikrobat] that would poison the soil and surrounding water sources. In addition, the sewage farm
would be responsible for “the loss of reputation of the best spot in Egypt and depriving Cairenes
of the healthiest location north of the city.”
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Conspicuously absent from the Matariya dispute was the question of property values
despite its growing importance. Residents understood that the value of their property would
inevitably decline as a result of the creation of a sewage farm in their neighborhood. The petitioners
chose to organize their opposition to the drainage scheme solely on the grounds of public health
because they could garner more support this way, as it allowed them to make claims about the
disadvantages of the project to the city in its entirety. As it stood, the argument was not
disingenuous, since most ordinary people still associated foul smells with infectious diseases, even
if this association was being recast into a new idiom of microbes and germs. However, the
argument stopped short of spelling out the financial consequences of the loss of reputation of their
neighborhood as a healthy residential location. It would have meant that all the difficulties they
purportedly went through to move out of the city came to naught. Not only was their area going to
be disease prone like the rest of Cairo, but also the land they bought, and perhaps hoped to resell
at a higher price, was going to depreciate as a result of proximity to the sewage farm.
The commodification of Cairo’s housing was a gradual process initially put in motion by
increasing demand for healthy housing with modern amenities. By the 1890s the residential
geography of the city was slowly changing. Purity of air and distance from congested
neighborhoods and notorious slums became ever more desirable. At the same time, land and
property values started to rise. While this trend was only beginning in the 1890s, capitalists,
speculators, and urban investors took this trend to its illogical conclusion with the property bubble
of 1897-1907.
Relocating to healthy quarters required the extension of capital-intensive mass
transportation and utilities, which were the early sites of capital investment and accumulation into
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the urban landscape.41 The introduction of mass transportation revolutionized Cairo as it
introduced new patterns of habitation, work, communal affiliation, and conviviality among
ordinary Cairenes. Coachmen, carters (‘arbajiya), and horse-drawn cabs and omnibuses were
traditionally the most common means of transportation.42 Railways began to reshape the city when
in 1889 the government constructed its own suburban lines connecting Matariya to the main
railway station of Bab al-Hadid. In 1890, the government extended the line to Marg village, and
by 1906 two-way rail lines integrated the entire suburban system that included stops in Zeitoun
and Demerdash.43 In 1888, a Jewish-Egyptian business consortium composed of Egypt’s leading
banking families—the Suarès, Cattaui, and Menashe—acquired a concession to build and operate
a railway line linking the capital to Helwan, a popular health resort whose sulphur baths were
praised for their wholesome qualities.44 The same group of businessmen later developed the
residential area of Maadi along this rail line.
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The arrival of tramways in 1896 created new patterns of urban connectivity and made
possible the rapid, capital-led development of distant suburbs that catered to comfortable residents.
The idea of constructing tramlines in Cairo began to circulate in official circles starting from the
mid 1880s.45 In 1896, Baron Empain’s Cairo Tramway Company acquired tramline concessions
for fifty, later extended to eighty, years. By the end of 1896, the company had constructed and
inaugurated six tramlines with Ataba al-Khadra square in Azbakiya as the main station from which
all lines extended. The choice was hardly surprising since the elite neighborhood of Azbakiya had
become a focal point between old neighborhoods and Khedive Ismail’s western expansions and
the center of commerce, banking, and tourism. The six tramway lines transported commuters to
the citadel, Boulaq, Bab al-Louq and Nasriya, Faggala, Qasr al-‘Aini Medical School and Old
Cairo, and the main railway station of Bab al-Hadid.46 Shortly after, the company extended the
Faggala line to reach Abbasiya and constructed a new line to the popular Giza Pyramids. In 1902,
the company acquired another concession to extend a tramline to the increasingly popular northern
neighborhoods of Shobra and Rod al-Farag.47 Between 1902 and 1909 the number of annual users
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of the company’s lines jumped from 19 million to 49 million, and in 1917 there were nearly 91
kilometers of tramway tracks that annually transported 67 million passengers.48
Discussions on the Khalig line—perhaps the most important tramline concession the
government offered to the company—bore witness to the convergence of capital and health
concerns in the making of new spaces in Cairo. As we saw in the previous chapter, the Khalig
Canal was a waterway that bisected many of the city’s oldest quarters, and it was considered by
authorities as an enduring source of disease. The concession gave the Tramway Company the right
to construct and operate a line running along the Khalig from Sayyida Zainab to Daher on the
condition of filling up the canal at the company’s own expenses. In January 1897, a memorandum
from the Public Works Ministry to the Council of Ministers explained the advantages of the Khalig
line. The government had already closed the canal after the 1895-96 cholera epidemic. This was
the government’s chance to have the Khalig filled up without suffering expenses as the company
pledged to construct and macadamize a six-meter wide road and to compensate owners for
expropriations. An artery traversing Cairo’s congested quarters would enhance traffic and improve
public health by creating air circulation. Last but not least, the street “will increase the value of
properties” where it extended, which certainly compensated for the purported local attachment to
the Khalig that colonial officials thought was so strong as to foreclose its suppression.49 By 1898
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the Khalig had vanished and regular tramway service connecting Sayyida Zainab to Daher began
in 1900.
The transportation infrastructure of the turn of the century opened up the urban landscape.
It set the stage for subsequent urban and suburban development that was driven by the desire to
live in healthy areas away from congested neighborhoods and slums. Businessmen, some of whom
had investments in the infrastructures of transportation and utilities, subsequently ventured into
the housing industry.

Urban Demography and Economy
Understanding urban demographic and economic currents at the turn of the 20th century is
necessary to account for the property bubble of 1904-1907 and grasp the roots of Cairo’s housing
crisis. The city’s population increased considerably during the four decades of British colonial rule
primarily as a result of rural and regional migration. At the same time, the city’s artisans,
craftsmen, and service workers generally suffered downward mobility as the system of guilds that
supported their livelihood slowly disintegrated, particularly starting from the 1890s. These
demographic and economic processes were spatially uneven.
Trends of demographic growth and migration increased the demand for affordable housing
in Cairo. The city attracted thousands of migrants from inside and outside Egypt during the last
decades of the nineteenth century. Greeks, Italians, Austrians and various British and French
subjects moved to Egypt’s largest cities as they were encouraged by the legal and financial
privileges they enjoyed under the system of capitulations and by the economic opportunities that
the Suez Canal and the cotton trade created. The economic bubble of the turn of the century
particularly drew foreigners to Cairo as a financial center. Major Egyptian cities also received
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regional migrants from Ottoman provinces, Syria, Armenia, Nuba and Sudan. Nubians and
Sudanese for instance came to Cairo to work as domestic servants, porters, building guards,
coachmen, cabbies, as well as employees of the Public Works Ministry for street pavement.50
Especially Cairo and Alexandria grew at a pace far exceeding the rest of the country due
to rural migration. Thousands of peasants from Lower Egypt came to Cairo in search for economic
opportunities and to escape harsh conditions of the countryside. Landlessness and indebtedness
haunted modest and landless peasantry, whose lives were tied to circuits of credit and debt that
made them subjects to landlords and lending institutions.51 Southerners (sa’idis) moved to the
north to escape the economic marginalization that marked the agriculturally and economically poor
southern provinces. Between 1882 and 1897 the urban population of Egypt increased by thirtyeight percent, or from 1,219,000 to 1,685,000.52
C. C. Lewis, the director of the 1907 census operation, highlighted the unprecedented
demographic growth of Cairo and Alexandria, whose population reached 654,000 and 370,000,
increasing at a rate of 14.8 and 15.7 percent respectively. These rates of growth were ahead of
most English, colonial, and world cities such as Madras, Paris, London, Bombay, Calcutta, and
Berlin, which was unexpected “especially given the nonindustrial character” of the two cities.53
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Considering migratory trends offers a picture of the demographic influx in Cairo. Out of the city’s
654,000 inhabitants, 243,000 (37%) were born outside of Cairo. The city’s migrants could be
broken down into a variety of noteworthy ways:54
•
•
•

•

75,000 were born outside of Egypt; 168,000 were internal migrants.
Of foreign migrants, 14,500 were born in Greece, 13,500 Sudan, 13,500 Syria, 9,500
Ottoman Provinces, 6.500 Italy, and 5,500 British Islands.
Of internal migrants, 145,000 were born in places other than Egypt’s major northern towns
(Alexandria, Tanta, Zaqaziq, Damietta, Mansura, Port Said, and Ismailiya).
Of internal migrants, 93,000 were born in Upper Egypt. 20,000 were born in Giza, or what
later became the western bank of Cairo. 30,000 were born in the southern province of
Assiout.

These figures show ongoing rural immigration to the capital and a migratory trend from Upper to
Lower Egypt. The same trends were operative by the time of the 1917 census.55
These demographic trends fed into a growing housing market in Cairo. Urban elites,
foreigners, and upwardly mobile middle classes sought after healthy, modern housing. At the same
time, a continuous pool of more numerous local and regional migrants who sought affordable
housing shaped the geography of urban poverty and squatted spaces. Conflicting speculations on
urban demography gave rise to opposing arguments about how authorities and urban developers
should respond to these pressures or opportunities.
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Concomitant economic trends that saw the downward mobility of traditional artisans left
an uneven impact on Cairo’s landscape whereby old neighborhoods fell into poverty. The guilds
have been the subject of superb studies that chart the transformation of guild members into wage
earners.56 The studies also show that guilds were largely able to protect urban artisans and service
workers until the late nineteenth century when their influence gradually diminished until they
disappeared during the first decades of following century. The colonial period witnessed marked
impoverishment of Egypt’s crafts and service workers due to severe competition from European
commodities and lack of protection. For guild members, this meant lower wages and exploitation
at the hands of guild headmen (sheikhs) and labor contractors, and the guilds were gradually
abandoned as their administrative and social significance dwindled. Skilled craftsmen and
unskilled laborers began looking for opportunities in an expanding urban labor market and became
wage earners in railway, construction, transportation, utility, and cigarette manufacturing
industries. A pioneering sociological treatise on the conditions of the working class in Cairo by
Jean Vallet estimated the size of the wage-earning population in 1911 to be 400,000 (out of the
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city’s 654,000)—a sizable figure in light of their relative poverty.57 Labor “was cheap, abundant,
and largely unprotected.”58
The effects of these economic trends were spatially uneven. In an often-quoted passage
Cromer recounted that:
The difference must be apparent to any one whose recollection of Egypt goes back for
some ten or fifteen years. Quarters that were formerly hives of busy workman…have
shrunk to attenuated proportions, or have been entirely obliterated. Cafes and small stores
retailing European wares are now to be found where productive workshops formerly
existed.59

However, this assessment ought to be qualified. First, neighborhoods were affected unevenly.
Thus, traditional neighborhoods such as Darl al-Ahmar, Bab al-Sha’ariya, Khalifa and Gamaliya,
which housed the city’s artisans and craftsmen and their workshops, suffered the most.60 Second,
the service sector, where there was no European competition, was less affected by these
developments as barbers, doormen, domestic servants, porters, coachmen, and cabbies continued
to make a livelihood. Finally, changing urban geography of residence and labor created new sites
that absorbed the new laboring classes. Transportation workers, domestic servants, and doormen
were in demand. The construction industry, which surged since 1897 to become the second
employer of Egyptians after agriculture, employed 21,744 skilled and unskilled workers in 1907.61
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These demographic and economic currents left a significant impact on urban space.
Internal, regional, and foreign migration reshaped the residential landscape of the city and gave
rise to rival arguments about what the city could and should be. The downward turn of the city’s
craftsmen and artisans engulfed the traditional neighborhoods that housed them. And by the first
decade of the twentieth century, the urban landscape became the site of intensive, yet contradictory
processes of impoverishment and capital accumulation.

“The Magic of English Security:” The Property Boom
Cairo witnessed an unprecedented property boom between 1897 and 1907 that created a
speculative housing market and unleashed dynamics that transformed the city spatially and
socially. Entitled “Richer Egypt. Magic of English Security. A Land Boom. The Potent Harem.
Villa and Flat in Cairo,” an article that appeared in The Egyptian Gazette in July 1906 appropriately
captured the contemporary mood of capitalist confidence in Cairo’s property boom that reached
its zenith between 1904 and 1907. The author claimed that the year 1898 marked “the
commencement of an era of material prosperity…hitherto unknown in the valley of the Nile.”62
Egypt was in the midst of an episode of financial euphoria, and economic boosters commonly
considered the country a new El Dorado for investors. Business-friendly observers compared
Egyptian cities, particularly Cairo, to mushrooming American cities that seemed to have no limits
on their demographic and spatial growth, which turned out to be a misleading comparison.
European capital surged in Egypt, establishing mortgage and land development companies and
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banks. Speculative investment in stocks and land became widespread, and the value of urban lands
and properties doubled, tripled, and more, in a matter of few years.63 In the sequel article, “Land
Boom in Egypt. Speculative Builder in Cairo. Desert Suburbs,” the same author confessed
qualified skepticism. “Shares which go up, so to speak, in a balloon,” he cautioned, “are, according
to my experience, certain to come down as a parachute.”64 A bust, he admitted, was inevitable,
despite the assurance of “local experts.” After 1907, Lord Rathmore, President of the Bank of
Egypt, reflected that back during the bubble “people were apparently mad.”65
As the crash of the summer of 1907 hit Egypt, and as the financial crashes followed in
Chile, Japan, Germany, and the United States, it became clear that the world that finance capital
had created became more connected and more vulnerable in new ways.66 Finance capital had been
forcefully pushing to invest away from saturated Europe in ways that, according to some, changed
the nature of capitalism itself.67 By the end of the nineteenth century, the English capitalist was no
longer the entrepreneurial factory owner, but the financier of overseas business ventures. The crash
of 1907 and its consequences bore witness to this change.
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Guardians of the economic order argued that the crisis, while painful in the short term,
would make the future Egypt a better place for capital by purging the country of reckless economic
practices.68 Even during the height of the crash, officials declared that “the country is as prosperous
as ever,” arguing that the agricultural basis of prosperity in Egypt was sound.69 Yet, the boom left
a permanent mark on the urban landscape and the housing market as the city expanded rapidly and
as rents and property values spiraled upwards. The president of the Anglo-Egyptian Bank noted in
1908 that liquidation of urban land and property companies was not forthcoming and that “the
value of urban and suburban land and properties must still be considered quite nominal.”70 In other
words, in contrast to stocks whose prices violently fell, the values of urban and suburban lands and
properties did not adjust after the crash. Not doubling in value in a single year was enough
adjustment for investors.
Circumstances ripe for speculative euphoria intertwined in Egypt during the decade before
the crisis. Boosters made various political, economic, and demographic arguments for why the
bubble expressed real economic progress. They argued that British investment in the
infrastructures of irrigation and transportation signaled that the occupation became permanent.
These infrastructures created a well-oiled machine for producing, transporting, and exporting
cotton.71 Increasing value of cotton exports further encouraged investment despite the fact that this
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was due to not only good crops but also rising international prices between 1902 and 1907.72 Alfred
Eid, who was one of colonial Cairo’s most unreserved boosters, pointed to the British reoccupation
of Sudan in 1898 as another cornerstone of “political stability” that encouraged investors.73 The
ultimate gesture of political stability, however, was the Anglo-French Entente Cordiale of 1904,
which made Egypt a near exclusive sphere of British political influence and a sphere for European,
most importantly British, finance capital. For businessmen, financiers, and speculators, this
provided assurance that the money they invested in Egypt was safe. Last but not least, there was
the demographic argument for urban development. Boosters such as Eid argued that the constant
influx of Greeks, Italians, and other relatively more comfortable migrants created new demands
for modern housing in Cairo. The “local experts” argued that these developments would keep the
urban property boom in business for the foreseeable future.74 The new El Dorado was seemingly
unstoppable.
The influx of foreign capital made possible urban development on a new scale in Cairo and
fueled speculation. “An avalanche of capital” hit Egypt due to this conjuncture of circumstances,
at the same time that “Europe regorged with capital in search of profitable employment.”75 In 1897,
the total capital of joint-stock companies operating in Egypt, excluding the Suez Canal, was LE
13,885,000. In 1907, it reached a staggering LE 87,176,000. From 1900 to 1907 more than half of
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the total capital of new companies was employed in urban and rural land companies while the rest
was mostly invested in mortgage banks, financial companies, mining, and commercial and
industrial companies.76 In the countryside, agricultural and mortgage banks heavily invested in
providing credit to the peasantry.77 Generally speaking, British capitalists invested in banking and
mortgage institutions as well as the agricultural sector, and their French counterparts concentrated
much of their investment in the Crédit Foncier Égyptien, the country’s largest agricultural
mortgage institution. While Belgian capital came a distant third, it was marked by a distinctively
urban concentration. Belgian capitalists heavily invested in urban land development and
transportation.
The creation of the Cairo Stock Exchange in 1903 institutionalized speculation. Previously,
the limited trading of stocks in Cairo took place among brokers who informally congregated at the
New Bar in the Opera Square of Azbakiya.78 Some observers noted that brokers and intermediaries
benefitted the most out of the financial abuses that took place between 1903 and 1907.79 In 1903,
there were 19 companies whose stocks were traded at the Bourse. In 1905, the number increased
to between 40 and 50, while in 1907 the number jumped to 240 companies.80 Inflation of the price
of shares was common. The Wall Street Journal quoted a speech by Ali Bey Fahmy, the vice
president of the Nationalist Party, where he attacked British capital and its intermediaries at the
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Bourse. He charged that brokers had abused the system so much that the aggregate values of the
shares of British companies reached ten times its issued capital, and he concluded the speech by
an appeal to the creation of a national bank.81 During 1904 alone the registers of the Cairo Stock
Exchange recorded the following increase in prices of shares: National Bank of Egypt £16 3/8 to
£22 3/4; Delta Light Railway £10 1/4 to £13 7/8; Helwan Railway £16 1/4 to £28; Behera Land
Company £29 1/2 to £50.82
The property bubble was made possible by three interdependent processes. First,
increasingly more urban land and property companies were established. Second, prices of lands
and properties spiraled upwards. Finally, the city expanded horizontally and vertically. As we saw
above, private capital had already made important headway into the urban landscape before the
bubble. Cairo’s infrastructures of transportation and utilities, including gas and water, were private
ventures. The Belgian group of Baron Empain held a monopoly on urban tramways, while the
Suarès group who owned the Helwan Railways also owned considerable lands in the elite Ismailiya
district. Baron Jacques Menasce, an influential Egyptian Jewish businessman, was the head of the
largest Egyptian urban development venture, the Société anonyme des immeubles d'égypte, which
was established in 1884 and mostly developed lands in Alexandria. While these investments were
noteworthy, they paled in comparison to those of the boom decade.
Urban development ventures absorbed a substantial portion of investment capital in Egypt.
Pierre Arminjon argued that what partially drew the attention of foreign capitalists to Egypt was
that its development was checked by “the lack of necessary capital to improve its lands and to
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clean up its numerous urban centers.”83 In 1899, Belgian and Egyptian businessmen, including the
local Belgian contractor and businessman Leon Rolin, established the Société belge égyptienne de
l’Ezbekieh and by 1901 the company had already bought considerable lands in central areas of
Cairo where it intended to build shops and houses. Numerous other companies that dealt
exclusively or partially with urban lands and properties soon joined the race to invest. Here I
mention only few notable companies and their board members: Compagnie immobilière d’égypte
(1900, Suarès and Eid), Egyptian Delta Land and Investment (1904, Felix Suarès, Jacques
Menasce, Moise Cattaui, and Elwin Palmer, former financial advisor of the Egyptian government),
Egyptian Enterprise and Development (1904), Cairo Suburban Building Land Company (1906,
Eid and Rolin), Egyptian Constructions (1906), Cairo Electric Railway and Heliopolis Oasis
Company (1906, Baron Empain and Rolin), and Koubbeh Gardens Building Land Company (1907,
Mansour Shakour, a Syrian businessman, Rolin, and Eid).84 This clique of capitalists was internally
heterogeneous and aggressively competitive.85 Besides this cast of businessmen, there were
numerous other urban land and property owners who jumped on the speculative bandwagon.
The values of urban properties spiraled upwards during the boom decade. Recurring cycles
of quick buying and selling whereby urban properties changed hands four times a year were
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common.86 Prices often rose dramatically solely due to this process, while conditions of lands—
sometimes empty lots in the desert—and properties remained virtually the same. Eid reflected that
housing was a strange commodity whose value was difficult to determine. For him, rural properties
offered an objective basis for valuation, namely crops, while the value of urban property fluctuated
based on fortuitous circumstances, making it an essentially speculative enterprise.87 Some
examples of rising land and property values are indicative of the astounding gains that financiers
made during the bubble. At a high extreme, Qasr al-‘Aali palace, located close to the exclusive
riverside neighborhood of Qasr al-Dobara where the British Agency was situated, was worth
£80,000 in 1902. In 1906, it was sold for £700,000. A small property worth £2,000 was sold in
1906 for £32,000 after being sold four times within the span of few years.88 Arminjon estimated
that doubling and tripling in value was the norm for urban properties between 1904 and 1907, and
values jumped much higher in some cases.89 In 1907, about half of Cairo’s developed terrains were
worth 2.5 to 5 pounds per square meter.90 In parts of Tawfiqiya and Qasr al-Dobara, the value of
a square meter jumped from 25 piasters to 25 pounds in a few years. In the commercial and banking
center of Ataba al-Khadra, where the main tramway station was located, the square meter was as
expensive as 130 pounds. In the elite area of Ismailiya, the meter was worth between 40 and 60
pounds.91 In 1906, an Arabic article entitled “The Egyptian Financial Boom: Illusory or Real?”
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noted how semi-agricultural suburban lands that were previously sold cheaply by the feddan were
now the object of much speculation.92 These circumstances whet the appetite of smaller
speculators who borrowed—and credit was readily available—in order to buy and sell quickly at
gain. None of this however shook Eid’s confidence that the situation was still “quite healthy.” He
acknowledged that there must be a period of adjustment after the bust, yet he insisted that lands
would eventually regain their values. Attempting to reassure other investors, he pointed out that
there were still plenty of lands to be developed in and surrounding the city.
The boom time construction industry reconfigured Cairo’s landscape as the city expanded
horizontally and vertically. Housing projects populated the Abbasiya desert northeast of the city
and encroached on semi-rural lands all the way to Matariya. In between spaces such as the area
between Boulaq and Tawfiqiya, which was populated by slums, were now subject of uncontrolled
speculation. Between 1905 and 1907 the Nile Land and Agricultural Company developed the
riverside area south of Qasr al-Dobara and called it “Garden City” after Ebenzer Howard’s now
popular concept. The neighborhood of Shobra, situated north of the main railway station, greatly
expanded as it became increasingly popular, attracting a mix of upwardly mobile middle class
Egyptians and modest Europeans. Distant suburbs such as Maadi and Heliopolis sprang up during
and immediately after the boom. In 1906, the Heliopolis Oasis Company, which was under the
management of Baron Empain and Boghos Nubar—the son of the former Prime Minister—secured
an enormous stretch of desert land (2,5000 hectares that were later increased to 7,000) from the
government at a low price to be developed into a satellite town. Eid still believed that Cairo was
abundant with undeveloped spaces, about 41% of urban lands. Arminjon remarked enthusiastically
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that surrounding old Cairo “a new city emerged from the soil…affirming its vitality each year and
attracting movement and commerce.”93
The vertical expansion of Cairo and the densification of urban space were equally visible
during the period of speculative frenzy. While two- and three-story buildings had dominated the
urban skyline, four- and five-story buildings came to replace old ones, particularly in wealthy
neighborhoods such as Azbakiya and Ismailiya. In elite quarters “whole streets of houses, which
were quite new in 1903, were being pulled down [in 1906] in order to make room for new houses
with additional storeys.”94 Even before the boom, apartment buildings as a mode of collective
residence began populating the urban landscape, replacing villas, traditional houses, and traditional
mixed use constructions like wekalas.95 Developers eliminated or restricted previously spacious
internal courtyards and constructed new buildings that used property limits up to sidewalks. Old
villas surrounded by large gardens that were once common in the sparse quarter of Ismailiya were
replaced by tall and imposing apartment buildings.96 Urban densification took place so rapidly that
for residents and visitors it seemed as if another city was imposed on top of the old one. George
Foucart disapproved of the boom architecture for more than one reason. First, the piling up of such
tall buildings has shut air and light from the street—a danger to public hygiene as they blocked air
circulation. Second, the boom architecture was aesthetically monstrous. Generic European
buildings that could be found in Charing Cross or Calcutta effaced the “poetry of the orient.” New
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buildings like the Savoy and the Semiramis hotels were “brutal and cyclopean” constructions that
resembled “fortresses,” so much so that the Azbakiya would soon come to resemble a
“neighborhood of tall barracks.”97 Yet even for an aesthetic objector, the brutal elimination of
uncommodified space was an ideal business strategy, even if it threatened the city’s oriental charm.
And the author of The Egyptian Gazette admitted his regret for not owning property that he could
have sold for handsome profits.98
Boosters advanced a noteworthy demographic justification of the boom, which relied on a
misleading comparison between Cairo and American cities. They hoped to make a case for Cairo
as another New York or Chicago—the mushrooming American cities seemed to have no limits on
their capacity for growth. Writing before the full findings of the 1907 census were published in
1909, Eid cast doubt on the preliminary findings of the census. For him it was implausible that
Cairo had grown only by 70 or 80 thousand people between 1897 and 1907.99 Instead of 650,000,
he estimated Cairo’s population to be between 800,000 and 850,000. Eid’s evaluation was based
on figures for Cairo’s houses provided in an article published in the monthly al-Hilal. The upshot
of Eid’s argument was that the influx of well off Egyptians and foreign migrants, which he
blatantly overestimated, created unprecedented demand for modern housing, thus justified the
property bubble.
The Cairo-New York comparison, which al-Hilal made more explicitly, occasioned a
debate between boosters and census officials. According to the preliminary results of the 1907
census, Cairo’s population was close to 650,000 not 900,000 as al-Hilal’s editor Jurji Zaidan
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previously claimed. Defending its position, the journal published “Statistics and the Financial
Boom,” where it blamed the 1907 census for severely undercounting Egypt’s leading
metropolis.100 While conceding abnormal speculation in urban property, the article argued that the
rise in property values was not a result of speculation, but rather an expression of real demand
created by robust increase of comfortable urban population. Comparing the demographic growth
rates of Cairo to New York over the latter half of the nineteenth century, the article claimed that
up to 1900, Cairo “most resembled” New York in being a “shelter of migrants and the destination
of those who sought to make economic gains.” It was therefore highly unlikely that the cities’ path
diverged during the following seven years. The argument critically hinged on the latest figures of
Cairo’s houses. If the number of houses increased, and assuming the same rate of occupancy of
people per house as in 1897, then Cairo’s population in 1907 should be about 900,000. According
to the journal, casual observations on the increase of multistoried buildings, traffic congestions,
the proliferation of markets, and rising rents corroborated the conclusion that the 1907 census
underestimated Cairo’s population. However, the article seemed to be unaware of official
uncertainties of enumerating houses. Census officials explained that they used ‘house’ to refer to
a family rather than to a physically distinct, numbered construction, as Zaidan thought.101 Finally,
to the extent that there was indeed a demand for modern housing, only Cairo’s elites and a fraction
of the upwardly mobile middle class were able to afford it.
The Cairo-New York comparison made explicit a salient characteristic of the property
bubble that constituted a blind spot for boosters. While there was overbuilding for the higher end
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of the housing market, there was little or no investment in affordable housing for the more
numerous modest residents of Cairo. The idea of a city that was being flooded by wealthy and
middle-class future homeowners corresponded to how the boosters imagined the potential of the
city, not its reality. There was indeed a demand among elite and middle class residents and
migrants for healthy, modern housing. Yet, because the majority of those who migrated to Cairo
over the course of previous decades were poor, they could not afford to reap the benefits of
increased supply of modern housing. And investors were not keen on meeting the housing needs
of poor Egyptians and modest regional migrants. In other words, the rapid transformation of the
built environment between 1904 and 1907 catered to a speculative future, not the reality of the
city.
The final results of the 1907 census further undermined the arguments of boosters and the
basis of the Cairo-New York comparison. The census director explicitly addressed skepticism
towards the operation he directed. Foreign and local migration was responsible for about 57
percent (47,000 out of 84,000) of Cairo’s population growth between 1897 and 1907. For Lewis,
Cairo’s growth was robust despite the high death rate. In general, population growth in Egypt
compared favorably to disease and famine stricken India. However, Lewis argued that
comparisons to American cities did not make sense. He pointed out that the total number of
migrants to Egypt over dozens of years “approaches the total migrants to the city of New York
alone during a single year, estimated at 200,000.”102
Lewis made a number of acute observations regarding foreign migration and the
distribution of urban populations. First, Egyptian cities saw a limited, yet distinct influx of high-
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income foreigners, especially Greeks. Second, this influx exercised influence on the movement of
both foreigners and Egyptians among neighborhoods. However, the impression that poor
Egyptians could soon be driven out of Cairo and Alexandria en masse was false. Third, while Cairo
and Alexandria exhibited all the vestiges of “success and fortune with respect to urban
development (al-‘umran al-madani) such as the construction of houses, shops, and the like,” the
census was based on a systematic operation not informal observations of mostly elite
neighborhoods.103 For Lewis, final census results demonstrated to critics that Cairo’s population
was not as high as boosters claimed based on their casual observations on the increased visibility
of foreigners and comfortable classes.104 In short, Cairo was not anywhere near New York. The
city’s demography could not justify the property boom.
The financial crisis of 1907 directly followed the bubble. “Instead of the projected New
York, we only see ruins and rubble,” remarked a cynical Belgian official in Cairo in late 1907.105
The crisis was a shock to a system based on speculative investment and imagined high demand on
elite housing. While the property boom had a remarkable impact on the urban landscape, the next
section will show that Cairo’s transformation went deeper than spatial expansion and into the realm
of social relations.

Urban Redistribution
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Understood as a social relation, housing encompassed the entirety of the city.106 It differentiated
Cairo’s landscape and redistributed its population among old and new neighborhoods, cementing
relations of inequality across urban space. It established parameters, zones of exclusivity, and new
forms of cohabitation. Rents, property values, and health concerns were forces that reshuffled the
urban population during the first two decades of the twentieth century.
The dynamics that redistributed Cairo’s population were violent. First, the rise of property
values and rents moved Cairo’s dwellers across neighborhoods either willingly or unwillingly.
High property values were desirable for elites and comfortable classes as they generally indicated
a zone of privilege and social exclusion, and they were financially reassuring for those who sought
to invest in real estate. For middle class effendis or rural landowners who migrated to the city, rents
and property values signaled upward social mobility. For wage earing tenants, access to housing
was restricted to old neighborhoods or slums. Second, concerns for salubrity were decisive for the
choice of neighborhood and continued to be so during and after the boom. This went in tandem
with the redefinition of housing standards—water, gas, and modern sanitary conveniences became
necessities. Land values and rents were high in what was marketed as salubrious and socially
exclusive neighborhoods at a distance from old quarters and slums. Congested old quarters with
their labyrinthine alleys were thought to evade the salubrious effects of air and sunlight as well as
capital, which required smoother traffic flows. The lower classes were squeezed into unhealthy
old quarters and diseased slums. Third, slums that occupied what the property bubble turned into
potentially lucrative lands faced forced eviction and demolition. Rents and health worked in
tandem to displace the poor and rationalize the violence to which they were exposed. On the other
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hand, propertied Cairenes lauded slum clearance as an act of sanitary improvement and wise
financial management.
Far from the dual city model that dominates the historiography of Cairo and other Middle
Eastern cities, capital created a more differentiated urban landscape. A typology of Cairo’s
neighborhoods by the first decade of the twentieth century is necessary to understand the city’s
transformation. First, Azbakiya was a broadly defined business and commercial district. Featuring
Cairo’s largest public park, luxurious hotels such as the Shepheards and the Continental, the prime
commercial thoroughfare of Muski, as well as the opera house and department stores, the
neighborhood became the center of nightlife including bars, restaurants, cafes, and sex work. It
was also the location of the central tramway station of Ataba Square, and it housed a number of
banks and financial institutions. Second, there were elite mixed commercial and residential
neighborhoods such as Ismailiya and Tawfiqiya. The development of these two neighborhoods,
where a significant number of Europeans lived, reflected a Parisian residential model that favored
apartment buildings close to the city’s center.107 A relatively new and peripheral neighborhood
during the early 1890s, Tawfiqiya became at the center of the property boom. Third, there was a
variety of peripheral quarters that were either newly developed or have become residential districts
only recently. The most notable examples of this category were Qasr al-Dobara, Shobra, Abbasiya,
Daher, and Munira. Boasting the British Agency, Qasr al-Dobara was subdivided and sold by the
Tanzim at very restrictive conditions. All commercial ventures were banned from the
neighborhood in order to guarantee social exclusivity. Meanwhile, less expensive rents and land
values attracted the Egyptian middle class and modest Europeans to Shobra, Abbasiya, Daher, and
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Munira. Particularly Shobra and Abbasiya grew exponentially as they absorbed residents moving
out of old quarters. Fourth, there were distant residential suburbs inhabited by Europeans and
Egyptian elites such as Maadi, Zaitoun, Matariya, Qobba, and Heliopolis. Despite their
architectural and social differences, such neighborhoods were variants of classic suburbia that
catered to bourgeois conceptions of domesticity and created socially exclusive spaces for leisure.
Fifth, there were the old, mostly Egyptian, neighborhoods that colonial observers
commonly lumped together as the “native” or “Arab” quarters. Such neighborhoods constituted a
substantial part of the city, which included Boulaq, Old Cairo, and the strip of lands extending
along the Khalig street from Sayyida Zainab in the south all the way to Bab al-Sha’ariya and
Huseiniya in the north. The communal residential framework of traditional neighborhoods was
severely shaken by the property boom. Historically and up to the early decades of the twentieth
century, the harat (sing. hara, literally alley) formed the common denominator of the residential
geography of the old city. Each neighborhood comprised a number of harat that fell under the
authority of a sheikh or headman. The relatively closed structure of the hara provided protection
for its residents and facilitated internal policing and administration of the city. The sheikhs
determined how to collect the taxes that were levied on the hara as a whole. The hara historically
shaped the communal life of Cairenes. It was instrumental for resolving conflicts and making
decisions concerning everyday details of collective life such as urban services or maintenance of
mosques, baths, and roads. Aside from the sheikh, a futuwwa, or a local strongman, protected and
racketeered the hara.108 During the entire colonial period old neighborhoods were most congested
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as well as most neglected by urban authorities. The compact layout of the traditional city could not
accommodate increasing traffic, and urban authorities were able to construct only few major
arteries to alleviate congestion—the Khalig being the most important. During the first two decades
of the 20th century the populations of these neighborhoods either increased very slowly or
stagnated. Indeed, many of the middle class and moneyed residents of these neighborhoods moved
out of the hara in search for neighborhoods that were less congested, healthier, upwardly mobile,
and better connected to transportation and services. Shobra, Abbasiya, Daher, and Munira
absorbed most of them. In rare cases like Hilmiya, the Tanzim created spaces for modern housing
by demolishing old palaces and selling their lands for construction. On the other hand, monuments
of traditional wealth became spaces of privation and poverty as large houses and palaces now
housed the poorest classes of Cairo. The internal courts and gardens became occupied by ‘eshash
and spacious dwellings were subdivided into flat tenements (sing. shaqqa).109
Finally, there was the medley of makeshift housing and slums, which constituted a
substantial element of urban society. Such settlements offered housing to those who could not
afford the rents of old neighborhoods. With the property boom, many squatting settlements in
Abbasiya and between Faggala and Daher were demolished. These slums were too small and they
occupied areas that became too desirable to remain unscathed. Other clusters of ‘eshash were too
large and too entrenched that they were able to withstand encroaching urban development, such as
those in Boulaq. And others remained because they occupied places that interested no speculators
or land companies, as was the case with area between Sayyida Zainab and Old Cairo, which were
perceived as unhealthy and socially inferior.
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Rising rents and property values affected residents across the board, leading to calls for
government intervention and regulation. Rent was only one dimension of increasing prices of basic
commodities and foodstuffs. According to al-Hilal, the average apartment rent in Cairo doubled
between 1892 and 1907.110 Yacoub Artin examined the link between the boom and rising prices
of necessary commodities. Recalling the traditional role of the muhtassib (market inspector), who
until the middle decades of the nineteenth century was the regulatory arm of the government as he
fixed prices of necessary commodities, Artin was unsurprised by nationalist calls for the
government to fix prices of basic goods. According to his calculations, rents in 1907 reached 2.5
times their 1882 values, and the price of construction material increased more than five times
during the same period.111 Significantly, rents also increased in the old, undesirable
neighborhoods. In Hosh al-Sharqawi, one of the city’s empty yet centrally located courts—which
served in the past as the lavish house of a Sharqawi family—space for ‘eshash construction was
leased in 1907 at sixteen times as much as the early 1880s. By 1910, the Tanzim had constructed
roads and subdivided the entire space for residential purpose. And the humble residents of Hosh
Ma’ruf in Tawfiqiya had long been chased away by rents and land prices, as the meter of what
now became a desirable location was as expensive as LE 20.
Nationalist writers dwelled upon the contradiction that the property bubble created, namely
that there was plenty of housing on offer in Cairo, but not for those who needed it. They argued
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that oversupply at inflated prices spawned a housing crisis. In 1903, the prominent nationalist
journalist Ahmad Hilmy wrote an article entitled “Urban Development of the Capital” where he
deplored the effects of rising rents on the urban poor. He charged that urban development did not
cater to the needs of most Cairenes, but was rather driven by a profit-seeking class in ways contrary
to “the laws of nature” (nawamis al-tabi‘a).112 Oversupply of elite housing did not match the needs
of a majority of modest residents. Speculators and urban developers could build “a thousand house
each day” in order to make profits, but this did not mean more affordability, and the poor would
continue to be squeezed in congested old quarters through market dynamics. Mohammad Farid, a
notable nationalist, pointed that instead of fixing old neighborhoods, the government constructed
roads and extended utilities to sparsely inhabited areas, which only benefited speculative land
companies that “brought ruin unto the nation.”113 Ahmad Hilmy’s urban trajectory was itself
typical of Cairo’s upwardly mobile effendi. He grew up in Hussein (part of Darl al-Ahmar) and
lived much of his late life in Shobra.114
Market driven rents and land values were underwritten by conceptions of social purity. In
a study on the 1907 crisis, F. Legrand noted that rents and land values dictated the social
compositions of new residential suburbs.115 In 1912, Shakour Pasha explained his rationale for
developing the Koubbeh Gardens suburb, where he argued that “the opening of grocer and butcher
shops, furniture stores, etc. all of a rather inferior order, has effectually spoilt the various suburbs
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of Fagalla, Abbassieh, Obesi and Tewfikieh.” In the face of this infiltration of lower classes and
proliferation of mixed use spaces, “the Kasr-Dubara quarter alone remains an exception to this
rule, the reason being that the land belonged to Government and stringent rules were laid down for
its development. For this very reason, the value of land in this quarter rose to prohibitive prices.”116
The suburb of Koubbeh Gardens was supposed to be expensive and far enough from the city as to
prevent the encroachment of “inferior” classes, and accessible enough for elites in order to compete
with prestigious, centrally located quarters such as Qasr al-Dobara.
Concerns for salubrity and the sanitary conditions of houses remained crucial determinants
of the choice of neighborhoods. As Artin noted, moneyed Cairenes viewed new standards of
housing, including access to utilities and hygienic conveniences, as necessities rather than
luxuries.117 The early development of distant suburbs such as Matariya bore witness to how claims
of salubrity that often harkened back to older theories of disease were decisive for the marketing
and success of new neighborhoods. Qasr al-Dobara’s fame was partly due to the government’s
extremely stringent regulations put forth in 1892 regarding the sanitary arrangements of houses
down to position of toilets, pipe specifications, and ventilation requirements. Maadi—the “popular
English suburb”—boasted proximity to Helwan where residents could enjoy “delightful cool
evenings and pure desert air” as well as the open-air sulphur swimming baths.118 Similarly,
Heliopolis offered its elite and middle class residents the salubrious effects of the sun and the arid
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wind of the northeastern desert.119 The company’s publicity detailed the sanitary arrangement of
buildings and promised complete water provision, sewerage, and utility coverage in the entire
suburb. Such promises were no small matters to residents of the diseased city.120 By 1903,
businesses such as Max Steiner and Company supplied private sanitary appliances including
bathtubs and toilets and fitted them into the houses of elites who were able to afford connection to
the Cairo Water Company.121
The desire of middle class and wealthy Egyptians to escape unsanitary conditions and
congestion drove an exodus out of old neighborhoods. Astute observers argued correctly that the
search for better health and middle-class privacy and comfort animated the exodus.122 It was also
a result of the efforts of the Egyptian middle class to distance itself from spaces of poverty. As we
saw in the previous chapter, the British colonial era witnessed important changes in the way
moneyed Egyptians understood health and comported their bodies, which reflected on their
relationship to lower classes. These epistemological shifts and new concerns for health and bodily
hygiene reflected on where the Egyptian middle class sought residence, namely in modern spaces
that were fit to house modern subjects.
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Nationalist writers often blamed the unsanitary conditions of old neighborhoods on the
neglect of urban authorities and the skewed priorities of investors. Hilmy condemned the total
neglect of native quarters and wondered why the Tanzim’s limited budget was reserved for
maintaining elite areas. If urban development truly responded to needs as boosters alleged, he
wondered, why didn’t capitalist invest in improving old neighborhoods instead of eagerly injecting
money into desert suburbs. Old neighborhoods desperately needed “opening new streets and
widening and straightening old ones in order to renew the air and to purify these streets by means
of finding ample and sufficient outlets for the diseased emanations that decimate the lives of
healthy natives.”123 Similarly, an article in the government-friendly al-Ahram praised ongoing
urban activities including the development of the Gezira Island and the construction of Nile bridges
and tramlines to Shobra. However, the article condemned the “abhorrent” neglect of “native
quarters.”124 Another article argued that congestion and narrowness of streets hindered the
development of old neighborhoods and threatened their ruin. Lack of air and traffic circulation
brought these quarters to a social and financial halt. And the government did nothing to supply old
neighborhoods with public parks, whose scarcity was a danger to public health and an anomaly
among other comparable cities. The article concluded that the government generously spent money
supplying services (marafiq) to the European residents of Ismailiya and Azbakiya at the expense
of six hundred thousand native residents of the city.125 While nationalists condemned the official
neglect of old quarters, Cairo’s elites and middle classes already deeply believed that these quarters
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had become too unhealthy for them. J. I. Craig—the director of the 1917 census operation—
justified the need for a new census partly on the basis of the need for updated vital statistics. Only
this knowledge would determine if the popular Shobra, for instance, was a healthy neighborhood
or not.126
Calls for equal municipal services to Cairo’s old quarters reached a high pitch. Members
of the increasingly oppositional General Assembly (al-Jam‘iya al-‘Umumiya), such as Hassan
Pasha Madkour, constantly raised the problems facing old quarters including scarcity of street
lighting and irregularity or absence of street sweeping. Madkour accused the government of
providing better services to newer neighborhoods even though it taxed all equally.127 Another
Assembly member complained that “the areas of Zamalek and Qasr al-‘Aali [Garden City] are
well lit and extremely clean despite the sparsity of their buildings,” while “we see the areas of
Qamish and Laz public gardens close to Sayyida Zainab in darkness with no sprinkling or
sweeping service, despite their central location and the great number of houses surrounding them.”
Such negligence was “greatly harmful to health,” and the absence of public lighting was “one of
the strongest incentives to crime.” A minimum of services to old quarters was necessary before
universalizing services in new, low-density areas.128
Eid saw the exodus of moneyed Egyptians out of old neighborhoods as inevitable. As a
businessman on the board of many urban development companies, his investment strategy of
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choice was to develop empty areas in neighborhoods that were already within the limits of the city,
not to venture too far into the desert or create satellite towns from scratch as Baron Empain did
with Heliopolis. His strategy, he believed, would “allow even the middle class to become suburban
proprietors.”129 He also advocated the development of more neighborhoods like al-Munira, where
the Tanzim constructed roads and subdivided the neighborhood leaving the rest to private capital.
The neighborhood accommodated “rich and comfortable” Egyptians looking for salubrious
housing with modern amenities.
During the early decades of the twentieth century, concerns for health and urban growth
intertwined to close in on the slums and displace their residents. Urban officials and elites
promoted and celebrated slum clearance as a requirement for salubrity and prosperity. The reporter
of The Egyptian Gazette mused that “everywhere one sees new and handsome stone houses
replacing the old lath and plaster tenements, and even the mud-built huts of my early
recollections.”130 Eid applauded that “entire roads bordering modern constructions were laid out
where recently one would encounter only miserable huts and abandoned gardens.”131 By 1907, the
government demolished large parts of slums in Boulaq, Abbasiya, and Old Cairo to make room
for urban developments geared towards comfortable classes, without clear plans to rehouse those
who were evicted.132 Once again, however, displaced squatters ventured into peripheral areas away
from the purview of the government and the interests of capital. By the first decade of the twentieth
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century there were slums in the western bank of the Nile, which was slowly being integrated into
Cairo proper by means of a number of bridges.133
Population figures per district provide further evidence for early twentieth century urban
redistribution. Unsurprisingly, the most spectacular demographic growth took place in Shobra and
Abbasiya—districts where the property boom catered to a broad range of middle class Egyptians
and foreigners. The population of Shobra was 33,000 in 1897 and by 1907 it grew to 49,000. From
1907 to 1917, however, the population increased 65 percent reaching 81,000. The district of Waily,
which administratively included Abbasiya, Qobba, Zaitoun, and Matariya, housed 79,000 people
in 1917 compared to 37,000 only two decades earlier. The population of the elite district of
Azbakiya, which administratively included Tawfiqiya and parts of Ismailiya, also grew from
36,000 in 1897 to 47,000 in 1907 to 56,000 thousand in 1917. Crucially however, the Azbakiya
district remained one of the least densely populated, coming second only after Helwan—the health
resort suburb.134 The old Egyptian district of Sayyida Zainab, which included Munira, grew
moderately—from 54,000 in 1897 to 65,000 in 1907 to 77,000 in 1917.135
Cairo’s oldest neighborhoods underwent little or no growth, while remaining the most
demographically saturated quarters during the same two decades. The most congested districts in
1911 were Boulaq, Darl al-Ahmar, Gamaliya, Bab al-Sha’ariya, Mouski, Old Cairo and Khalifa.136
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The population of Darl al-Ahmar, an already congested quarter in 1897, remained at 69,000, while
that of Gamaliya increased from 58,000 to only 62,000. Old Cairo housed 32,000 people in 1897
compared to 35,000 in 1917.137 The population of Khalifa increased from 47,000 in 1897 to 58,000
in 1907 before slowing down to 60,000 in 1917. Given natural growth, these figures reveal that
Cairo’s old, unhealthy, and therefore undesirable neighborhoods underwent different degrees of
demographic attrition. Boulaq, however, continued to be the city’s most populous area, attracting
service workers and wage earners as an industrial neighborhood. Its population grew from 76,000
in 1897 to 112,000 in 1917.

Housing Crisis
As the effects of the speculative bubble and its aftermath materialized on the urban
landscape, city officials realized that capital-led urban growth has led to a housing crisis in Cairo.
As we will see in Chapter Five, the crisis forced the government to consider various forms of
intervention from solutions to chronic congestion of old quarters to public housing geared towards
middle and lower classes. In other words, the crisis underscored the need for the colonial
administration to take charge of the city’s growth and implement reforms that did not interest urban
financiers.
British administrators began to show signs of unease at the speculative bubble in 1904.
Cromer admitted that “the harm that is done by reckless speculation is undeniable,” and the
government formed a commission to study the phenomenon at the Cairo and Alexandria Bourses.
Nonetheless, for the British Consul-General “it is practically impossible, by legislation, to put a
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stop to speculation without, at the same time, causing great hindrance to trade in general.”138 At
most, the government hoped that it could issue regulations with the agreement and assistance of
leading commercial associations to mitigate speculative excess. Ultimately, the government
decided it was impossible to prevent speculation without also hindering legitimate investment. A
year later, Cromer felt the need to respond to scathing critiques of the direction that Egyptian
finances took during the recent past. He understood the view of critics, namely that “the present
prosperity of Egypt is a mushroom growth of the type of which history affords abundant examples,
that is due to temporary and ephemeral causes, and that when these causes cease to exist, a collapse
will ensue.” And he conceded that the country witnessed feverish speculation that unreasonably
increased land values. It was natural that “company-mongers will continue to prey on unwary
investors.” And inflated prices of stocks and lands may collapse in the event of a financial crisis.
For him, however, the material prosperity of the country stood on solid grounds and was safely
ensconced in agriculture and state finance.139 In the annual report of 1906, which Cromer drafted
a few months before the crisis, he noted the “remarkable” rise in the value of urban property in
Cairo and Alexandria. However, he ventured the simplistic diagnosis that such increase drove
those with modest incomes to the suburbs, even though “suburban land has also increased
enormously in value.”140 A year later, Eldon Gorst—Cromer’s successor—was confronted by a
full-fledged financial crisis. He admitted that liquidation on properties would be a lengthy and
difficult process, and credit would be no longer forthcoming.141
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As will be seen in Chapter Four, it was in 1906—at the peak of the property boom—that
the government took the decision to provide the city with a sewage system. This was a response
to Cairo’s persistently unhygienic conditions and to increasing demand for a healthy urban
environment that was appropriate for a changing residential geography. A drainage system would
not only catch up with the city, but also remove barriers impeding the city’s future growth and
more influx of investment capital.
After the financial crisis and during World War One, the Tanzim Department felt the
pressure to implement a variety of urban reforms, and the department began preparing schemes of
public housing, town planning, and constructing new arteries to relieve the congestion of old
quarters. Yet the department was limited by both its low budget, which shrank during wartime,
and the disjointed structure of Cairo’s administration among branches of the central government.
City officials called for better organization among the Tanzim, the Public Health Department, the
Cairo Governorate, and the Finance Ministry on future schemes.
The financial stringency of the war forced the Tanzim to abandon ambitious schemes that
began to surface a few years earlier, including town planning schemes and projects of “laying out
the native quarters on more modern lines.”142 During wartime, the Tanzim was only able to
continue with its regular tasks of upkeep of streets, bridges, public gardens, and street lighting.
House inspection and street construction were kept at a minimum.143 While the Tanzim’s budget
shrank, the pressure to respond to deteriorating urban conditions increased. During the winter of
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1916 it was feared that high Nile flood that penetrated under foundations would damage the houses
of the poor riverside neighborhoods. The Tanzim conducted thorough inspections and 350 houses,
mostly in Boulaq, were found dangerous and were demolished.144 During the war period, the
department issued 1319 demolition orders for fear of public safety and in order to deter jerrybuilding.
British officials openly acknowledged the presence of a housing crisis in Cairo, which
assumed serious proportions as the war came to a close. Increasing urban population and chronic
congestion of old quarters combined with a slowdown of construction activities. Between 1905
and 1911, the Tanzim issued an average of 938 new building permits annually. As the property
boom subsided the figure decreased to 699 annually between 1912 and 1914, and decreased still
more to 464 between 1915 and 1919. By the end of the war, C. W. Haswell, the Tanzim’s
Controller-General, estimated that there was a shortage of 8,000 houses.145 He argued that “to-day
the housing problem has become an acute one, likely to stay in the future.”146 Thus during the last
decade of British rule, it was increasingly evident that the colonial regime needed to invent and
implement new solutions to Cairo problems, and to take charge of the city’s development.

Conclusion
This chapter rereads the history of colonial Cairo through the lens of housing in order to uncover
social relations that underwrote urban space. Examining the geography of residence makes explicit
how concerns for health shaped the spectacular capital-led development of the city. And it shows
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how the urban landscape became the site of capital accumulation and investment, which reached
new heights with the property bubble of 1897-1907. Far from a passing cycle, the bubble had
enduring consequences on Cairo. First, intensive commodification of housing led to urban
redistribution. A new spatial and social configuration materialized in Cairo as upper and middle
classes sought residence in healthy neighborhoods that offered housing with better sanitary
standards. One of most notable consequences of this trend was the exodus of moneyed Cairenes
and the emergent modern educated effendis from congested old neighborhoods to neighborhoods
such as Shobra and Abbasiya. These new spaces offered the Egyptian middle class the material
conditions for a new subjectivity, that is, for the fulfillment of new desires for privacy and comfort,
and the satisfaction of new standards for health and cleanliness. Another notable consequence was
that the city’s poor were squeezed into neglected old neighborhoods and slums, which were
constantly chased away by urban authorities and capital. Second, the property bubble led to a
housing crisis whose severity was acknowledged by city officials. While boosters and financiers
overinvested in the upper end of the housing market, Tanzim officials came to the conclusion that
Cairo suffered from shortage of affordable housing.
The interplay between capital and the colonial regime was more central to Cairo’s growth
than existing accounts of the colonial city admit. Capital filled in the spaces created by the colonial
regime’s initial disinterest in, and retreat from, cities. It offered healthy housing in healthy
neighborhoods as a solution to unsanitary conditions that fed the health anxieties of moneyed
Cairenes. The regime welcomed, aided, and subsidized capital’s entry into the urban landscape,
yet it ultimately did not approve of the result. By the last decade of colonial rule, capital-led urban
growth alarmed authorities as it led to a housing crisis and spawned uncoordinated development.
Nor could capital be trusted to willingly solve the city’s outstanding problems, namely the
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congestion of old quarters and unhealthy conditions caused by absent or deficient sanitary
infrastructures. The perceived excesses and shortcomings of capital-led development led the
regime to rethink its model of urban governance and to attempt to assume responsibility for the
city’s future growth.
The following chapters build upon and further probe other dimensions of this uneasy
relationship between the regime and capital. Chapter Three offers an account of the relationship
between the regime and the concessionary Cairo Water Company, which controlled the city’s
supply of filtered water. Chapter Four traces how the regime embarked on a large-scale
infrastructural project, namely the sewage system, in response to the new residential geography of
the city. Finally, Chapter Five reconstructs efforts by regime to take charge of urban growth while
engaging capital on the regime’s terms. These efforts led the colonial regime to reevaluate its
model of urban governance and to rethink the disjointed administrative framework that managed
the city during the previous decades. They also created space for reopening the politically charged
question of Cairo’s lack of an institution of local self-government or a municipality.
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CHAPTER THREE
CONFLICT ON THE NILE: TASTE, TECHNOSCIENCE, AND THE WATER CONTROVERSY
ﻟﺤﻦ اﻟﺴﻘﺎﻳني
[Song of the Water Carriers]
دول ﺷـﻘﻴـــﺎﻧني
دى ﺻﻨﻌﺔ أﺑﻮﻧـﺎ
وﺧﻀـﺮة وزرﻗـﻪ
وﻓﻮﺳﻔﺎت ﻛﱪﻳﺖ
دى ﻣﻴـﺘـﻰ ﻧﻴﻠـﻰ
وﻳﺠﻴـﺐ ﻟﻚ زﻳـﺮ

ع اﻟﺴــــــﻘﺎﻳني
م اﻟﻜــﻮﺑﺎﻧﻴــــﺔ
ﻟﻴـــﻪ ﺑﻴـــﺮازوﻧﺎ
ﻳـﺎ ﺧـــــﻼﻳـــﻖ
ﺗﻠﻘـــﺎﻫﺎ ﺣﺪﻗـﻪ
دي ﻟﻬــــــﺠــﺔ
ﻛﺮﺑﻮﻧﺎت وﻧﺒﻴﺖ
ﻫـــــــــﺄ أو أو
ﻣـﺎ ﺗـﻨﺪﻫﻰ ﻟـﻰ
ﻳـﻌــــﻮض اﻟﻼ
ﺧﻠﻴــﻪ ﻳـﻄﻴــﺮ
ﻓـﻰ اﻟﺤـﻨﻔـﻴـﻪ

ﻳﻌـــــﻮض اﻟـﻠﻪ
ﻣﺘــــﻌﻔــــﺮﺗني
ﺣــﺎﻳﻄﻔـﺸــﻮﻧﺎ
ﻣـــﺎ ﺗﻌﺒــﺮوﻧـﺎ
ﻣـﻴﺘــﻬﺎ ﻧﺠﺴـﻪ
وﻗﺎل إﻳﻪ راﻳـﻘﻪ
ﺑﻴــﺤﻄﻮا ﻓـﻴﻬـﺎ
وﺑﻮدرة ﻋﻔﺮﻳﺖ
واﻗﻔﺔ ع اﻟﺒﻬـﲆ
إﴍيب وإدﻋﻰ ﱃ
ﻓـﻰ وش ﺟﻮزك
وإﻧﺰﻟـﻰ ﺗﻜﺴـري

ﻳﻬــــــﻮن اﻟـﻠﻪ
ﺧﻮاﺟﺎﺗﻬﺎ ﺟﻮﻧـﺎ
دي ﴍﻛﺔ ﻏﻠﺴﻪ
إﺧـﻴـﻪ ﻋﻠﻴــﻬـﺎ
ﻳﺎ ﺑـﻨﺖ ﻳـﺎﻟﻠـﻰ
روﺣﻰ اﻟﻮى ﺑﻮزك

Introduction
Written by Badi’ Khairy in 1918, the ‘Song of the Water Carriers’ is a testament to a now forgotten
controversy concerning the taste and purity of drinking water that engulfed British colonial Cairo
during the first decades of the twentieth century. The controversy pitted Cairenes against water
experts of the government and the concessionary Cairo Water Company who were involved in the
technoscientific control of the city’s supply. Taste became the unwitting site of tenacious
opposition to British modernizing schemes. The song was a product of the legendary artistic
collaboration between Khairy, actor Najib al-Rihany, and musician Sayyid Darwish on the eve of
the 1919 revolution, and it was part of a series of popular songs that voiced the grievances of
craftsmen and service workers, who traditionally organized under corporate guilds.1 The song
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began with the traditional call of water carriers, “yi’awwad allah,” which announced their presence
to people in their homes and neighboring streets. Literally meaning “may God compensate,” the
call pleaded for sympathy with water carriers as they plodded through Cairo’s streets with loads
of water on their backs. The toiling carriers were furious at the foreign company that chipped away
at their livelihood since its establishment in 1870. The song continued: the foreigners (khawajat)
of the company drove away the water carriers, even though “it is the profession of our fathers.”
The next line introduced peculiar claims about the qualities of the filtered water of the company:
“it is an annoying company/its water impure/you’ll find it brackish/green and blue.” The word
negsa (najis in classical Arabic) refers to substances that are foul or ritually impure, which
disqualifies the water for the purpose of religious ablution. Trusting that the listener would
recognize the tongue-in-cheek exaggeration, which was nonetheless based on a recent history of
shared negative perceptions, the song advanced even wilder claims about substances and chemicals
that the company added to filtered water, making imaginative leaps that the listener would have
immediately understood as facetious: “[the company] adds/carbons and wine/sulphur
phosphate/genie’s powder.”2 The penultimate line addressed an imaginary female bystander and
invited her to drink from the water carrier instead of the company. The song then incited her to
crush the public taps of the company (“we enzili taksir fi al-‘hanafiya”), and advised her to urge
“her husband” to buy a zir, a large earthenware pot traditionally used for filtering and storing water.
Trouble began when the Cairo Water Company altered its source of intake at the behest of
the Egyptian government, drawing water from deep wells instead of the Nile. Scientists and
officials touted the modernizing scheme’s potential for complete mastery of water, reducing the
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city’s susceptibility to epidemics of cholera that had plagued it for decades. The project was the
government’s response to mounting critique from public health experts and elite residents
concerning the purity of filtered supply and the need to sever the reliance of the city’s lower classes
on the Nile. At stake was the health and prosperity of a growing city at a time of urban
transformation. However, to the astonishment of experts and officials, the new water was received
by the stubborn and visceral disfavor of Cairo’s residents. For five years (1905-1910), experts and
officials attempted to unravel and address the deceptively simple claim that the new water tasted
disagreeable. They also attempted to circumvent the problem by technologically modifying well
water in order to suit the taste of Egyptian consumers. Ultimately, however, they gave up on the
project altogether, and returned to the Nile under improved standards of intake, filtration, and
distribution. Taste was the unlikely site of opposition to a colonial technoscientific scheme to
master the water supply.
This chapter reconstructs the controversy and situates it within three broader developments
concerning the regime’s turn towards the infrastructural reorganization of Cairo and its reception.
First, projects to control and improve the city’s water provisioning expressed the British regime’s
changing approach towards the city. After two decades of neglect, authorities responded to Cairo’s
biological crisis and to the opportunities and challenges of capital-led growth by constructing and
modernizing public health infrastructures. And while the well water project failed, the subsequent
return to the Nile was increasingly popular as it avoided the shortcomings of previous schemes.
Second, the Cairo Water Company was a particularly glaring example of monopolistic companies
that controlled vital urban infrastructures and exercised a form of sovereignty over everyday life,
creating and deepening structural inequalities. Because of the company’s exorbitant rates, the
urban landscape was characterized by a sharp disparity between elites, who as private individuals
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privately enjoyed ample supply, and the collectivized middle and lower classes who obtained and
consumed their inferior water allowance from and at collective spaces. The unavailability of pure
water to the majority spurred protests over the power of monopolistic companies that controlled
public services and strategic infrastructures. Third, the mixed reception of colonial schemes to
improve the water supply generated a field where the transformation and interplay of categories
and epistemologies of health could be studied, even if this field was underwritten by colonial
power. As modern scientific rationality became increasingly normalized, Egyptians across social
classes repositioned themselves and reformulated their relationship to medical traditions and lay
practices and epistemologies of health.
Against the colonial view that the controversy was intelligible only as a conflict between
science and superstition, this chapter argues that the controversy was generated by the advance of
modern scientific epistemologies and technologies into the everyday world of water consumption,
a domain populated by lay epistemologies and practices however tangled and informal. And the
asymmetries of colonial power formed an inextricable background to the controversy. On the one
hand, foreign water experts derived their authority from the modern sciences of chemistry and
bacteriology. Their knowledge was christened in the space of the laboratory where entities
unobservable to lay people were isolated, manipulated, studied, and enumerated.3 Modern
expertise was based on a distance from the categories and vocabulary of everyday experience,
from the realm of the senses and common sense, positing an ontologically prior realm accessible
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only to experts.4 On the other hand, a messy web of lay categories of purity and water practices
was more evenly distributed among ordinary people. Local traditions relied on the natural cycle of
the Nile and on the senses including most importantly taste as trustworthy guides to knowledge of
water. However, this chapter does not attempt to present popular practices and categories as if they
formed a systematic body of knowledge.5 Instead, it presents them in their messiness and insofar
as they offer insights into why particularly lower class consumers found well water distasteful and
believed it to be harmful. Distaste and the perceived “technological” nature of the water triggered
red flags for the urban poor. And colonial observers ultimately came to suspect that rejection of
well water was premised on a competing claim to knowledge, however implicit. Yet colonial
power and the colonial experience were inextricable from the reception of the new water supply.
As we saw in Chapter One, the nexus of colonial power and medicine fed into the sense of
vulnerability of the urban poor, and measures taken by medical authorities gave rise to rumors,
most notably that authorities poisoned the water of canals. Moreover, water carriers, who may be
considered the local authorities on water, had every reason to resent the actions of the company
and the government. Unlike stories of mediation and brokerage between knowledge traditions, this
chapter probes an instance when lack of recognition constituted a tension that is evocative of
imperialism and everyday opposition to it.
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Significantly, taste has been historically viewed as the most subjective of the senses, thus
as the least likely to impart objectivity. “There is no disputing about taste”—the familiar maxim
cautioned that taste was too arbitrary to be the basis of sound arguments. As will be seen below,
the foreign experts in Egypt concurred, defending their turf against what they viewed as ethereal
and incommunicable lay claims based on taste. They argued that only they could access the reality
of water and manipulate it in their laboratories. In fact, only recently did scholars of science and
technology approach forms of subjectivity and embodied practices not as impurities to objectivity
but as modes of knowing, both historically and in modern cultural practice.6
This chapter examines water provisioning and its controversies over four sections. The first
provides necessary background on the traditional system of water supply and the formation of the
Cairo Water Company. The second sketches pertinent popular water practices and lay categories
of purity in parallel to official efforts to exercise scientific control over the water supply. The third
section examines the unfolding of the 1905-1910 controversy, underscoring the various attempts
by the government and its experts to understand and resolve lay claims anchored in taste and local
traditions. And the final section probes the political economy of service provision in Cairo,
showing how critiques of high rates, uneven service distribution, and the power of monopolistic
companies animated politics.

Birth of the Water Company
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The traditional system of water supply in early nineteenth century Cairo depended on an elaborate
network of water carriers (sing. saqqa) who drew water from the Nile and its derivatives. Water
carriers filled their skins, which were made out of cowhide or goatskin, and loaded them onto
camels and donkeys for transportation to a few central locations in Cairo. From there, retail carriers
sold water by the cup or delivered to homes. Delivery was based on a subscription system where
carriers either drew lines representing quantities of skins delivered on the client’s door, or provided
the client with a number of blue stones from which they subtracted one per waterskin upon
delivery. Inside the house, water was stored in marble cisterns and clay pots of various sizes.
Earthenware pots like zir and the small qulla were also used as filtration devices as impurities were
left to settle on their narrow bottoms. Aside from water provisioning, carriers were also
instrumental in suppressing fires.7
Gratuitous fountains (sing. sabil) were another important feature of water provisioning. In
the 1870s there were about two hundred fountains that occupied main thoroughfares. Established
by wealthy patrons to distribute water freely, fountains were traditional monuments of piety as
they were meant to demonstrate their founders’ dedication to service the anonymous passersby
and the less fortunate classes. Architecturally, sabils contained three parts. The first was an
underground cistern made of marble or stone into which the carriers poured water. The second was
the distribution chamber, which was at the street level or slightly above. And the third was a
traditional school that occupied a second floor, where pupils where taught the Quran, reading, and
writing. Because of their generally large capacity to hold water and their geographic dispersion,
fountains were crucial during low Nile (ta’hariq) when the river most stagnant. Most of these
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fountains were owned, maintained, and administered by the Ministry of Charitable Endowments
(Awqaf), which was generally unable to maintain all of them equally over the years.8
To a lesser extent, Cairo’s water supply depended on well water, particularly for nondrinking purposes. Many houses and mosques in late nineteenth century Cairo featured a shallow
well that commonly supplied brackish water. The quality of the water depended on many
conditions that could not be predicted, including the nature of the subsoil and the kind of water
that was allowed to percolate in the vicinity of the well. Water was particularly brackish in August
when the subsoil water level was at its lowest. During most of the year and for most Cairenes this
water was used for cleaning purposes. However, some fountains depended on wells and it was
common for slums to have a communal well whose water was used for drinking and other domestic
purposes.9
The establishment of the concessionary Cairo Water Company under Khedive Ismail (r.
1863-1879) set new conditions for urban water distribution. In 1865, the French engineer JeanAntoin Cordier obtained a ninety-nine year concession from the Egyptian government to supply
water to Cairo, only a few years after obtaining a similar concession for water supply in
Alexandria. He established the Société des Eaux du Caire (Cairo Water Company), which began
operating in 1870. Cordier’s business partner was none other than the Egyptian-Armenia future
Prime Minister Nubar Pasha who signed the agreement with the former in 1865 in his capacity as
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a Minister of Public Works. The collaboration yielded enormous privileges and accrued large
profits to the private company. Subsequent negotiations during the following decades merely
sought to moderate the company’s inflated privileges.10 The company cheaply acquired eight
hectares of land in the south of Cairo in order to establish its works, and by 1870 it proceeded to
lay its pipes under all major streets. Water became a technological commodity.
In theory, the concession did not entail a monopoly, which meant that the traditional system
of crude water distribution by carriers did not immediately lose its legal status—nor was this
possible given the exorbitant rates that the water company charged to provide its elite subscribers
with filtered water. However, carriers were gradually squeezed between the company’s growing
operations and the government’s tightening control in response to epidemics of water borne
diseases. Under this dual pressure, and due to the loss of power and significance of the guilds,
carriers lost their independence and increasingly became middlemen between the company and
consumers over the next decades. While most carriers switched to sale of filtered company water,
others continued to draw crude water from the Nile and the city’s canals and ponds against the
directives of public health officials. From the main suppliers of water, carriers came to form a
secondary, yet widespread system of supply that catered to middle and lower class residents who
could not afford to subscribe to the service of the company. Such loss of independence came at a
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price, as when during the 1902 cholera epidemic, the government ordered carrier to bring skins
and carts for disinfection before allowing them to distribute water.11
The considerable expansion of the company’s operations during the following half-century
reflected the growth of Cairo. By 1874, the designated point of water intake was at the mouth of
the Ismailiya Canal and the sand bed filters were located in the eastern desert of Abbasiya.

3.1. Map of water infrastructure, showing city limits, circa 1904.

11
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Pumping machines elevated Nile water from the Ismailiya canal through a masonry aqueduct
across the city to the Abbasiya filters, from where filtered water was distributed by force of
gravity.12 In 1886, the government negotiated new arrangements with the company, whereby the
latter constructed a new cast-iron aqueduct that ran parallel to the old one. The company also
established a new location of intake and began to draw water from a point where the Nile met the
Ismailiya canal. The new location was supposed to ensure the ability to draw water during low
Nile.13 By 1887, the company’s cast iron mains running underneath the city totaled 150 kilometers
in length.14 By 1892, the company owned two water reservoirs in Abbasiya and Imam and two
more in the neighborhood of the Citadel from where filtered water was distributed to
neighborhoods depending on their elevation. The largest of these reservoirs were subdivided into
parts used for storage, filtration, and cleaning.15 Anticipating the development of residential
suburbs in Abbasiya and the northeastern areas beyond it, the company acquired a new concession
in 1903 to supply Qobba, Zaitoun, and Matariya with water, and after 1907 it supplied Heliopolis
with water sold in bulk from its Zaitoun wells. In 1904, the company enlarged their ice and
refrigerating rooms business by forming a sister company, Compagnie Frigorifique d’Egypte, and
established a refrigerating plant in Boulaq that in a few years yielded 23,750 tons of ice annually.16
Aside from the Boulaq plant, the company acquired land in the riverside northern neighborhood
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of Rod al-Farag where it set up its ill-fated wells in 1905, before reutilizing the same plant for
filtering Nile water in 1910.
One of the most striking aspects of water supply in colonial Cairo is how expensive the
company’s filtered water was in a city located on the river Nile. At a time when private water
companies in European cities were increasingly brought under a regulatory framework or
municipalized to lower prices, the Cairo Water Company charged up to double the rates of its
foreign counterparts—a fact that critics of the British colonial regime, including the nascent
anticolonial movement, were keenly aware of.17 In the original 1865 agreement between the
government and the company, the maximum rate for filtered water was set at one French franc per
one cubic meter of filtered water. After the 1883 cholera epidemic the new British colonial regime
engaged in a round of negotiations with the company in order to lower rates. In 1887 both parties
reached an agreement that lowered the maximum rate of filtered water to the still very expensive
0.7 franc (2.7 piasters or 27 milliemes) for one cubic meter.18 In Paris of the turn of the century
the rate was 0.4 franc for one cubic meter.19 The company devised a subscription system that was
based on the choice of either unlimited monthly plans whose fees varied according to the nature
of the establishment and the number of occupants, or sale of filtered water by the meter, which
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required the installation of water meters by the company. Since its establishment, the company set
up a number of paying taps and standpipes fitted with meters for sale to those who could not afford
to subscribe to the service. Cairo’s residents and water carriers bought filtered water from these
locations. In 1892, there were only fifty-three standpipes in all of Cairo, which was not enough to
sever the link between ordinary consumers and water carriers.
Attempts to lower water rates bore witness to the government’s inconsistent desire and
limited power to place the Cairo Water Company under regulations to the benefit of consumers.
As a result of another agreement in 1897, the company lowered the rate of unfiltered Nile water
for sprinkling and street sweeping and it pledged to supply up to one hundred cubic meters per day
freely from its drinking fountains and standpipes in the event of an epidemic. This, however, came
at a price as the government pledged not to negotiate with the company over the base rate of filtered
water established by the 1887 agreement until the end of the concession period in 1969.20 As we
will see in the final section, only after conditional independence in 1922 that the company’s
privileges began to be challenged.
Water rates created vastly unequal patterns of consumption, which formed the basis of
service distribution. In 1890, only 2,600 out of Cairo’s 52,000 houses were connected to the
company mains and the proportion of connected houses did not increase significantly before the
1920s.21 Sixty fountains out of the city’s roughly 200 subscribed to the company’s filtered water
and provided water freely to the public. And out of Cairo’s 279 mosques, only ten subscribed to
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the company’s service while the rest depended on wells and carriers to fill their ablution basins.22
A study of Cairo’s water supply in 1894 by Jean-Baptiste Piot, a board member of the Cairo Water
Company, highlighted unequal access to filtered water, presenting it as natural in light of the
purported limited needs of the lower class.23 Piot estimated that about 200,000 of Cairo’s
inhabitants (570,000 in 1897) utilized the company’s filtered water to varying extents, either
directly through subscriptions or indirectly through fountains, retail water carriers, and free public
fountains. The company supplied its moneyed subscribers with water on the basis of an estimated
consumption of 180 liters per head per day, which compared favorably to water allowance in
European cities. For the rest, the company supplied water to standpipes and free fountains based
on an estimated consumption of three to four liters per head per day for all drinking and culinary
purposes.24 As Piot recognized, the “indigenous classes” depended on many other sources next to
the company’s meager allowance, including fountains, carriers dealing with crude water, and water
cisterns. Piot however concluded that “the need for greater quantities of water is not felt by the
lower classes.”25
Colonial officials recognized the urgency to make filtered water more available to Cairo’s
less fortunate classes, especially during times of public health crises, yet this also required the
cooperation of the concessionary company. By the 1890s, there were only five governmentcontrolled fountains that supplied filtered water freely, which was clearly insufficient to fulfill
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needs. During the 1902 cholera epidemic, officials negotiated with the company to distribute water
freely from some of its metered standpipes and established a total of sixty-four gratuitous
fountains. Yet the number decreased to thirty-five immediately after the outbreak subsided.26 By
1908 there were fourteen free public fountains in Boulaq, six in Old Cairo, three in Sayyida Zainab,
five in the vicinity of the main railway station, and sixteen placed along the Khalig street with a
concentration in Bab al-Khalq around the Abdin Palace.27 Public health officials realized that as
long as filtered water remained expensive and inaccessible, Cairo would continue to be liable to
cholera.

3.2. A standpipe in Qobba, circa 1920s. (Source: A. Azadian, Les Eaux d'Égypte)
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Water provisioning sustained a bifurcated urban landscape. Elites who could afford the
company’s rates were able to consume ample supply of pure water privately as they connected
their houses to the company mains. For the less fortunate classes however, water provisioning
became more fragmented than prior to the establishment of the company, as they obtained their
inferior water allowance from carriers, free fountains, retail standpipes, shallow well, and the Nile
and its derivatives.

Liquid Epistemologies
Scientific control and filtration of water became increasingly more contentious topics in
unhealthy Cairo. During the four decades of British rule, the Nile became the subject of scientific
research that investigated its cycle and its chemical and bacteriological composition in order to
assess its purity and suitability of drinking. Vociferous elites who were anxious for their health
demanded stricter supervision on the water supply by the government. They also charged that the
powerful company economized at the expense of the health of the city.28 Meanwhile, scientific
control over water began to rub against popular practices and lay epistemologies that were still
prevalent, particularly among the lower class. Carriers and ordinary people possessed some
knowledge of how to purify Nile water and recognized some sensory markers to judge its
potability. For government and company, bacterial counts and chemical analysis of minerals and
organic substances in official laboratories were the true measures of purity, even if experts did not
fully agree on standards.
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Contemporary Egyptian doctors and colonial experts repeatedly returned to the fifteenth
century chronicler al-Maqrizi and eleventh century doctor Ibn Radwan in order to get a sense of
practices that survived in some form up to the colonial era. However, no serious observer argued
that there was a strict continuity between historical practices and those of the turn of the century.
There was, however, a practical dimension to this, as contemporary manuals of health geared
towards the general public often reviewed historical practices and recommended some of them,
while rejecting others.29
The natural cycle of the Nile was closely connected to drinking water practices.
Historically, the Nile went through a uniform natural cycle, which sustained agriculture in the Nile
valley and supplied its inhabitants with water for drinking and domestic purposes. Once a year the
Nile in Egypt was subject to a great accession of water caused by the summer rain at Ethiopian
mountains from which stemmed one of the Nile’s main tributaries. In Egypt, water began to rise
during the late summer and swept through the entire course of the river for the three following
months. The river regained its calm during the winter month of January and February and, with
rising temperatures, water began to decrease until the summer. From May to July the Nile entered
a critical phase when its water became lowest and most stagnant at the same time that temperatures
generally reached its highest in July. In August, the flood cycle began anew with another wave of
fresh water from the south.
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The solar Coptic calendar served as the basis of the agricultural cycle, a marker of weather
patterns, and to regulate traditional practices of potable water. Nile water was generally considered
to be of agreeable taste and good digestive qualities, yet water was considered purest for drinking
and storage purposes during the Coptic month of Touba (January 9-February 7) when water flowed
calmly and uniformly. It was common to boil water starting from the 10th of Ba’ona (the 16th of
June) when the river was most stagnant. However, water was also considered dangerous for
drinking purposes during the most active phase of the flood, when the river acquired a red color
due to the presence of large amounts of silt. When water acquired a green color, its taste and smell
were considered foul and it was not consumed directly without treatment. Egyptians then usually
boiled water and cooked it with apricot and peach kernel, alum, and other medicinal substances,
before letting water settle in earthenware pots in order to attain acceptable taste and purity.
Agreeable taste and “light” composition of water were noteworthy criteria for salubrity.
Abd al-Rahman Ismail Effendi, a modern educated doctor and author a health manual, advised his
imagined middle class audience who were concerned with water purity to buy a filter, such as the
‘Soleiman Effendi Shawqi’ filter or the Pasteur-Chamberland filter, the cutting-edge water
filtering technology that appeared on the market in 1884.30 Yet for those who could not afford to
buy filters, a category that included most Cairenes as Ismail recognized, water should be filtered
using the time-honored remedies of Ibn Radwan, who advised boiling Nile water and filtering it
with local medicinal substances before letting it settle overnight. For modern educated effendis,
popular practices were a second best after the unaffordable purity of modern science.
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Foreign hygienists such as Paul Kaufmann and Jean-Baptiste Piot observed and reported
on traditional water filtration technologies, and while they praised their effectiveness for removing
objectionable taste and smell, they cautioned that local knowledge was inadequate for removing
bacteria.31 Particularly Kaufmann praised a common decantation and filtration procedure for
treating green Nile water as effective for ridding it of disagreeable sensory qualities. The method
required crushing a piece of alum (shabba) and rubbing it on the inner walls of a large earthenware
pot (zir) before pouring and shaking the water and letting it settle. The same treatment was
sometimes performed with peach kernel. As a result, suspended matter and water separated inside
the earthenware vessel and the treated water lost much of its disagreeable qualities. Both
Kaufmann and Piot warned, however, that the decantation procedure was not in any way suitable
for removing pathogenic bacteria. Kaufmann acknowledged, parenthetically, that for the great
majority of Egyptians the cost of buying a Pasteur filter to bacteriologically treat crude water was
prohibitive.32
The first notable discussion on the purity and availability of drinking water during the
British colonial era took place a few years after the 1883 cholera epidemic, when the Commission
d’assainissement du Caire met in 1885 to discuss measures for improving the health of Cairo.
During the first session, commission members decided that authorities should fill up the Khalig
Canal or at least suppress it as a source of drinking water. During the second session, Latif Selim
Bey, the Under-Governor of Cairo, objected to the resolution of the first meeting. The upshot of
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his argument was that filling up the Khalig, aside from producing an ugly and irregular street and
would rob the city of one of its most distinctive features, would deprive poor neighborhoods of a
crucial source of water for drinking and domestic purposes. His solution was to enforce regulations
in order to stop the canal from being used as a sewer or to limit such use to a minimum. While
house connections could be abolished, mosques that served a large public could open and close
their connections at scheduled times regulated by the authorities and monitored by the police and
local vigilantes. However, commission members largely ignored Selim’s input and the main
suggestion of their final report was to suppress the canal and turn it into a street.33
At the other end of the spectrum, Cairo’s elites voiced two major complaints against the
filtered water of the company. They argued that the Nile was contaminated with waste and organic
material for which the company’s filtration process was not adequate, and that the location of
intake was unsanitary since it was downstream of the city where water was potentially most
impure. By the early 1880s the original point of intake was at the mouth of the Ismailiya Canal.
For moneyed Cairenes, this location was too close to the slums of Boulaq, and even company
officials observed that the Ismailiya Canal had become the “public wash house of the quarter.”34
These conditions surrounding the intake site of the water supply became even more intolerable
after the 1883 cholera epidemic. As a result of the 1886 negotiation with the government, the
company switched to the new point of intake where the Nile met the Ismailiya Canal. For critics,
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the new location was still flawed as it was too close to the riverbank. And it still risked
contamination because it was downstream from the city. One article charged that the powerful
company, which made the government pay LE 20,000 for laying new pipes, economized at the
expense of water purity.35 For J. A. S. Grant, a Scottish doctor who lived in Egypt since the 1860s,
the company’s water during summer months “may be truthfully designated sewage-water” that
was contaminated by “organic matter thoughtlessly thrown into it by the natives.”36 The British
Medical Journal was appalled that the 1886 agreement took place under the sanction of “an
English government” who had the experiences of Calcutta and Bombay at its disposal.37 And when
members of the International Sanitary Commission of 1892 visited Cairo, they registered their
objection to the intake location, advising the company to relocate their feeding pipe to south of the
city, preferably at a distance from the river bank.
The interest of the nascent Egyptian middle class in water purity and availability expressed
the formation of a new subjectivity that occupied an uneasy position in relation to modern scientific
rationality and local medical traditions and practices. Modern educated effendis shared the same
anxieties of the upper class concerning the purity of drinking water. While they availed themselves
on the filtered water of the company and new filtering technologies as much as they could afford,
they preached what they called “old science” of water filtering and native filtering devices as
second best options for those who could not afford it. In 1887, al-Sihha (Health or Hygiene)
published two articles on potable water, the first of which was an Arabic translation of a lecture
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by the public hygienists Paul Brouardel on the history of potable water from a public health
perspective. At the end of the piece, the editors—Hasan Bey Rifqi, an inspector at the Public
Health Department and Ibrahim Bey Mostafa, who taught at the School of Medicine—provided
advice tailored to their Egyptian audience. They recommended the Pasteur-Chamberland filter, the
popular portable filter of porcelain exterior that could be used at home. If buying one of these
devices was not possible, then the authors recommended using a large earthenware pot (zir) as a
water-filtering device, which Piot and Kaufmann praised.38

3.3. Advertisement for drinking water anti-bacterial drops. (Source: See note 39)

Commercial products such as mineral water and dubious anti-bacterial remedies that
targeted educated Egyptians signified the class and epistemological remove of its target audience
from the urban poor and fed off new concerns for hygiene and bodily fitness. One advertisement
for such remedies that appeared in al-Mu’ayyad, an Arabic newspaper associated with the rising
Egyptian middle class, imaginatively illustrated to its readers the infinitesimal pathogenic
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monstrosities that only experts were able to see in laboratories and under microscopes.39 Similarly,
when the Greek-Egyptian company of Spiro Spathis advertised carbonated water products that
were sold at their Azbakiya outlet, they assured their customers that the water they used was
purified by the Pasteur filters.40 During the same period, bottled mineral water became available
in Cairo. A photo of Ataba Square shows two large advertisements for Vittel and Perrier mineral
water companies that strategically stood at the entrance of Muski commercial thoroughfare.

3.4. Ataba Square, circa 1910.

By the close of the nineteenth century water became the object of a new regime of
technoscientific management whereby official judgment of purity was concentrated in the hands
of experts and their laboratories. Producing scientific knowledge of the Nile and technologically
controlling its water rested on a number of institutions whose operations were vital for managing
the biological life of Cairo. Chief among them were the Khedivial Chemical Laboratory, the
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Bacteriological Laboratory, the Survey Department Laboratory, and the laboratory of the Cairo
Water Company. These laboratories analyzed water samples and constantly watched for sudden
changes in the chemical and bacteriological composition of water as a sign of potential
contamination. Notable early efforts dated back to the first half of the nineteenth century. The first
well-documented chemical examination of Nile water took place under the guidance of Mostafa
Magdaly in 1849-1850.41 Other prominent instances of chemical studies of water supply included
ones by Henry Letheby in 1874-75 and Ernst Pollard in 1888-89.42
Participating in global debates of water analysis, the foreign water experts in Egypt
rethought and adapted standards and methods of sampling and examination to suit local conditions.
Shared scientific ethos mediated the occasional disagreements of experts, who by choosing to ally
themselves with the company, the government, or elite consumers, engaged in technoscientific
arguments not easily separable from the “impurities” of politics. In his 1894 study, Piot drew on
the work of Paul Kaufmann to defend the maligned water of the company. Kaufmann was a
bacteriologist who studied in Berlin, Zurich, and Strasburg during the 1880s, took a position as
professor of Pathology and Bacteriology at the School of Medicine in Cairo (1892-1896) while
also holding the position of the Bacteriological Surveyor of the Cairo Water Company (18941896). According to Kaufmann’s microbiological analysis, water at Qasr al-Nil, or the location of
water intake, contained an average of 4755 microbes per centimeter. After filtration using the
company’s sand beds, the microbe count decreased to a minimum of 23 and a maximum of 328,
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but as a general rule it was less that 100 per centimeter, the new standard set by Robert Koch for
considering water sufficiently pure. Piot also drew on the work of C. Piefke, a chemist who worked
under the supervision of Koch to study sand filtration. Piefke demonstrated that fine sand was the
best filter, not because of the mechanics of how water passed through sand but because of a
slippery film formed by a lattice of algae and microorganisms on the sand’ surface that caught
impurities. Whatever passed from this layer was likely to get caught by other layers of coarse sand
and gravel. The company’s sand bed filter was composed of a 20-25 centimeter of fine sand and a
50-centimeter layer underneath it, which was composed of stones and gravel placed in an order of
increasing size. Both layers were, in Piot’s assessment, sufficient for keeping bacterial count below
the required hundred per cubic centimeter. Finally, the company reshuffled and washed the sand
periodically in order to prevent the surface layer from becoming too thick—also in line with
practices in Europe.43
Established in 1882, the Khedivial Laboratory became part of the Public Health
Department in 1886, and it conducted routine analyses on dairy products offered for sale in Cairo,
drugs and chemicals, and water samples from Egyptian towns.44 Under the directorship of Chief
Chemist Alfred Pappel the laboratory regularly analyzed samples of Nile water from Cairo and
other towns. The laboratory enumerated all samples and searched for the presence of sulphuric
acid, ammonia, chlorine, nitrates, bacteria, and organic material in suspension. When the
laboratory traced dangerous substances, it declared water undrinkable and advised the Public
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Health Department and the Ministry of Interior to promptly search for the reasons of
contamination.45
Pappel’s 1892 ‘Note sur l’eau au point de vue de l’alimentation pour la ville du Caire’ was
the first statement of its kind by an influential expert to condemn the Nile as essentially unfit for
drinking purposes.46 He debated whether the so-called English or French method of water analysis,
which searched for traces of albuminoid ammonia and absorbed oxygen respectively, was better
for assessing the purity of Nile water. Yet according to both methods, “Nile water should be
considered suspect and of absolutely no good quality” on account of presence of organic
materials.47 Examining a variety of water samples from the Nile at Qasr al-Nil, filtered water from
the Abbasiya reservoir, and company filtered water from the faucet of the Khedivial Laboratory,
Pappel found varying levels of albuminoid ammonia and oxygen that approached those that may
cause diarrhea and nausea and generally made the water unfit for drinking. Aside from the
essentially dangerous qualities of the water, the Chief Chemist criticized the filtration procedure
of the Cairo Water Company. The sand bed filters were uncovered, placed at the ground level, and
unfit to catch the silt in suspension in the Nile—the organic material that otherwise made Nile
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water agriculturally fertile. In addition, high chlorine levels in filtered water indicated that the
company did not properly wash sand used for filtration. Pappel concluded that while the Nile was
generally unfit for drinking, the company could do more to mitigate the presence of organic
material. And he suggested increasing the thickness of filter beds to 1.5-2 meters or construct a
tunnel for rapid filtration before the final round of filtration at Abbasiya.
Working as a Second Chemist under Pappel at the Khedival Laboratory between 1889 and
1892, Henry Droop Richmond conducted chemical analysis on Nile water and reached very
different conclusions.48 In 1891, Greene Pasha, then Director of the Public Health Department,
asked Richmond to examine the potability of Nile water in response to outcries specifically against
the quality of water in Cairo. Richmond gathered and analyzed samples from Cairo all the way to
the southern regions of Minya, Assiout, Qena, Aswan, and Wadi Halfa, taking the samples from
mid-stream using the same procedure, except in Cairo where he drew samples from the location
of the company’s intake at Qasr al-Nil. Publishing his findings after resignation, Richmond openly
undermined the credibility of his former chief deeming his findings “unreliable” even though they
were received with authority in Egypt. First, evidence that Nile water was unsuitable for drinking
was weak given that it had “been drunk by generations during six thousand years.” Second, the
Nile underwent “slight but distinct pollution” in its passage through Cairo. Third, analysis of the
filtered water of the company showed evidence of “considerable purification.” Thus, Richmond
allied himself with the company, which was open to “reasonable suggestions” regarding how to
improve the water supply.49
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The Bacteriological Laboratory was another institution whose judgment carried weight in
matters of the purity of water supply. First headed by Paul Kaufmann from 1892 to 1894, one of
the laboratory’s most important functions was the diagnosis of infectious diseases and preparing
cultures of various pathogenic bacteria such as those of cholera and diphtheria.50 Another was
conducting regular bacteriological examinations of the water supply of Cairo and of large
provincial towns. H. Bitter, who assumed the directorship of the laboratory after Kaufmann, also
held the position of Professor of Hygiene at the Medical School of Qasr al-‘Aini and the University
of Würzburg, Germany. As we will see below, Bitter was heavily involved in water supply
schemes in Cairo, Alexandria, and Tanta.
In his capacity as the bacteriological surveyor of the Cairo Water Company (1894-96),
Kaufmann directed his efforts towards studying the causes of the “green Nile” phenomenon and
its consequences for the water supply of Egypt. Nile water turned visibly green for almost two
weeks each year beginning roughly from the second half of June. Extensive laboratory research
led Kaufmann to believe that the green color was caused by an enormous mass of microscopic
algae that were, most probably, formed above Wadi Halfa, at the north of Sudan. The number of
microscopic algae was so great that for two weeks about nine hundred kilometers of the river, from
Wadi Halfa all the way to Cairo, turned green. Kaufmann was able to identify three distinct species
of algae that produced the green color, one of which acquired its scientific name after the
bacteriologist: aphanizomenon Kaufmanni.51 Most importantly however, while the algae imparted
disagreeable sensory qualities to the water, it did not make it bacteriologically impure and green
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water remained drinkable. As we saw above, Kaufmann praised popular treatment of green water
using clay pots and alum as effective for ridding it of disagreeable smell and taste. Meanwhile,
treating green water with the water company’s sand filters posed serious challenges and the
bacteriologist conducted a number of inconclusive experiments with treatments such as frequent
washing of filters.
By 1908 when Alfred Lucas wrote The Chemistry of the River Nile, the river had been
established as the domain of regimented laboratory work. Before becoming a celebrity chemist,
Lucas worked at the Survey Department Laboratory in 1898 and published several studies on the
chemistry of soil and the deterioration of building materials in Egypt.52 Pointing to methodological
deficiencies of all previous water sampling efforts in Egypt, Lucas felt the need to begin the
investigation of the chemical composition of the Nile and its annual variations from scratch. Under
a new strict regime of sampling, the Survey Laboratory collected weekly samples for chemical and
bacteriological analysis of Nile water starting from 1904.53
Only in 1915 and in recognition of “the desirability of a Service which would interest itself
especially in the various problems connected with drinking water supply in Egypt,” did the Public
Health Department create the Water Service Bureau. In collaboration with the Public Health
Laboratory, this centralized bureau was responsible for inspecting all potable water under
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municipalities, companies, government, and private individuals. In addition, the bureau
standardized the conditions of drawing and examining weekly samples. In 1920 C. Todd, then
director the Public Health Laboratory, declared that the Water Service had gathered considerable
information on water supplies, which was now available for interested parties including medical
officers and sanitary experts.54
The latter decades of the nineteenth century witnessed the normalization of modern
scientific epistemology and the introduction of scientific standards and technologies into the
everyday world of water consumption. This world was not a clean slate. Far from it. It was a field
inhabited by a confusing array of popular practices and lay categories that still informed
perceptions and beliefs concerning water purity. And while these practices and categories could
not be dismissed by modern educated Egyptians, they defined purity for the lower class and the
urban poor. Traditional markers of purity depended on the sensory qualities of water and on an
understanding of its source whereby running water was privileged. Expert debates, on the other
hand, had moved well beyond discrediting the senses as a guide to knowledge and naturally well
beyond what could be understood by laypeople.
Colonial power added another layer to these developments as it informed how Egyptians,
particularly of the lower class, received the actions of public health authorities. In their efforts to
address unsanitary conditions and manage the city during cholera epidemics, sanitary authorities
destroyed slums, shut down mosques and baths, quarantined patients in hospitals, barricaded Nile
banks to prevent residents from drawing water, and filled up sources of water including canals and
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ponds on which the poor relied.55 Rumors that health officials poisoned water sources like the
Khalig and Boulaqiya Canals and abducted cholera patients expressed the sense of vulnerability
of the colonized. And they came to haunt the government as it attempted to exercise more rigorous
technoscientific control of the water supply.
Unhealthy conditions and cholera epidemics gave rise to ceaseless scrutiny of drinking
water. Moneyed Cairenes began to inhabit modern residential enclaves that distinguished
themselves from spaces of poverty and disease. But they still feared that they were liable to
waterborne diseases if the Cairo Water Company did not reform its system of intake and filtration.
At the same time, contagion forced urban administrators to recognize the fundamental problem of
the economic and organizational difficulty of supplying safe water to the poor, who were in fact
most liable to cholera. The government’s solution to these challenges was twofold: to increase the
number of free public fountains and to modernize Cairo’s water supply in conjunction with the
company by switching to a source of water that could not be contaminated.

Epicures and Experts
When the Cairo Water Company altered its source of water from the Nile to deep wells as a result
of a new agreement with the government in 1905, the scheme was hailed as a modernizing project
that would decisively end decades of anxiety over the purity of potable water. Doctors, hygienists,
and bacteriologists shared the excitement as they had been eagerly expecting this development for
some time. A few years later, the new water supply was surrounded by a maelstrom of controversy
that forced the government and the company to reverse course and return to the Nile as a source
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of water supply. For a period of five years Cairo’s water supply was seemingly on everyone’s
minds, animating debates that were simultaneously and inextricably scientific, political, social,
and economic.
Shallow wells were familiar features of the domestic and communal landscape of Cairo,
and their water had a generally bad reputation, thus used mostly for cleaning purposes and drunk
only by the poorest. In 1887, doctor Mahmoud Mostafa Bey, an editor of the Arabic periodical alSihha, published an article to educate the readers about everyday use of wells and their potential
dangers. Common wells tapped into subsoil water that could usually be found at a depth of six
meters below the surface. There was no doubt that this was Nile water that infiltrated the soil.
Subsoil water slowly rose several meters closer to the surface and descended back to its normal
levels following the river cycle. Cairo’s residents were already familiar with this observation as
ground water rose in low riverside neighborhoods to such an extent that it overtook ground levels,
submerged cesspits, and created marshy areas. For Mostafa, the annual rise and fall of subsoil
water had grave consequences for public health as water infused layers of soil that were saturated
with filth and organic material. In addition, wells were often placed too close to latrines in
mosques, public baths, and private homes.56 It was, however, clear that only the poorest of Cairo
drank this water as a last resort.57 The Public Health Department attempted to suppress shallow
wells as part of its efforts against the 1895-96 and 1902 cholera epidemics.58
The scientific study of Cairo’s geology, the composition of its soil, and the fluctuation of
its underground water were vital to questions of water supply, health, and civil engineering.
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Attempts to bore deep wells in Cairo dated to the early decades of the nineteenth century. There
were three attempts to find artesian water in Cairo during the 1830s under the rule of Mehmed Ali.
Such attempts were not successful as they were incapable of drilling deep enough to perforate what
was later believed to be a stratum of impermeable clay that existed deep below the surface,
presumably separating infiltration water above from pure water-bearing strata below. These early
attempts only resulted in the familiar brackish water of shallow wells. Other attempts to bore
artesian wells took place in the oases of Egypt’s western desert. Between 1883 and 1886 a corps
of English engineers under the direction of Major R. H. Williams unsuccessfully attempted other
deep borings in the Delta region.59
The experimental borings and geological studies of scientists and engineers during the
second half of the nineteenth century led to the discovery of pure water deep under Egyptian soil,
creating ripples of excitement among bacteriologists and water analysts.60 It led urban officials to
believe that they may have found the long-desired supply of water that, as opposed to the Nile,
stood no chance of contamination. In 1894, Paul Kaufmann and Ernest Sickenberger—the latter
was a notable pharmacologist who also studied Egyptian geology and methods of water
sterilization—pointed out that experimental borings would have to drill much deeper than before
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in order to reach the then hypothesized pure water-bearing strata.61 It was Tanta, Egypt’s third
largest town after the capital and Alexandria, that led the way to what was seen by experts as a
revolution of water supply in the country. There, the German water engineer Karl Abel was
successfully able in 1896 to tap into an underground source of water beneath an impermeable
stratum of clay forty meters below the surface, which qualified the water as “artesian.”62 Experts
including Pappel, Kauffman, and Bitter were pleased to announce that water was practically sterile
and excellent from the chemical point of view. Naturally, they recommended that Cairo should
follow suit if it was possible to find the same kind of water underneath its soil.63
Scientists, officials, and observers close to the administration were aware that switching to
deep wells as a source of drinking water may produce tensions in light of local practices and
sentiments that privileged the running water of the Nile. Some argued that “old science” vouched
for the viability of well water or that at least there was a space in the native medical tradition for
rehabilitating deep well water as desirable for drinking purposes. Others attempted cultural
rapprochement through the opposite extreme, by arguing that artesian wells had reached what
should be considered as another Nile, or a subterranean river that shared the same source as the
surface one, yet whose water did not communicate with surface strata. In late 1896, Tabib al-‘A’ila
[The Family Doctor], presented a summary of a lecture by Yacoub Artin on potable water. Artin
acknowledged that the common wisdom was that running Nile water was better for drinking than
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well water. Referring to the Egyptian practice of boiling water from June till October, it was
notable for Artin that “our ancestors reached through surveillance and observations the same
conclusions prescribed today by the best of scientists and the most renowned of researchers of the
purification of potable water.”64 More importantly, there were notable dissenting voices in the
medical tradition on the issue of water source, and a doctor as renowned as Ibn Sina (Avicenna)
(980-1037) was dubious of the potability of the Nile, categorically declaring the water of fresh
springs better, a point that, argued Artin, was confirmed by modern bacteriologists and
hygienists.65 Expecting some opposition to deep tube water, Artin claimed that the excitement over
artesian wells was not contradictory to “old science” [al-‘ilm al-qadim] and the best of medical
traditions.
Bitter and Karl Abel became the spokesmen of what they considered to be a vanguard water
technology. In 1896, they conducted deep well experiments in Alexandria, submitting a report to
the city’s municipality where they claimed that deep wells successfully tapped into a
bacteriologically and chemically pure water that resembled that of Tanta.66 When Abel met
members of the Alexandria municipality in order to pitch the idea of a new source of water supply,
he pointed out that he did not merely reach a water-bearing stratum, but rather an underground
running stream that stemmed from the very same sources as the Nile.67 Abel, Bitter, Artin, and
others believed that engineers have tapped into an enormous, hitherto unknown reservoir of water,
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a “second river” that flew in the Nile valley below and independent of the Nile.68 They believed
that deep underground water was hygienically pure because it did not communicate with surface
strata. For Artin, such a discovery “initiated a new era for Egyptians,” and its benefits ought to
encompass the entire country.69
All eyes were now on Cairo and the British administration responded with an ambitious
scheme to modernize the city’s water supply. After the 1902 cholera epidemic all the elements that
galvanized city officials into action coalesced. The science and technology of providing an
incontestably better water supply were available, and a precedent had been established in Tanta
with the blessings of water experts. The government and the company entered a new round of
negotiations and in 1903 agreed on a draft of the ‘Convention to Supply the City of Cairo with
Artesian Well Water’. Authorities required increasing the pressure of the new supply in order to
cope with Cairo’s ongoing vertical growth.70 The government also allocated LE 10,000 to install
more free water taps for the poor, a very modest effort towards encouraging them to abandon the
Nile for the safe new water.71 Both the government and the company were certain that there was
enough water under Cairo’s soil for the city’s future expansion, as two experimental wells yielded
4000 cubic meters of water per day without interruption during a trial period of two years.72 And
company representatives claimed that the well water supply was “as constant as the movement of
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the Nile.” The new arrangement was also more economical for the company as it made double
canalization for filtered and unfiltered water unnecessary.73 The new water supply began reaching
the city’s taps in 1905
Urban authorities and hygienists received the new system of water supply with unreserved
enthusiasm. Sir Horace Pinching, the director of the Public Health Department, praised the efforts
to supply pure water to Egyptian towns as “the most important step taken up to the present by the
government in the direction of improving the general hygienic conditions of the country.”74 And
the correspondent of The Lancet declared that “Cairo is now to be congratulated upon having for
the first time a pure supply of drinking water,” a supply that was “practically sterile.”75
The new waterworks consisted of twenty-two deep wells that reached between thirty and
sixty meters into the subsoil of the northern neighborhood of Rod al-Farag. Attached to the intake
tubes were three layers of wire gauze that acted as strainers and rough filters of the water that was
pumped from the surrounding soil. In 1904, the Cairo Water Company drilled other wells in the
northeastern desert of Cairo in order to supply water to the new urban developments of Zaitoun,
Matariya, and Heliopolis. A report by The Lancet found the Rod al-Farag well water to be clear,
odorless, with a pleasant taste, and having a near constant temperature of 73 Fahrenheit.76
Confident of the new supply, the government published results of analyses conducted at its own
chemical and bacteriological laboratories. Bacterial counts ranged between 0 and 25—far below
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the acceptable minimum count of 100.77 City officials and experts congratulated themselves that
Cairo’s water supply was finally impervious to contamination and pathogenic microbes. With the
limited expansion of free fountains to serve the poor, the government hoped to circumvent
remaining carriers who still supplied crude Nile water, thus to make the city more immune to
cholera episodes in the future.
It did not take long for a controversy to surround the colonial project. At the center of the
controversy were issues of the perceived technological nature of well water and the capacity of
consumers to distinguish the taste of different water supplies. When unfavorable consumer
reactions to well water began to surface, officials and experts initially found it difficult to assess
the seriousness and scientific viability of the complaints they received. Authorities that for years
encouraged and applauded the project were in disbelief that the new system of water supply could
be the subject of such diverse complaints as it was in Cairo.78 According to a report published in
1906 by the Public Health Department, it was significant that “only after it became public
knowledge that the Water Company supplied well water instead of Nile water that different
objections were formulated against the new supply.”79 And the sheer variety of objections was
indeed bewildering, as they were most probably the source of inspiration of Badi’ Khairy’s
opening song more than a decade later. It was said that the water was difficult to digest, that it
tasted disagreeable, that it could not be used for domestic purposes as it prevented the foaming of
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soap, and that it had a yellowing effect on linens.80 The government was not sure how to address
such an array of complaints, but a first step was to distinguish serious grievances from other
spurious, unfounded allegations.
Public health authorities adopted a twofold line of defense. They argued, first, that the
water was hygienic and, second, that between Nile water and deep well water there were “no very
pronounced differences”—only the kinds of differences that chemists could detect in their
laboratories, which otherwise could not be sensed by ordinary consumers. The report insisted on
the bacteriological purity of the water supply. This was after all the government’s topmost priority
and the idea that guided the project from the beginning. However, there were in fact important
differences in the chemical composition between Nile and well water. The latter was “harder” than
the former, meaning that it contained more soluble minerals on average. The hardness of well
water varied by season and due to the surrounding subsoil. During high Nile, well water was two
and a half times harder than Nile water, while the difference diminished during low Nile reaching
a minimum in May. This was still in line with the theory that artesian wells tapped into an
independent underground supply, and did not necessarily mean that wells drew infiltration water
from the surface.
It was important for experts who advocated the new water supply to dissociate the hardness
of water from purported harmful effects. They argued that while well water was indeed hard
compared to the very soft river water, this did not mean that well water was hard in absolute terms.
In fact, Rod al-Farag well water should still be considered soft by absolute standards and it was
softer than well waters of major European cities, against which there were no complaints. Because
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hardness was within acceptable limits according to European manuals of water analysis,
allegations that water was difficult to digest or that it was harmful in any way were completely
unfounded.81 The British Medical Journal implied that the problem laid in the physiological
constitution of the claimant—or “the delicate stomachs of some water-drinkers”—not the chemical
composition of water.82 With respect to the claim that well water prevented the foaming of soap,
the report rapidly dismissed it as false.
More significant was the experts’ dogged insistence that the difference in hardness could
not be detected by the senses, a claim that ipso facto dismissed complaints against the disagreeable
taste of the new water supply. Experts viewed as least credible the allegation that Egyptians found
water bad tasting. For them it was a meaningless claim that, if anything, revealed an irrational
attachment to the Nile, an unreasonable reaction by consumers to the mere knowledge that they
were drinking different water from that which inhabitants of the Nile valley drank for centuries.
The experts insisted that “the taste of Nile water does not sensibly differ from that of well water.”83
In fact, the Public Health Department had attempted to preempt this allegation by conducting its
own informal observations. The report assured readers that the chemical difference between Nile
and well water was too slight to be detected in the mouth, and that many who drank the latter
vouched for its agreeable taste.
Above all, the experts were deeply incredulous of suggestions that taste led to any
knowledge of the reality of water. They dismissed the idea that disagreeable taste could be an
indicator of unwholesomeness as simplistic and unscientific. Meanwhile, reports confirmed that
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lower class Egyptians refused to drink even freely from gratuitous fountains. Boycotting the new
supply expressed opposition that was anchored in a mixture of physical repulsion and distrust in
technologically induced underground water, both of which loosely signaled undrinkable water
according to a matrix of popular water practices, at a time of increasing friction with sanitary
authorities specifically concerning drinking water. These elements at the background of the
controversy were impossible to disentangle. The scientists insisted that the reality of water and its
health effects were accessible only to experts who were able to access what laypeople could not
through mere sensory experience or comprehend through traditions.
Authorities were convinced that consumer reactions to well water had their origin in the
superstitious nature of Egyptians. As the 1906 report explained, between 1903 and 1905 when
both the company and the government ran two experimental wells at Rod al-Farag, water was
served to residents of the neighboring Boulaq, Cairo’s poorest and most populous quarter, without
any complaints. The report did not mention if the residents were informed about the source of
water. In any case, “it is impossible for most people and precisely for the natives to distinguish
between the two waters with certainty.” According to the report, a number of “direct experiences”
already proved this.84 However, the report did not provide details on such experiences. If the
scientists failed to submit their procedures to scrutiny, against their professed ideal whereby the
process by which sure knowledge was attained was as important as knowledge itself, then it was
perhaps because of what they viewed as the essentially unscientific nature of the problem. The
bacteriologists and chemists were in an odd position to answer to what they took to be native
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superstitions and to respond to complaints that would not have surfaced had knowledge of the
source of the new supply did not become public.
Yet the assurance of urban officials and water experts could not detract from the palpable
dissatisfaction with the taste of well water that was in evidence and that continued to gather
momentum. In the Arabic scientific journal of al-Muqtataf, an article about the influential
businessman Felix Suarez, who invested in urban development and utility companies among
others, discussed the Tanta Water Company, the businessman being one of the most important
shareholders. When the company began to supply artesian well water in 1898, wrote the authors
in 1906, the difference in taste between the new supply and the water of the Ja’fariya Canal, a
derivative of the Nile, was widely felt among the inhabitants of Tanta. Initially, residents did not
welcome the new supply, even though the rates charged by the company were inexpensive
compared to its counterpart in the capital. In fact, the authors themselves, members of the modern
educated middle class, admitted that they disliked the taste of well water even though they
acknowledged its absolute purity. Suarez sought the government’s assistance to prevent carriers
from drawing water from canals, and the Tanta Company established a number of gratuitous
fountains that were critical during the 1902 epidemic. Only due to these circumstances and lower
rates of water in Tanta did well water become more acceptable. Nonetheless, complaints against
the taste of Tanta water continued to resurface during the following decade. For the authors this
was a matter of getting used to a different taste, yet it also required assistance from the government
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and the cooperation of the company to suppress old methods of water supply and make well water
more affordable.85
The only complaint to which the Public Health Department conceded some truth was
concerning the yellowing effect of the new water supply on linens. The problem was due to high
levels of iron in suspension in the water, yet iron came not from the water-bearing strata, but from
the pipes of the company. Moreover, this problem was due to the growth of iron-related bacteria
(crenothrix) and the increased pressure of water that detached rust from old pipes. Water analysts
proclaimed that the amount of iron in the water was not detrimental to the health of consumers,
even if it was enough to yellow linens. The report assured the public that authorities collaborated
with the company on the best methods of removing iron. Meanwhile, the company advised its
subscribers to affix a temporary cotton filter to their home water taps.86 Ultimately, however,
authorities were confident of the new supply and of their ability to fix what they viewed as a minor
problem, assuring the public that bacteriological and chemical examinations were now a daily
responsibility of the government’s laboratories.87
To the dismay of advocates of the new supply, complaints against well water intensified in
1907 to such an extent that the government conceded that the problem was more resilient than they
previously thought. Some ratepayers now complained that the water had a purple tint. In addition,
there were reports that the new water caused women’s hair to fall excessively and that some doctors
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advised patients not to use the water.88 In April 1907 Lord Cromer—the British Consul-General—
wrote to Edward Grey of the Foreign Office that the debate on the new water supply had been
dominated by “imaginary properties the native population believe it to possess—one idea being
that it produces sterility among their women.”89 The dissatisfaction with the new supply that was
first expressed by the lower classes began to spread to moneyed Cairenes and it was virtually
uncontainable.
Under this pressure, a second phase of the controversy unfolded when the government
decided in mid 1907 to appoint an international commission of experts to study the water supply.
Specifically, authorities asked the commission to provide opinions regarding the potability and
purity of well water and to make recommendations in case it found the current water supply
unsatisfactory. The three members were A. C. Houston, Director of the Water Examination at the
Metropolitan Water Board of London that was created in 1904 as it consolidated the city’s
fragmented water supply, Dr. Dienert, who was nominated by the Pasteur Institute in France, and
Professor Gärtner, Director of the Institute of Hygiene at the University of Jena. The findings of
the commission were a mixed bag of praise and critique, supporting some of the government’s
central claims while providing a scientific basis for the idea that well water was tangibly
different.90
First, the commission rejected the theory of an independent underground river. Rather, “the
Rod-el-Farag is undoubtedly Nile water” that percolated to the lower strata of the soil, even though
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it was impossible to determine the course water took before reaching the wells without further
examination. However, due to the depth of wells, water was bacteriologically pure. After
conducting their own analyses and consulting results of the Survey Laboratory, the commission
concluded that well water was “a very much safer source of supply from the epidemiological point
of view than the artificially filtered Nile water.” The conclusion vindicated the government and its
experts. Second, the commission found the system of distribution inefficient and condemned the
fragmented provisioning of water to poor residents in the strongest terms. The commission
recommended abolishing provision based on standpipes, gratuitous fountains, and carriers and
advised the government to oversee installing water taps inside all houses.
Most importantly, the findings of the experts seemed to provide a basis for the negative
reception of the taste of well water, reformulating the causes of this reaction in the language of
science. The commission agreed with the already widely accepted view that well water was harder
than Nile water, yet the hardness was “in no way excessive” compared to European underground
supplies of water. Rod al-Farag’s water contained amounts of iron and manganese, a defect that
was necessary to remedy even though it did not endanger public health. Crucially, however, the
presence of minerals and a benign fungoid growth in well water led to a “slight smell of
sulphureted hydrogen” and “the faint metallic taste complained of.” The commission
recommended conducting thorough experiments on the most efficient and least expensive methods
of removing iron and manganese from water, which was not practically difficult. There were also
a number of effective methods to remove objectionable smells and tastes from the water, including
“softening” the water with lime, adding active oxidizing agents, aeration, and subsequent rapid
filtration.
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The profound irony of these recommendations was clear. After dismissing Egyptians’
negative reaction to the taste of water as superstitious and irrational, water experts now sought to
explain scientifically why a taste community found water disagreeable and to technologically
manipulate water in order to satisfy the taste of consumers. Accordingly, Eldon Gorst, the new
British Consul-General, gave orders to “determine what practical and reasonably economical
methods can be adopted in order to convert Rod-el-Farag water into a high-class potable water,
approximating in character to that of the Nile.”91 While the problem of taste had led to a
confrontation with a difference that could not be bridged by scientific debate or translation, the
commission’s recommendations revealed a decisive faith in the power of technology. If well water
could be “converted” into a water that tasted similar to the Nile, then the problem could be solved
without having to go through the trouble of disputing the implicit belief that bad taste was the
marker of harmful water.
By the time authorities decided to embark on this technologically daring enterprise, there
was more evidence that Egyptians actively avoided well water and were increasingly suspicious
of its source. Adolph Smith, the special sanitary commissioner of The Lancet, wrote in 1909 that
this was “no longer merely a sanitary and scientific problem,” but one with a “political and
sentimental aspect with which it is now necessary to reckon.” He reported that “among the native
population there was a superstition against drinking what they denominate “dead water.” They will
often prefer to drink extremely foul surface water to a pure water coming from underground where
they say it is dead and buried.”92 The fact that water tasted disagreeable and came from wells as
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opposed to the running water of the Nile signaled everything contrary to what laypeople
recognized to be healthy. Ironically, Egyptians were now drinking even more crude Nile water
through carriers, who were not unhappy about the widespread negative reception of the new
supply, as it meant more freedom to them. Water carriers temporarily gained the upper hand in the
struggle with the concessionary company. In the countryside, while well water generally faced less
opposition, there were incidents of sabotage of deep tube wells as when inhabitants destroyed
pumps and forced rubbish down water tubes.93
Due to the inconclusive findings of the 1907 commission, the government set up another
commission in early 1908 and tasked the latter to conduct the necessary experiments and to provide
practicable solutions. Headed by Arthur Webb, advisor at the Public Works Ministry, the
commission also included W. P. G. Graham, the new director of the Public Health Department.
There were two main issues for the commission to investigate. First was to explore the best ways
to remove iron and manganese from well water in order to “convert” it into a supply that
“approximated” the taste of Nile water. Second, to further investigate the permanence of the supply
as the yield of some wells began to decrease.94 As the government realized, the work of the second
commission would be lengthy, and indeed it took it eighteen months of investigation and
experimentation to present its report in July 1909. Gorst decided to hide the report from the public
until a careful decision was reached in order to avoid more controversy.95 Meanwhile, during these
eighteen months, the dispute over well water raged. So much so that it became common for high
profile officials and observers such as Gorst or William Willcocks to openly acknowledge that
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everyone in Cairo, including most importantly lower class Egyptians prone to dealing with carriers
disliked well water.96
Published in 1908, Lucas’ The Chemistry of the River Nile directly spoke to the ongoing
controversy and posed three conclusions of direct relevance to the comparison between well and
Nile water. First, well water was only Nile water that had infiltrated deep into Cairo’s subsoil. The
borings made in the process of constructing the Roda and Embaba bridges showed that there was
no impermeable layer of clay underneath Cairo, which was thought to separate artesian water
below from infiltration water above. The clay stratum that was found in Tanta was possibly quite
local and should not be universalized across the geology of the entire Nile valley. Second, well
water varied in hardness and, in some cases, it was much harder than Nile water. Lucas provided
a summary of chemical analyses of Rod al-Farag wells during the past three years showing that
the amount of soluble salts in underground water varied considerably from place to place and even
from well to well in the same vicinity. Chemical variations were due to the surrounding soil—a
largely uncontrollable condition—not to a different origin of the water. Finally, and most
importantly, the Nile was not essentially diseased nor was it liable to wholesale contamination.
For Lucas, the river was not connected to serious sources of contamination as it received no
significant amount of storm water nor was there yet a sewage system in Cairo to pollute the river
on a massive scale. Contamination from houses and the army barracks on the banks of the Nile
were very limited and did not warrant the general anxiety that resurfaced among both the scientific
community and Cairo’s elite residents.97 In addition, by studying the bacterial content of Nile
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water, Lucas showed that the bacterial content of the Nile was low during much of low Nile, rising
only in June and with the coming of the flood. This meant that Nile water was as potable in May
as it was during the winter months. Thus, the findings of Lucas paved the way for scientists and
officials to rethink their position on Nile water in ways that resonated with widespread lay
sentiments.
After eighteen months of thorough experimentation on techniques to chemically
manipulate well water in order to satisfy the taste of Egyptian consumers, the experts and the
government gave up and decided to revert to the Nile as the source of Cairo’s supply. Public
dissatisfaction for “real and imaginary drawbacks” was too strong. Iron and manganese in high
quantities led to the growth of black mold that discolored the water causing the yellowing of linen.
Such factors contributed to the “belief in the public mind” that this was due to contamination of
water by sewage, “a belief which was, however, absolutely groundless.” For months, the
commission conducted expensive experiments on removing iron and manganese and on softening
well water. There were two main factors that prompted the decision to revert to the Nile. First, the
yield of Rod al-Farag wells started to decrease significantly due to buildup of siliceous matter,
which rapidly became cement like and near impossible to remove, on the metallic gauze of the
intake tubes. From 4500-5000 cubic meters per day, the supply of some wells dwindled to less
than half.98
Second, and more decisively, there was the problem of taste in all its tenacity. The
commission became convinced that with such widespread rejection of well water even the removal
of iron and manganese might not be sufficient. Graham wrote the most revealing memorandum on
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the controversy.99 He explained to the British Consul that Egyptians complained from a range of
physiological conditions that had their origin in the taste of well water and that in turn gave rise to
the popular conviction that water was harmful. Aside from complaints that the taste and smell were
unpleasant, there were also claims that water “failed to satisfy thirst” and led to “a sensation of
weight and fullness after drinking.” The project to convert well into Nile water was doomed to
failure, because it was difficult for analysts to scientifically gauge visceral assertions and bodily
sensations felt by Egyptian consumers. Graham wrote that “it is, unfortunately, impossible to
reproduce human idiosyncrasy and precise physiological conditions in a laboratory; processes
which pursue a given course when carried on in vessels of glass or of metal may readily produce
surprises if modified by the presence of a personal and physiological factor.” On another front,
Graham began to believe that Egyptians were indeed able to taste the difference between the two
supplies and that it was not far-fetched to believe that their bodies were negatively affected by well
water. He even resorted to the old language of dietetics whereby food and beverages “agreed” with
different physiological constitutions or bodily types.100 Because Egyptians drank Nile water “since
time immemorial” it was “perfectly reasonable to consider that, constitutionally, their
physiological economy has become so habituated to its character as to resent the access of a water
of a different type.” In other words, Graham finally grew skeptical of the claim that native
superstition was behind the unpopularity of well water.
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It was certain that Egyptians avoided well water at all costs. “You may take an Egyptian to
the well water, but you cannot make him drink,” another British official exchange summed it up.101
By mid 1909 there was no dearth of evidence that Egyptians boycotted well water and were now
drinking more unfiltered Nile water, which made Cairo liable to cholera more than ever. Graham
reported that people now obtained unfiltered Nile water for drinking purposes from garden and
street sprinklers. An Egyptian member of the General Assembly was willing to bet that sales of
bottled mineral water soared since the turn to well water.102 Reliance on carriers, who informally
sold Nile water, became widespread despite the fact that free water-taps distributing well water
were available in poor quarters. According to a count taken by the Public Health Department on
the 22nd of June 1909, at least 300,000 liters of water “which would certainly be used for drinking
purposes” were drawn directly by carriers from the Nile at ten different places. Water was drawn
from the worst possible locations, namely from the immediate foreshore where it was easiest to
obtain. Graham lamented that a water supply that caused Egyptians “to perpetually suffer
“distaste”” could not be maintained.103
Graham’s reflections on the controversy took a subversive turn. The impenetrability of
taste for scientific analysis, which first led experts to dismiss Egyptian negative reaction as a sign
of superstition, now led them to suspect that taste constituted a peculiar modality of knowing.
Particularly the refusal of lower class Cairenes to drink even from gratuitous fountains revealed
that something more fundamental than superstition was taking place. Hesitantly, Graham reasoned
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that taste could indeed impart knowledge to lay consumers understood as a taste community. Such
knowledge was subjective yet shared among a community. It was akin to the knowledge of
“epicures” whose trained tongues could distinguish subtle differences between wines, coffees, and
foods. In an astonishing, and cautiously worded passage he wrote:
Further, it may fairly be claimed that by adopting an efficient system of filtration the Nile
water can be rendered sufficiently pure for all practical purposes and to satisfy all
reasonable requirements; that by supplying water from this source and of such a character
there is little doubt that the people will gladly take it, and therefore the danger arising from
the present consumption of crude Nile water will be very largely reduced, even if not
entirely eliminated; that the complaints concerning digestive troubles and unfitness for
domestic uses will cease, and the Government will avoid the odium of forcing an
unwelcome commodity upon a public which may fairly claim to have some voice in
selecting that necessity of life which of all things is most important to an Egyptian, and in
which he is both an epicure and an expert.104

Authorities were finally convinced in 1910 of the need to abandon the well water scheme. “The
bacteriological purity of well water,” wrote the British Consul, “is of little practical advantage
from the hygienic standpoint if the population will not drink it.”105 The ill-fated project to
modernize Cairo’s water infrastructure had come to an abrupt end as the government ordered the
Cairo Water Company to revert back to the Nile under new conditions of intake and filtration. As
The Lancet sanitary commissioner remarked, the decision was apt in the politically charged
aftermath of the Denshwai incident when the British administration would do well to seize any
chance to gain popularity.106
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The return to the Nile in 1910 initiated a second controversy when the location of intake
and the method of filtration took center stage of an acrimonious scientific, political, and economic
debate. During the first three months of 1910 newspaper articles, letters, business-financed
pamphlets scrutinized the decisions of the government—whose credibility had suffered greatly
due to the debacle of Rod al-Farag wells. In a rare occurrence of public official discord, even past
directors of the Public Health Department wrote to newspapers condemning the decision of the
incumbent director to draw water from the Nile downstream from Cairo, conveniently close to the
company’s current works at Rod al-Farag, instead of upstream where water was presumably purer.
Reports and rumors of officials favoring different filtration methods led to accusations, particularly
from the nationalist press, of inappropriate economy and business favoritism. The two leading
water filtering firms, one American and another French, attempted to sway officials and public
opinion to their filters.
A wave of accusations of economy at the expense of public health greeted the news, which
became public in January 1910, that the new point of intake for Cairo’s water supply was likely to
be the Nile at Rod al-Farag. On January 31, Pinching, the former director of the Public Health
Department, wrote that the return to the Nile was generally “the most retrograde step,” but the
choice of the location of intake was particularly egregious in a city that suffered from cholera in
the past and was likely to see more of it in the future. Instead of drawing water from the Nile at a
point upstream, namely south of Cairo, the government and the company seemed to favor a point
in the north where the Nile had passed through the entire city and presumably accumulated all its
filth. Pinching wrote that at Rod al-Farag the water had already collected all kinds of waste,
including the filth of “crowded streets and factories” of the dangerous, adjacent neighborhood of
Boulaq as well as street washings and the filth of cargo boats and steamers. For Pinching, this
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decision could only be explained on financial grounds. The new location of intake was meters
across the company’s current works of Rod al-Farag.107 A letter signed by “Common Sense” made
the same allegations, arguing that one did not need to be a water analyst to recognize that it was
safer to draw water from south of Cairo.108 Meanwhile Graham, the incumbent director, gave an
interview to the French newspaper Progrès, where he estimated that drawing water from south of
Cairo would add LE 100,000 to the cost of the project and that in his opinion only “sentimental
and traditional reasons” made it preferable to draw water upstream. In his opinion, the quality of
Nile water did not vary significantly between up and downstream of Cairo. Graham was also
making an allusion to the centuries old, yet defunct, Fatimid water aqueduct in the south of Cairo.
Pinching wrote a rejoinder where he reminded Graham that the 1902 cholera epidemic was linked
to the contamination of Nile water at Boulaq.109 In February 1910, John Rogers Pasha, past director
of the department from 1892 to 1899, weighed in publicly denouncing Graham’s decision and
arguing that the latter should have given the government his scientific opinion irrespective of
financial considerations. In addition, he reminded Graham of the “lessons” of the 1896 epidemic
when “an entire village which threatened the water supply was destroyed, and every boat was
moved down stream of the intake of the Water Company, then at Kasr-el-Nil, with the happiest
results.”110 For government’s critics, the choice of the location of intake was proof that the health
of the city was being sacrificed for economy and for the convenience of the powerful company.
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The government’s counterargument was that the position of intake was irrelevant and that
filtration was everything. In the Egyptian Gazette a pro-government letter argued that “it is equally
unsafe to drink the water of the Nile at any spot between Assouan [at the extreme south of Egypt]
and the [Mediterranean] sea” without adequate filtration. The difference in the purity of water
before filtration between north and south of Cairo was not so considerable as to justify additional
expenses. What was crucial, however, was a secure and trusted method of filtration. The author
argued that “sanitary science” was making great strides, so much so that the position of intake
would be of little practical importance.111 Written by Graham, the 1909 annual report of the Public
Health Department defended the decision more thoroughly. First, because the system of water
supply was not designed on a “tabula rasa” financial concerns had to be weighed against the
“axiom” of upstream intake. Second, the Nile was not liable to wholesale contamination. Unlike
other rivers, it did not receive considerable storm water, seasonal melting of snow, or the sewage
of an entire city, nor was it liable to prolonged droughts for that matter. Pollution from ships and
boats were rare and local events. Third, everyone agreed that the Nile was much safer during high
water and that cholera epidemics took place during the critical period of low water when the river
was filled with deleterious contents. However, roughly between May and early August, the river
was so low that it “becomes an extensive lake reaching many miles to the south of Cairo.” Pumping
water from a point south of Cairo facing Tora during the critical period would still not fulfill the
conditions associated with “upstream intake.” In fact, during the summers of 1908 and 1909 the
department compared samples from various points in the south, middle, and north of Cairo and
found no marked difference in favor of a particular site. Fourth, the location of intake would be a
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hundred meter in-stream at Rod al-Farag where it could be placed under constant supervision.
Finally, efficient filtration and an emergency sterilization plant would further eliminate all risks.112
The report, however, did not settle the debate.113 By the time the Consul-General wrote his annual
report in March 1910, he was sensibly irritated with these debates, dubbing the position of those
who accused the government of economizing one fit only for “the man in the street.”114
If, according to the government, filtration was the key to safe potable water, then the type
of filter was of paramount significance. The main competition in Egypt was between two filters.
Developed by the Société Henri Chabal & Cie, the Puech-Chabal filter mixed English and French
methods and was adopted in many French cities, including Paris, and in England by many
companies including the East London Water Company shortly before its municipalization in 1904.
The competitor was the Jewell filter, which was developed in the United States by the Jewell
Export Filter Company, which organized in 1900 primarily on the basis of exploiting overseas
markets, founding offices in England, Germany, Austria, Holland, Russia, and Egypt. The two
filters competed for Egyptian towns—Alexandria, Damietta, and Mansoura adopted the Jewell
filter while Port Said, Ismailiya, and Suez adopted the Puech-Chabal.115 The two methods
demanded different facilities and plant arrangements. The Puech-Chabal filtration system
depended on multiple filtration and aeration followed by slow, sand filtration as a final stage. The
system was slow and it required large sand bed filters whose size depended on the desired yield.
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In addition, the sand bed filters had to be cleaned manually on a regular basis. On the other hand,
the Jewell system used rapid sand filters housed inside a building. The operation of the filter
depended on pressure to force water through the sand and often required a preliminary stage of
decantation to separate suspended matter in the water by means of a chemical agent.116
The competition between the two filtering companies was fierce inside and outside Egypt.
In 1903, the New York Continental Jewell Filtration Company set up an experimental plant in
Alexandria, where the influential doctor Bitter conducted experiments on the best methods of
filtering the water of the Mahmoudiya Canal. The Alexandria municipality adopted the Jewell
system after Bitter enthusiastically praised it as technically and hygienically superior to its
alternatives.117 News that Cairo was planning to revert to artificial filtration of Nile water whetted
the appetite of both companies. When Henri Chabal learned that officials at the Public Health
Department, including Graham and Bitter preferred the Jewell filter, he tried everything he could
to battle unfavorable tides. Remarkably, Chabal attempted to win public opinion on his side by
sending pamphlets detailing the advantages of his system over the American competitor to foreign
and Arabic newspapers in Egypt.118 When the Egyptian Gazette received one these pamphlets in
January 1910, its editors were not impressed. It was only natural for Chabal to praise his own
system, but for the editors the pamphlet did not do justice to the Jewell filter, which had been
working satisfactorily in Alexandria since Bitter approved it in 1903. In addition, the editors
argued that the Jewell filter is superior to Peuch-Chabal in one other important aspect. The latter
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system necessitated the employment of a number of men to clean the filters, who usually worked
“with their naked feet and possibly insalubrious clothing” while the American filter was cleaned
mechanically.119 This was significant because of an incident when a few years earlier the death of
an employee working at the Alexandria Water Company from cholera caused a scare.120 Another
article in the same newspaper pointed out that another disadvantage of the Puech-Chabal filter was
that it required usually exposed large sand bed filters, and “it is well known how dangerously full
of disease germs the dust of Cairo is.”121
The “battle of the filters” was clearly unfolding to the advantage of the American company,
even though different views among urban officials and the Cairo Water Company began to
appear.122 News surfaced that the Jewell filter would cost between LE 140,000 to LE 150,000, two
thirds of which would be paid by the government according to a new agreement that was being
drafted. Outbidding his competitor, Chabal’s initial offer was only at LE 70,000. A few weeks
later Chabal raised the ante with another bid that put the government in an embarrassing situation.
For LE 140,000—the same as the Jewell filter—Chabal pledged to pump water from Tora in the
south of Cairo into a fourteen-kilometer feeding pipe that led to the Rod al-Farag plant where the
Puech-Chabal filter would be installed. He was confident that he would win the bid if the
government consulted with the same experts it hired in 1907 or even if it consulted a recent report
on the water supply of Pittsburgh—the American city had just switched to the Puech-Chabal
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system.123 Support for the Jewell filter came from Graham, Bitter, Armand Ruffer, member of the
quarantine board, and presumably from Gorst, the British Consul-General himself. Chabal
however was able to sway the men of the Cairo Water Company such as Boghos Nubar and Joseph
Saba Pasha to his side, particularly because he planned to make use of the Abbasiya land owned
by the company and to modernize its defunct filters.124 Meanwhile, with the heightening of
political tensions in Egypt, the nationalist Arabic press–which now constantly reminded the
government of the debacle caused by the Rod al-Farag wells—supported the Chabal filter. AlJarida, for instance, argued that the difficulties of the past five years were due to the “autocracy”
(hokm al-fard) of the British administration, which refused the nationalist demand for a parliament
or even a Cairo municipality where Egyptians were represented.125 There were fears that business
competition, and business partnership with city officials, came at the expense of the city’s
health.126 Al-Mu’ayyad denounced that the government consulted the same experts who a decade
earlier oversaw the switch to the ill-fated wells, such as Bitter.127 Chabal was also able to win the
support of the increasingly oppositional members of the General Assembly who lamented the lack
of an independent committee to study the proposals instead of depending on a few government
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experts whose opinions had been discredited in the past few years.128 Ultimately, the government
ignored the critique and by the end of 1911 the Jewell filters had arrived to Cairo, the dredging
work for laying the intake twin conduit was finished, and the entire installation was working in
full force.
The controversy over Cairo’s water supply died out suddenly by March 1910. This was
partially due to the political violence that stirred public opinion when Ibrahim al-Wardani, a trained
chemist and a pharmacologist, assassinated Prime Minister Botros Ghali in late February of the
same year. To a large extent, urban authorities were able to settle the technoscientific controversy.
The Jewell filter and the return to the Nile, even if under suboptimal conditions according to
government critics, subdued the complaints of Egyptian consumers. And while socioeconomic
contestations spurred by uneven distribution of service continued to shape discussions on water
provisioning, Cairo’s upwardly mobile middle classes increasingly came to benefit from the
colonial infrastructure after conditional independence during the 1920s. However, the grievances
of the five years during which the controversy gripped the city and its inhabitants continued to
inform the broader anti-colonial movement and the popular imagination.

“Vampire Capital”
Examining the relationship between the government and the Cairo Water Company could bring to
the surface entirely different questions regarding the political economy of service provision in
colonial Cairo and the power that capital exercised on urban life. During the last decade of British
rule discussions on the limited availability and disproportionate distribution of pure water were
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part of broader debates on the power of foreign capital on infrastructures of service provision. The
upshot of many of these debates was that a number of powerful companies enjoyed a form of
sovereignty over the population, a sovereignty that was enshrined in legal agreements. Because
they largely controlled prices and methods of distribution, utility companies for water and gas were
exposed to the indignation of Egyptians, particularly the upper and middle classes who sought a
larger share of what was now considered the amenities and requirements of modern life.
Ultimately, British administrators felt the need to devise a regulatory framework for concessionary
companies in infrastructural and utility sectors, even if they lacked the political will and the power
to do so. This was partly due to imperatives of public health, as in the case of the water company.
Yet, it was also in order to capture a share of the handsome profits of these companies.
Tensions between consumers and the water company over rates and availability were set
against the backdrop of unease towards the power of concessionary companies and foreign capital
in Egypt. This was especially the case in light of the proposal to extend the concession of the Suez
Canal Company and the intensification of the political conflict in Egypt during the 1910s. A debate
at the meeting of the General Assembly in 1907 revealed these tensions. The Assembly, a
consultative institution composed of moneyed Egyptians that was organized in 1885 in lieu of a
parliament, had become increasingly oppositional to policies of the British regime and outspoken
regarding foreign privileges. Hassan Madkour argued that the mistreatment of Egyptians at the
hands of the powerful Cairo Water Company required serious consideration since the company’s
rates had not significantly decreased since its establishment, and particularly in light of the rapid
spatial and demographic growth of the city and the company’s rising profits.129 Madkour suggested
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that the Cairo company should lower its rates based on the precedent of water companies of other
towns like Alexandria and Tanta, where municipalities were more successful at negotiating with
public utility companies. The public health benefits of lower water rates would be considerable
since more people would be able to connect their houses to the company mains, which would result
in “the cleanliness of their bodies, cookware, clothes, and houses.” In addition, the company would
also benefit from the expected rise of subscriptions, as was the case with other services. At the
same time, the thirty-five or so free water taps to service the poor were utterly insufficient. Finally,
Madkour pointed out that analogous arguments could be made about gas and electricity companies
in Cairo, whose rates were much higher than those of Alexandria and other towns, thus limiting
the service to the richest class of Cairenes.130
For government critics, including nationalists, the power of concessionary public utility
companies in Cairo reflected a crisis of urban governance. The demand that utility companies
including water, gas, and electricity lower their rates became one of the nationalists’ pet themes,
which was intimately connected to the critique of uneven urban services across neighborhoods.
According to this line of critique, only a representative municipality for Cairo could resolve these
problems. The Egyptian nationalist congress that met in 1912 explicitly debated the problem of
foreign capital in concessionary companies. Nationalists condemned the “tyranny” [istibdad] of
monopolistic companies in Cairo and Alexandria, including the tramway, water, electricity, and
gas companies.131 Meanwhile, the government, which was theoretically the only power capable of
negotiating rates, declared that its hands were tied by agreements and terms of concessions. In
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response to Madkour’s suggestions in 1907, the government replied that “according to the
agreement [between the government and the company] of 1897, the government does not have the
right to demand lowering rates,” but it would still communicate with the company in order to
convey Madkour’s suggestions.132 The government also pointed out that it did not possess the legal
power to force gas and electricity companies to lower their rates due to similar agreements.133
In this charged context of uneven distribution and intensified critique of monopolistic
private ventures, the company’s decision to increase dependency on water meters and to install
meters at sites of collective consumption such as paying standpipes and mosques chafed at
Egyptians. Shrewdly anticipating a different pattern of water consumption due to construction of
a sewage system in 1915, the Cairo Water Company used what was seen as backhanded
mechanisms to force subscribers to use the more expensive meter instead of unlimited monthly
subscriptions based on the number of occupants. The company justified this move as a disincentive
to waste while its profits soared as a result. Another song born out of the collaboration between
Khairy and Darwish in 1919, expressed anger at the fact that Egyptians “lived in the valley of the
Nile”, yet drank water “according to millimeters and centimeters.”134 Metering only underscored
the idea that foreign capital managed to sell to Egyptians what most abundant at a dear price.
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Conflicts surrounding another concessionary company, this time the British owned Suez
Canal Company, which enjoyed exclusive rights to manage the strategic canal, accentuated the
political character of debates on foreign capital in Egypt during the decade leading up to the 1919
revolution and after conditional independence. Late in 1909, the government and the Suez Canal
Company prepared a scheme to extend the company’s concession over the canal for another forty
years, or from 1968 to 2008. The government justified the scheme on the basis of the need to
improve the management of the canal while putting four million pounds in the government’s
coffers. The nationalist press, especially al-Liwa’, covered this story and denounced the decision
of the colonial administration to provide more advantages to monopolistic companies instead of
attempting to check their privileges. Critics pointed out that the scheme would give the government
an insignificant share of the company’s net profits until the period between 1968 and 2008 when
profits would be divided in half. Under pressure, the administration decided to submit the scheme
to the General Assembly, hoping to acquire legitimation through the approval of the Egyptian
consultative body. Yet to the dismay of the government, even the moderate members of the
assembly who usually kept a distance from the rhetoric and the confrontational politics of
nationalists unanimously rejected the scheme in 1910.135 Nationalist agitators such as Mohammad
Farid publicly spoke out against how the Egyptian government sought to extend the terms of a
concession that was disproportionately beneficial to the company, thus providing subsidies to
British capital. At the same time, he claimed, European governments either municipalized
companies that provided public services and controlled strategic resources, or they gave
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concessions to compatriots in order to check the predatory behavior of companies.136 The topic
galvanized public opinion and al-Wardani cited the Suez Canal scheme as one of his motivations
behind assassinating Prime Minister Boutos Ghali in February 1910. The debate on foreign
monopolistic companies continued to animate the anticolonial movement until the 1919 revolution
and beyond. Offering views on the post-revolutionary Tanzim department and the Public Works
Ministry in general, Mann Alcock reckoned in 1925 that “with respect to the foreign companies,
such as the Cairo Tramway Company, Heliopolis Oasis Company, etc etc, zenophobia [sic] is
clearly evinced, coupled with an ingrained belief in the vampire nature of foreign capital.”137 What
Alcock interpreted as xenophobia was the accumulation of grievances against the power of foreign
companies.
As in many other cities during the turn of the century, the need for governments and
municipalities to regulate private enterprise was felt the most in domains where service provision
was relevant to public health—water being a prime example.138 Debates on municipalization took
place in European and American cities in response to needs to unify fragmented supply, protect
customers, ensure purity and availability of water, and forestall the formation of powerful private
interests in the management of urban life. Significantly, concessionary companies and their critics
drew on an argument for “natural monopoly” in infrastructures. The argument, which is traceable
to the liberal political economist John Stuart Mill, was that competition was undesirable and
inefficient in the domains of utilities and infrastructure, including

gas, water, electricity,
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tramways, rail, and telegraph, as it would lead to inefficient replication of facilities and networks
and to higher costs.139 In fact, Mill developed this argument in the middle of the nineteenth century
in the context of the “price wars” of London’s several water companies.140 If financiers made this
argument in order to extract monopolies from governments, proponents of municipalization used
the same argument to show that public monopoly on infrastructures of service provisioning was
the guarantee for inexpensive and dependable service. In Egypt, arguments by nationalists and
marginal socialists aside, authorities expressed virtually no desire to entertain the possibility of
public ownership or municipalization of public utility companies.
Only during the protracted period of decolonization (1923-1952) that consumers in
conjunction with the government began to challenge the power of the Cairo Water Company,
exposing its predatory behavior and the excessive profits it made in a growing metropolis. Inflated
water rates remained uncontested until 1935 when a number of lawsuits by subscribers accused
the company of forcing them to use meters instead of unlimited subscriptions, which was contrary
to the terms of the 1887 agreement that gave ratepayers the choice. The government intervened to
resolve this conflict, and after many rounds of negotiations the company offered to lower its fees
from 27 to 16 milliemes and to give up LE 74,000 for public benefit under three conditions:
universalizing the meter system, extending the term of the concession in order to make up for the
company’s “sacrifice,” and maintaining the same rate until the end of the concession period.141 In
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1937, the government hired S. R. Raffety a member of the British Institution of Civil Engineers as
an expert in both the financial and technical aspects of water supply in large cities in order to
estimate the cost of production of pure water in Cairo and to offer his opinion on “a reasonable
margin of profit” for the company, that is to suggest a rate that would be fair to both consumers
and the company. In his 1938 report, Raffety severely criticized the financial policies of the
company. The report began by pointing out that the company’s profits rose steadily from 1888 to
1920 then rose sharply afterwards. The turning point towards a sharp increase in profits was
significant because it was when the sewage system became functional in full capacity, and the
water company forced houses connected to public sewers to install and use water meters. The
company insisted that meters deterred waste, arguing that houses connected to public sewers and
had unlimited subscriptions might act wastefully knowing that used water would be carried away,
instead of flooding basement cesspits as in the past. Introducing the more expensive metered
supply would prevent this behavior. Raffety acknowledged some truth in this position but argued
instead that waste could be prevented by more regular inspections. He pointed out that “it is
obvious that not only the introduction of main drainage but also the improvement of housing
conditions generally would increase the average quantity of water used per person, which is a
feature not peculiar to Cairo.” What was clear for Raffety was that the universalization of metered
supply would result in a large increase of revenue for the company, an increase that would
comfortably exceed the company’s alleged sacrifices. In short, the company’s offer was a
deceptive attempt to capture more profits under the guise of lowering rates.142
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Raffety placed the question of a “reasonable margin of profit” within the framework of the
need to regulate monopolistic utility companies. He asserted that as a general principle a public
utility company holding a monopoly should not make exorbitant profits, particularly for the supply
of water, “the chief necessity of life and of vital importance to sanitation.” Already, the Cairo
Water Company was making profits “which can only be described as excessive.” Moreover, these
profits were expected to increase in the future since “so long as Cairo continues to grow, the
receipts and profits of the company must increase if the price for water is not decreased from time
to time.” There was, therefore, no justification for increasing such revenue further as the company
hoped. If anything, the question for Raffety was how to cut down the company’s excessive profits.
He pointed out that the solution was not to fix prices but to fix the company’s margin of profit.
Capping the profits that the company was allowed to make at a certain level would protect
consumers from the company’s predatory behavior and avoid all future problems and differences
of opinion regarding the financial consequences of metering. Raffety also suggested to supply
“small consumers” with an adequate amount of water at a fixed sum, not according to the meter.
For him this would encourage more water usage for those with limited means, thus promoting
better hygiene. He pointed out that similar developments took place in Alexandria under the
municipality and in English towns where “ordinary house supplies are not permitted to be given
by meter.” However, for this scheme to succeed, water rate for small consumers had to be
discounted.143 Expectedly, the company objected to Raffety’s report, rejected the notion of
“reasonable profits” as the basis for a new agreement, and argued that it contradicted the terms of
its original concession and its right of exploitation. Another phase of negotiations ensued when
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the company offered to further lower its rate to 14.5 millieme and to cede forty percent of net
profits exceeding LE 400,000 to the government, yet still under the condition of universalizing
meters. In 1941, the Mixed Court of Appeal ruled that the company had to give consumers the
right to choose between meters and monthly subscriptions, and the government presented a draft
law of yet a new agreement to the parliament.144 By and large, the new agreement challenged the
privileges of the company and lower rates allowed filtered water to enter the houses of Cairo’s
middle class more liberally.

Conclusion
The British regime took up efforts to improve and upgrade Cairo’s infrastructure of water supply
as a result of pressures unleashed by the city’s unhealthy conditions. Cairo could not enjoy the
prosperity promised by the regime, become a center finance, and attract tourists and comfortable
residents shorn of safe and abundant water supply that would protect it from cholera. This chapter
examined the technoscience and political economy of Cairo’s infrastructure of water provisioning
at a time when the British regime revised its approach to the city.
First, the need to protect and improve the standards of the water supply led to the
proliferation of scientific institutions and activities and a technological turn towards a new source
of water. The government and the company sought to exercise more scientific control over water
through their experts and their chemical and bacteriological laboratories, and these efforts led to
significant debates on standards of purity, methods of filtration, the potability of the Nile, and the
quality of filtered water of the company. The government’s decision to draw water from deep tube
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wells instead of the Nile was borne out of developments in geological research and water
engineering that promised to offer a solution to problems that had surrounded the water supply for
decades. By drawing water from a source that was dozens of meters deep into the soil, thus away
from sources of contamination, the government mobilized science and technology to modernize
the city’s water infrastructure.
As we saw, however, Cairenes did not favorable receive the new water supply, which
became the center of a controversy involving experts and laypeople concerning the taste and purity
of water. Does taste constitute knowledge? Did distaste constitute knowledge in early twentieth
century Cairo? While both questions fall outside the scope of this dissertation, this chapter follows
how the new infrastructure led to debates on taste and its capacity to discriminate or provide some
kind of knowledge. Two aspects of the new water supply militated against it for Cairenes,
particularly of the lower class, namely the different taste of water and its origin. That water tasted
disagreeable and was pumped instead of obtained from a running source made the new water
supply suspect and undesirable particularly for the lower class who still understood water purity
from within a loose framework of popular epistemologies and practices. Initially framing the
controversy as between scientific authorities and superstitious Egyptians, British officials
including those at the head of the country’s public health administration came to suspect that a
taste community loosely defined can indeed detect differences in taste between different water
supplies, hence that implicit lay claims to knowledge of the water possessed some legitimacy. Yet
while they rethought how they understood taste, British officials were never convinced that taste
was an indicator of purity and potability, which were still the domains of chemists and
bacteriologists. Nonetheless, authorities came to recognize the legitimacy of lay distaste as a result
of five years of opposition, resistance, and silent boycott by ordinary Egyptians, which was enough
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for the government to scrap the new project and return to the Nile. Moments of contradiction and
lack of recognition were evocative of colonialism and the experience of colonial power, which
constituted the inescapable context of the controversy.
Second, this chapter builds upon the previous one in probing the regime’s policies towards
private capital in urban sectors. The Cairo Water Company was a particularly glaring example of
monopolistic companies that exercised a form of sovereignty over urban life through control of a
vital service. As we saw, the government repeatedly negotiated with the company to lower its
water rates, but success was limited. Only during the protracted period of decolonization that the
government managed to expose the company’s predatory behavior and cut down its excessive rates
and profits. For the entire colonial period, however, the high rates of the company led to vastly
unequal service distribution and created an overriding cleavage in water consumption between
elites who enjoyed plentiful supply and used water in their private homes, and the less fortunate
who obtained their remarkably inferior allowance from collective places. As we will see in the
next chapter, this crucial distinction, which the Cairo Water Company helped create and sustain,
set parameters for another infrastructural project, namely the sewage system.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ENGINEERING CAIRO: SEWERS AND THE SOCIAL

Introduction
During the winter of 1912-1913 American civil engineer Elmer Corthell visited countries on both
sides of the Mediterranean in order to survey significant works of engineering. In Cairo, he
inspected new Nile bridges connecting Cairo proper to Giza on the western bank of the river before
spending the majority of his time with engineer Charles Carkeet James, the Controller General of
the Cairo Main Drainage, surveying the city’s sewage system at a time when it was under
construction. Corthell travelled along the entire network from Abbasiya to Khanka. He described
Heliopolis, where “millions are being spent” to make it one of the most beautifully planned suburbs
providing modern, healthy housing. He visited the “Virgin Tree” of Matariya and pondered the
coexistence of great relics of the past with the sewers, the new technological wonder of British
engineering. He described pipes, construction rails and highways, the main collector, the rising
main, and the experimental nursery of the sewage farm in Khanka. However, he wondered if the
“rather ignorant” Egyptians could be persuaded to use modern conveniences and take advantage
of the reorganization of sanitary infrastructures that was in full swing in Cairo. In the final analysis,
he was optimistic. If every house “however old and humble” had access to plenty of water and
supplied with sanitary arrangements, the “habits of centuries” would gradually change. With the
sewage system and ongoing slum clearance the “old Cairo” was disappearing, “the unsanitary
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situation greatly improved and space given for a new city there.” 1 In Corthell’s assessment, “there
is much of engineering interest in this city of three quarters a million, and rapidly growing.” 2
This chapter traces the schemes, designs, construction, and reception of Cairo’s sewage
network between 1880s and 1930s. It takes as its point of departure the idea that design and
engineering are always already social and that social relations and power are “scripted in and
enacted through” the flows of urban infrastructures.3 The chapter recovers and reconstructs debates
among engineers and hygienists on a number of sewage schemes for Cairo. Such debates probed
and interrogated the relationship between engineering, as a practice that mediates knowledge,
action, and materiality, and the social world it sought to organize. The experts of colonial Cairo
called into question not only the factual knowledge of their rivals but also their understanding of
the social world to be ordered and patterned by their technological systems. I argue that the vision
of engineering that ultimately triumphed with James’ project—the first full-scale urban drainage
system in Cairo—expressed preference to a world where sharp colonial and class hierarchies were
preserved. Yet cementing hierarchy in pipes was no guarantee for the endurance of its undergirding
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colonial world. Urban infrastructures are sites where knowledge and authority are channeled and
exercised, yet also contested. In Cairo, the unforeseen success of the sewage system during decades
of decolonization (1920s and 1930s) among the upwardly mobile urban middle class who were
misrecognized and largely excluded from the design, strained the system to the point of failure.
This chapter examines the epistemologies of engineers and the activity of engineering as
knowledge in action. Design is at the intersection of knowledge, know-how, ideas of order and
functionality, and materiality. It requires multiple shifts in scale and movements from the general
to the particular and back. Engineers must come to terms with the lumpiness of the material world,
which does not always receive their general principles like an abstract, mathematical space. The
diversity of local circumstances is always in tension with the generalizability of science. And
engineers face the problem of scale since models cannot be automatically extended without testing
the ground and gauging what could and what could not be scaled up.4
By foregrounding the social nature of engineering, this chapter follows engineers as
sociologists who investigate cities as social spaces. Designing urban infrastructures such as a
sewage system is a process of translating living complexities and contradictions into few simple
categories—pipes, pumps, liquids, gradients, sluice gates, screening chambers, manholes, etc.—
regulating their interactions, and establishing causal relations and directions of flow. In line with
contemporary manuals of sanitary engineering, Cairo’s engineers broke the urban landscape down
into a number of givens and variables. Like sanitary engineers working on other cities, they began
by examining the constraints of the physical landscape: geography, geology, and climate. Then
they turned to more contingent information such as demography and average water consumption.
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Sooner or later designing urban drainage systems involved social and political conceptualizations,
calculations, and projections. In a way that echoed pioneering urban surveyors and sociologists
like Charles Booth and W. E. B. Du Bois notwithstanding radical differences of approach, sanitary
engineers divided urban populations into classes and examined social norms, patterns of
consumption, and housing conditions among other things.5 They also made projections concerning
the future of cities and how their schemes would enable or sustain this future. And finally, civil
engineers constantly compared cities against models and often debated the rationality of such
comparisons.
In Cairo as elsewhere, colonial authorities presented their urban infrastructural projects as
iconic monuments of progress and improvement and testaments to the empire’s desire to use its
technological prowess to modernize the colonies. After two decades of neglect of Cairo’s sanitary
conditions, which exposed the colonial regime to critique, the regime responded with a project that
sought to reorganize urban space. Yet the universalist claim of sewering the entirety of Cairo was
contradicted by the disproportionate allocation of benefits, which mirrored the city’s class and
colonial inequalities. Cairo’s first drainage system sharply divided the city into a minority of upper
class elites who enjoyed water and sanitation privately and a majority of lower class residents who
were largely denied bourgeois privacy and was projected to depend mainly on collective spaces of
sanitation for the next quarter century. Ultimately, the perceived permanence of the British colonial
regime was the guarantee for the fixity of this hierarchical colonial order encoded into the design
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of Cairo’s infrastructure.
The first section of this chapter provides an account of Cairo’s aborted sewage system
schemes between 1885 and 1905, tracing the debates surrounding them, as well as the multiple
reasons for their rejection. The second section looks in depth at the design and implementation of
Cairo’s first sewage system, from the early phases of design (1906-1909) to its implementation
and inauguration in 1915. The colonial administration presented the system as a solution to the
city’s enduring public health crisis and as a response to its changing residential geography
particularly at the height of the property bubble (1897-1907). The final section briefly sketches the
success and failure of the colonial infrastructure during the two decades following conditional
independence in 1922.

Failed Schemes
For two decades, or between 1885 and 1905, the Egyptian Public Works Department received and
commissioned proposals to construct a sewage system for Cairo, yet none of them were
implemented. The government gave serious consideration yet eventually rejected a scheme by
Baldwin Latham, another by an International Commission of engineers that Julien Barois drafted
its final version, and a third by the Cairo Water Company when it was under the directorship of
William Willcocks. As we saw in Chapter One, Cairo’s elites, including its foreign and Egyptian
residents, were frustrated by the lack of a sewage system, especially in light of the city’s
unhygienic conditions, which led to high death rates and three waves of short, yet intense cholera
epidemics during this period. And as we saw in Chapter Two, a property bubble was in full swing
starting from the final years of the nineteenth century. Capitalist and urban developers placed a
high premium on urban sanitary infrastructures that would improve the health of the city,
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unlocking the full potential of its housing market and the city’s reputation as a new center of capital
investment more broadly. The delay of Cairo’s sewage system owed to a number of factors,
including imperial business competition, lack of a municipal authority, anticipated difficulty of
implementing sanitary reforms on foreigners with extraterritorial privileges, and most importantly,
the agrarian focus of the policies of the British regime in Egypt.
Like many other cities, designing urban infrastructures in Cairo posed a series of social,
political, and financial conundrums that demonstrate the mutually constitutive nature of
technology and society. The discussions surrounding failed sewage system schemes during the
first two decades of British colonial rule in Egypt drew on scientific and technical debates among
engineers and public hygienists that simultaneously took place in many urban centers. For instance,
engineers had to decide early in advance between the separate or the combined system, and the
decision hinged on geological, meteorological, historical, and financial-Factors. As the name
suggests, the separate system required clearing household, surface, and storm water separately
from sewage, and the system acquired its reputation when it was adopted in Paris under Baron
Haussmann’s urban reorganizations of the mid nineteenth century. The combined system (tout-àl’égout or ‘all to the sewer’), however, was based on gathering toilet refuse, household water, and
surface water in the same pipes and discharging them at the same site.6 There were debates among
proponents of the two systems, yet by the turn of the century the combined system was gaining
ground among engineers and cities in Europe.7 Another critical decision facing engineers
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concerned the use of gravity as opposed to motive force or mechanical pumping. A system that
exclusively relied on gravity implicitly postulated that an appropriate incline could be built into
the system in order to engender efficient flow, regardless of potential geological and topographical
obstacles of a particular urban landscape, including for instance ground water, impermeable
geological strata, and concentrations of ill-constructed buildings. On the other hand, a system that
relied exclusively on motive power had to decide on the use of water, air, or electric pumping and
on the type of pump suitable for a city more broadly. These choices needed not be exclusive, and
it was conceivable by the late nineteenth century to design a single sewage system that employed
both gravity and pumping and drained areas using the separate and the combined systems for
different sections of cities. Another question was what to do with the sewage of an entire city. In
accordance with the 19th century injunction against waste, European sanitary engineers commonly
designed farms for sewage irrigation. Such farms were seen as lucrative enterprises, while some
went so far as to suggest that the technological reuse of waste as organic fertilizer could finally
help realize the utopian dream to do away with the need for labor altogether.8
When the Commission d'assainissement du Caire held its meetings in 1885 in order to
propose measures to redeem Cairo unsanitary conditions, the problems of sewage disposal and
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surface water drainage were at the forefront of its program.9 French engineer Julien Barois, who
served as a member of the commission, was of the opinion that Cairo was unsuitable for the
combined system, a position that he changed less than a decade later. His objections were based
on the city’s lack of general incline and the dearth of rainwater, both of which threatened
inadequate flushing of the proposed network, which could not depend on gravity or stormwater
for securing efficient flow. Inefficient discharge was dangerous to public health because it allowed
build up of sewer gases and threatened stoppages and flooding. The commission was unanimous
in its rejection of a combined system, arguing that it created more problems than it solved, and
declaring that toilet refuse should never be allowed into any future drainage system in Cairo.
The question then was how to deal with sewage disposal and whether it was the kind of
service that was best left to private enterprise or could be supplied by the government. Sanitary
experts deemed the current system of cesspits and night-soil men defective, and the general lack
of coordination among urban municipal services compounded these problems. Doctor A. H.
Hooker submitted a short report to the commission where he argued that organizing a sewage
disposal service to replace the current system was necessary. And he maintained that a network of
sewers carrying toilet refuse was a dangerous system from a hygienic perspective.
According to Hooker, there were three general options for how sewage disposal could be
organized in Cairo. First, to establish a general receptacle or large open sewer somewhere in the
center of the city into which house connections and smaller pipes discharged. From there, sewage
could be transported to a distant location and used as a fertilizer. Second, Cairo could adopt a
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system using air pumps, such as the Liernur pneumatic pumps. The system was used in many
European cities and Hooker thought highly of it. But it required installing expensive facilities
including air pumps. It was possible to entrust a concessionary company with this task, yet the
company would charge a fee for waste removal just like the water and gas companies did. For
Hooker, this system was possible only in the “European quarters” of the city and its success would
depend solely on the willingness of the proprietors to pay for service. He was sure that “native
quarters” would meet the system with resistance and disfavor on account of expectedly high fees.
Hooker was aware of potential complications of delegating a municipal service entirely to one
company. Even more than in other countries, he argued, monitoring and policing monopolistic
companies were extremely difficult partially due to legal complications and extraterritorial
privileges of foreigners in Egypt. He was of the opinion that in sanitary matters the government or
municipality must exercise full control. Third, there was the option of uniting sweeping and road
services and entrusting the department with clearing cesspools and sewage disposal. Aside from
administrative reorganization, this option required increasing the number of employees and
equipment, construction and repair of waterproof cesspools and sewage reservoirs, and constant
monitoring by police and sanitary inspectors. Waste could be transported by rail to a convenient
location outside the city to be used as a fertilizer. For Hooker, this was the most practical method
provided that it was placed under a capable administration.
Hooker’s report explored the possible geography and technology of sewage disposal in
Cairo. As many other sanitary experts, he was of the opinion that current percolating cesspits that
were placed in house basements had to be abolished immediately and replaced with water-tight
reservoirs placed under the street. Reservoirs would receive sewage from entire buildings and
would be supplied with a ventilation tube attached vertically to the building that allowed the release
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of gases only at the top, or above the level where residents lived. Reservoirs should be easily
accessible from the street by means of a clearing pipe supplied with a plug. Clearing these
reservoirs could depend on carts using pneumatic air pumps supplied with a suction tube. Hooker
had seen the likes of these closed pneumatic carts in Paris, Berlin, Dresden, and Darmstadt among
other towns. These carts could clear the content of small reservoirs quickly once a week during
the day or night without causing nuisance and transport it to larger sewage reservoirs at four
stations along the Khalig Canal, namely Faggala, Bab al-Khalq, Darb al-Gamamiz, and Sayyida
Zainab. From these four large reservoirs sewage could be transported to a farm where waste could
be used as a fertilizer. The location of the sewage farm depended in part on what to do with the
Khalig itself. The waterway could be turned into a covered sewer for transporting waste from these
four reservoirs to a farm in the north where the Khalig met the Ismailiya Canal. Hooker was against
this option, proposing instead to fill in the Khalig, construct large and small reservoirs along the
process, and construct a railway line on top in order to transport sewage to Old Cairo in the south.
A tax on houses on the Khalig waterway could partially finance this project, and Hooker thought
this should not be problem given that the values of these properties would increase as a result of
better sanitary conditions brought about by the project.
In its final report the Commission d'assainissement du Caire was indecisive. Its first
preference was for a private company to handle sewage disposal along the lines Hooker suggested
yet without filling in the Khalig. The report stated that sewage systems such as Lienur, Shone, and
Berlier, which were common in European cities, were too complicated to be applied to the
conditions of Cairo, except if an entrepreneur could make use of a sewage farm to partially fund
the project. Otherwise, the commission cautioned the government against forcing “innovations”
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of this kind on Cairo’s denizens. Ultimately, however, the government shelved these
recommendations because it was unwilling to fill in the Khalig.
Debates on the scheme gave rise to important discussions on the finances of costly urban
projects and the potential role of private capital in setting up sanitary infrastructures. That any
drainage project will have to rely in part on an increase of property tax was one of the most
enduring ideas of financial management of large-scale urban infrastructural projects. It also posed
a formidable challenge given the difficulties of levying and collecting taxes on European residents
and property owners who enjoyed protection under the capitulations and who could not be taxed
without the approval of the fourteen capitulatory powers. In this and other future drainage projects,
officials constantly raised the political and diplomatic difficulties of increasing house taxes,
sometimes as a ready excuse to dismiss the costly project, which was not among the priorities of
colonial decision makers. The potential role of private capital was another important question that
authorities had to contend with. Sanitary experts were weary of entrusting the project to a
concessionary company that would charge high fees in exchange for sewage disposal service,
which would have reproduced the same problems of water supply by the concessionary Cairo
Water Company in the realm of waste collection. Hooker and others realized that high fees would
have created a barrier against the extension of the service infrastructure to the poor neighborhoods
that were most in need of the service and most at risk of infectious diseases as the cholera epidemic
of 1883 had shown a few years earlier.
Business entrepreneurs in infrastructural and sanitary sectors sought to circumvent
potential competition for lucrative contracts by initiating proposals for drainage schemes. The first
recorded proposal to construct a sewage system for Cairo came from Josiah Cornish, director of
the Alexandria Water Company, and his business partner John Wallace. In 1885, Cornish wrote to
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the Public Works Ministry asking for information to help him design a drainage system, including
urban population figures, general levels of streets along the Khalig and in different quarters. And
he inquired if Boulaq—the populous semi-isolated quarter that contained numerous clusters of
slums and was at the center of the 1883 epidemic—should be included in the scheme or treated
separately.10 Cornish and Wallace also contacted Dr. Greene, the director of the Public Health
Department to pitch their project. The proposal would cost £480,750 and would “render the capital
of Egypt one of the most healthy cities in the world.”11 The combined system depended on a
network of watertight iron pipes that gathered surface water, household water, and waste into four
central reservoirs before propelling sewage towards a farm south of Cairo. Given the city’s 54,000
houses, a tax of £1 per house per annum would suffice to finance the project. However, the
government immediately rejected the project citing high cost and its inability due to the
capitulations to levy taxes for sanitary improvement on all of Cairo’s houses and to legally oblige
proprietors to change the sanitary arrangement of their properties.12 Three years later, the
government received numerous other drainage proposals for Cairo and Alexandria including one
from John and Henry Gwynne, the British industrialists and makers of pumping machines.13
Other business entrepreneurs sought to capitalize on the government’s inability to provide
efficient municipal services without going through the trouble of laying pipes. In 1885, engineer
L. Imblon asked for a forty-year concession to clear waste from all government buildings in Cairo
and Alexandria including most importantly mosques that fell under the Ministry of Charitable
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Endowments. He promised to use a system of pneumatic carts transporting waste along routes
fixed by the Public Health Department, and he asked for six francs per cubic meter of cleared
sewage. He also demanded property rights on cleared contents, as he planned to use it for
manufacturing natural fertilizer. Shortly after his first proposal, Imblon suggested broadening his
scheme to extend the service to private houses under the condition that they used waterproof
cesspits. He was aware that only houses in elite quarters of Azbakiya and Ismailiya were supplied
with this feature, but he was of the opinion that his service would force the defective “Arab system”
of waste removal to disappear gradually and propel proprietors to alter sanitary arrangements
accordingly.14 The government, however, was not convinced and rejected the offer.
In 1886, the government signed a contract with the Cairo Sewage Transport Company, the
first private company to provide services of waste disposal in the city. The company introduced a
pneumatic carts system, much like Hooker described, in order to clear cesspits of all government
buildings including public latrines, mosques, train stations, hospitals, and prisons in addition to
private houses. The contract with the government was not a concession or a monopoly and the

4.1. Pneumatic cart belonging to the Cairo Sewage Transport Company. (Source: The Power Wagon
January, 1908)
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government was only obliged to guarantee 20,000 cubic meters of waste to be transported by the
company. Observers praised the company’s arrangements “by means of which the entire contents
of a fosse can be extracted without causing the faintest odour.”15 Proprietors were able to subscribe
to the company’s service paying a maximum of 35 piasters per cubic meter of cleared waste.
Additionally, the company acquired permission to use waste in order to manufacture natural
fertilizers. The company’s initial concession included land in Old Cairo containing one of the city’s
sites of trash collection. Later, it acquired other lands in the Abbasiya desert and in Abu al-Su’ud,
close to Old Cairo. In 1899, the company took over the less successful Société générale égyptienne
des engrais and concentrated its efforts on manufacturing natural fertilizers, which allowed it to
make profit until the second decade of the twentieth century. The company was particularly proud

4.2. Cairo Sewage Transport Company advertisement. (Source: al-Mu’ayyad February 2, 1900)
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of its scientific treatment of waste and production of high quality fertilizer that was rich in nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and potash, winning a number of awards at local agricultural exhibitions.16
A proposed drainage scheme in 1890 led to a series of debates that made explicit how
technological infrastructures were enmeshed in business competition, diplomatic contentions, and
rival understandings of the mutually constitutive relation between engineering and the social. In
1889, the Public Works Ministry recruited Baldwin Latham to study the possibility of a sewage
system for Cairo, which resulted in the first scheme to merit serious consideration from the
government.17 Latham was a distinguished English sanitary engineer with extensive experience in
studying sanitary matters in British Indian cities including Bombay and Benares and an author of
sanitary engineering manuals. As such, he was one of the new experts of cities and infrastructures
of sanitation whose career traversed the geography of the empire. Late in 1889 he submitted a
report to the Egyptian Council of Ministers where he proposed a drainage scheme for Cairo.
Because the city was generally flat except for high southeastern parts and low central parts,
Latham’s first decision was to employ mechanical power since gravity alone would not be
sufficient to flush the system. The fluctuation of subsoil water and its effects on the soil had to be
taken into consideration, and the system had to be both watertight and flexible. Against the
recommendations of the 1885 Commission, Latham decided to utilize the combined system, which
gathered storm water, household water, and toilet refuse in the same pipes.
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Calculations of current and future demography and water consumption opened the door for
the most concrete sociological and political analysis of Cairo’s landscape. Based on an estimated
population of 414,155 Latham designed the project for a future city of a half million inhabitants.
In a combined system in a city where rainfall was a rare occurrence, calculations of the total
quantity of sewage to be disposed depended on water consumption. The engineer acquired
information from the Cairo Water Company and the Public Works Ministry regarding average
daily consumption, number of houses connected to the company’s service, water allowance
reaching the city’s fountains and standpipes as well as other sources of water including shallow
wells and water drawn from the Nile and its derivatives by carriers and residents. Significantly,
Latham estimated that in the future Cairo 400,000 “natives” would consume 22.5 liters per head
per day, while 100,000 elite “natives and foreigners” would consume 136 liters per head per day.
The engineer was cognizant that his estimated future water consumption for Cairo’s less fortunate
classes was much higher than the current water allowance, which contemporary experts put at no
more than three or four liters per head per day. Latham justified this decision on the assumption
that filtered water will be more accessible in the future. The assumption was in line with
contemporary manuals of sanitary engineering that cautioned system designers against not leaving
room for future increase in water usage, which commonly resulted from the establishment of a
sewage system. The logic behind this was that a drainage system gave residents incentives to seek
water for sanitary and domestic purposes at their homes, and some engineers even warned of
wasteful use of water as a result of sewage systems.
However, Latham’s assumption of increased water usage collided directly with the sharp
colonial and class realities of Cairo. As we saw in Chapter Three, access to filtered water was
limited due to the rates of the concessionary Cairo Water Company, which enjoyed vast privileges
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and near sovereignty over this and other related dimensions of urban life. Latham may not have
fully realized this, but a project that foresaw, and implicitly demanded, that water distribution to
the lower classes be multiplied nearly sixfold was socially daring and politically optimistic given
Cairo’s acute inequalities, no matter how invested the project was in a liberal politics of
improvement with its emphasis on the civilizing influence of water.18
The combined system that Latham designed based on these givens and assumptions sough
to encompass the entirety of Cairo. His project was based on a maximum daily capacity of 65,455
cubic meters of sewage per day and it required abolishing all cesspools of the city and
universalizing house connections. The city was divided into 28 districts, each supplied with an
underground sewage reservoir. Sewage would move into waterproof pipes from surrounding
streets into the district reservoir by means of natural incline. From there, two hydraulic pumps
connected to a central power station at Qasr al-Nil would propel sewage in cast iron pipes towards
a main collector running underneath the Khalig until it reached a farm northeast of the city. Water
used to generate hydraulic power would be carried away by a subsidiary system of pipes to flush
the drains. The system was provided with 1755 manholes that could be used for screening,
injecting water, or holding back sewage to allow for build up of momentum. Latham believed that
manholes could be used for dumping sewage directly in poorer quarters where houses had no
private bathrooms. Sewage would be used to cultivate a farm on 1,200 feddans at least three
kilometers northeast of Abbasiya. Latham’s estimated cost was £565,700, with an annual
maintenance cost of £47,680, but he expected the returns of the sewage farm to defray much or all
of the maintenance cost. Latham argued that the cost was not too high considering that the public
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and the government currently paid the Cairo Sewage Transport Company between £71,800 and
£102,564 annually only for a very limited operation of sewage disposal that left the city at the
mercy of infectious diseases. The engineer also required the government to allocate £100,000 for
work to be done inside houses of those too poor to pay for required sanitary arrangements, most
crucially the installation of water closets to flush toilet refuse.

4.3. Longitudinal profile study for Baldwin Latham’s proposed scheme. (Source: Greater Cairo Sanitary
Drainage Company)

Discussions on Latham’s project bore witness to the interdependence of the social and the
technical in infrastructural projects, thus to the social nature of engineering. Sanitary experts
critiqued the project on account of its assumptions regarding future water allowance and the
possibility of including the “lower class” in the project more broadly. The Ministry of Public
Works appointed a commission to study the project’s suitability for Cairo. A. G. W. Reid, engineer
and director of the Barrage, presented an influential critique of Latham’s project that confronted
the scheme’s “optimistic” assumptions with a colonial reality check. For Reid, Latham’s project
was founded on a model applicable only to European cities, while Cairo was “partly European
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partly Oriental.”19 Reid argued that 22½ liters (or 5 imperial gallons) per head per day were far too
high for the needs of “the working and lower classes.” Latham, Reid argued, had not studied the
population that the project targeted well enough, else he would have realized that “the poor of an
eastern country possess no boarded floors to be scrubbed, no table equipment to be washed daily,
no changes of linen to be sent to the laundry, no elaborate meals requiring large quantities of water
for cooking—they bathe only at a river, canal, or a public bath.” Reid proposed to lower the
estimated daily allowance of Cairo’s natives and lower classes to 4.5 liters, or one imperial gallon.
The effect of this reduction would be substantial, since the expected volume of sewage would
decrease considerably, leading to overall economy due to smaller pipes, weaker engines, smaller
reservoirs, etc. Reid reminded Latham and the commission members that the government had no
intention of freely supplying water to the poor who could not afford the company’s rates, nor was
it willing to enter into negotiations over rates in order to make water accessible on a scale that
Latham might have thought possible in the future. If water could not reach the houses of the poor
in great quantities, then house drains would surely not function properly. Finally, Reid criticized
Latham’s rainfall provision as too high and leading to unnecessary expenses.
Another significant critique was that a majority of Cairo’s lower classes could not afford
restructuring internal sanitary arrangements in a way that allowed connection to public sewers,
making the universal aspiration of the project superfluous. John Price, sanitary engineer of the
Department of Public Health who was involved in neighborhood and slum inspection, weighed in.
According to his figures, only about 22,800 out of Cairo’s 39,125 houses (excluding Boulaq and
Old Cairo) paid less than LE 6 of annual rent, including 5,600 ‘eshash (huts) that paid none. Price
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was sure that the owners of these inferior houses were too poor to install water closets, which were
required to connect their houses to the drainage scheme. Price was aware that Latham allocated a
sum of £100,000 for work on dwellings of the poor, yet he did not indicate how many of Cairo’s
inferior houses this amount could have covered.
At the bottom of this debate was the crucial question of the relationship between
infrastructural engineering and the city’s colonial and class inequalities. For Latham’s critics,
trenchant inequalities were fixed givens of the social order that placed constraints on engineering.
For him, the government’s critics discounted the effects that infrastructural technologies
themselves have on patterns of consumption and demand for services. Engineers had to factor in
social change—understood from the confines of late nineteenth century liberalism–into their
projects. Latham’s schemes required widespread changes in water availability and improving
sanitary arrangements inside houses, or at least assumed that Cairo was moving in this direction.
His project sought to alleviate the separation that characterized the urban sanitary geography
between elite private individuals with access to private sanitary facilities and the city’s
collectivized natives who consumed water, washed, and relieved themselves in collective spaces,
be they mosques, water fountains, and public baths and bathrooms. In other words, Latham
conceived no fundamental obstacles standing in the way of Cairenes’ becoming bourgeois private
subjects who cared for their bodies in modern private spaces. As to the politics of this, Latham
was silent. For his critics, he may have too easily assumed that the Cairo Water Company could
be pressured to make water more available, while they remained skeptical of this possibility and
of the government’s willingness to engage in the necessary negotiations in order for this to happen.
The practical solution of Reid and Price was to adjust the design in ways that mirrored
Cairo’s social hierarchies. While they recommended the project, they argued that it had to be
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purged of expectation that water and sanitation would be available to the majority of residents in
their homes. Instead, they proposed to construct hundreds of public bathrooms connected to water
and sewage networks in order to service Cairo’s 400,000 less fortunate residents. Aside from
upgrading mosque latrines, about 500 public bathrooms could be constructed by sanitary
authorities along modern hygienic principles. The spatial distribution of public bathrooms would
ensure that there is one at a maximum distance of a hundred meters from every home not connected
to public sewers. Reid explicitly raised the question whether Egyptian women would use public
bathrooms, arguing that they would. He believed “it to be more practicable to educate the female
population of the town to use public latrines than to educate it into the use in a cleanly manner of
private closets where no supervision or control is possible.”20 Doctor Grant Bey, who also served
on the commission, agreed with these conclusions cautioning that mosque latrines should not be
considered public since they were not frequented by women or children, not to mention lower class
Copts, Greeks, Armenians, Syrians, and Jews. He proposed constructing 360 latrines in Cairo’s
old, native quarters and a 100 in Boulaq and Old Cairo. All members agreed that these
recommended modifications would significantly reduce expenses and make the project feasible
for poor neighborhoods where abundant supply of water did not reach houses.
Latham replied to these criticisms by defending the universality of engineering and the
suitability of his project for Cairo. He was already on the steamship ‘Bokhara’ heading to India to
study sanitary matters there when he wrote a seventeen-page reply that dismantled the criticisms
of the Egyptian government’s experts.21 First, he was not convinced that the scheme was
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inapplicable to the “Oriental population of the city.” He designed the layout of sewers in such a
way as to require as little water as possible for conveying large amounts of waste, and he did the
same for Indian cities where less Europeans resided compared to Cairo. In Indian cities there was
a system of “native closets” that worked well without large amounts of water. Latham argued that
Reid’s comments were too pessimistic presenting a black and white vision of the city, while he
saw the possibility of introducing sewers into houses without connecting them to the water
company. Second, Latham pointed out that he did not really insist on “house to house sewerage,”
as his report made room for use of manholes and gullies for dumping waste from buildings that
were impossible to connect to sewers, such as the infamous “huts.” Public bathrooms could be
constructed on a limited scale to service this population instead of the undue importance Reid gave
them. Third, there was the question of how to account for future growth, which Reid never
dismissed. “If in the future,” Reid hypothesized, “the wealth and standard of comfort of the people
rise sufficiently to establish a demand for private closets then they can be built and the necessary
pipes laid down.” For Latham, this very probable growth needed to be factored into the system.
Dealing with it at a later stage entailed more expenses and less functionality. In addition, large
sewers could do the work of small sewers but not the opposite. Therefore, Latham argued that his
scheme was well designed for future growth. Fourth, he defended his knowledge of the social
configuration of the city, rebutting Reid’s criticism of water allowance as misplaced. Latham
pointed out that the Cairo Water Company was not the only, or even the most important, source of
water for Cairo’s lower classes, as Reid’s comments may have indicated. Everyday Egyptians
consumed 1140 cubic meters of water from standpipes and fountains and 700 cubic meters from
the Nile and canals. That was already 404,800 gallons per day, or above Reid’s provision of one
gallon that was supposed to work for the future lower class. And this was not all because shallow
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wells, which would probably supply water for flushing toilets, were very common in mosques and
private houses. And so were water cisterns that stored water during high Nile. In short, Reid
severely underestimated water usage of Egyptians. It may be that the Egyptian government
planned to suppress water carriers selling Nile water and shallow wells in the future, yet for the
time being these could not be discounted because they constituted the most important source of
water for Cairo’s poor. Fifth, Latham crucially pointed out that sanitary habits and patterns of
consumption change due to the extension of sanitary infrastructures. “The experience in India,” he
stated, “is that year by year with the introduction of sanitary works, the demand for water by an
Oriental population are continually on the increase, and in the new Water Works of India, I do not
know a single town that is not providing at least 20 gallons per head per day for the whole
population.” Finally, Reid’s recommendation to reduce the size of sewers was motivated by the
need for economy at the expense of efficiency. Latham defended his provision of rainwater in
detail, arguing that Reid’s suggestions were not practical if not dangerous. For instance, reducing
the size of sewers would not significantly reduce the required power of the pumping machine,
because narrower pipes required more velocity and were more prone to stoppage. Thus, against
Reid’s colonial anthropology, Latham posited a universal vision of engineering that aimed to
alleviate social tensions, while not necessarily aiming to resolve them.
At the same time that engineers engaged in techno-social discussions over the scheme,
business and imperial competition intensified. French diplomats intervened in the hope of ensuring
that French business would not be sidelined from the lucrative contracts to be given by the
government in case it adopted a scheme for implementation. The following exchange shows how
empires lobbied on behalf of their firms. In 1891, the Marquis de Reverseaux, the French Consul
in Cairo, wrote to Alexandre Ribot, French Minister of Foreign Affairs, informing him that Egypt
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sought funds to undertake a drainage project in Cairo.22 The Egyptian government sought to obtain
the French government's approval to use reserve funds and increase property taxes. Reverseaux
cautioned that it was not possible to reject the Egyptian government's demand given the alarming
sanitary conditions of Cairo, a subject of a great deal of debate in local, particularly French,
newspapers. Tigrane Pasha, the Egyptian Minister of Foreign Affairs, wrote earlier to Reverseaux
reminding him that sanitary measures were necessary given that “the European colonies are very
largely represented” in Cairo. Ribot responded that the French government had in principle no
objection to giving its assent. The question, however, was which company would reap the
handsome profits. Ribot had received information that the project could transform part of the
Khalig into a wide boulevard of shops and elite houses and cultivate a large sewage farm. The
French Minister suggested convening an international commission of experts that included a
French engineer for assessing various drainage proposals as a condition for agreeing on the
property tax increase and use of reserve funds. The move was meant to ensure a fighting chance
for French engineering and French firms at the tender process.
Meanwhile, Erwin Palmer, the Financial Secretary of the Egyptian government, informed
the Public Health Department late in 1890 that the project must wait for the approval of Lord
Cromer due to the its high costs. Referring to the French suggestion of a commission of experts to
examine Latham’s scheme next to others, Palmer argued that it would be worth it “to have a second
authority before we incur such an enormous expenditure.”23 In his opinion, “we shall have very
strong opposition from the native element, even if we succeed in getting the money out of the
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caisse [Debt Commission]. I hope, however, that in the end we shall succeed.” As the government
formed an international commission of experts, Latham’s project was effectively shelved.
Because urban authorities came under constant attack for failing to prioritize town drainage
schemes that would have improved the health of Egyptian cities including Cairo, British observers
and supporters often cited French foot-dragging and opposition as the primary obstacle facing
modernizing schemes. Commenting on Latham’s botched project, an article argued that French
interference through the capitulations and the debt commission constituted nothing short of a
crime:
In spite of all of this—in spite of reason, sense and logic—nothing can be done because,
alone of all the powers with a share in the control of Egyptian financial affairs, France like
a veritable dog-in-the-manger refuses, sullenly and solidly, to sanction the liberation of
even an insignificant portion of the enormous reserve fund that has accumulated under
English guidance and control...Diplomacy has much to answer for, much to be ashamed
of; but never have its annals been sullied by a blacker entry, by the record of a more
gratuitous crime against a people's welfare.24

Others like Alfred Cunningham argued that this was merely a ready excuse to “cover official
reluctance to move forward in the path of progress.”25 The truth was somewhere in the middle. In
the imperial struggle over spheres of influence and markets, France constantly challenged British
rule in Egypt until the 1904 agreement, while colonial administrators were successful at pressuring
France into approving pet projects that mattered most to the British regime. An expensive urban
drainage project was manifestly not among the priorities of the regime in 1890.
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In 1892, the government appointed an international commission composed of three
engineers to study drainage proposals for Cairo.26 British Henry Law, French Guérard, and
German Holbrecht received and examined twenty-nine projects next to Latham’s. Some of these
projects were drafted by notable engineers and companies with considerable experience in urban
drainage. For instance, Isaac Shone, who patented the “Isaac Shone's Pneumatic Sewerage
System” visited Cairo to discuss the matter in person with Scott Moncrieff, under-secretary of the
Public Works Ministry. And the French construction company Michau et Fils proposed a system
that could be executed on stages as funds became available. John Price of the Public Health
Department submitted a project and so did a number of Egyptian engineers including Mahmoud
Fahmy of the Tanzim Department and Ismail Youssef.27 None of these projects satisfied the criteria
set by the commission, yet while some were generic proposals that did not discuss how the system
could be applied to Cairo, others suggested helpful directions.
The international commission of 1892 decided to provide its own blueprint of how a system
of drainage could be established in Cairo, and they based it on their preliminary study of the city,
the discussion on Latham’s project, and some of the draft projects they received. The commission
read a note on Latham’s project by the French engineer Julien Barois, then General Secretary of
the Public Works Ministry. Barois criticized Latham’s project as unnecessarily cumbersome and
costly. Instead of dividing Cairo into drainage sections, each with its own pump, his suggestion
was to lay a network of sewers that functioned by gravity and water flushing, collecting the city’s
entire sewage towards a certain point from which it would be pushed mechanically towards an
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irrigation field. This idea critically hinged on the ability to construct an entire system of sewers
where there was enough gradient to obtain a self-cleansing velocity. Latham had thought this was
too difficult because it entailed laying pipes at progressively greater depths, which presented
difficulties due to Cairo’s fluctuating subsoil water and the porous nature of its soil.28 However,
the commission entirely approved Barois’ opinion and began preparing its own draft project
according to his suggestion.
The report of the commission betrayed their ambivalence to provide a single formula for
how the scheme would navigate Cairo’s trenchant inequalities and their spatial manifestations. The
commission designed a combined system that was meant to serve as a blueprint that required
further detailed studies on the particulates of Cairo’s geography, topography, and demography.
The system divided Cairo into four drainage sections, each supplied with a secondary network of
sewers and a main collector into which sewage gathered from its respective area and moved
towards Ghamra by gravity. From there, pumps would raise sewage towards a farm northeast of
the city. As for costs, the commission estimated the project at around £500.000. With regards to
the pressing issue of how and if “Arab houses” would be connected to the sewers, the commission
was of the opinion that significant variations in the shape and sanitary arrangements of these
houses made it impossible to prescribe a single recipe. The commission was not opposed to
connecting “Arab” houses to the sewers, yet it insisted on one point as a matter of principle: no
house that was not connected to the water company would be allowed to establish sewer
connection. Mosques, public latrines, water fountains, and public baths will adapt very well since
they can all be easily connected to the water company and to the sewers. The commission
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cautioned that modifying hygienic arrangements inside houses would be a gradual process. The
engineers argued that attempts to cleanse “Arab” quarters immediately required nothing short of
rebuilding them anew and “transforming their inhabitants.” Because the costs of connecting houses
to the sewers would fall on proprietors, the process was going to be incremental. As such, the
commission elided both the question of how infrastructural technologies changed the social
landscape and what political pressure was needed to make water more available to the less
privileged, whether in public spaces or in the privacy of their homes. In reality, the
recommendations of the commission sided with Reid and Price against Latham. Cairo’s
inequalities were insurmountable, for now.29
Late in 1892 the Public Works Ministry appointed Barois to study applying the
international commission’s blueprint to Cairo, a process that entailed efforts of rescaling and
difficulties of negotiating materiality. Barois headed a team that prepared detailed studies, which
sparked a painstaking operation of gathering and producing expert knowledge of the city.30 Barois
was confronted with the delicate task of tailoring a general blueprint for a specific urban landscape,
for which gathering, collating, and producing systematic information of the city was necessary.
The Public Works Ministry requested complete information from the gas and water companies on
the depth and path of their pipes, as it was necessary to avoid subterranean conflicts. Barois also
contacted the Cairo Observatory to request information on rain in normal and exceptional
circumstances. The Cairo Water Company helped with calculations of the power of the pumping
machine. The French engineer gathered the most recent information regarding street levels, subsoil
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water levels, urban population, and water usage. As we will see in Chapter Five, the most
significant outcome of these preparatory studies, which took seven months to complete, was a map
and urban survey of Cairo on an unprecedented level of richness, which included 297 plates on a
scale of 1:200, 53 on 1:500, and 3 on 1:1000.31
The most important challenge for Barois was to establish the network’s path underneath
Cairo’s streets in such a way as to ensure proper gradient for the entire system. Depending on
gravity alone meant that the network had to be designed as a plane slicing the city’s underground
at a measured incline, an underground network that trumped all possible geological and
topographical obstacles. The study team worked meticulously to produce studies of the
longitudinal profiles of all public streets under consideration. The secondary systems of sewers
were established first before the path and gradient of collectors were determined. Making use of
rescaled versions of the new map, Barois traced various possible paths triangulating such paths
with longitudinal studies and establishing pipelines for flushing the system with water.32 The
French engineer also conducted various inconclusive experiments on connecting houses with
diverse sanitary arrangements to sewers. Finally, John Price studied the project of establishing
public latrines for both sexes and for connecting mosques and public baths to water and sewage
systems.33
However, the colonial administration’s desire to drain Cairo on the cheap collided with
realities as detailed estimates revealed that the project would cost significantly more than the
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international commission projected, leading to its indefinite postponement. The Public Works
Ministry had drafted sanitary laws and regulations that proposed to make compulsory the
suppression of cesspools at the expense of proprietors and raise taxes on urban properties. Between
1891 and 1894, the Ministry was in the process of submitting these drafts to the European powers
to obtain their approval.34 In 1894, the government allocated LE 50,000 for the drainage scheme
under preparation.35 However, the administration was shocked by the total cost of the project after
all the detailed studies were conducted. Barois estimated the cost to reach LE 1,010,000, which
was double that of Latham’s proposed scheme. As one article put it, the international commission
was apparently “calculating in the air,” because once Barois prepared the detailed project he
realized that the expenses would be twice as the commission estimated. The article berated the
idea of draining Cairo only by gravity as “an insane proposal,” that presented technical difficulties
and increased the costs of the project as Latham previously argued.36 When Lord Cromer received
news of the scheme and learned of its projected cost, he decided to postpone it indefinitely. He
explained to the British Foreign Secretary Earl of Kimberley that aside from the unexpectedly high
cost, the “very great difficulty” of obtaining the approval of the European powers on new sanitary
regulations foreclosed the scheme. More importantly, however, there was another large public
works scheme that the administration was considering in 1894. This was none other than the
Aswan Dam project. “I am distinctly of the opinion that the reservoir scheme,” wrote Cromer,
“inasmuch as it affects the whole country, is of far greater importance than the drainage project,
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which only benefits the population of Cairo.”37 The reservoir scheme was in line with the British
regime’s foremost priorities in Egypt. Unlike the Aswan Dam, the sewage network was not a
lucrative project that would reclaim large swathes of lands, irrigate large estates, or help bring
about the contented, conservative rural class that Cromer sought to create as a guarantee for
political stability in Egypt. In the final analysis, Cromer’s thoughts on the drainage project in
1894—a year before another cholera epidemic—was that it was an improvement project of limited
financial and material benefits. Making the capital healthier did not merit the huge public
expenditure when other projects like the Aswan Dam also required funds. Barois’ project was
consequently shelved.
A new drainage project from the Cairo Water Company in 1898 signaled the company’s
ambition to play a more expansive role in shaping urban life at the cusp of Cairo’s elite residential
expansion.38 The company’s then director was William Willcocks, who was also involved in the
Aswan reservoir scheme. He proposed a system featuring three separate collectors and pumping
stations and two separate sewage farms. The system was designed to function by gravity up to
three pumping stations in Boulaq, Old Cairo, and Ghamra (Abbasiya), from where sewage would
be pushed towards irrigation farms further south and northeast of Cairo. The scheme deviated from
the recommendations of the international commission, as it called for three pumping stations and
two farms. And Willcocks initially wanted to adopt a separate system. A commission that
examined the project pointed out that while it rained rarely, the city occasionally witnessed strong
rain for a number of consecutive days. In the absence of efficient surface drainage, water collected
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in low points and depressions created by uneven street levels, especially in old quarters. After
Willcocks witnessed one of these events himself in Muski, he made provisions for collecting
surface water after strong downpours.39 The scheme was expected to cost LE 660,000.
The Cairo Water Company had near sovereign control over water supply and interest in
perpetuating its influence. Thus, there was no expectation of making water more available to
Cairo’s less privileged classes as a matter of policy and the sewage system project adopted the
then readymade solution of constructing 550 public bathrooms for Cairo’s majority who were not
expected to afford neither water nor sewage connections. The review commission raised the issue
that the scheme did not include an appropriate margin for projected population increase—which
was the subject of debates among urban authorities, developers, and speculators as we saw in
Chapter Two. Relatedly, the commission opposed the proposed location of Ghamra for a pumping
station as the area was undergoing residential development and urged Willcocks to rethink how
his project would include the rapidly developing quarter of Abbasiya and the northeastern suburbs
beyond it. Cairo was changing rapidly and the scheme had to take this into account.40 Again, the
British administration dropped the scheme citing difficulties of raising property taxes on European
residents.

Sewering Cairo
Circumstances in 1906 were finally ripe for supplying Cairo with a sewage system. The urban
landscape was changing remarkably. Capital-led urban development during the decade following
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1897 stretched the limits of Cairo, and the property bubble had pervasive effects on the residential
geography of the city. The British regime had come under increasing pressures to provide Cairo
with a sewage system that would respond adequately to this development. Moneyed Cairenes in
particular lobbied for the drainage system as a necessary component for modern housing that
satisfied the requirements of bourgeois privacy. Hygienists, urban reformers, and boosters had
been arguing that only an effective sewage system would reduce the city’s high death rate and
remove barriers on the city’s demographic and economic growth and on capital investment in
Egypt more broadly. The Anglo-French entente cordiale of 1904 freed six million Egyptian
pounds at the reserve fund for use by the Egyptian government without French permission, which
was required by the regulations of the public debt commission overseeing Egyptian finances. The
real and imagined excuse of French obstruction that had prevented the implementation of a sewage
system in Cairo during the previous two decades was no longer valid. More importantly, the
decision to provide the city with a sewage system came in 1906 at the height of the property bubble
when speculation on properties and urban land was rampant. In a way, the project was a subsidy
to urban developers and moneyed residents while it also established better hygienic conditions for
the city more broadly, thus making a gesture towards an ethos of colonial improvement.
The government’s decision to take up Cairo’s drainage project in 1906 after numerous
failures was tied to a changing urban landscape and a desire to make the city safe for moneyed
residents, foreigners, and capital. In March 1906 the Public Works Ministry circulated a memo
asking for the government’s approval on a new scheme.41 The memo argued that a drainage project
was now more necessary than ever given the rapidly increasing number and height of buildings,
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which blocked sunlight, the “great disinfectant,” from the streets. The city’s residents also
increased at a great rate, even if population estimates varied widely before the publication of the
1907 census. The memo lamented that while the city was visibly changing, little was being done
in terms of its sanitary infrastructure, without which the health of Cairo would see no real
improvement. Medical statistics revealed an enduringly high death rate as a reflection of the
constant presence of infectious diseases. The memo cautioned that aside from the effects of this
hygienic state on Cairenes the city’s conditions would negatively impact the number of foreign
migrants and tourists who come to the country to “spend money” (wa fiha yasrifoun al-dirham).
From all sides the issue needed attention and the Public Works Ministry believed that it had found
the best man for the job.
The career of British engineer Charles Carkeet James was in many ways typical of British
engineers at a time of imperial expansion.42 Born in Truro, England, in 1862, James’ pupilage
consisted in assisting on various railway, water, and drainage projects in Cornwall, England. He
moved to India where he was involved in Bombay waterworks projects before becoming the
assistant executive engineer of the Bombay Municipality in 1891. Afterwards, James was in charge
of Bombay’s main drainage scheme and he sat on the 1897 committee that was in charge of
devising measures for the suppression of plague within Bombay and surrounding districts. These
successful experiences in “oriental cities” made him a strong candidate in the eyes of the Public
Works Ministry and it went without saying that drainage of Eastern cities required different
experiences and tools than their Western counterparts. And by 1902, James was already a well-
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known sanitary engineer in India and author of Oriental Drainage where he laid out principles of
sanitary engineering in Eastern cities to be followed by his 1908 authoritative textbook Drainage
Problems of the East.43

4.4. Charles Carkeet James (standing, right hand side) with the other members of the Bombay Plague
Committee. (Source: The Wellcome Library, London).

As the Egyptian government approved James in 1906, the Public Works Ministry supplied
him with two decades worth of studies for aborted schemes, including their archived reports, maps,
and correspondences.44 The Public Works Ministry also decided to allow James enough time, even
up to two years, to study Cairo and previous schemes before he could put forth his proposal. During
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this period, the ministry pledged to concentrate its efforts on gathering more precise and updated
information, for instance on rainfall, subsoil water levels, and the composition of the soil.
A note by William Garstin, under-secretary of the Public Works Ministry, recounted the
uncompromising vetting process that the project’s design underwent during the first two years.45
James had to submit eleven draft projects to Garstin in order to attain his approval while regularly
consulting the director of the Public Health Department. What took eleven preliminary projects
was mostly the choice of the location of the main pumping station, the sewage farm, or both. As a
matter of principle, the Public Health Department rejected dumping sewage, however purified, in
the Nile, even at a location north of Cairo because the river was still the source of potable water
for the entire Delta. Gastrin personally visited the streets and proposed sites mentioned in the
proposals in order to assess the situation on the ground. As Garstin learned from the stiff resistance
of Matariya residents back in 1894, sewage farms and pumping stations had to be located as far as
possible from inhabited neighborhoods or those being developed.46 Not only did residents resent
the idea of being close to such sites, but also the value of their properties would undoubtedly
depreciate due to unpleasant, yet otherwise harmless, odors. In addition, urban topography and
geology were connected in ways that the technological system had to either work around or
mobilize for its own benefit. The main pumping station had to be located away from all residential
areas. Yet, if placed too far, the main collector, which was planned to function by gravitation,
would have to be laid at great depths in order to have sufficient gradient for effective flow. This
entailed considerable difficulties and costs, and Garstin especially pointed out the danger of having
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to deal with too much groundwater if the collector was laid at depths exceeding five meters below
the surface.
James’ eleventh preliminary project finally satisfied Cairo conditions of topography and
geology. The engineer had already decided that Khanka, roughly twelve kilometers northeast of
the city, was a suitable location for a sewage farm. In order to determine the optimal location of
the pumping station, he collected a minute list of land levels covering much of lands northeast of
the city. This way he discovered a line of relatively low-lying lands along which the main collector
would run. The average depth of the collector across the entire city would be four meters below
surface level, reaching seven meters only in a very limited section as the collector approached the
main pumping station to be located at a distance from Kafr al-Gamus village. Garstin was pleased
by the proposal as the location of the pumping station was away from suburbs and probable
residential extensions, and the surrounding countryside was completely open. Other features of the
eleventh project were equally satisfactory. James designed the system in such a way as to reduce
to a minimum the amount of water needed to cleanse the sewers and Garstin expressed his hope
that the Cairo Water Company would in the future lower its rates for water sold to the government,
which was at 8 milliemes per cubic meter.
A preliminary report on the main features of the proposed drainage scheme makes explicit
the complexities of fitting a general proposal onto a specific natural and social geography.47 After
a brief description of Cairo's defective sanitary conditions, James delved into a methodical
presentation of the scheme, justifying his technical decisions and the overall practicality of the
project. The design process utilized a map from 1897 on the scale of 1:10,000 while further studies
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produced a plan of Cairo on the scale of 1:2,000. Due to its scale, James found the 1897 map
convenient for drafting the preliminary project as it allowed him to see how the scheme would
cover the entire city at a glance. It also allowed him to make modifications and to assess various
possibilities of how different sections of the system could be linked to each other. However, during
the preparation of the project, the Survey Department triangulated the entire drainage area, which
resulted in accurate plans on the scale of 1:2,000. These were more suitable for preparing a detailed
scheme as they allowed James to see how specific pipes would navigate specific streets or how a
subsidiary system of sewers could be designed to cover a certain neighborhood among other things.
Captain G. H. Lyons, Director of the Survey Department, helped James obtain accurate leveling
from the Delta Barrage in the north all the way to Cairo. The Survey Department placed 470
benchmarks in the city's main streets and along the proposed path leading to Khanka. James' own
staff completed the preliminary work of leveling by placing benchmarks in side streets. In
conducting preliminary research, all numbers indicating depth were written in meters counting
from the mean Mediterranean Sea level at Alexandria and referred to as ‘R.L.’ (reduced level).48
After surveying over 400 miles (644 kilometers) of city streets, the study team determined that the
surface level of much of Cairo ranged between R.L.17.90 and R.L.19.90. The average level along
the route of the main collector was R.L.16.50, a feature that contributed to Garstin's approval of
the project.49
James internalized the lessons of previous drainage scheme, particularly those of Latham
and Barois. Because Cairo rested on an irregular plane that lacked any general incline, James
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decided early on that the entire city could not be drained by gravity alone, thus siding with Latham
against Barois. James divided the city into two main drainage areas, the first totaling 731 hectares
to be drained by gravity, while the second, larger area of 2321 hectares would be drained by the
“sectional system.” The latter was a system that subdivided large areas into smaller ones, each of
which to be provided with an arrangement for pumping sewage and discharging it into a sewer at
a higher level that would in turn discharge into the main collector at Ghamra. Similarly to Latham,
James subdivided the sectional area into sixty-three smaller areas, each equipped with an ejector.

4.5. Map of the sewage system.
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The “Shone” pneumatic pump that the system adopted was manufactured by the English company
Hughes & Lancaster and was already well known among sanitary engineers in English and Indian
towns. Given economic constraints, James decided that compressed air was the best choice for
motive power since it was cheap and clean. And because Shone ejectors were automatic, they
required little supervision. The sectional system covered all the city’s low lands from Old Cairo in
the south to Shobra and Rod al-Farag in the north and from Qasr al-Nil in the west to Abbasiya in
the east. Thus, the sectional area encompassed all of Cairo’s old neighborhoods and the elite and
middle class urban developments since the last decades of the nineteenth century. The power
station for the compressed air system, which was later called the Maruf Station, was located at the
Sahel Bridge and the ejectors were connected to the station via two circuits of air mains running
underneath the sectional area.50 On the other hand, the northeastern suburbs of Qobba, Zeitoun,
Matariya, and the vast new development of Heliopolis comprised the gravitational area to be
directly connected to the main collector without any pumping. James designed the system in such
a way as to take advantage of the fact that the main collector would already be at relatively greater
depths as it moved through and close to these suburbs, making them suitable for a system utilizing
the collector’s gradient. A map on the scale of 1:50,000 accompanied the preliminary report,
outlining the parameters of the two main drainage areas and delineating the proximate location of
the compressed air power station, the main collector, the pumping station, the rising main, and the
sewage farm.
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4.6. Advertisement for the Shone ejector. (Source: Charles Carkeet James, Drainage Problems of the East)

The main collector navigated Cairo’s landscape and extended to where private capital had
led the way during the boom period. It began at Ghamra Bridge, where the head chamber received
sewage from the entire sectional area pumped along the two main sewers of Abbas and Khalig
streets. For thirteen kilometers the pipe made its way along the low-lying lands James and his
assistants discovered during the early research process. At the beginning the collector laid at a
level of R.L.14.70 while surface level registered R.L.18.40. From Abbas street at Ghamra Bridge
the pipe ran underneath new areas to be developed by the Belgian-Syrian businessmen owning the
Egyptian Enterprise & Development Company, the Suburban Land Company, and the Koubbeh
Garden Company. It crossed underneath the Matariya railway, ran along the Qobba Gardens
Avenue, made a sharp turn to the left before making another sharp turn to the right onto the
Matariya road—both sharp turns requiring cast iron reinforcements. The two sharp turns were
subsequent amendments to the originally proposed route in order to avoid proximity to the
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“indifferently built houses” of Taftish al-Qobba.51 Having run along the Matariya road for about
eight kilometers, the main collector crossed agricultural lands, turned right towards Gabal Canal,
and crossed underneath the Matariya railway again at Ein Shams station, before it finally
discharged at the screening chamber of the main pumping station at Kafr al-Gamus at a level of
R.L.9.20, seven meters below the surface. En route, the collector gathered the sewage of the
gravitational area including the well-off neighborhoods of Qobba, Zeitoun, Matariya, and
Heliopolis. Sewage made this thirteen-kilometer journey completely by gravity, the gradient being
the only flushing mechanism. At a later stage, James decided that the collector should be made
entirely of concrete instead of glazed bricks as originally proposed, except for few locations where
it was reinforced with a special cast iron pipe as it passed under irrigation canals and railroads. He
reasoned that concrete was more suitable to Cairo’s fluctuating groundwater. The pipe came with
special internal coating in order to make it more resistant to the corrosive effect of sewage gases,
and provisions for ventilation were made. Most lands through which the collector was planned to
cross belonged to the government, except for several feddans that the government expropriated as
public utility after reimbursing proprietors.52
At the Kafr al-Gamus pumping station, sewage went through a screening chamber in order
to isolate foreign objects before it was pumped into a cast iron rising main of almost one meter in
diameter and 11.7 kilometers in length. The main moved northeast from Kafr al-Gamus to Kafr
al-Basha along Gabal Canal then north towards Khanka. It crossed agricultural estates (ezbas),
whose owners were also reimbursed by the government, before it reached the site of the
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purification works and sewage farm at Gabal al-Asfar (at R.L.26.00), east of Khanka's lunatic
asylum, which was then under construction. At the purification works, sewage passed through
liquefying tanks for bacteriological treatment before it irrigated the lands of a large farm.
The decision to include a sewage farm required considerable scientific preparation. At an
area of 1,000 feddans to be expanded to 3,700, the farm was to become an essential component of
the system and it was hoped to defray the costs of annual maintenance. E. C. Bowden Smith,
Inspector at Cairo Main Drainage, provided an account of the laborious preliminary research.53 In
order to test the soil of the proposed site James sought the help of the Survey Department in sinking
230 holes two meters deep into the ground evenly covering an area of 900 feddans. Government
laboratories analyzed soil specimens, announcing it to be very suitable for sewage purification and
for growing any kind of Egyptian crop. In addition, the soil was absorbent to a sufficient depth and
no mineral beds threatened to jeopardize cultivation. At a later stage, authorities sunk even deeper
holes reaching down to R.L.12.00, fourteen meters below the surface level, and found that “the
farm overlays immense beds of sand.”54 Once James confirmed the choice of the location, the
newly formed Drainage Department arranged with the Prisons Department to employ the labor of
600 convicts for the purpose of leveling the farm and constructing an onsite camp.55 The work of
scientific agriculture proceeded, and the Public Works Ministry formed an agricultural
commission composed of James, Gerald C. Dudgeon, Director of the Department of Agriculture,
and Major de Lotbinière from the Survey Department among others. Dudgeon was formerly the
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Inspector of Agriculture for the British West African Colonies and Protectorates, which worked
closely with the Imperial Institute in London under the patronage of Lord Elgin in advancing
scientific agriculture.56 By 1911, 120 feddans at Gabal al-Asfar were ready for the experimental
work conducted at a large nursery as well as a small experimental garden for vegetables. The
results of using sewage to irrigate the experimental garden were “excellent.” It was hoped that as
more houses were connected to the network, the sewage farm could yield a net return of LE10.00
to LE15.00 per feddan annually.57
When excavation for the project became imminent in 1909, anxieties over disturbing
Cairo’s sewage infused subsoil surfaced. The idea that Cairo’s subsoil was thoroughly infused
with fecal matter, even with the “sewage of many generations,” was common among foreign
doctors and observers. Rumors began to surface that excavation would lead to disturbing the city’s
putrid, waste-infused strata, which would lead to the spread of disease. Such rumors were
particularly widespread in the European press. According to the Special Sanitary Commissioner
of the Lancet, this was not the first time for Cairo’s residents to connect disease and excavation
work. Laying the foundations for the National Bank and other large buildings constructed during
the decade of property bubble were believed to have led to the spread of typhoid fever in their
immediate neighborhoods. The prospect of laying sewers under Cairo’s streets “has created
something approaching a panic.”58 In response, James advised the Public Works Ministry to inform
the public that laying shallow sewers was adopted as a matter of principle in order to address this
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potential threat. In all minor streets less than ten meters wide the depth of sewers would not exceed
three meters, while in wider streets maximum depth was limited to five meters.59 In addition, “all
materials excavated on the works will be disinfected as soon as it is brought to the surface, and
that which is surplus, removed at once.”60 The trenches would be as narrow as possible and
overhead cableways would transport freshly excavated soil to fill other trenches. Finally, winter
visitors were advised not to fear the consequences of excavation, as the work was planned to stop
during the fall and winter months due to high levels of subsoil water, which made laying pipes
more difficult.61
Engineering urban infrastructures is an exercise of adjusting design and rethinking its
principles in response to realities and constraints of a particular site. The redesign of Cairo’s system
of surface drainage makes explicit some of these dynamics. In his preliminary report, James
carefully considered whether the city’s stormwater should be drained separately or by a combined
system that gathered rainwater and sewage in the same pipes. As with Willcocks before him, James
recognized the challenge of designing an economical and efficient stormwater drainage system in
a city where it rained only few times a year, yet strongly enough to flood low-level streets. An
effective sewage system would have to put an end to these unsanitary conditions particularly in
the narrow and mostly non-macadamized, non-asphalted streets of the native quarters, which
became almost impassable after heavy rainfalls.
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4.7. Pipes at the background of a donkey market in Cairo, circa 1900-1920. (Source: Library of Congress)

Designing Cairo’s surface drainage system had to take into consideration the existing,
small-scale network of stormwater drains and the nature of street washings. As James thoroughly
studied Cairo’s underground, he became aware of a small system of stormwater drains that
serviced the elite Azbakiya neighborhood, particularly the most exclusive area around the Opera
Square. The network dated back to the development of the neighborhood itself under Khedive
Ismail, and the Tanzim Department expanded it to include more of the wealthy neighborhood
during the boom era, particularly since 1904, a process that accompanied macadamizing,
asphalting, and naming roads of Azbakiya.62 The small network worked by gravity except during
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the high Nile season, when some pumping was required to lift surface water to its outfall at the
Ismailiya canal 400 meters from the Limoun Bridge. James found the surface water cleared by this
system to be particularly foul and causing considerable nuisance as it consisted of washings of
markets and asphalted streets. However, the drains themselves were in good conditions.
In his preliminary report, James decided on a “compound” system where 1,721 hectares
were drained by the separate and 1,331 hectares by the combined system. The project was planned
to extend the existing stormwater network to include the few broad streets of the older quarters
east of Khalig. James also decided to extend four separate networks for draining surface water
from the rest of Cairo, each with its own outfall at different locations of the Nile. James designed
the system particularly in order to avoid dumping foul surface water into the river. Under normal
weather circumstances stormwater would be led into the main collector either directly or through
separate networks via the main sewers of Abbas and Khalig streets. In the event of heavy rainfall
a mechanism would lead excess surface water to four Nile outfalls after the first rush of foul water
reached the main collector. This way, surface water discharging into the Nile would be sufficiently
diluted to pose no hygienic danger. The system was designed to be economical without sacrificing
public health.
Yet as the drinking water controversy raged in Cairo between 1905 and 1910, the decision
to return to the Nile as the source of intake had consequences for the sewage system project when
it was already being implemented. Under renewed pressure not to discharge any contaminated
water into the Nile, James had to readjust the design in 1910.63 Work was already under way on
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essential features of the scheme such as the main collector and the rising main when due to the
new directives of the Public Health Department James had to make provisions to carry all surface
water to the sewers. First, James expanded the system to include large swaths of the most rapidly
developing parts of the city including Shobra, Abbasiya, and the northeastern suburbs of Qobba,
Zeioun, Matariya, and Heliopolis. Second, in place of the separate networks carrying stormwater
to the sewers and the Nile, James decided to construct a number of intermediary drains and to
connect them to additional ejectors linked to the compressed air system for raising storm water to
larger sewers and the main collector. Under the adjusted system, no water would be discharged
into the Nile except during rare occurrences of exceptionally abundant rainfall when the amount
of surface water was too great for ejectors to receive it. Boulaq would also receive its own ejector
under this adjustment while the Public Works Ministry deemed Old Cairo too unworthy for surface
drainage provisions.
The design and construction of the drainage system required a new approach to Cairo’s
streets and to the city as a whole. For long, sanitary engineers have recognized the link between
drainage systems and the reorganization of streets. Surface drainage required macadamized or
asphalted streets with proper leveling. Particularly the narrow irregular dirt roads of old
neighborhoods, which became muddy after rainfalls, were impossible to drain. Thus, the
construction of the sewage system had to integrate the reorganization of the streets and alleys of
Cairo’s poor and crowded quarters. The Tanzim Department informed James that regrading,
macadamizing or asphalting, and paving prominent streets in old quarters must accompany laying
sewers underneath them. Reestablishing street levels across large areas of the city and negotiating
details of reorganizing narrow crowded streets were no small tasks. They required thinking of the
city’s roads as an interconnected system, which in turn required systematic information on these
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streets and their occupancy. This feature of the drainage scheme led to a considerable, yet
unavoidable increase of the overall costs.64
Financing the sewage system had been the most prominent hurdle facing the project during
the previous two decades, which reflected both the administration’s need to negotiate with other
European powers and the general disinterest of decision makers in the project and in Cairo more
broadly. The 1904 Anglo-French accord freed the Egyptian reserve fund, which had been
accumulating for two decades under Cromer’s budgetary policies, for use by the Egyptian
government without French approval. The reserve fund supplied cash for the project. However, in
line with the Egyptian government’s earliest thoughts on this subject, financing the scheme had to
rely in part on its beneficiaries, Cairo’s residents. Real and imagined difficulties stood in the way
of gaining the approval of capitulatory powers on raising property taxes in Egypt until 1912 when
the Egyptian government finally drafted and negotiated a drainage law. Raising house taxes from
eight to ten percent of rent value in all of Cairo provided the government with an extra LE40,000
to LE50,000 per annum. Finally, the sewage farm was expected to yield between LE30,000 to
LE50,000 annually after its eventual expansion. In terms of costs, James’ preliminary report put
the total expenses of the sewage system at LE 1,252,000. Macadamizing and asphalting roads
brought the total expenses up to LE 2 million.65 After work began in 1911 and due to the
readjustment of the surface drainage scheme, there were numerous recalculations of expenses. The
main collector was now projected to cost LE 90,000 instead of LE 39,500 partially due to the use
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of cast iron reinforcement. The final price tag of the compressed air system came LE 20,000 more.
Yet surface water drainage saw the most considerable rise in costs from LE 25,000 to LE 113,300.
James’ new estimate in 1911 totaled LE 2,343,000.66
Urban infrastructures are technological objects that navigate the social order, exerting
power and giving it material expressions. However, while engineers, designers, and planners are
often explicit about the technical decisions they make, their social and political analysis is often
buried under technical details. As with drainage schemes before 1906, James’ project had to
account for social realities and the future of the city as a social space. Nowhere is the social nature
of engineering clearer than in calculations of the velocity of sewage and, more sharply, provisions
of water allowance on which the size of sewers was based.
The expected velocity of sewage through the system was calculated based on the gradient
of pipes and the expected viscosity of waste, which mattered particularly for “oriental” sewage.
James explained that “the determination of the gradients of the sewers is a very important
consideration in designing a sewerage scheme for an oriental city, because there is always more
extraneous matter in oriental than in occidental sewerage.”
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experience, Cairo did not differ from other Eastern cities in this respect.68 For this reason, the
projected velocity of sewers had to be higher than European towns. James pointed out that he
would be “courting disaster” if he calculated the gradient based on a desired velocity of 0.60 to
0.75 meter per second as in English cities. Instead, the desired velocity should be fixed at 1.05
meter per second, which is enough to remove stones and other objects commonly found in
“oriental” sewage. However, he assigned the slower velocity of 0.93 meter per second to the main
collector in order to reduce the gradient thus the depth of required excavation, again to avoid the
difficulty of constructing the concrete pipe in the presence of too much subsoil water.
However, the most significant keys to Cairo’s unequal social geography were calculations
of water provision and considerations of the geographic coverage of the network in connection to
the types of houses populating the city’s landscape. The conclusion that discussions on previous
schemes reached was that not everyone in Cairo was set to benefit equally from the system because
not everyone had the means to capture such benefits. In the spirit of liberal reform, Latham
suggested that a sewage system must improve the conditions of Cairo’s middle and poor classes,
both mitigating the effects of social inequalities and offering the material conditions for cultivating
the Egyptian middle class into modern bourgeois subjectivity and its necessary spatial and hygienic
corollary, namely the private home. As we saw above, Reid and Barois demurred, arguing instead
that Cairo’s inequalities were too trenchant. Such inequalities were backed up by colonial realities
that left no space for political pressure on behalf of Cairo’s underprivileged classes—there was no
parliament or even a municipality to pressure near sovereign foreign companies to make their
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services more affordable. The poor conditions of lower class housing also stood as an additional
barrier. For them, urban infrastructures better recognized and conformed to such constraints.
James initially followed the textbook method of estimating the volume of sewage to be
carried away by the system based on current and projected water consumption, which in turn
influenced the size of pipes, the power of pumping machines and ejectors, and the optimal
geographical placement of main features of the system. James met with the director of the Cairo
Water Company to obtain information regarding water usage.69 In 1906, the company had supplied
18,808,778 cubic meters of water. Most consumption in one day was 87,747 cubic meters,
occurring on June 13, while average daily water consumption in January was 55,000 cubic meters.
James also learned about the fragmented structure of water provisioning for Cairo’s majority who
could not afford to connect their houses to the company and who relied instead on standpipes,
gratuitous fountains, water cisterns, and carriers selling Nile water of various grades. Finally, the
engineer expressed his surprise at discovering that average water consumption of the total
population of Cairo was half that consumed in Bombay—undoubtedly owing to the high rates of
the Cairo Water Company.70 Water consumption was indeed the most direct route to sociological
analysis in Cairo.
Instead of depending on average water consumption, as it was the standard procedure in
European towns, the British engineer decided that the design had to account for and incorporate
the specific class and colonial realities in Cairo. And the house was the link between water
allowance and the geographic distribution of class. It was a fit expression of class since it reflected
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the social status of inhabitants with some accuracy, and it translated well spatially onto the city in
the form of socially distinct neighborhoods. What clearly decided the matter for James was that
the majority of Cairo's houses, particularly outside elite neighborhoods where they were
constructed along modern lines, were not connected to the company's water supply. In fact, the
sanitary experts of the Public Works Ministry judged the houses of Cairo’s poor neighborhoods to
be too poorly constructed in their current condition to be connected either to the water company
or the sewers. In that case, James reasoned, the design itself had to reflect this spatial and social
unevenness. James put on his sociological hat and proceeded to divide Cairo’s houses into three
classes. On the surface ‘class’ here referred to types of houses, but it is also clear that it was
connected to the material and economic conditions of a social class inhabiting these houses,
however under-theorized in James’ analysis. According to him, there were three classes of houses
in Cairo: class A houses were connected to the water company mains and inhabited by the upper
class, class B houses constituted “a good class” of buildings that were not connected to the water
company and that were inhabited by the lower class, and class C houses of inferior constructions
and “esheshes” ('eshash) or slums that were inhabited by the city’s most deprived and disease
ridden residents.
Engineering is social engineering no matter how much it professes faith in a technocratic
ethos that is allegedly free from political judgment. This is all the more true with infrastructural
projects and other schemes of large magnitude where engineers must design projects with
reference to a future that their scheme will help bring about. Engineering is therefore akin to
planning in that it is a future oriented activity that seeks to mobilize knowledge for working on
present conditions and, reordering and patterning such conditions in light of a desired future.
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Design requires meticulous social and cultural labor in order for technological systems to become
both durable and malleable enough to succeed and gain traction in the future.
The future of Cairo, or rather the future Cairo, was crucial for James’ design and
calculations in ways that mirrored, yet also departed from, the ways boosters mobilized the future
of the city. A large-scale technological infrastructure had to factor in urban demographic and
spatial growth, otherwise the system would become obsolete and inefficient barely by the time it
was implemented. For this reason, the city’s potential demographic growth and its spatial
consequences had to be accounted for. The design accordingly included areas of projected growth
such as Shobra, Abbasiya, and the northeastern suburbs, all of which supplied modern housing to
Cairo’s rising middle class and some wealthy elites. And as we saw above, the Public Works
Ministry coordinated with James in order to ensure the placement of main features of the system
away from possible areas of urban development.
Urban infrastructures commonly factor future demographic growth into the design, yet the
British engineer of Cairo’s sewage system did that in a specific way that exposed a sharply
hierarchical, colonial vision of society. Relying on the findings of the 1907 census, James fixed
the population of Cairo at 644,000 in 1907, projecting it to reach 960,000 in 1932. For the sanitary
engineer, this was a solid basis for making his calculations of projected water allowance in 1932,
which formed the basis for calculating the maximum amount of sewage based on which the size
of specific features of the system including pipes, pumping machines, and ejectors could be
determined. The most decisive move was to calculate the total amount of sewage by class in 1932
in order to estimate the full capacity of the system.
The technical decision to calculate projected water allowance not by average urban
consumption but by “classes” of houses entailed a vision of engineering and of the social order
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whereby the former became the handmaiden of colonial politics by cementing Cairo’s inequalities
and hierarchies into infrastructures instead of offering alternate visions of society. To a large
extent, James’ design sided with, and quoted, the “conservative” features of Reid and Barois who
viewed private sanitation of Cairo’s lower class as impracticable. Only as an afterthought and in
response to criticism from the director of the Public Health Department did James introduce some
flexibility in the future. For him, the design merely recognized urban contradictions “owing to the
cosmopolitan nature of the inhabitants of the better-class quarters, and to the habits of the native
and foreign population dwelling in the poorer quarters.”71 The British engineer estimated that out
of Cairo’s total population in 1907 100,000 were upper class Europeans and Egyptians who
inhabited ‘Class A’ houses and buildings. Cairo’s upper class lived in modern houses and
apartment buildings that were either already connected to the water company or that could be in
the future. In addition, the sanitary arrangements and structural conditions of ‘Class A’ houses
posed no obstacles against connecting them to public sewers. The Public Works Ministry would
oblige proprietors to abolish all cesspits as they connected their property to the network. Most of
these houses and apartment buildings were spatially concentrated in Cairo’s elite neighborhoods
including Azbakiya, Ismailiya, and Qasr al-Dubara and new suburbs like Heliopolis to be covered
by the sewage system. James estimated current water provision for Cairo’s elites at 33 gallons (150
liters) of water per day, which compared favorably to water allowance in major European and
American cities. Moneyed Cairenes were not only rich enough to afford ample supply of water but
also to defray the costs of connecting their houses to the sewers. James further estimated that this
elite demographic would reach 160,000 in 1932, and would be able to maintain the same high
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standard of living. Given natural population growth, the engineer’s figures clearly assumed no or
negligible absolute growth of Cairo’s elites. The proportion of those on top of the social ladder in
1907 was projected to remain roughly the same a quarter century later.
The question that faced James was how the sewage system would include Cairenes who
lived in houses that were currently not connected to the water company thus lacking a stable source
of water supply. The question was both technical and social, for it led to an investigation into the
water sources of “the lower class” and into the sites of where they commonly relieved and cleaned
themselves such as public latrines, baths, and mosques. In addition, James’ calculations contained
a prescriptive element of the appropriate living standard for the lower class in 1932. James rapidly
dismissed ‘Class C’ houses, or the slums, as negligible. He reasoned that the city’s squatters
acquired water from the Nile and free standpipes only for potable purposes, and they performed
ablutions and bathed either in the open or at mosques. Seeing the effect of the property boom on
Cairo, James expected most slums to disappear and to be replaced by urban developments geared
towards more comfortable classes.72
‘Class B’ houses, on the other hand, constituted the majority of dwellings in the city. These
houses were of good construction yet they were still not connected to the water company. Judged
by the standards of ‘Class A’ residents, inhabitants of ‘Class B’ houses constituted Cairo’s “lower
class,” yet they were not as poor as slum dwellers. This diverse sociological category comprised
the majority of Egyptians, including inhabitants of the old quarters such as Darb al-Ahmar for
instance and a substantial portion of the middle class inhabitants of newer neighborhoods such as
Shobra, Abbasiya, and Munira. It also comprised what James called the “South-European races,”
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by which he referred to Greeks, Italians, and Maltese, who mixed with the majority of Egyptians
and shared similar standards of living.73 The inhabitants of ‘Class B’ houses acquired water for
potable and culinary purposes from the nearest standpipe, consuming an average of 2.2 gallons (10
liters) per head per day. The internal sanitary arrangements of ‘Class B’ houses were rudimentary,
consisting of a percolating cesspit placed inside and at the lowest level of the house and connected
to a closet without a flush. James estimated that mainly women of the household used these closets
while most adult men resorted to the nearest mosque latrines. In 1907, the number of people
estimated to use mosque latrines daily was roughly 150,000, consuming an estimated daily average
of 4.4 gallons (20 liters). Water used for ablution and general bodily cleanliness was factored into
these figures irrespective of their origin.
The project hesitated to allow bourgeois privacy to Cairo’s “lower class,” including the
upwardly mobile Egyptian middle class, who sought after such privacy as the material and intimate
correlate to what they conceived as moral advancement. In line with the socially conservative
features of Reid and Barois, the design emphasized collective places of sanitation including
mosques and public bathrooms. The government would take control of mosque latrines from the
Ministry of Charitable Endowments in order to convert them into modern public conveniences,
installing up to date water-carriage system and connecting them to public sewers. In addition, 400
modern public latrines would be constructed in order to serve the city’s “lower class” population.
Only as an afterthought did the project make provisions for modest growth of the living
standards of Cairo’s middle class. In his preliminary report James had nothing to say on the
problem of how the system will deal with the existing sanitary conveniences at the houses of the
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lower class and if they could be connected to the network. W. P. G. Graham, the director of the
Public Health Department, wrote a note asking James for more explicit treatment of the subject,
which could no longer be avoided.74 The latter responded by ensuring the director that the system
was meant to absorb all of Cairo’s houses, yet the process had to be gradual. ‘Class B’ houses were
currently not yet ready for sewer connections because they were not connected to the water
company. If and when proprietors were able to afford more water, they could also connect their
houses to the network by means of low capacity gullies. The process of connecting Class B houses
to public sewers could take place between 1918 and 1932, only to the extent that proprietors could
afford it. Accordingly, James included future provisions of 3.3 gallons (15 liters) in 1932 on all
inhabitants of ‘Class B’ houses. For James, this was a “liberal allowance” given that the “poorer
class” bought nearly all the water they use domestically—and water was still the most expensive
daily necessity. Low capacity gullies instead of sewage connections were sufficient for the
expected low volume of sewage. Proprietors of Class B houses would be required to completely
abolish existing percolating cesspits and other deficient domestic sanitary arrangements at their
own expenses before connecting their properties to public sewers.
Class hierarchies became material in Cairo’s sewers, and while the infrastructure
introduced some flexibility, future calculations left no room for doubt that the system privileged
the city’s upper class.75 Water allowance of the upper class projected to reach 160,000 in 1932 was
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fixed at 33 gallons (150 liters) per head per day. The projected allowance of Cairo’s 780,000 ‘lower
class’ depended on and mirrored Cairo’s fragmented water provisioning. James added an
allowance for potential house connections to the projected populations using mosque and public
latrines daily, who were estimated to reach 215,000 and 565,000 respectively, and he used the
same figures for current water consumption at mosques and standpipes. For mosque users, this
addition brought their total daily water allowance to 7.7 gallons (35 liters), while the total daily
allowance for public latrines users came up to 5.5 gallons (25 liters). Finally, the 20,000 moneyed
residents of the then sparsely populated Zeitoun and northeastern suburbs were allowed a daily
consumption of 22 gallons (100 liters). Even though these areas were connected to the water
company, James lowered the water consumption figures due to “the population of servants who
reside on the premise, and are not large consumers of water for personal use.”76

4.8. Water allowance in 1907 and projected allowance in 1932. (Source: Charles Carkeet James, “The Main
Drainage of Cairo”)

Urban infrastructures reorganize the landscape in various ways, and while the sewage
system was in part a response to Cairo’s transformation during the property boom, it was itself an

have recognized that the way the system failed was connected to the volume of expected sewage and not to the spatial
coverage of the network.
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agent of change whereby the government could encourage or discourage certain trends of urban
development. As construction went ahead, there were numerous decisions to be made regarding
how the system would relate to potential reorganization of specific neighborhoods or even streets
whether by the government or private capital. For instance, in 1911 James urged the government
to attend to the problem of slums in Boulaq. Having learned of the government’s intention to build
a boulevard along the Nile bank in Boulaq, his opinion was that a surface drainage scheme would
have to encompass all of Boulaq instead of leaving out its poorest areas. Laying sewers and road
construction would go hand and in hand, and in the case of Boulaq they would significantly
increase land values and change the types of buildings to be constructed in the neighborhood,
especially if the government made good on its promises of clearing Boulaq’s slums.77 With its
equally infamous slums, Old Cairo was a different case for James. The neighborhood was away
from all lucrative urban developments, and given its reputation as an unhealthy area, he saw
including it into the surface drainage system as a waste of money.
There were various critical responses to the project from Egyptian nationalists, sanitary
engineers, and public health reformers that focused on a number of aspects including the tender
process, financing, lack of municipal oversight, applicability to Cairo, and the glaring disparity of
water allowance. One scorching critique came from the Egyptian nationalist press at a moment
when nationalist agitation was gaining momentum. The author of 'The sewage system of the
Capital' (Majari al-'Asima), which appeared in the Arabic newspaper al-'Alam in May 1910,
critiqued the project based on the lack of expert oversight and the original proposal to discharge
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excess stormwater into the Nile.78 Quoting from the reports of Latham and the British Royal
Commission on Sewage Disposal, the Egyptian author was clearly well versed in the subject and
familiar with sanitary engineering in European and Indian contexts.79 First, he reminded the
government one more time of the Rod al-Farag well water debacle as a cautionary tale against
following the recommendations of an expert before eliciting second opinions and in defiance of
popular protests. He wondered why authorities declined to conduct independent examination,
which was a standard procedure for undertaking similar projects in large cities like Calcutta,
Benares, or even Alexandria. Was that because of James' “superior nationality?” the author asked
sarcastically, “or should Egypt be, for good or ill, a school or a laboratory for the experiments of
English gentlemen?” Second, the author was against the original proposal of adopting a separate
system of surface drainage in Cairo, which entailed discharging excess stormwater into the Nile.
It was in response to this and similar critiques that the government decided to modify the project
to further minimize Nile discharge. However, the deeper argument of the article was that Cairo
should not be seen as an “oriental” city, but rather similar to European cities. What the article
challenged was the mobility of knowledge from Indian to Egyptian contexts, and the colonial
assumptions undergirding such a move. Universalizing the separate system in all “eastern
countries” (bilad al sharq) was a mistake. In Egypt, the demand on water was similar to, or even
more than, European countries due to weather conditions and religious ablutions. For the author,
Cairo was better suited for a combined system with a generous water allowance similar to that of
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European cities than for a separate system as that of Indian cities where James exclusively acquired
his sanitary engineering experience.
Egyptian nationalists also condemned lack of popular oversight and what they viewed as
favoritism to British business in distributing lucrative project contracts. Mahjoub Thabit gave a
speech at the 1910 Egyptian nationalist congress of Brussels that zeroed in on Cairo's drainage
scheme. Thabit was a renowned Sudanese born doctor who was active in the Egyptian nationalist
movement and who was later exiled with Saad Zaghloul before he was elected to the Egyptian
Parliament after partial independence in 1922.80 He regretted the fact that only European powers
were consulted before raising property taxes in Cairo. The fact that the city lacked a municipality
such as that of Alexandria meant that no popular oversight of the project was possible. In addition,
Thabit argued that the project demonstrated British business favoritism, as the British advisors of
the Public Works Ministry handed the largest contracts to Hughes & Lancaster, Ltd. Company of
London.81 British business had undoubtedly won the day in Cairo. In 1912, the total value of
contracts won by the English firm was LE 787,331 for the Khanka purification works, main
collector, surface water drainage, Zeitoun and suburbs, and the compressed air system. The French
firm Société des Grands Travaux de Marseille was a distant second with a LE 90,577 contract for
the rising main.82 Fellow engineers at the British Institution of Civil Engineers openly
acknowledged James’ “patriotic endeavor” to secure the contract for English firms: “but for his
efforts this discussion would have been taking place in Berlin instead of in London.” Another
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engineer who was present at the tender process recalled the “strenuous and somewhat unorthodox
efforts by foreign firms, especially German, to obtain the contract.” 83
The most damning critique of the project focused on its implicit social vision that
calculations of current and future water allowance revealed. Some critics questioned the way
James derived his figures. Others charged that the design rested on the assumption that Cairo’s
existing social inequalities were to be perpetuated—an unrealistic assumption even compared to
other colonial cities. In “The Main Drainage of Cairo,” which was published in 1916, James was
as noncommittal on the question of linking houses of the lower class to the system as he was in his
preliminary report, mentioning his proposed low capacity gullies for ‘Class B’ houses only once
in a table.84 In correspondence on the article that was published in the same issue of the
Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers L. M. Bell noted the absence of provisions for
domestic latrines save for upper class houses, which meant that the present unsanitary conditions
inside all other houses was going to remain unchanged.85 Isaac Shone, the inventor of the Shone
ejector that James adopted, also responded in writing to the paper, which evoked memories of his
first visit to Cairo in 1884 in order to discuss potential sewage schemes one year after the cholera
epidemic. Shone was struck by the disparity of water consumption between classes of population.
He understood that the meager water allowance of 2.2 gallons (10 liters) per head per day for most
Class B houses would not be sufficient to render ordinary house drains self-cleansing, thus
sanitary. Yet in his opinion this was not an obstacle against immediate universalization of house
connections. In fact, “an apparatus has been specially designed to deal with driblets of sewage as
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evidently must be dealt with in the houses of classes B and C.”86 And Shone promised to describe
the working of this apparatus further in his upcoming manual on sewage systems.
Other critiques zeroed in on the social assumptions and prescriptions of the project,
charging that James offered a conservative design that undermined the potential of the
technological system as an agent of social change. For this set of criticisms, James failed to account
for growth that would very probably result from the project, which would likely outweigh Cairo’s
sharp social and colonial inequalities. For sanitary engineers influenced by ongoing European
trends of liberal social reform, the project failed to understand its own mission as a tool for
improving and “uplifting” the conditions of the lower classes, or softening sharp class inequalities.
Adolphe Smith—the socialist journalist was the special sanitary commissioner of the London
Lancet—objected to the “pessimistic” impulse of the project. He pointed out that James maintained
the same ratio of upper to lower class of 1907 in his projected estimates of 1932 with
“mathematical precision.” If this social stasis proved true, then “the best purpose of such a drainage
scheme will have miscarried,” since “one of the most fruitful effects of a general drainage scheme
is its educational influence on the lower sections of the population.”87 As liberal sanitary reformers
had been writing for decades, water and drains were meant to have a civilizing influence over
lower classes and to relieve social tension. Smith criticized the project for its “hopeless” tone since
the project completely missed the pedagogical aspect at the core of ambitious sanitary projects:
“Are your drains in order?” is the inevitable question which, all the world over, the
sanitarian, the social reformer, and the Lady Bountiful have on their lips as they penetrate
the slums, bringing enlightenment, help, and sympathy to the least fortunate sections of the
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community. Thus some even of the poorest classes are taught the importance of sanitation,
and from the sanitary point of view are raised to a higher class by their knowledge.88

For Smith, the project should have expected more water consumption in 1932 as “knowledge of
sanitation increases.”89 He realized that James based these estimates on present unequal patterns
of water consumption that were sustained by the expensive rates of the Cairo Water Company.
However, he viewed the mission of engineering to change realities rather than conform to present
constraints.
While understanding the impracticability of domestic cleanliness given small quantities of
water, Smith posited the unlikelihood of water consumption remaining so low if the system
encouraged less fortunate classes to become private subjects with private conveniences. And for
him, the duty of a sanitation project of this magnitude was to do exactly this. Smith argued that
James’ provisions of public and mosque latrines made a gesture towards exactly the opposite
direction, entrenching collective spaces of hygiene instead of heralding bourgeois privacy. James
completely left open the question of when, if ever, the houses of poorer classes would be connected
to the sewers. Instead, he solved this problem by making provisions for expanding the use of public
and mosque toilets. For Smith, the assumption that the majority would still use collective spaces
of sanitation on a daily basis in 1932 was unrealistic because “surely by that time the
accommodation in the dwelling houses will have so improved that…there should be a decrease in
the number of people making use of the mosque latrines.”90 In this sense, James prescribed
constructing public latrines and connecting mosques to public sewers in order to indefinitely
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postpone connecting lower class districts of Cairo to the drainage network. “The public latrine is
not to be a convenience,” Smith argued, “but it is to be a means by which it will be possible to
postpone the supply of proper closets in private houses.”91 And even then, the figures were
alarming since 400 public latrines of ten closets each were insufficient to accommodate the
565,000 lower class projected to use them daily in 1932. Smith pointed out that the British
Common Lodging-houses Act of 1851, which legislated for “social wrecks” such as “the outcast,
the vagabond, the tramp, the beggar, the thief, the outlaw,” stipulated a minimum of one closet per
twelve inhabitants of lodging houses. Smith reminded James that as sanitary reforms worked for
the English lower class there was no reason why they would not work for the Egyptian lower class,
especially given that the latter was far more “docile and easy to teach.”92 Writing in 1909 before
James introduced the idea of low capacity gullies, Smith hoped that the Egyptian government
would conduct necessary experiments on how to connect the houses of the poor to the system,
referring to a contrivance that could be employed temporarily before the universalization of proper
closets inside homes. While Smith’s critique was cast in the language of the civilizing power of
sanitation and reform, it was perceptive in understanding how sanitary infrastructures implied
distinct social visions.
Against this critique, James might have defended himself as a realist or a pragmatist who
made calculations based only on what was practically possible in a city where water was so
expensive. He may have even argued that material conditions of the lower classes needed to change
and not their “habits” or “knowledge” of sanitation before assuming that Cairo’s class and colonial
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inequalities could be mitigated or reconfigured in the future. However, other criticisms of the
project demonstrated the inadequacy of this hypothetical response. H. O. B. Shoubridge, a British
sanitary engineer with Indian experience and a fellow member of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
responded to James’ 1916 paper by drawing on the experience of Indian cities. According to
James’ figures, average water consumption in 1932 would amount to 11 gallons per head per day.
However, the Bombay Presidency considered it inadvisable to introduce an underground network
of sewers carrying less than 15 gallons per head per day. The average figure should reach 20 in
cases where gradients were flat and flushing was required. Shoubridge noted that in most European
large towns, average water consumption was between 30 to 40 gallons. He believed it was
unrealistic for a projected city of nearly a million inhabitants that average water consumption
would be so low by present standards. While he realized that this was related to the high rates of
the water company, he argued that “it was difficult to believe that that cause even would restrict
the growing use of water in a city of the size of Cairo.”93 In Indian cities, water closets grew in
popularity after constructing sewage systems, leading to increased consumption of water. Thus
James’ proposed figures “hardly appeared to be liberal enough.”94
Other engineers with Indian experience pointed out that projecting unequal access to
service over the future quarter century was so unrealistic that it was more palatable to believe that
James designed the scheme to perpetuate present structural inequalities onto the foreseeable future.
G. B. Williams recognized that high water rates in Cairo led to diminished consumption, yet he
pointed out that flushing would be more economical using unfiltered water, which should be more
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accessible in Cairo. At any rate, the present 2.2 gallons (10 liters) of water that lower class Cairenes
acquired through standpipes was “much too little for a capital city in a hot, dry climate.”95 For
Williams, the project made no proper arrangements for future growth, and a scheme of this
magnitude should not require duplicating features sixteen years after its completion. James’
scheme, “seemed to be based on the supposition that the present sanitary system of Cairo was to
be perpetuated.”96 According to the design, one sixth of Cairo’s inhabitants living “under European
conditions with an ample water supply” and modern private hygienic conveniences should expect
to continue to maintain their standards of living in 1932. For the rest, the design made arrangements
for continued reliance on public latrines and mosques, as well as slop sinks and percolating cesspits
for those at home including many women and children, making no decisive move to recommend
or require private connections to houses. Williams presumed that James was already aware that
large Indian cities now adopted a different policy. While internal sanitary arrangement required
considerably modifications “to adapt it to Oriental conditions,” once a sewage system has been
introduced, the policy in Indian cities, especially in Bengal, was to make the most of the system
expanding water usage for all urban dwellers. With remarkable foresight, Williams wondered what
would happen to the network if in the coming years water supply increased, the costs of water
decreased, private closets in houses were transformed along modern lines, and water supply
connections doubled or trebled. The system would then become obsolete and in need for expensive
expansions and alterations. For Williams, the decision to design the system along its present lines
was therefore indefensible.
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Class and colonial hierarchies were so natural for the colonial engineer's social imaginary,
and constitutive of his conception of the city as a social space. Cairo’s sanitary infrastructure
projected that the same upper to lower class ratio would unproblematically withstand the vagaries
of a quarter century, and attempted to cement such hierarchical vision deep into the urban
landscape. But as critics including other colonial engineers pointed out, cities of the early 20th
century did not always conform to such rigid visions of hierarchy where colonial elites stood at
the helm of a world in which a majority of impoverished natives willingly remained in their inferior
position.

Corrosion and the Insufficiency of the System
Cairo surpassed the social visions of colonial-era engineers during the two decades following the
1919 revolution and subsequent conditional independence. The system was both a success and a
failure. It was a story of success because it encouraged many middle class Cairenes to connect
their houses to the network in order to partake in middle class private comfort and hygiene. Many
Cairenes paid considerably in order to subscribe to the service of the water company, modify
sanitary arrangements inside their houses, and defray the cost of connecting them to public sewers.
However, the system was so successful that it failed. The service was so attractive particularly for
Cairo’s upwardly mobile middle class that by the 1920s, the network had already reached full
capacity and began to crumble under the pressure of sewage from those the system consciously
declined to fully include. Modern educated effendis were poised to assume social and political
power in the world spawned by the anticolonial revolution and conditional independence. They
filled in the bureaucratic ranks and material and social spaces left vacant by a retreating colonial
presence and they largely reaped the benefits. Material, social, and political recalcitrance belied
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the colonial vision cemented into the urban infrastructure. During the decolonizing decades of the
1920s and 1930s, Cairo’s colonial sewage system became insufficient for the urban middle class,
which sought to assert its modernity, its fitness for self-determination and political leadership, and
its right to private material comfort and modern living standards. Meanwhile, the implementation
of the sewage system and the subsequent improvement of public health in Cairo lifted one of the
last barriers against more intensive capital investment into the urban landscape.
Cairo’s infrastructures carrying foul and clean water interacted in new ways during the
decades following independence. As some of James’ critics forewarned, the striking disparities of
water consumption in Cairo were not sustainable, and middle class consumption of water increased
significantly beyond what James thought possible as the drainage system began to operate. The
sewage system increased demand on water, just as some of James’ critics expected. During the
1920s and 30s, middle class effendis continued to relocate to neighborhoods offering modern
housing with private conveniences or altered the sanitary arrangements of their houses in order to
connect them to water and sewage infrastructures. Consequently, more Cairenes subscribed to the
service of the water company than was thought possible during the colonial era, allowing them to
connect their homes to public sewers as well. In 1906, the Cairo Water Company supplied the city
with 19 million cubic meters of water. In 1928, the city’s supply had jumped to 36 million cubic
meters, while in 1936 it had staggered to nearly 47 million cubic meters.97 Such a striking rate of
increase far surpassed the increase in urban population and it could only mean that Cairenes were
now consuming a lot more water than they did during the colonial period. Such figures well
surpassed the provisions that James had estimated for 1932.
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The managers of the Cairo Water Company realized that the sewage system could
significantly alter patterns of water consumption in the city and that the company was poised to
reap the benefits of this transformation. The sewage system turned to be a boon to the business of
the near sovereign company as it increased the demand on water. As we saw in the previous
chapter, growing demand on water and the company’s attempt to augment its already large profits
set the stage for a conflict between the company and ratepayers over rates of water and methods
of subscription. The company tried everything it could to force the more expensive metered supply
on subscribers, a feature that increased its profits but made it liable to lawsuits and government
intervention. In the political climate of the 1920s and 1930s Egyptian elites had assumed social
power and exercised leverage through the bureaucracy and newly created political institutions
including the parliament. This allowed elite and middle class consumers to challenge the company
more effectively. The company demanded the introduction of water meters instead of unlimited
monthly subscriptions in all houses connected to public sewers, arguing that meters would deter
waste since proprietors no longer worried about flooding cesspits at the basement of their houses.
In 1938 the Egyptian government employed engineer S. R. Raffety, a member of the British
Institution of Civil Engineers, in order to arbitrate between the company and ratepayers. He
pointed out that while there may be some truth to the argument against waste, there were other
ways to decrease wasteful behavior than forcing a more expensive subscription system onto
ratepayers. He charged that the company’s argument was self-serving and opportunistic,
capitalizing on the increasing demand on water that the sewage system created.98 Raffety showed
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how the company’s “excessive” profits soared, reaching LE 391,000 in 1936 while they totaled
LE 126,000 in 1920.99
The introduction of the sewage system accompanied social change that saw the rise of
Cairo’s middle class and led to increasing water consumption and to the reconfiguration of public
spaces, such as streets and neighborhoods, and the private space of the house or apartment. Raffety
acknowledged that “it is obvious that not only the introduction of main drainage but also the
improvement of housing conditions generally would increase the average quantity of water used
per person, which is a feature not peculiar to Cairo.”100 The Egyptian government’s Almanac of
1933 made the same link between the introduction of urban drainage, changing housing conditions
since the property bubble, and increased water consumption:
The increased use of water is due, firstly, to the facilities offered by the drainage system
for getting rid of water and other waste products, and, secondly, to the greater prosperity
of the country which is to be observed by comparing the class or poor properties, which
abounded in the city in 1906, with the modern first class buildings that are now being
constructed and fitted with up to date sanitation.101

During the decades following the construction of the sewage system, more and more middle class
Cairenes took up housing with private conveniences or rebuilt and restructured their dwellings
towards the end of connecting them to the public sewers.
The colonial infrastructure was successful as it improved the health of the city and, more
importantly, invited and encouraged proprietors to connect their houses to the network. The
number of applications to connect houses to public sewers increased significantly from 1915 to
1932. From the perspective of the government, this continuous increase of applicants meant that
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4.9. Number of applications for connection to public sewers, 1914-1931. (Source: Egypt, Almanac for the
Year 1933)

“property owners have realized the benefits of connecting their premises to the public sewers and
the abolition of the old system of cess-pit drainage.”102 All applications went through the House
Connection Staff, which examined the premises internally and externally and granted no
permission before ensuring proper means of ventilation and modern sanitary arrangements. In fact,
by the 1920s the Main Drainage Department started to receive complaints from property owners
seeking to connect their houses to public sewers, which were not laid under their streets because
they were located in areas deemed too poor or too insignificant. In response, the department
allotted an annual sum of LE 30,000, that was increased to LE 70,000 in 1929-30, for sewer-laying,
particularly in “native quarters, where the inhabitants are suffering from lack of sanitation.”103
During the 1920s and 30s the department signed dozens of contracts with smaller firms to extend
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secondary sewers under streets, particularly those of old neighborhoods. All work was conducted
under the supervision of the department. The length of sewers laid according to each of these small
contracts ranged between two to six kilometers.104 In addition, laying sewers usually accompanied
the construction of all new streets. By 1932, the total length of Cairo’s streets was 1000 kilometers,
656 kilometers of which had been sewered, and the department was planning to sewer remaining
streets gradually in order to address complaints and to make Cairo “one of the best cities of the
civilised world.”105 By the late 1920s, the Main Drainage Department had drafted a House
Drainage Law whereby property owners could be compelled to connect their premises to public
sewers if they were available within a certain distance, yet the department expected the vast
majority of house owners to connect their houses voluntarily. Finally, a sewer gang was made
available at all times by the Main Drainage Department to respond to the calls of the public in case
of clogging or overflooding. Universalizing house connections to the sewers, which James and
government experts saw as unlikely or even impossible in 1910s, was deemed inevitable only a
decade later.
The success of the drainage system to attract users, including significant numbers of middle
class Egyptians, who now consumed more water, strained the colonial infrastructure leading to
failures and malfunctions. Corrosion of the main collector was the technological and material
expression of the shortcomings of the engineer’s social visions. The system was working beyond
its projected capacity as a result of the introduction of high volumes of sewage from Cairo’s middle
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class, for which there was only a modest space in the original design. To a lesser extent, two other
factors contributed towards overstraining the network. First was the unforeseen demographic
growth. In 1907, it was estimated that Cairo’s population would reach 960,000 in 1932, yet by the
1927 census, Cairo’s population was already 1,060,600 and it was estimated to reach 1,195,000 in
1932, or 24.5 percent more inhabitants than the original design anticipated.106 Second, starting
from 1916 the government decided to drain infiltration water through the sewage system as a
measure against malaria. The exceptionally high flood of 1916 led to flooding of infiltration water
in large areas of Boulaq, Shobra, and Sakakini. The Anti-Malaria Commission was alarmed by the
potential threat of disease due to the presence of infiltration water and it asked the Main Drainage
Department to drain underground water using the sewage network. The inclusion of infiltration
water during high Nile into the system introduced an estimated figure as high as 30,000 cubic
meters (or 6.6 million imperial gallons) per day into the sewage network, which was more than
half of the total capacity of the entire system.107 While pumping infiltration water into the sewers
lasted only for a brief period, such a high figure must have contributed to the deterioration of the
system.
Excessive buildup of sewage gases began to eat into the cement concrete of the main
collector only a few years after the system was completed. The phenomenon was first detected
through a careful examination of the interior of the main collector in 1918. The Main Drainage
Department ruled out internal repair work and enlargement of the collector due to the high volume
of sewage and the asphyxiating nature of gases that would render the employment of sewermen
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inadvisable. And by 1924, the Main Drainage Department found it necessary to consider
alterations and extensions of the system. In the newly created Egyptian Parliament (Majlis alShoyokh), a representative interrogated the Minister of Public Works about potential work on the
system. The latter responded by pointing out that various experiments to deal with corrosive sewer
gases including hydrogen sulfide had failed and that considerable enlargement of the system was
necessary. The representative, Doctor Saad Bey al-Khadem, wondered who was responsible for
this malfunction and if the engineer who designed the system had expected such corrosive activity
and provided means of protection against it. The Public Works Minister responded that corrosion
of the main collector was ultimately “inevitable” since it turned out that the collector was
“insufficient for a large city like Cairo.”108 The ministry was studying all alternatives including
constructing another collector and a network of secondary sewers designed to alleviate pressure
on the system. However, the minister declined to devolve responsibility for failure on James or
anyone in particular.
By 1925, the Public Works Ministry had already decided on three large expansions of the
system, which consisted of installation of a new pumping station at Amiriya, construction of a
second and larger collector, and construction of a duplicate rising main connecting Amiriya to the
old station of Kafr al-Gamous to the Khanka sewage farm.109 First, the ministry viewed
constructing a new pumping station as inevitable for dealing with the increasing volume of sewage
that overstrained the old works. The pumping station, which began operating in 1929, was located
in the semi-agricultural northern suburb of Amiriya. The works were placed deep into the subsoil
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in order to ensure proper, self-cleansing gradient of the new collector. The pumping machines,
which consisted of four sets of pumps and engines, were manufactured and installed by the British
firm W. H. Allen & Sons.110
Second, the Main Drainage Department constructed a duplicate main collector of 5.4
kilometers in length, costing a total of LE 190,000. The route of the duplicate collector was chosen
according to three criteria. First, in order to allow its being used to divert sewage from the original
collector while repair work to fix corrosion was underway. The department constructed two
secondary sewers linking the new collector to the old for this purpose. Second, the route would
allow draining by gravitation of the rapidly developing northern neighborhood of Shobra, whose
middle class population soared during the first three decades of the 20th century. Third, the ministry
designed the new collector to run under the two major avenues of al-Amir Farouk and al-Azhar,
which were constructed by the Tanzim Department during the latter half of the 1920s as part of
broader efforts to alleviate traffic and improve health conditions of the city’s old, eastern quarters.
By manipulating existing Shone ejectors in order to reverse the direction of flow of some pipes
and by constructing a number of secondary sewers, the ministry placed the collector in such a way
as to drain the eastern neighborhoods of Cairo by gravity and to discharge its sewage towards
Amiriya station instead of the old pumping station. The maximum discharge capacity of the new
collector was 258,000 cubic meters per day, a significant increase from the 140,000 cubic meters
per day capacity of the old collector. The new works raised the total discharge capacity of the
system to 358,000 cubic meters per day, or about two and a half times its original capacity in 1915.
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Finally, the Main Drainage Department constructed a new cast iron rising main of 19.5
kilometers in length at the costs of LE 255,000. The pipe began at the Amiriya station, crossed to
Gabal Canal, then ran parallel to the old collector and rising main during the rest of its length until
the Khanka sewage farm. The new expansions were connected to a new emergency storage
reservoir that held up to 60,000 cubic meters of sewage by means of a bye-pass. The total capacity
of the new rising main was 100,000 cubic meters per day compared to the 60,000 cubic meters of
the old rising main.

Conclusion
Because technological systems are inextricably linked to their social world and to contested
visions of the social order, their failure is also simultaneously technical and social. As we saw
above, James lumped the vast majority of Egyptians under the category of “the lower class” and
accommodated them with a meager water allowance that was projected to remain low in the future.
This vision of social hierarchy and stasis undergirding the colonial infrastructure failed to predict
let alone dictate the future of Cairo. Urban infrastructures created opportunities for the Egyptian
middle class to partake in the material comfort of bourgeois privacy, which resonated on deeper
levels with the protracted decolonization of Egypt, understood not only as a struggle for political
self-determination, but also as the more diffuse efforts of modern Egyptian elites to capture
bureaucratic and economic power. The changing reality of post-independence Cairo ultimately
introduced fissures in the colonial infrastructure. The colonial social vision undergirding the
sewage system, which put the urban middle class in the socially inferior category of a perpetual
lower class that consumed little water and experienced little or no need for private hygiene, was
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proven false by the post 1919 social world where Cairo’s middle class demanded both political
autonomy and bourgeois privacy—as indivisible dimensions of the same modern subjectivity.
The sewage system was part of the regime’s response to Cairo’s enduring biological crisis
and its capital-led expansion. The sanitary infrastructure was an expression of the regime’s effort
to modernize the city after two decades of neglect that exposed it to critique from the elites and
the nascent nationalist movement. And by improving the city’s health, the project was also meant
to remove barriers on growth and the influx of investment capital. More implicitly, the design and
construction of Cairo’s sewage system was meant to pull the rug from under the feet of critics of
the disjointed administrative framework that managed Cairo. By undertaking such large-scale
urban projects, the regime wanted to demonstrate to urban elites and nationalists that no
municipality was required for urban improvement and that the present system of managing Cairo
through the central government was sufficient despite limitations that government officials
themselves were first to acknowledge. As we will see in the final chapter, urban infrastructural
schemes were dress rehearsals for ambitious projects of urban development and planning that
revealed the regime’s desire to take charge of the city’s future growth and to set new terms for its
relationship with private capital.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PLANNING THE CITY: ENGAGING CAPITAL, NEUTRALIZING POLITICS

Introduction
In his Modern Egypt, Cromer cautioned British officials against imagining that Egyptians were
willing to pay for urban services:
It is, I think, in the direction of increasing the numbers and extending the powers of the
Municipalities and Local Commissions that the principal development of local selfgovernment is, in the near future, to be anticipated. Care, however, will have to be taken in
dealing with this matter. One of the greatest errors into which Europeans employed in the
East are liable to fall is to imagine that Orientals are as much impressed as they are
themselves with the necessity of speedily providing roads, drains, lighting, and all the other
paraphernalia of civilisation. The present race of Egyptians are, indeed, willing enough to
profit by all these things, if they are provided for them from the proceeds of general
taxation, but the crucial question is whether they are themselves willing to pay additional
taxes in order to attain these objects. They have not, up to the present time, shown much
disposition to do so.1

A decade afterwards, William McLean arrived at a different conclusion regarding the willingness
of Egyptians to pay voluntary taxes for improving their towns. McLean was the Engineer in Chief
of Municipalities and Commissions of the Interior Ministry from 1913 to 1917, before working
for the Alexandria Municipality on a town planning scheme in 1919. Referring to Cromer’s
admonition, McLean claimed that “a gratifying change in the attitude of the people towards this
question appears to have taken place, for since the date of this observation (1907), petitions have
been received from the inhabitants of no less than twenty-four towns undertaking to pay voluntary
taxes.”2 In McLean’s assessment, Egyptians were not at all opposed to paying voluntary taxes to
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improve their towns. This finding was “gratifying” for the British engineer as it meant that his
mission in Egypt was significantly easier. McLean oversaw the establishment of municipalities
and commissions in dozens of Egyptian towns with the explicit task of overseeing overdue urban
improvements, including more regular services, street construction, and urban planning. In his own
words, McLean was recruited by Lord Kitchener to help with the work of local self-government,
which was considered useful for “creating public interest in the local politics of the “village pump”
and so to absorb activities which might otherwise be expanded in less desirable channels.”3 During
a troubled period of anticolonial mobilization and increasing political violence, creating local
representative institutions to oversee urban management and improvement seemed like a good idea
for the administrators of the colonial regime in Egypt. But where did this leave Cairo? As opposed
to provincial towns, and in marked contrast with Alexandria, colonial administrators repeatedly
refused proposals to establish a Cairo municipality. The city was administered directly by the
various ministries and departments of the central government, including the Tanzim and the Public
Health departments, during the entire colonial era.
This chapter argues that the colonial regime’s projects of urban improvement and planning
sought to respond to the problems of capital-led urbanization and to take charge of the city’s
growth while enlisting capital on the regime’s own terms. These projects relied on knowledge and
expertise gained during the previous decades and spurred by the regime’s program of
infrastructural reorganization. The chapter also shows how the colonial regime sough to sponsor
urban improvement as an antidote to the increasingly politicized lack of a Cairo municipality.
While critics, including nationalists, argued that a municipality would solve the problem of the
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disjointed bureaucratic framework that managed the city, the regime was wary of the political risks
of introducing representative institutions of local self-government in Egypt’s leading metropolis
and the hotbed of anticolonial mobilization.
This chapter is organized into three sections. The first examines the question of
municipality shedding light on proposals to unify the city’s fragmented bureaucratic structure and
on the regime’s reasons for refusing to establish a municipality in Cairo. The second probes
systematic knowledge of the city, investigating urban cartography and gaps in official knowledge.
The third takes up schemes of housing, urban renewal, and town planning that authorities proposed
and partially carried out during the last decade of the colonial era,

Urban Governance and the Question of Municipality
Critiques of the administration of Cairo, which pointed out the inadequacy of services, the city’s
fragmented bureaucratic structure, and chronic shortage of funding, coalesced around the question
of the municipality. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Cairo’s lack of a municipal body
became increasingly tied up with its unhealthy conditions and its chaotic urban development.
Critics of the colonial regime argued that a municipality composed of capable residents could
efficiently deliver what the central government could not. The absence of an organ of selfgovernment in the capital stood in sharp contrast to the presence of municipalities and local
commissions in other Egyptian towns, including Alexandria, Egypt’s second largest and most
important port city, where a municipality was established in 1890. However, as experiments of
local self-governance, municipal bodies opened up questions far more perilous than the provision
of urban services, as they pointed towards the possibility of political representation and
contestation of the government through elected bodies. The colonial administration repeatedly
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rejected proposals for a Cairo municipality which expressed the regime’s desire to avoid such
scenarios and to remain unchallenged in the capital. Merchants, property owners, business elites,
and foreign residents demanded a Cairo municipality. Nationalists, however, distinguished
themselves by demanding a municipality composed of a majority of Egyptians. The city became
the site of the formation of a new domain of urban politics.
Three types of institutions of local government existed in Egypt since the last decade of
the nineteenth century. The Alexandria Municipality was established in 1890 with the consent of
the Egyptian Government and the fourteen capitulatory European powers, and it constituted the
most complete form of self-government in the country. With significant caveats, it was locally
elected and financially autonomous, and it remained the only municipality with legal personality.4
Other important provincial cities where a significant number of foreigners resided formed mixed
municipal councils on which Egyptians and foreigners served. Unlike in Alexandria, the formation
of mixed municipalities in provincial towns did not require negotiations with the powers. Instead,
a system of voluntary taxes applying to all residents supplied funds. The town of Mansura was
first to adopt this system in 1896. By 1917, there were mixed municipalities in thirteen provincial
towns including, Tanta, Port Said, and Zagazig. Finally, other towns where no substantial foreign
communities resided, such as for instance Damietta, formed local commissions on which
Egyptians served. These commissions constituted the weakest type of local government in the
country, and their limited mandate largely reflected the lack of consular pressure that supported
foreigners in other cities. With varying degrees of efficiency and authority, municipalities and
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commissions took up issues of road construction and maintenance, distribution of pure water, street
lighting, urban drainage, and other amenities and conveniences.5
The Alexandria Municipality enjoyed wide prerogatives and was entrusted with the whole
range of responsibilities that defined the theories and practices of urban self-government. The
baladiya had the right to set the budget, to fix and collect taxes, and to administer municipal
revenues. And it reserved rights necessary for the management of urban life. The baladiya opened,
closed, or maintained streets, squares, bridges, parks, and public gardens; it established tariffs for
occupancy of public roads and hiring public carriages; it enjoyed the right to develop and subdivide
lands and to establish street alignments.6 The responsibilities of the baladiya comprised all that
pertained to the public interest of the city, such as its water supply, lighting, road paving,
cleanliness, public markets, cemeteries, abattoirs, sewers, and public baths. Fire service,
almshouses, hospitals, primary schools, and charitable urban institutions, such as public fountains,
also fell under the responsibilities of the new body. In additions, the administration of public health
fell under the responsibility of the municipality, with the important exception of international
controls and quarantines, which were under the jurisdiction of the International Board of Maritime
Quarantine. Property owners seeking to construct, substantially renovate, or demolish their
properties were required by law to obtain approval from the municipal commission in order to
ensure conformity with health regulations and public safety.
As contemporary observers versed in comparable institutions in European cities noted, the
powers of the Alexandria Municipality were significantly limited in particular aspects. These
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limitations were born out of a compromise between the colonial regime’s aversion to the influence
of other European powers, especially the French, in Egypt, and the power of consular bodies in
Alexandria, as the city was home to more foreigners than any other Egyptian town including Cairo.
As the French sociologist René Maunier argued in a paper given at a 1913 conference on
comparative cities, the baladiya had a limited mandate compared to municipalities of French
cities.7 The baladiya was checked by the International Board of Maritime Quarantine, which was
jointly controlled by the fourteen capitulatory European powers. More significantly, the
Alexandria Municipality had no role in the administration of justice or in policing—the latter was
strictly under the jurisdiction of the central government’s Interior Ministry. In matters of taxation,
the municipality could only levy taxes agreed upon by the consular bodies of the European powers,
but it could not introduce new taxes or modify existing ones that applied to foreign property owners
without the consent of the powers. In addition, the Interior Ministry had the authority to review
the budget. Finally, the central government administered the city’s ports by clearing cotton exports,
collecting custom duties, and handling specific imports including that of machinery and
foodstuffs.8
The composition of the Alexandria Municipality reflected a balance of power between the
interests of the city’s elites and property owners on the one hand and the colonial regime’s
unwillingness to completely relinquish authority on the other. By law, the head of the municipality
was the governor of Alexandria, who was appointed by the central government. Fourteen out of
twenty-eight members of the municipal council were also government appointees. The rest,
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however, were elected in such a way as to secure the membership of three representatives of export
merchants, three of import merchants, and two of property owners. Conditions of candidacy and
restrictions on the franchise ensured that members were drawn from and represented an extremely
narrow class of urban elites. In 1895, eligible voters had to be male, twenty-five years old, and
paying at least LE 75 of rent annually. Three decades later, the property conditions on the franchise
were relaxed by allowing members of the liberal professions to vote and by lowering the bar to a
property tax of LE 4 annually. For much of the colonial period, these conditions meant that a
plutocracy of merchants, property owners, and moneyed elites of European and Levantine origins
took charge of the municipal body, and Michael Reimer estimated that the franchise was limited
to one percent of Alexandria’s inhabitants.9
The sources of revenue for all municipalities and local town commissions in Egypt fell
under three categories: first, revenues from property taxes and local dues or profits from
slaughterhouses, permits, occupancy of public roads, alignments, and water and light installations,
etc., second, grants from the central government, and finally, voluntary taxation.10 Property taxes
constituted the most substantial source of municipal revenues. In addition, the central government
provided financial and expert assistance to municipalities, especially with substantial works of
infrastructure such as water supply or lighting and with the preparation of town planning schemes.
The money that municipalities borrowed from the government for these undertakings was
repayable by annual instalments.11 The government particularly assisted the Alexandria
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Municipality with funds and expertise on costly projects of sanitary infrastructures. Finally,
voluntary taxation was the method by which foreign residents who were willing to pay for urban
improvement circumvented their tax exemption under the capitulations. The willingness of
Egyptians and foreigners to pay voluntary taxes for the improvement of cities underscored the
appeal of municipalities.
Organs of self-government initiated new sites of contestation and new politics in Egypt.
Not unlike other municipal bodies or representative institutions for that matter, the Alexandria
baladiya was an arena of competing business interests and political alliances. During the first years
of the Alexandria Municipality, there were debates regarding who should chair meetings. While
the governor of Alexandria was the appointed president, it was common for the elected vicepresident to chair regular meetings. From 1893 to 1903, the Syrian-Egyptian Shakour Bey, who
belonged to a family of urban investors, was the municipality’s vice-president and director. When
the prime minister, Riaz Pasha, who managed the relation between colonial administrators and the
Khedive, ordered the governor to chair all meetings in 1893, the decision led to objections among
the European community.12 The governor had been resentful of the newly elected body that
encroached on his powers, while foreign and elite landowning members of the baladiya
“considered the intervention of a native executive officer in all the details of their business as
calculated to impede its efficient transaction.”13 In addition, the municipality was the site of the
formation of political and economic alliances. At the height of the property bubble when rents and
values of urban lands soared, an independent tenants’ committee protesting a new rent tax was
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formed in 1904. The committee opposed the universalization of a 2% tax on rents arguing that it
was particularly unfair to modest tenants. The balabiya, however, shot down the committee’s
demands as well as early proposals for the construction of economic public housing on municipal
lands. The confrontation led to accusations of collusion between members of the municipal council
and property owners. The council clearly reflected the interests of its elite members, including
landlords and investors in urban development.14
Contemporary foreign observers agreed that municipalities improved the conditions of
Egyptian towns, yet opinions diverged regarding their degree of autonomy compared with similar
institutions in England and France. René Maunier was a French colonial sociologist, a professor
at the Khedivial School of Law in Cairo, and vice president of the Khedivial Society for Political
Economy. Among his various publications were a monograph on the economic function of cities
and comparative studies of municipal institutions.15 He was of the opinion that limitations on
Egyptian forms of self-government, including the most powerful municipality of Alexandria,
severely limited their scope compared to French municipalities. And he argued that self-governing
bodies in Egypt were exceptional sites instead of being the organizing principle of the
administration.16 William McLean compared Egyptian municipalities with English institutions of
local self-government. He saw that there were important differences such as the general incapacity
of Egyptian local bodies to finance themselves without assistance from the central government and
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the relatively low direct taxes compared to those in England. Yet as he studied the municipal
question more broadly in 1917 he was struck by how Egyptians favorably reacted to these “liberal
institutions” compared to the difficulties they encountered when they were introduced in England
and Russia.17 McLean concluded that enthusiasm for institutions of self-government expressed
considerable “civic responsibility” and “public spirit”:
“In the new Commissions public spirit is manifested and demands for improvement and
amelioration of the town are made and land is often given or money subscribes or voluntary
taxation agreed to in order to hasten these projects, and they are usually carried out with
enthusiasm and in a manner which it would be impossible for Government to do alone
without the co-operation of the inhabitants themselves.”18

The question then was what prevented the introduction of a municipality in Cairo? For the
entire British colonial period, and indeed up until 1949, the central bureaucracy managed the
capital as if it was a province. Since the creation of the Alexandria Municipality, the government
received numerous proposals from moneyed inhabitants of dozens of towns, including the capital,
to establish comparable institutions.19 And while it authorized the formation of numerous
municipalities and local commissions, Cairo remained a singular exception. The problem of a
Cairo municipality was twofold. First, as with many other projects that required taxing foreign
residents in Egypt, Cromer cited the system of capitulations as an essential component of what he
called the internationalized government of Egypt and as the primary hurdle against a municipality
for the capital. The system made it difficult to impose taxes for local purposes, particularly the
house tax, as it required the consent of fourteen European powers. Initially, the system provided
tax exemptions to foreign residents until 1885 when the powers agreed, yet only in principle, to
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equal taxation with Egyptians. However, European governments were still free to contest taxes
and their adjustments. For decades, Cromer railed against the capitulations as a “system of
privilege” and as a specimen of the internationalized institutions that posed formidable hurdles
facing his regime.20 Second, a Cairo municipality would have introduced “internationalism” in the
governance of the capital. Cromer was particularly weary of foreign loyalties that exercised
influence on his administration. In matters of legislation, he believed that because Egypt was
“essentially a cosmopolitan country,” “if any local legislature is created, it must, if it is to be truly
representative, be cosmopolitan in character.” The problem, however, was when members of
executive or legislative institutions seem to receive instructions from “several Foreign Offices.”21
Due to the strong presence of foreign communities, a Cairo municipality would have been
necessarily a mixed municipality with a similar, if not wider, mandate than in Alexandria. A mixed
municipality in Cairo would have reopened this contentious issue for the British regime, which
was willing to tolerate internationalism and relinquish some of its power to local bodies in
Alexandria and other provincial towns, but not in the capital. Further, Cromer explicitly argued
that Alexandria was an exception, for it “may almost be called an European town.”22 This justified
the long and difficult negotiations with the European powers that the British regime endured in
order to create the mixed body, which alone of all municipalities approximated the ideal of local
self-government in Egypt.
A proposal for establishing a municipality in Cairo made explicit how concerns for health
and elite economic interests interwove with demands for municipal autonomy as a guarantee for
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urban improvement and growth. Writing at the height of the speculative bubble in 1905, Toussaint
Caneri, a former official at the Public Works Ministry for twenty-two years, produced a short study
on the issue. The Legislative Council had raised the question of a Cairo municipality a year earlier,
but the government immediately turned down the idea citing insurmountable difficulties of taxing
European residents. Caneri, however, argued that the municipality was a project of “public utility”
that should no longer be put off. And he claimed to have discussed the proposal with members of
the Legislative Council as well as property and business owners who fully supported the project.
He emphasized that his study was an impartial examination of a question that was of critical
importance to foreign and Egyptian residents of the city at an important juncture of its history. And
he hoped his study would sway the opinion of officials and garner support from the city’s
comfortable classes.23 Caneri’s point of entry was the Alexandria Municipality, for it demonstrated
that a similar institution in Cairo was not impossible if the government was willing to enter into
negotiations with the European powers.
One of the most critical functions of a municipality that was sorely missing in Cairo was
ensuring healthy urban conditions. As we saw in previous chapters, the first decades of British rule
were marked by a heightened sense of government failure to respond to urban growth and to
insanitary conditions that led to outbreaks of infectious diseases. Caneri pointed out that while
Cairo changed much during the past decades, its death rate remained very high, certainly above
the 25-30 range that marked healthy urban environments. And he argued that improving the health
of Cairo “pertains more to the municipality than the government.”24 While Cairo’s inhabitants paid
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taxes, including the house tax, there were no channels for ensure accountability with matters of
public hygiene. Caneri referred to the many projects of urban improvement that remained inactive
on the shelves of ministries, and as a former official of the Public Works Ministry, he knew many
of the sanitary experts who studied the city’s conditions since 1885 and studied their reports. A
capable municipality, he argued, could improve sanitary conditions by implementing one of these
well-studied yet dormant proposals. For him, the most outstanding tasks that required the
formation of a municipality were an urban drainage system, street cleaning, opening new wide
streets to ensure better traffic and air circulation, house numbering, road naming, an urban budget,
and police regulations that would enable law enforcement in matters of public hygiene.25 And
Caneri foresaw no objections from European powers to the formation of a municipality since they
were presumably invested in the health of their subjects, who increasingly arrived at the city as
tourists and residents.
Caneri hoped that a municipality could better direct, and help deliver, the future that Cairo
seemed to be moving towards during the decade of the property bubble. He relied on stock
arguments of the city’s economic boosters, including urban investors and property owners, who
were likely to fill the seats of the new municipality. Citing overinflated demographic figures, the
author argued that Cairo’s million residents deserved better services. He argued that the city’s
spatial and demographic growth should be directed by a municipality that was capable of
unlocking even more robust growth by carrying out long overdue projects of urban improvement
and sanitary infrastructures.26 For instance, a municipality could oversee the project of opening
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wide boulevards in old neighborhoods, which would relieve density and improve traffic and public
health, thus open these impenetrable zones for capital. The former official was particularly
enthusiastic about how opening new arteries could add “additional value to Cairo’s lands.” If the
government was incapable of implementing much needed urban reforms for whatever reasons,
then a municipality with a strong mandate and the approval of European powers could surely fill
in this bureaucratic gap. Relatedly, the author complained of lack of key urban information and of
the incoherence of the city’s administration. He claimed that the city needed an exhaustive urban
survey in additions to street naming and house numbering in order to ascertain the true value of
urban lands, which soared by 1905.27
Caneri argued that Cairo possessed the means to form a financially independent
municipality, and he supplemented his proposal with a hypothetical budget, a discussion of
possible sources of revenue, and a suggestion on the size and scope of the franchise. He estimated
that Cairo needed a budget of at least LE 250,000 compared to Alexandria Municipality’s LE
151,000. The current budget of the Tanzim Department was a mere LE 85,000, which was clearly
insufficient except for limited services. As a former employee of the Town and Buildings Service
Caneri showed how the Cairo municipality could accumulate robust revenues through several fair
and reasonable taxes and returns on houses, slaughterhouse, road occupancy, shipping boats,
foodstuffs, and Qasr al Nil Bridge.28 And he suggested that a sewage system could be the source
of additional municipal revenues. Cairo’s nearly 60,000 house owners could pay LE 99,000
annually in exchange for connection to public sewers: LE 18,000 from 3,000 houses of the first
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class, LE 20,000 from 4,000 houses of the second class, LE 46,000 from 23,000 houses of the third
class, and LE 15,000 from 30,000 houses of the fourth class. For him a service charge was fair
because the system would relieve property owners of the high charges they already paid to private
companies and night soil men in order to clear cesspools.29
In terms of the composition of the municipal council, Caneri was of the opinion that it must
contain both Europeans and Egyptians. Writing at a moment of emergent nationalist mobilization
against the colonial regime and challenges to the perceived “European” nature of the Alexandria
Municipality, he acknowledged that the legitimacy of the municipal body, which was becoming
synonymous with its power to levy taxes, hinged on including natives. But there was still no doubt
about the elite nature of the council as Caneri envisioned it. He suggested following the same rules
adopted in Alexandria for candidacy and voting, with the sole exception of lowering property
requirements to LE 50 of annual rent instead of LE 75. The reduction was significant, yet not
enough to radically alter the class composition of the proposed body.
Finally, Caneri acknowledged that the question of a municipality was political. First, he
was aware that a municipality could become a space for private interests and competing economic
cliques to exert influence over the city, and he suggested more effective monitoring on members
in order to mitigate these dangers. Second, writing at the time of the Russian-Japanese war, the
Russian constitutional revolution, and increased activities of anarchists and socialists in Egypt and
elsewhere, Caneri was cognizant that local self-government was an experiment of political
representation.30 He referred obliquely to Russia as a case of “politics that destroys” and
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maintained that socialists held the wrong position as they sought to dismantle institutions in order
to build them anew. For Caneri, Japan, which was under a constitutional regime, suggested a more
useful path to political representation and gradual improvement.31 While intentionally vague,
Caneri hinted that a politics of gradual improvement via locally elected bodies was the best
safeguard against revolutionary politics and its aftermath.
The regime responded to these and similar calls for a Cairo municipality by demonstrating
that it could carry out projects of sanitation and improvement without risky experiments in
representative institutions. Between 1905 and 1915, colonial authorities provided the city with a
sewage system and oversaw upgrading the city’s water supply. At the same time, they repeatedly
ruled out a municipality in Cairo. In 1904, Abd al-Rehim al-Demerdash, a member of the
increasingly oppositional General Assembly, a consultative body that lacked authority in
budgetary and other critical matters, proposed the formation of a mixed municipality in Cairo.32
Cromer responded that “there is a good deal to be said in favor of this proposal, but the Assembly
appears to have been unaware of the fact that, unless municipal taxes are to fall entirely on local
subjects, no municipality, possessing any power to impose taxes, can be formed without the
consent of the Powers.”33 The imperial administrator was cognizant that institutions of selfgovernment opened up the question of political representation wide open. In his annual report, he
presented stock arguments concerning the incapacity of Egyptians to form independent opinions
given their lack of political education, and thus the need for European officials or Egyptians who
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have “assimilated European ideas” to represent “the interests of the masses.”34 In principle, it was
desirable from both the administrative and political point of view that “the townspeople in Egypt
should be entrusted with the management of their own affairs.” Yet, Cromer was certain that
Egyptians were in reality only concerned with “how they could best get their roads paved and their
houses supplied with water or electric light.” Any demand for local self-government as a “stepping
stone” for political representation were for the time being “entirely foreign to their thoughts.”35
Yet Cromer’s program of material improvement could not deter the politicization of
collective urban life. Using modern idioms for making political claims, Egyptian nationalists
demanded representation in exchange for taxation, and denounced the despotism of the allegedly
“enlightened” British rule. As we saw in previous chapters, regime critics denounced lack of
independent review of projects of infrastructural reorganization in Cairo, and they argued that it
was the task of municipalities to ensure adequate examination of such projects before they were
implemented based merely on the opinion of few executive officials. Opponents of the regime
singled out the “autocracy” (hokm al-fard) of the British administration as the cause for the
drinking water debacle of 1905-1910.36 In fact, one of the most recurring themes in articles on
Cairo in the Arabic press was the absent municipality and the consequent lack of unaccountability
in matters of urban governance. Many of these articles blamed the neglect of old neighborhoods
on the skewed preferences of urban officials, while many others deplored property taxes in the
absence of institutions of local self-government. For instance, an article that appeared in alMu’ayyad in 1909 urged the General Assembly to speak out against a hike on house tax that was
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meant to finance the sewage system scheme. The author argued that until there was a legitimate
municipality, the taxes that Cairenes paid ended up “in the hands of an individual or a few of them
whose actions are not legible to inhabitants.”37 The Egyptian doctor Mansour Rifaat, who was
active in the nationalist movement, wrote an incendiary piece in the short-lived al-‘Alam where he
highlighted the inefficiency of the Public Health Department in dealing with the health of Cairo,
particularly its poorer quarters. He argued that only a municipal council composed of a majority
of Egyptians could be trusted to provide adequate services to neglected quarters, and he accused
the Alexandria Municipality of heeding the interests of foreign elites alone.38
By the last decade of British colonial rule, Cairo came to occupy a central space for the
regime. The regime’s reassessment of models of urban governance articulated the realization that
disjointed governance through various departments was no longer adequate to the demands of the
thriving metropolis and its newly found centrality. And the regime was already fully invested in
the city’s future growth, having devoted much attention to sanitary infrastructures in response to
the city’s protracted biological crisis and the demands of urban investors and elites. The regime
was also coming under political pressure due to the 1906 Denshwai incident and its aftermath,
including the intensification of political violence with the murder of Boutros Ghali by Ibrahim alWardani in 1910. Under the relatively more reconciliatory administration of Eldon Gorst—the
British Consul General from 1907 to 1911—the Council of Ministers proposed studying the
feasibility of a municipality for Cairo late in 1908. In his annual report for 1908, Gorst explained
that the “triple control” of the city’s affairs by the Tanzim, the Public Health Department, and the
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Governorate was “conducive neither to economy nor efficiency, and that the municipal work of
Cairo would be carried out in a much more satisfactory manner if it were managed by one central
body on which the different Departments interested, and also the inhabitants, were represented.”39
The most outstanding aspect of the regime sponsored proposal of Cairo Municipality was
that it sought to centralize urban administration while emptying politics out of local selfgovernment. In order to study the question, the Council of Ministers appointed a committee that
included members of ministries and departments that then shared the administration of the city.40
The committee’s report recommended forming a Public Utilities Commission of sixteen members
under a Municipal Service to be placed under the authority of an appointed general director. The
municipality would have the power to impose taxes on houses within Cairo’s limits, which could
also be negotiated as the city expanded. The sale of all urban lands would be administered by the
Ministry of Finance yet added to the municipality’s coffers. The Public Utilities Commission
would be entrusted with all the usual urban responsibilities of the Tanzim and have the power to
monitor public utility companies including those for water, gas, and tramways. It could review the
systems of filtration and distribution of potable water and recommend new ones for adoption by
the Cairo Water Company, yet the final judgement on the quality of water would remain under the
jurisdiction of the Public Health Department. And it would review applications for private
connection to public sewers, and inspect internal house arrangements before authorization. Other
notable tasks included control of vacant lots, public carriages, prostitution, markets, cemeteries,
slaughterhouses, and dangerous establishments. In terms of composition, eight members would be
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directly supplied from relevant ministries and departments in addition to the Governor of Cairo.
The government would select the other eight members of the Commission from among top
property owners in Cairo’s eight tax districts (sing. thumn).41 Thus, the committee decided against
even the limited franchise for urban elites that was common in other municipalities, but did not
foreclose this possibility in an unspecified future. The proposal provided some hope to reformoriented critics of the British administration but fell far short of the aspirations of nationalists.42 It
was clear that while the regime searched for centralized dynamics and institutional structures to
govern a more demanding Cairo, it sought to avoid the potentially high political costs of creating
space for representative politics, which could have been used against it during a period of turmoil.
The question of a municipality for Cairo did not advance much further after 1909. In 1912,
the Ministry of Interior circulated a hypothetical budget of the proposed Cairo Municipality
compared to Alexandria’s budget. In terms of receipts, the most notable difference was that the
house tax in Cairo was disproportionately the most important item yielding LE 201,360 out of a
LE 302,408 total. Alexandria’s revenues (LE 322,000 in total) came from more evenly distributed
sources including LE 158,000 from house tax, LE 34,000 from 2% tenants tax, and LE 24,000
from import and export taxes among others.43 These figures came with the qualification that
updated figures were sometimes lacking in Cairo, which pointed to gaps in official knowledge of
the city that mirrored its fragmented administration.44 The government dropped the municipality
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project indefinitely after 1912, and with the outbreak of World War One and the declaration of
Egypt as a protectorate, risky forms of local self-government in Cairo became ever more
undesirable for the British regime.
Reforming the Cairo Tanzim Council was by far a safer option. In 1913, the government
added “two native notables from the city inhabitants” to the membership of the Tanzim.45 As
Murdoch Macdonald, the Under-Secretary of state for the Public Works Ministry, explained in a
note to the Finance Ministry, the council historically discussed urban engineering matters insofar
as they fell under the jurisdiction of the Public Works Ministry. However, from 1913 to 1915 the
Tanzim discussed practically all engineering questions affecting the city, and the expanded
function of the council was the subject of a debate on mandates and jurisdictions among
government officials particularly those of the ministries of Public Works and Finance. Macdonald
was in favor of this expansion, and he suggested reforming the constitution of the Tanzim in order
to better handle major engineering undertakings in Cairo. Specifically, he suggested including a
representative from the Finance Ministry and a member from the Public Health Department in
addition to the city’s medical officers currently serving on the council. And he proposed adding a
third Egyptian notable to be nominated by the Council of Ministers. As Janet Abu-Lughod acutely
noted, this was “at best, an ingenious solution to the problem which the lack of a municipal body
had created and perpetuated.” Yet “apolitical management” was not a real substitute.46
The reorganization of the Tanzim Department expressed the regime’s desire to a create a
viable framework for urban administration that could substitute a municipality and oversee a future
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program of urban improvement and growth without political risks. In 1915, Macdonald wrote that
the council had already done valuable work on the cheap, yet “a great deal has still to be done,
more particularly in the native districts.”47 As Macdonald saw it, a reorganized Tanzim would be
instrumental in project of extending necessary infrastructures including water supply, drainage,
and lighting systems to Cairo’s old neighborhoods. These extensions would make possible “laying
out the native quarters on more modern lines,” a scheme that has been under consideration for
some time, yet remained dormant for lack of funding and administrative organization.48 At this
juncture, the regime began considering project of urban planning and public intervention into
housing, which raised the regime’s program of infrastructural reorganization of the past decade to
a new level.
The time was ripe for town planning as a response to Cairo’s housing crisis and its
uncoordinated development of the past decades, and such tasks could not possibly wait until the
political question of a municipality was resolved. Indeed, the success of these projects of urban
improvement and planning could obviate the need for a municipality, and undercut the arguments
of government critics including nationalists. By the end of World War One, a new breed of
engineers and urban planners including Murdoch Macdonald, C. W. Haswell, and William
McLean began prepared preliminary drafts of town planning and housing schemes that relied on
the wealth of urban knowledge that the regime produced and systematized during the past decades,
which were particularly spurred by its program of infrastructural reorganization.
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Knowing the City
While knowledge of Cairo was essential for everyday governance, it became more necessary the
more ambitious the regime’s projects were. During the last few decades of the nineteenth century,
under both Khedive Ismail and the British occupation, experts produced new kinds of knowledge
of Cairo with scientific claims to objectivity and systematicity to replace what they deemed as the
impressionistic and deficient accounts of their predecessors. Urban infrastructures sparked even
more extensive efforts of knowledge production as they required gathering, collating, and
organizing information on the urban landscape. And as the regime rethought its urban policies and
began contemplating projects of housing and town planning, information became ever more
crucial. The survey, understood as knowledge in concentrated form, was the foremost requirement
for projects of urban renewal, expansion, and planning. This section probes mapping as a key site
of the production and concentration of knowledge of the city. It also reveals lacunas of knowledge
that threated routine urban administration and posed obstacles to the regime’s urban turn of the
last decade.
Building and area classifications were part and parcel of efforts initiated under the rule of
Khedive Ismail to account for the urban environment. As Jean Luc-Arnaud shows, city officials
systematically classified the elements that made up the urban landscape in order to analyze their
functions and diagnose their problems in ways that diverged from mid-nineteenth century medical
topography and ethnographic descriptions.49 During the 1870s, public health authorities surveyed
cemeteries and issued regulations concerning their location in relation to towns as well as the
transport and inhumation of corpses, and in 1883, cholera led the government to survey Cairo’s
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slums.50 In 1884, the newly established Public Health Department published instructions
concerning the location and function of slaughterhouses and butchers.51 In 1889, the government
issued similar regulations concerning insalubrious and dangerous establishments, classifying them
into two broad categories according to potential nuisance to their surroundings. The first category
comprised slaughterhouses, chemical products manufacturers, matchmakers, brick and glass
makers, dung cake depots and makers of natural fertilizers, salted-fish establishments, iron
foundries, alcohol, indigo, petrol, and sugar depots and manufacturers, tanneries, gas factories, and
quarries. The second comprised public baths, breweries, laundries, charcoal depots, restaurants
and public kitchens, distilleries, stables, food markets, public latrines, grain and oil mills, paper
manufacturers, meat curers, and soap manufacturers. The regulations listed the requirements for
each category for attaining the appropriate permit, and the first class of establishments was
required to be placed away from inhabited areas. And as we saw in previous chapters, mosques,
ablution courts, water fountains, and public baths, were under the watch of authorities due to their
centrality to the city’s health.52 Not all these regulations were effective. While driven by the city’s
biological crisis, and particularly cholera epidemics, these efforts demonstrate that authorities
actively attempted to account for the constitutive features of the urban landscape. As
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administrators understood, such knowledge was necessary for any attempt to address the health of
Cairo.
Urban infrastructures demanded producing and coordinating knowledge of Cairo on a new
scale. The design of sewage system schemes required intensive gathering of information about the
urban environment. Sanitary engineers solicited a bewildering array of information from
government agencies that covered all aspects of the physical landscape including climate,
groundwater and Nile levels, land levels, varying composition of the subsoil, location of existing
water and gas pipes, and most essentially maps. Compiling, analyzing, and synthesizing such
information was necessary for understanding the limits and constraints of the landscape and for
examining different scenarios for where to place main features of the system. Engineers solicited
demographic information in order to understand the density of different neighborhoods and to
design systems that could endure for a given future. And as we saw in the previous chapter,
information on water consumption was decisive for the design of these technological systems.
Information on the built environment was equally necessary for the design of infrastructures. The
number of houses, the rates they paid according to tax classification, and their internal
conveniences were of utmost importance to sanitary engineers for assessing the financial viability
of projects, for mapping the city socially, and for deciding which houses could be connected. The
design of sanitary infrastructures mobilized significant efforts of making and synthesizing
knowledge into a manageable framework for the purpose of reshaping the city.
As technological devices that concentrate knowledge, maps were quintessential for the
British regime’s ambitions to transform Cairo.53 The history of urban cartography is part and parcel
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of the need for understanding the structure of the city. In Cairo as elsewhere, scientific cartography
underscored the need for detailed spatial knowledge on different, exchangeable scales, allowing
both the production an image of the city in its totality and information-packed large-scale maps
that allowed studies of neighborhoods and streets. Because they concentrated knowledge in this
fashion, maps allowed intervention and mastery of the city on new levels and were therefore central
to the work of engineers, sanitary reformers, and city planners. On a more mundane level, plans
and maps allowed urban authorities to perform routine tasks such as establishing limits of
properties, expropriation, and road construction and alignment. Maps were also important for
certain businesses, such as insurance companies, and Cairo’s insurance maps expectedly focused
on the elite quarter of Azbakiya, the commercial neighborhood of Muski, and their surroundings.54
In 1874, Pierre Grand, who founded the Roads Department in 1870, drew a map of Cairo
to show, for the first time, the substantial western expansion of the past half-decade under the reign
of Khedive Ismail. Drawn on the scale of 1:4000, the map captured the city in considerable detail
and it served as the most important reference for urban authorities until 1896 when it was replaced
by another map on a comparable scale. Grand’s map showed the city’s old and new neighborhoods,
listed all the mosques and churches, and identified important streets, squares, parks, and buildings
including royal palaces, the opera house, and prominent hotels. The map paid much less attention
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to Boulaq and Old Cairo both of which were poor, isolated quarters.55 Because authorities
produced no other maps for the next three decades, it is common to encounter updated versions
that show subdivision of new areas or renewal of old neighborhoods, by means of superimposed
layers on the original map. These updated maps show how Grand’s map was utilized for designing
new developments during the 1880s and 1890s, or simply for illustrating such developments.
While the British administration started mapping important provincial towns during the 1880s, it
took fourteen years (from 1882 to 1896) to produce an updated general map of Cairo that still
lagged behind the city’s growth, a testimony to the relative insignificance of Cairo for colonial
policy during the first two decades of the occupation.56

5.1. Two copies of Grand Bey’s map showing Faggala and Daher. (Sources: The American University in
Cairo and The Bibliothèque nationale de France)

The sewage system scheme of 1892 that Julien Barois prepared was the occasion for a
survey of Cairo that was unique in its features and unparalleled in its level of details. Preparing a
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scheme that was tailored for Cairo required an updated, large-scale map of the city. This was all
the more true since Barois proposed a gravitational scheme that depended on constructing
interconnected systems of sewers at measured inclines. To find appropriate inclines and paths of
sewers, Barois needed detailed knowledge of streets and buildings, and he entrusted Henri Ravon
Bey, the director of the Drawing Office of the Public Works Ministry, with the task of producing
a suitable map. Yet with less than a year to finish, evidently insufficient to survey the entire city,
Ravon resorted to a very unusual solution. Under his direction and over the years, Ravon’s office
had produced or possessed many large-scale drawings of single or few neighboring streets
covering many parts of the city. These engineering drawings were precise as they were used by
the Tanzim for street construction, repair, or alignment and other routine purposes. However, these
drawings had varying scales and orientations, largely dictated by the shape of streets and blocks.
Ravon and Barois constructed their 1892-93 map by collecting all of these drawings, unifying their
scales, styles, and color encoding, filling in where information or drawings were lacking to create
an enormous map and urban survey of 353 sheets that covered the entire city. The map comprised
297 sheets on the scale of 1:200, 53 on 1:500, and 3 on 1:1000. Since a general map was still
lacking, Ravon created a key map by simply drawing outlines of each sheet on a copy of Grand’s
map.57
The unique characteristics of Barois’ map revealed some important aspects of the urban
landscape while obscuring others. The most notable feature of the map was the irregularity of the
contours of areas covered by each sheet, which commonly captured a few neighboring streets as
if they formed an isolated island. The sheets did not form a regular grid uniformly covering the
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5.2. Plate from Barois’ map and urban survey. (Sources: The Survey Department, Egypt)

city, as large-scale maps commonly did, and it was difficult if not impossible to put together a few
sheets of the original map in order to visualize larger areas. However, the map captured numerous
aspects of the urban landscape. It showed the limits of buildings in relation to the streets and
indicated the names of all streets. It showed all mosques, public baths, public fountains, and
buildings administered by the Ministry of Charitable Endowments outlined in the color green. It
indicated in blue the location of all sources of water in the city including its wells. The map also
indicated the nature of all buildings including warehouses, markets, retail shops, coffee shops,
bars, slums as well as industrial buildings and those belonging to gas and water companies. Finally,
the map specified land ownership, identifying the name of proprietors on each lot across the entire
city. Ravon used the 1:200 scale for old, densely-populated areas and the 1:500 for the sparsely
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populated neighborhoods developed under Ismail and the British regime.58 The map also showed
areas under development such as Faggala and Daher. Suburbs that lay outside the limits of Grand’s
map such as Matariya were not covered by the survey.
The map was critical for the design process of Barois’ sewage system scheme. The survey
contained hundreds of reference points that were recorded on a special register and marked street
levels covering the entire city. The file that the French engineer submitted to the international
commission for their approval on the final project contained evidence of how the study team used
the map.59 The process involved tracing the original map on new sheets that displayed the proposed
position of sewers. For secondary sewers, which the team designed first, the file included 298 maps
on the scale of 1:200 and 53 on 1:500 on tracing sheets that displayed the path of the sewers and
showed existing gas and water lines, indicating their dimension and depth. Using tracing sheets,
the study team was also able to manipulate scale, thus to represent larger areas. The file contained
110 plates of maps on the scale of 1:2000 that were produced using this process. These maps
helped Barois examine how neighborhoods and entire sections of the town could be connected to
each other and to his proposed network. Using the 1:2000 scale maps, the study team also
submitted 110 plates that sliced the depth underneath the streets.60 These plates displayed the
longitudinal profiles of all streets showing the position and incline of secondary sewers. The team
then followed a similar process for the main collectors, submitting various plans to show their
location and depth. The survey was instrumental for designing the scheme, which was however
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abandoned due to expenses.61 The maps, particularly the more manageable ones on 1:2000 scale,
became the basis of future cartographic efforts.
In 1896-97, the Drawing Office under Ravon issued two new maps of Cairo. The 1896 map
on the scale of 1:4000 largely copied and updated Grand. However, the map did not cover
northeastern areas at the frontier of urbanization such as Daher, Waily, and Abbasiya. Based on
Grand and the 1:2000 scale maps, Ravon issued another map in 1897 on the scale of 1:10,000 on
four sheets. The 1897 map provided, for the first time in decades, a total image of the city, which
was on the verge of a construction boom, showing the reserve of sparsely populated, and newly
subdivided, areas that formed the basis of the bubble. The map captured the city from Boulaq to
Old Cairo and from Abbasiya to the poor quarters that began forming on the western bank of the
river in Imbaba and Giza. This map became the Tanzim’s reference for years, even after the
creation of the Survey Department in 1898. For instance, the Tanzim report for the year 1904
included two maps showing the ongoing naming of roads and their construction material, both of
which were copies of Ravon’s 1897 map.62
The ongoing property bubble and infrastructural projects highlighted the need for updated
spatial knowledge of the city. In 1907, the Survey Department utilized Ravon’s 1892-93 plans on
the scale of 1:2000 to produce a provisional map on the same scale covering Cairo and its environs
for the explicit purpose of utilization by the Drainage Department. As we saw in the previous
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chapter, Charles Carkeet James used both of the 1907 provisional map and Ravon’s 1897 general
map on the 1:10,000 scale for various design purposes. He also consulted the 353-sheet map in
order to determine the position of existing water and gas pipes. Also in 1907, the water company
asked the Survey Department to forward a copy of these maps, which were in James’ possession,
as the company did not own comprehensive plans of its own network. As we saw in Chapter Three,
the company and the government were investigating complaints against the quality and taste of
water, and the company needed the map as a reference for its distribution network.63 Yet by the
end of 1907 it was clear to urban authorities that Cairo had rapidly outgrown available spatial
knowledge. The Survey Department embarked on a new survey of the city which resulted in a
large-scale map that the department drew and published gradually between 1910 and 1913. In
Cairo and Alexandria, the department adopted a higher standard of accuracy than that used with
provincial towns, since “land is much more valuable.”64 The result was a 150-sheet map on the
scale of 1:1000, which constituted a turning point of urban cartography. As is clear from the index,
this map adopted a unified grid system, which facilitated rescaling and combining maps for
visualizing larger areas. This feature depended on the Survey Department’s recent efforts of
gridding all of Egypt since 1901 according to a unified method, or the quadrant system.65 The 1910
map of Cairo presented a wealth of information on the city in spatial form. It showed tax, district,
and police station boundaries. It displayed tramway and railway lines. It offered information on
the type and construction of all buildings including some of its slums. It showed the location of
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5.3. Index map for Cairo, 1:1000. (Source: The American University in Cairo)

post offices, sanitary offices, fire hydrants, lamps, wells, public taps, and drinking fountains. Yet
while the map covered popular areas that were rapidly developing such as Shobra and Abbasiya,
it did not cover new suburbs in the south or the northeast, such as Maadi, Zeitoun, and Heliopolis.
Between 1915 and 1921 the Survey Department published another detailed map of Cairo on 47
sheets on the scale of 1:5000. The map captured Cairo’s suburbs and its hinterland all the way to
Marg in the northeast and Maadi in the south. Next to the same information of the 1910-1913 map,
this survey indicated land levels of all uninhabited areas.
“It is in the town and not in country that “terra incognita” needs to be written on our social
maps,” wrote Charles Booth who conducted a pioneering social survey of London in 1891.66 His
heightened sense of lacunas in official knowledge of the city was widely shared by contemporary
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urban experts in other cities including Cairo, where they pointed to lack of essential information
on Cairo’s houses, streets, and “unknown territories” such as slums and squatting settlements. Lack
of established street names and house numbers obstructed attempts to survey the city and gather
information on its houses and inhabitants, which were necessary for various purposes from
preparing tax registers and classifying buildings to settling property titles or even routine road
maintenance and construction repairs. The exigencies of governing the unhealthy city, combined
with the increasing visibility of the urban poor, highlighted the need to account for slums.
Naming streets and numbering houses were slow processes during the first three decades
of colonial rule. Federico Amici, who produced various statistics during the late 1870s and early
1880s, complained that lack of house numbers and fixed names for Cairo’s streets and alleys posed
challenges to the 1882 census operation.67 While authorities proceeded slowly to place official
name plates on streets, agencies such as the Post Office Department compiled lists of street names
and detailed maps of districts as a reference for its distribution operation.68 In 1905, a Public Works
Ministry map showing the status of name plates revealed that most streets had plates with the
exception of Boulaq, Old Cairo, and northeastern areas from Daher to Abbasiya, where name
plates were on order.69 The 1910-1913 map displayed the names of all streets, yet these names
were not compiled alphabetically or geographically in a separate directory.
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House numbering was most crucial for census purposes. C. C. Lewis, the director of the
1907 census operation, complained that lack of fixed house numbers inevitably led to inaccuracies.
Given his experience in India, he pointed out that “it is difficult in the East to define a house for
census purposes.”70 Under his directions, the 1907 census, adopted the practice of using ‘house’
(bayt) to correspond to ‘family’ rather than to a numbered construction. Yet in order to
counterbalance some potential inaccuracy and assess population density in Cairo and Alexandria,
census officials recorded the number of rooms in each inhabited house. Nonetheless, the census
operation highlighted the need for more methodical house numbering. J. I. Craig, the director of
the 1917 census operation, decided that systematic house numbering should precede census taking.
Census officials sought the help of district headmen, or sheikhs, in order to assign each house, flat,
or shop that was likely to be inhabited on the census night a unique serial number. They assigned
as many numbers to large buildings as there were separate families living in them. And they
supplied enumerators in Cairo and Alexandria with reproductions of the recent maps on the scale
of 1:1000 covering their areas. Dividing Cairo’s districts into shiyakhas, or units that fell under
the authority of a sheikh, each unit was demarcated on the available map. Enumerators were
instructed first to walk around the shiyakha to which they were assigned and acquaint themselves
with its boundaries before testing the suitability of dividing it into smaller blocks and groups of
houses. Next step was to draw a scheme of numbering with red ink on the map. Finally, numbering
would proceed in the company of sheikhs. Census officials adopted the method of consecutive
numbering around each block and group of houses rather than across single main streets.71 Craig
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found the presence of sheikhs crucial “to secure the goodwill of the native inhabitants,” and supply
census takers with information on the number of families occupying buildings, names of streets,
and limits of shiyakhas.72 In the future, however, he proposed better coordination between the
census bureau and house tax officials. The central government and the Alexandria Municipality
prepared lists of houses in Cairo and Alexandria months in advance in order to serve as guides for
the numbering operation.

5.4. Plans showing method of numbering houses. (Source: Egyptian Government, Ministry of Finance,
Statistical Department, The Census of Egypt, Taken in 1917)

Knowledge was most sparse and confused when it came to Cairo’s slums. Authorities made
a series of attempts starting from the 1890s to survey and gain knowledge of slums, their precise
location, and their inhabitants. The results of these attempts were occasionally at odds due to lack
of coordination among urban authorities as well as the difficulty of the task at hand given the
transient nature of the ‘eshash. When the sewage system scheme by Baldwin Latham was under
consideration in 1890, the Public Works Ministry sent to the Interior Ministry asking for a
statement detailing the number of houses and ‘eshash in Cairo and their estimated rent values in
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order to better assess the financial feasibility of the scheme.73 It turned out that the number of
houses in Cairo proper totaled 39,125, out of which 5,634 were ‘eshash. This figure may seem
excessively high since slums were concentrated in Boulaq and Old Cairo, both of which were not
included in the count. However, it may in fact be accurate if it included the numerous constructions
that Cairo’s poor built on ruins, abandoned lots, and others administered by the Ministry of
Charitable Endowments. It was John Price, the sanitary engineer of the Public Health Department,
who supplied this figure based his inspection of slums and old neighborhoods between 1890 and
1892. As we saw in the previous chapter, these figures made the Public Works Ministry skeptical
of the feasibility of Latham’s project, particularly his suggestion to universalize connection to
public sewers.74 A few years later, Barois’ map and urban survey represented the most sustained
attempt to ascertain the geographic location and limits of the city’s squatting settlements. In many
cases, the map indicated the name of each cluster of ‘eshash, which were mostly named after its
owner or owners of the illegally occupied land.
There were grave difficulties of categorization and enumeration when it came to slums.
Despite its acknowledged accuracy, the 1897 census only listed the most prominent, and by then
the most visible, clusters of ‘eshash while smaller squatted spaces were not given this label. At the
same time, other kinds of squatted spaces appeared such as the ‘ezba, a term reserved for
previously rural lands that had been swallowed by unplanned urbanization. In Abbasiya, the 1897
census listed ‘Ezbet ‘Arab al-Mohammadi and ‘Ezbet al-Sudaniya (literally the ‘ezba of the
Sudanese)—both of which attracted attention during the typhoid fever outbreak of 1889.
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Enumerating ‘eshash based on the incomplete information of the census, 2,900 out of the city’s
51,150 houses (about 5.7 percent) were makeshift houses.75 The figure is enviously far lower than
the more precise estimate provided by John Price.

Urban Planning and its Politics
By the last decade of colonial rule urban authorities began contemplating urban projects that
sought to forecast the next half-century of urban life. In response to the housing crisis and the
uncoordinated development of the past decades, the regime attempted to take charge of the city’s
growth and to encourage capital investment on its own terms. The need to establish healthy
alternatives to slums, to alleviate the congestion of old quarters, to house Cairo’s middle class, to
create lines of communication among neighborhoods, and to provide a blue print for future city
planning were now examined together. For the first time, these issues were seen as facets of the
same problem of the spatial and social ordering of a booming city that was being pushed around
by forces of demography and capital. These projects paralleled, if not borrowed from, similar ones
in Alexandria under the auspices of the municipality. The regime’s new approach to governing the
metropolis drew on its reservoir of knowledge and its cadre of experts in order to fulfill the tasks
of the absent municipality without the associated political risks. During a period of political unrest,
urban development and planning were also attempts to undercut contentious politics that called for
an autonomous municipality, if not a parliament. The colonial regime sough to invest in material
improvement and future growth, from which less comfortable classes were supposed to benefit, as
an antidote to contentious politics. During the 1910s and ‘20s, the Alexandria Municipality and
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the central government initiated, examined, and partially implemented projects of urban renewal
and town planning. Because the 1919 revolution and subsequent conditional independence
reflected slowly on the Public Works Ministry, colonial era projects lingered onto the 1920s.
Opening wide boulevards through Cairo’s old, densely-populated quarters had been one of
the most outstanding projects that continued to be postponed despite the acknowledged need to
improve traffic and air circulation, relieve density, and open these areas for capital. By the middle
of the nineteenth century, Clot Bey, Muhammad Ali, and Muski streets were the only streets
constructed on top of the old urban fabric, and their construction bore witness to the spatial
consequences of mid-century medical theory and its preoccupation with nuisance and the flow of
air. During the episode of western expansion under Khedive Ismail, authorities toyed with, yet
ultimately abandoned, the idea of “Haussmanizing” older neighborhoods by means of a network
of straight boulevards. The project entailed considerable difficulties as it required lengthy
negotiations with property owners and religious authorities as well as expenses for expropriation.76
Meanwhile, the need to carve wide streets through old quarters continued to surface in official
debates. Barois’ abandoned sewage system scheme of 1892 called for constructing a number of
streets: a boulevard, possibly with a tramline, to replace the Khalig Canal, a boulevard stretching
from Clot Bey street and cutting through Faggala in order to facilitate laying the third collector, a
road near Muski street to alleviate pressure and ventilate markets, and most ambitiously, a “grand
artery” connecting Ataba to Bab al-Futuh.77 None of these streets, however, were constructed.
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Authorities began to think through the twin problems of urban density and the need for
planning in 1911. The Tanzim report conveyed discomfort at the effects of boom era urban
developments on congestion and urban connectivity. The department sought to contend with two
leading questions in the future: “(1) How to remedy the existing congested conditions of most
quarters of the town? (2) How to provide in the future for a rational plotting-out of new building
areas?”78 In Boulaq and Darb al-Ahmar the percentage of road areas relative to district areas was
11% and 12% respectively, well below the acceptable minimum of 30% that guaranteed healthy
environment and effective traffic circulation according to town planning guidelines. C. Haswell,
then Controller-General of the Tanzim, estimated that the government needed to expropriate more
than two million square meters to achieve this minimum across the city, an enormous task that
required between ten to twenty million Egyptian pounds for compensation. Haswell suggested that
if the government decided to partially take up this task, it could expropriate not only the area for
the new street but also adjacent areas that could be later sold at higher values. “The adoption of
such a method,” he added, “would seem to be the only solution for remedying the existing
unsanitary and undesirable conditions.” With respect to the second problem, which was
undoubtedly a reflection of the construction mania and jerry-building for quick profit that marked
the boom, Haswell indicated that regulations were being prepared “with a special view to the
plotting out of new building areas.” According to the new regulations, buildings shall be disposed
in such a way as not to preclude the laying out of main arteries joining different quarters of the
town.79
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The housing crisis of the last decade of colonial rule led the government to consider
opening up more space for development, albeit under different conditions. In 1918, the Tanzim
mapped population density per district using figures on average occupancy per room. The map
showed that Bab al-Sha’ariya and Boulaq were most congested with an average occupancy of three
persons per room in the worst areas. Haswell again stressed the “urgent necessity” for widening

5.5. Density map of Cairo. (Source: Ministry of Public Works, Annual Report for 1918-1919)

roads, making new arteries, and creating garden spaces.80 More importantly, the map indirectly
visualized one of the most significant barrier for urban growth, namely the enormous chain of
rubbish mounds that stretched along the eastern gates of the city, preventing the expansion of
congested, eastern neighborhoods.81 These mounds reached above the level of nearby buildings,
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sometimes to a height of forty-two meters. Called by unusual, menacing names such as Tel alBorg al-Zefer (The Stinky Tower Mound) and Tel Qat’ al-Mar’a (The Cutting of the Woman
Mound), these rubbish hills were the designated location for dumping the city’s trash, human and
animal waste, and construction debris, and they had been a feature of the urban landscape for many
decades or even centuries before Ali Mubarak described them in the 1880s.82 The Tanzim decided
in 1918 to remove parts of these mounds, level the area, and construct roads connecting the Citadel
to Abbasiya. These plans were hoped to provide an outlet for eastern areas, thus relieving their
congestion. And they would also free up and better connect a reservoir of open lands in the desert
of Abbasiya that was suitable for a housing project for the middle class, as Murdoch Macdonald
proposed a few years earlier.83 Work required the collaboration of the Public Health Department
due to the proximity of cemeteries, and the Arabic Museum screened debris for art and relics. The
government sold large quantities of manure that accumulated at these sites, covering the expenses
of land levelling.84
The 1919 revolution and subsequent conditional independence only slowly reflected on
urban policies, and authorities continued to consider and implement colonial-era schemes of town
improvement and planning for nearly a decade after the revolution. In 1923, the Tanzim finally
began taking serious measures to improve traffic circulation and urban connectivity through a mix
of road construction and regulations. The most significant of these efforts was the construction of
al-Azhar and al-Amir Farouq streets, which finally realized, yet only partially, the government’s
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desire to improve old quarters by carving wide arteries into their dense fabric. Al-Azhar, a twentymeters wide street, connected Ataba to al-Azhar mosque and provided relief to the congested

5.6. Major streets, circa 1920s.

Muski commercial street. Al-Amir Farouq was a thirty-meters wide street connecting Ataba to the
newer district of Abbasiya. The street traversed dense neighborhoods including Muski, Bab al
Sha’ariya, and Gamaliya before continuing on to Daher. The Tanzim report celebrated these two
streets as “two of the most important town improvement schemes carried out in Cairo since Ismail
Pasha’s days.”85 As the government expected, expropriation for these two streets would be
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laborious and expensive since they were projected to run through densely inhabited areas including
the most expensive lands of Ataba and Muski. At an estimated cost of LE 800,000—roughly equal
to the Tanzim’s annual budget during these years—these projects required new sources of
funding.86 The government turned to the Tramway Company. Similar to the case with the Cairo
Water Company, the government entered negotiations with the Tramway Company in order to
enjoy a share of the company’s enormous profits. Both parties reached an agreement to keep rates
high on the condition of profit sharing in order to finance widening and constructing roads.87 Other
small but notable projects included widening the Khalig street up to thirty-five meters in order to
cope with increasing traffic next to the tramway line. A few years later, the Tanzim began
compiling lists of properties to be expropriated in order to carve another artery connecting the
Citadel to Sayyida Zainab via Ibn Tulun Mosque.88 During construction, the Tanzim took great
care not destroy monuments, and it pledged to preserve “the architectural features of the old Arabic
town.”89 After years of complaining from the lack of a regulatory framework, the Tanzim earnestly
considered up to date town-planning and building laws that would prevent construction of
buildings with objectionable facades and regulate the laying out of new areas.
Urban authorities raised their ambitions for Egypt’s leading cities with projects of town
planning that sought to guide future urban growth for the next half-century. As anticolonial
demonstrations raged throughout all of Egypt in 1919, city officials were contemplating
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comprehensive planning schemes for Cairo and Alexandria after some years of mulling over the
idea. The turn to planning reflected the confidence that urban authorities gained in designing and
carrying out large-scale infrastructural projects. It also reflected a new creed of urban management
whereby comprehensive planning was viewed as an antidote to piecemeal and uncoordinated
improvements that were ultimately inefficient. Thus, urban authorities believed that town planning
schemes could more adequately address overdue issues of street construction and alignment, traffic
improvement, healthy and affordable housing for middle and lower classes, municipal services,
and alleviating the density of old quarters by integrating all of these issues into a single framework
on scientific and “economic principles.”
In Cairo, Murdock Macdonald and C. Haswell of the Public Works Ministry were behind
the city’s town planning scheme of 1921. A year before, “a great deal of information in regard to
population, traffic, and the history of the city was got together for use” by the Tanzim
Department.90 At the same time that the department studied opening al-Azhar and al-Amir Farouq
streets, it prepared the following plans to help it identify problems for city planners: traffic plan to
show graphically the average density of traffic in the principal thoroughfares of the city; time and
distance plan to illustrate the present condition of communication facilities in the city; valuation
plan to indicate the value of property in various quarters; plan showing urban growth in the past
twenty-five years; plans of road extension projects within the city boundaries; plan showing the
classification of the various quarters in the city; various plans connected with the future quartering
of the city.91
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A rough outline of the town planning scheme demonstrates how the plan built upon and
expanded urban authorities’ efforts of the past decade. In his “Town Planning and Housing in
Cairo,” Haswell offered a glimpse of the scheme that his department had been preparing.92 The
population of Cairo, he stated, had doubled since the mid-nineteenth century, and “the housing
problem has assumed serious proportion.”93 The department had been studying Cairo’s topography
for some years in order to determine areas for potential expansion. Significantly, city officials had
been calling upon both the government and private capital to provide affordable housing for the
middle and lower classes, an indication that authorities had comprehended some of the lessons of
the property bubble and the housing crisis. According to Haswell, there were two main areas for
future development. The first was the Tall al-Borg al-Zefer area and the second was northern
extensions of Shobra, Qobba, Zeitoun, and Matariya. The Borg al-Zefer area was gradually being
made available as the government removed some of the rubbish mounds. It was limited by the
eastern wall of the city, the Moqattam hills, and Abbasiya from the north, and it contained old
Muslim cemeteries and monuments, rubbish hills, the old sand-bed filters of the Cairo Water
Company, tramway depots, and a depot of the Cairo Sewage Transport Company. These generally
undesirable features made much of the area suitable for anything but lower class housing projects
except at Abbasiya, where the government was preparing its own public housing project for the
middle class. Thus, Borg al-Zefer was planned to become mainly an extension of eastern
neighborhoods and to absorb some of their excess population into healthier forms of housing. With
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5.7. Plan showing two areas for future development, 1921. (Source: C. Haswell, “Town Planning and
Housing in Cairo”)

respect to the second area of Shobra and northern suburbs, the Tanzim estimated that it would
absorb the growth of the city over the next five decades, offering housing opportunities for various
classes. The vast area extended from the Nile at Boulaq and Rod al Farag to Matariya. The
department projected the alignments of main arterial roads over the entire area, stipulating a
minimum width of twenty-seven meters, twelve of which were reserved for tree-lined footpaths
and fifteen for the road proper.
Complementing this draft scheme was the government’s first venture into housing and
attempts to incentivize private capital to cater to the lower end of the housing market. The
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Abbasiya housing model was meant to be a blueprint for more encompassing housing projects for
the middle class. The Tanzim selected Moulid al-Naby ground, which had been reserved for
celebrating the popular feast of the prophet’s birthday, and the land was at the Abbasiya end of
Borg al-Zefer area, close to the French, Italian, and Greek hospitals. The scheme proposed to
construct 180 houses and apartment buildings accommodating 250 families on a layout unit of two
main clusters that could be multiplied in the future or reproduced in other suitable locations. A
plan of the proposed residential area showed that the unit was surrounded by twenty-meter wide
roads while internal roads were ten meters wide. The two main clusters of houses were organized
around a children’s playground and a public park. Proposed buildings occupied no more than half

5.8. Housing scheme at Abbasiya, 1921. (Source: C. Haswell, “Town Planning and Housing in Cairo”)

of the lot, ostensibly to make room for gardens, private courtyards, and better air circulation. Yet
the government also counted on private capital and especially on large urban development ventures
such as the Heliopolis Oasis Company to help overcome the housing crisis. Towards this end, the
government proposed to provide incentives to land companies and contractors by facilitating credit
and guaranteeing rents or interests on capital for housing projects that catered to middle and lower
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classes.94 Given the crisis and the government’s need for assistance, the powerful Heliopolis
Company was able to gain a larger role in developing and planning extensions of its original
concession, a trend that continued in the future. In agreement with the government, the company
built apartment blocks and houses designed to meet the needs of 600 families of various classes
and offered housing at subsidized rates to government employees. Costing LE 600,000, the
government guaranteed the project and pledged to provide municipal services including road
maintenance, scavenging, drainage, and public lighting on completion of the scheme.95 In the final
analysis, Haswell understood that these efforts were modest given an estimated shortage of 8,000
houses in the city. However, he was optimistic about the government’s ability to guide private
capital to adjust to the housing needs of Cairo, especially given the recent decrease in the cost of
construction material.96
At the same time that the central government considered these plans for Cairo, the
Alexandria Municipality offered a spectacular vision of town planning that combined boosterism
and urban reform, explicitly underscoring its advantage for governing the city and managing its
future growth. The Alexandria Municipality broached the idea of a town planning scheme in 1918
and commissioned William McLean, then Engineer-in-Chief of the municipality, for this task.
McLean submitted the preliminary report and studies a year later, and the municipality approved
the scheme by the end of 1919. In the preface to the report, A. Granville, Vice-President of the
municipality, deplored lack of attention to Egyptian towns in general. There was “no trace of any
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scheme of town planning, no provision for proper communication, etc., in towns which are rapidly
developing and where the type of building is becoming every year more solid in construction and
of larger dimensions.”97 As a result, chaotic development was the rule. Streets of large towns like
Alexandria and Tanta were narrow, unlevelled, unpaved, and without proper alignment or
footpaths, and new quarters were developed with no squares or open spaces. Meanwhile, local
authorities “crept, or rather hobbled, along with its “Tanzim”,” which presented “a sorry picture
of want of town management,” for it invariably acted long after buildings were constructed and
areas developed.98 The Alexandria Municipality sought to remedy this lack of foresight with a
scheme that would act as a guide for the development of the town over the next three to five
decades.
McLean (1877-1967) was a civil engineer turned town planner who later drew on his
experience to formalize a theory of imperial development. A graduate of the University of Glasgow
in 1899, he first worked on infrastructural projects in Glasgow including sewage systems and
bridges.99 In 1906, he joined the Sudan Civil Service as a municipal engineer for Khartoum. After
retaking Sudan from the Mahdists in 1898, Lord Kitchener ordered rebuilding Khartoum as a
gesture that suggested the permanence of the new colonial regime, which gained him a reputation
of being a supporter of town planning. When McLean arrived in Sudan, his first task was to provide
amenities including roads, surface water drainage, sewers, tramways, and water supply to
Khartoum’s colonial elites. Later, however, McLean produced a town scheme for Khartoum
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dividing its space into three distinct fabrics: a zone for a first class of British administrators,
another zone for a second class of Egyptian officials and other elites, and a third for Sudanese
natives. After Kitchener became the Consul General of Egypt in 1911, McLean was hired as the
Engineer in Chief of Municipalities and Commissions of the Interior Ministry in 1913.
McLean’s work in Egypt underscores the link between town planning and colonial
authorities’ attempt to encourage a politics of material improvement that was narrowly and locally
defined—a local politics of the “village pump,” in his own words.100 Between 1913 and 1917,
McLean worked on urban development projects in fifty Egyptian towns, publishing “Local
Government and Town Development in Egypt” as a systematic synthesis of his work. Creating
local politics of the village pump required local institutions composed of people “looking after the
welfare of the town in which they dwell,” and a program of town improvement and planning to be
overseen by these institutions.101 Naturally, Cairo was conspicuous by its absence from McLean’s
review of organs of local self-government in Egypt. Indeed, this program of village pump politics
was only for the provinces, as colonial authorities were still not ready to experiment with
representative institutions in the Cairo, the hotbed of nationalist agitation. McLean reasoned that
while local bodied would ensure a sense of “civic responsibility” and “public spirit,” his
responsibility as a technical expert was to formalize a program of town planning. The dominant
pattern of Egyptian towns was division into “two somewhat ill-defined zones:” a “better-class
quarter occupied by the well-to-do classes of Egyptians and Europeans, and an inferior quarter,
usually the older part of the town, occupied principally by the working classes and containing the
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bazaars.”102 The first step was to establish a town service, or a Tanzim, answerable to local
government, which would improve alignment of existing streets, open new arteries, and prepare a
general plan of the town, making large scale plans for each street separately. The second step was
street planning that could decide on what to preserve and that was conscious of the topography of
the town. The service should preserve “good examples of a picturesque style of domestic
architecture.” It should also improve connections between strategic buildings such as the railway
station, large mosques, markets, and public buildings, and create main streets in four directions.
McLean was sure that town inhabitants saw the value of this procedure of opening up
thoroughfares because it was “beneficial to the town from a public health point of view” and
“causing an increase in the value of property in the neighborhood of the improvements.”103 Third
was to create public parks and squares. Next was to set building regulations before focusing on
services such as scavenging and watering, trash disposal, fire brigade, water supply, street lighting,
and drainage. As he became the Engineer in Chief of the Alexandria Municipality, McLean had
the chance to implement and revise this program in the second largest Egyptian city.
The Alexandria town planning scheme of 1919 revealed the influence that property owners
and urban development businessmen of the municipality sought to exercise on the city. McLean
began his report with a note that stressed the detriment both to health and property caused by
haphazard urban growth. The scheme superimposed a network of major streets on the city and its
environs covering the area from Agami to Abu Qir, which would have created an immense
reservoir of land for three to five decades of urban growth in which population was estimated to
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5.9. Alexandria town planning scheme, 1919. (Source: William McLean, City of Alexandria Town
Planning Scheme)

double from 445,000 to one million. The plan contained several small projects for improving
connectivity, creating civic and transportation centers, slum clearance and constructing public
housing, development of garden city suburbs, creating industrial zones, and preserving
archaeological sites. For instance, a fifty-meters wide road would extend from Ibrahimiya further
east towards Abu Qir in order to open up territories where the city had been expanding recently.
The Cornishe, a seaside promenade, would also be extended to Abu Qir. In the far west, town
authorities would develop Agami as a garden city suburb. The scheme included plans to create a
large square reserved for public buildings and the municipal theater and another civic center that
featured two obelisks that the municipality hoped to bring back from their current locations in
Central Park, New York, and Thames Embankment, London. The scheme also featured numerous
small projects to relieve congestion in Manshiya, Labban, and Attarin. And there were other
projects to improve sanitary conditions including drying up the Hadra lake and creating public
parks. Finally, the scheme included a project for a canal connecting the city’s two harbors.104
The scheme gave particular attention to plans to construct sanitary tenements to house slum
dwellers and the working class, a problem that both the Alexandria Municipality and the Public
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Works Ministry had been investigating for decades.105 As McLean declared elsewhere, slum
clearance and the provision of suitable housing constituted one of the most pressing town planning
problems in European and colonial cities.106 In Alexandria, McLean’s scheme included a project
of accommodating the “very poor” in tenement housing to replace the ‘eshash. Several slums that
were “recognized to be centers of infection in the city” dotted the urban landscape, including
‘Eshash al-Qabbari, close to the industrial and harbor area of Mex. The scheme included plans to
clear Qabbari and construct a “model colony” with proper layout on nearby government lands in
order to rehouse inhabitants. McLean thought that the proximity of healthy and cheap alternatives
would facilitate the process of relocation. The proposed site of the housing scheme was a location
further inland that was still close to the industrial zone yet more segregated as it was bounded by
the Mahmudiya canal and railway lines. A drawing displayed a unit of a hundred houses that
occupied a large rectangular block, which could be multiplied as required. Each house in these
units comprised a room and a courtyard, and the unit featured “a complete sanitary installation”
including a central wash-house and public latrines, in addition to grocery shops and cafes.107 While
space was limited judged by the standards of housing schemes in Britain, as McLean admitted,
“the new houses in these slum areas will be many times better than the existing conglomeration of
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huts.”108 However, he was slightly skeptical of the ability of slum dwellers to afford even the
“economic” rents of public housing.

5.10. Housing scheme for the poor in Alexandria, 1919. (Source: William McLean, City of Alexandria
Town Planning Scheme)

In 1923, McLean reworked his ideas of urban planning, rescaling them to offer a model for
national development planning. Working up from the insights and principles of town planning, the
British engineer drafted a ‘Note on the Necessity for a General Project of Development, National,
Regional, and Urban in Egypt.’109 He suggested that planning individual towns should be carried
out in connection to detailed studies of the entire network of Egyptian towns and villages and to
planning the general lines of future development of the country. This shift of scale, he argued,
would ensure both rational use and development of resources and the best interest of inhabitants.110
A general project of development such as this would require a survey of the entire country.
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Accompanying the note was a long list of information required from government departments.
And an attached diagram showed the main lines of development that the project would coordinate
over the next three decades. In 1930, McLean published Regional and Town Planning where he

5.11. William McLean’s development diagram. (Source: TNA FO 141/581)

offered a full-fledged program of national and imperial development, which showed that the
British engineer was in touch with events and debates that led to the formulation of programs of
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colonial development and welfare between the 1920s and 1940s.111 However, McLean’s ideas and
schemes did not survive his departure from Egypt in 1926.
Revolutionary politics and its aftershocks stalled the town planning projects for Cairo and
Alexandria. After the tenuous settlement of conditional independence of 1922, the presence of
British subjects in government departments, who previously guaranteed carrying out the policies
of colonial administrators, was one of the most contentious political issue. In November 1919,
William Willcocks reflected on the political uprising that began in March of the same year. He
explained the events by referring to the discontent of both the peasantry and the urban educated
classes. The latter were frustrated by blocked social mobility, as “Britons were imported like a
flood into the Government service,” filling its upper echelons.112 Willcocks recommended leaving
the Public Works Ministry to Egyptians, who “take naturally to engineering,” and to halt the
appointment of junior Britons. Indeed, the power of British advisors and employees in ministries
greatly diminished after 1922, and Egyptian engineers and bureaucrats began filling the upper
ranks of the Tanzim and other departments from which they were previously excluded by the
colonial regime. In 1925, Mann Alcock wrote that there was an urgent need for a highly organized
urban administration that would put into effect broad measures of town planning in Cairo, which
was a “heterogeneous grouping of semi-isolated quarters.” For Alcock, the capital should lead the
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way in matters of urban planning, a “highly specialised work” that required capable staff and
“accurate and comprehensive civic survey, involving the accumulation of an extensive mass of
varied and detailed knowledge and information.”113 However, Alcock complained to the British
Foreign Office that the Town Planning Service was in disarray since the Tanzim came under
Egyptian leadership nearly a year earlier. Like other colonial engineers, Alcock felt the rug being
pulled from under their feet. Also in 1925, the British Town Planning Institute praised McLean’s
“grandiose” scheme for Alexandria, appropriately adding that its implementation “depends on the
settlement of Egyptian politics and the increased prosperity of Egyptian commerce.”114 But the
settlement of Egyptian politics was not forthcoming for decades. Authorities shelved existing town
planning schemes, while new schemes had to navigate a new arena of political authority and new
distributions of social power during the protracted period of decolonization.

Conclusion
In 1924, the Tanzim’s annual report stated with astounding optimism that “far greater town
improvement schemes have been projected during the last two years than at any previous period
since the great Khedive Ismail.”115 The irony of the placement of this sentence in an official report
that was published shortly after the revolutionary events of 1919-1922 does not detract from its
general correctness. The reports’ judgment regarding the scale of urban projects that authorities
had recently broached was correct. And while revolutionary politics irreversibly interrupted
colonial logic, it did not immediately reach into the colonial machinery of government. Colonial
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control over ministries and departments gradually receded during the decades following
conditional independence. This chapter contextualizes colonial schemes of housing and town
planning by arguing that they expressed the regime’s efforts to address two problems. First, by
offering material improvement, the regime attempted to neutralize the increasingly politicized
question of the lack of a Cairo municipality. Second, by assuming responsibility for urban growth
the regime sought to address the problems of capital-led urbanization and to establish a new
relationship with capital where the regime had the upper hand.
Thomas Russel served as the head of Cairo Police from 1917 to 1946. The British official
was able to maintain his key position at the Ministry of Interior due to the post-revolutionary
settlement which allowed British authorities to continue to exert influence over matters of internal
security in Egypt. In his capacity as the overseer of the security of Egypt’s leading metropolis,
Russel raised the problem of slums, particularly those of Boulaq, in many of his annual reports. In
his 1930 report, he imagined a scenario involving the residents of Boulaq’s slums:
As we all know, there is no difficulty in destroying any wretched quarter [hayy ‘haqir]. It
is possible, for instance, to destroy Qulali or the ‘eshash of Sharkas and Turguman in the
span of a week, but where will the residents go? It is easy to say that the government has a
duty to build dwellings for workers and that in order for these dwellings to be useful they
have to be affordable and suitable for the condition of workers and that the rent should be
no more than few piasters per week. However, establishing housing at economic rents is a
task that cannot be currently achieved. Yet, the problem of wretched quarters has many
dimensions and should be solved immediately. Let’s imagine the residents of these
wretched quarters as they pour into the city, panic-stricken as if infected by cholera [kaman
massahom al-hawa’ al-asfar, lit. as if touched by yellow air], or in the form of an angry
mob [ghawgha’ ghadeba]. Such a scene is not pleasant to behold.116

The statement of the Chief of Cairo Police, who had first-hand experience with the angry “mob”
of the 1919 revolution, is only a sample of to the metamorphosis of slum dwellers from a biological
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threat into an additional social and political menace. And Russel’s sentiment was shared by many
officials, elites, and the Egyptian middle class. The jagged contradictions of the urban landscape,
that the colonial experience largely perpetuated and entrenched, continued to shape the city and its
politics, ushering in a new era with the Cairo fire and riots of 1952.117
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CONCLUSION

The leading narrative on British colonial Cairo treats the colonial era as a homogeneous expression
of official retrenchment and capital-led urban development. This dissertation takes a different line
on the period, arguing that a distinct transformation took place whereby urban space became the
object of technological and social intervention and a realm of contestation and politics. It further
argues that biological and social pressures facilitated this transition, which forced the British
regime during the latter two decades of the occupation to devise a new approach to the Egyptian
capital. After two decades of halted urban development due to financial stringency and the
regime’s agrarian focus, the colonial administration began to intervene in urban space through an
ambitious program of infrastructural building and improvement. This dissertation provides an
account of Cairo’s growth in parallel to the expansion of its infrastructures, connecting what took
place above ground to what took place underneath it. And it draws lessons from this relationship.
Engineering Metropolis is divided into two parts. The first highlights the main forces that
brought about this transition. Chapter One follows the biological story showing how successive
cholera epidemics forced colonial authorities to bring Cairo to the center of colonial policy.
Contagion wrought three interconnected developments in how health and urban space were
understood in relation to each other. First, it spurred efforts to account for Cairo’s sanitary
infrastructures and map it systematically. Numerous commissions composed of sanitary and
engineering experts met in order to investigate the underlying causes of Cairo unhealthy conditions
and to propose solutions. These commissions studied urban services, streets, houses, mosques,
baths, water fountains, markets, vacant lots, cemeteries, and other important features of the urban
environment. An image of a bifurcated sanitary geography emerged whereby a minority of
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moneyed Cairenes were able to afford private sanitation while the majority depended on collective
institutions such as mosques, public baths and latrines, and water fountains. Second, epidemics
exposed the colonial regime to much criticism from foreign communities, urban elites, and the
anticolonial movement. Eventually, even the government’s own experts acknowledged the need
for improving the health of the city by investing in its sanitary infrastructures instead of merely
responding to crises. Finally, contagion wrought epistemological displacements in how health and
cleanliness were conceived by various social classes. Most importantly, the upwardly mobile
Egyptian middle class refashioned its commitment to inherited medical traditions and demanded
private sanitation as a necessary condition for a new subjectivity.
Chapter Two introduces the other force that facilitated Cairo’s becoming an object of
governance, namely financial investment in the urban landscape, particularly in housing. The
chapter traces how both the poor and developers pushed the urban landscape in various
contradictory directions, exposing the dynamics and consequences of the city’s becoming a theater
for capital accumulation. By reconstructing the history of the colonial city through the lens of
housing, a category that is both spatial and social, this chapter uncovers three features of Cairo’s
capital-led growth. First, elite neighborhoods offering new forms of housing with amenities and
private conveniences provided an answer to the city’s unhealthy conditions, yet only to the few
who could afford it. Second, capital-led urban growth spurred a period of speculative investment
into urban development and construction leading to a property bubble followed by a financial crisis
in 1907. The bubble and its aftershocks led to the redistribution of urban population and to a new
socio-spatial configuration. Finally, against the predictions of boosters and custodians of the
colonial regime, Cairo was also a space of impoverishment and displacement. The bubble led to a
housing crisis that urban authorities were forced to acknowledge by the last decade of colonial
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rule. Overall, the chapter shows how finance transformed the urban landscape in ways that both
satisfied and alarmed colonial administrators.
The second part investigates the regime’s program of infrastructural building and
organization as well as projects of housing and town planning that betrayed a different approach
to the city. Chapter Three examines attempts by the colonial regime to modernize and scientifically
control Cairo’s water supply, focusing primarily on a failed scheme to draw drinking water from
deep tube wells instead of the Nile. The scheme was meant to provide pure drinking water, thus
avert the recurrence of waterborne epidemic diseases that ravaged the city during the first two
decades of the occupation. However, instead of solving the problem, the new water supply became
the focus of a sociotechnical controversy when ordinary Cairenes objected to the taste and qualities
of the new supply. The chapter also sheds light on the critical role of the concessionary Cairo
Water Company in governing the biological life of the city. The company was a particularly glaring
example of private ventures that exercised a form a sovereignty on urban life, creating and
maintaining structural inequalities of service provision.
Chapter Four traces the schemes, designs, construction, reception, and afterlife of Cairo’s
sewage network during the colonial and postcolonial eras. It takes as its starting point the idea that
engineering a technological system implies social engineering down to the most technical details
and that social relations of power are embodied into infrastructures and enacted by their flows.
Failed sewage system schemes between 1885 and 1898 embodied two different visions of
engineering. The first was a liberal universalist vision that saw engineering as a vehicle of social
change geared towards improving the conditions of the lower classes. The second, however, was
an anthropological colonialist vision that saw engineering as the handmaiden of a politics that
sought to cement colonial and class inequalities into the urban environment. Further, the chapter
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shows how Cairo’s first sewage system sided with the second vision, sharply dividing the city into
a minority of upper class elites who enjoyed water and sanitation privately and a majority of lower
class, and mostly Egyptian, residents who were largely denied bourgeois privacy and who were
projected to continue to depend on collective institutions of sanitation for the next decades. Finally,
the chapter shows how the colonial network failed to function as projected during the postcolonial
era, which witnessed the rising social power of the Egyptian middle class as well as their expanding
private use of water. The infrastructure was unable to dictate its colonial social vision on the social
life of post-independence Cairo.
The final chapter traces the rise of new urban politics in Egypt by examining debates on a
proposed Cairo municipality, linking such debates to the regime’s postwar efforts of urban
planning and housing provision. The chapter argues that town planning and housing schemes
represented the culmination and scaling up of the regime’s program of infrastructural
reorganization. They also expressed the regime’s efforts to respond to the excesses of capital-led
urban growth by taking charge of the city’s development while enlisting capital on the regime’s
own terms. Finally, these schemes sought to offer urban material improvement as an antidote to
contentious politics, which particularly gripped the Egyptian capital during the final decade of the
occupation before it culminated in the revolutionary events of 1919 leading to conditional
independence in 1922.
Engineering Metropolis problematizes the dual city model that has been dominant in the
study of Middle Eastern and colonial cities. Instead of dismissing the model altogether, this work
circumscribes and contextualizes it, showing how it was used or mobilized as well as its limitations
in a changing metropolis. The perception of a dual city was significant for turn of the century
residents and observers and it served as the basis for a number of arguments put forth by engineers
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of technological systems and by critics of the colonial regime. To put it schematically, this
dissertation shows that while colonial sanitary infrastructures created and reinforced sharp spatial
and social divisions, other forces including the urban development industry, social mobility of the
middle class, and revolutionary politics worked against these sharp divisions pushing towards a
more stratified and variegated urban space. As we saw in the third chapter, the exorbitant water
rates of the Cairo Water Company, which was established in 1869, created a sharp division
between geographically concentrated elites with abundant access to water in their private homes
and the rest of Cairenes who depended on collective and time-honored institutions of water service
and sanitation. Such high rates later functioned as a barrier that denied water to the nascent
Egyptian middle class that formed during the four decades of colonial rule. And as we saw in the
fourth chapter, the design of the sewage network reinforced the same bifurcated landscape, whose
fixity was thought to be guaranteed by the stability of the colonial regime itself. On the other hand,
dynamics of social mobility and urban change worked against sharp dualities. As we saw in the
second chapter, the property bubble opened up the urban landscape and created diverse spaces for
more comfortable Egyptians and non-Egyptians including Europeans of modest means. Such
spaces that were inhabited by a more diverse class complicated dualistic social visions.
Furthermore, the Egyptian middle class adopted new conceptions of health and cleanliness, and it
demanded access to urban services and private sanitation as material conditions for a new
subjectivity. As we saw in the third and fourth chapters, the rise of the social power of this class
during the two decades following conditional independence in 1922 translated into increasing
access to private services. If the dual city epitomized a colonial imaginary of hierarchy and order
embodied in urban infrastructures, then business interests and social mobility represented
countervailing forces and dynamics that stratified the urban landscape more finely.
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Engineering Metropolis heeds the voice and agency of Cairenes while being aware of the
challenge of narrating the history of the colonized, and of the epistemological and methodological
presuppositions of different modes of narrative. The challenge is paradoxically how to populate
an account of colonial Cairo with ordinary people and dispossessed classes, who constituted a
majority of urban residents, while colonial archives—both in London and Cairo—are mostly
inhabited by colonial categories, bureaucrats, experts, and economic elites. Engineer Metropolis
searches for the voices of those who have been silenced by power and for moments of
contradiction, opposition, and negativity in ways that are attuned to the narrative itself instead of
adopting a unified strategy of approaching historical texts and archives, be it the social historian’s
reliance on quantitative methodologies or the postcolonial reading of the colonial archive against
its organizing logic. Thus, the second chapter shed light on the city’s squatters and slum dwellers,
revealed their logic for settling in some areas rather than others, presented them as shapers of the
urban landscape, and dwelled on the forces that continued to dispossess them in the name of health
and progress. And the third chapter traced how ordinary Cairenes, who drew on local
epistemologies and embodied knowledge, objected to the taste and qualities of a new water supply.
The chapter demonstrated how the widespread rejection of the new water supply dealt a blow to
colonial scientific self-assurance, evoked irresolvable colonial tensions, and forced colonial
officials to rethink their assumptions regarding what ordinary people knew and were capable of
knowing. Finally, the fourth chapter traced the history of a technological system against the
backdrop of social transformation, arguing that the social vision embodied in the colonial
infrastructure failed to dictate the life of Cairo. While the design of the drainage system adopted a
vision of social hierarchy and stasis, suppressing the politically dangerous and upwardly mobile
middle class by lumping it with the “lower class,” the 1919 revolution and the following decades
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of decolonization empowered this class. The revolution and the social transformation it unleashed
belied the colonial sociology of imperial engineers. The inability of the system to absorb increased
water usage was the material expression of the failure of the colonial project to engineer society.
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